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Abstract
The behaviour and design of prestressed steel structures, with an emphasis on trussed arches, are
examined in this thesis. For long-span structural systems, where self-weight becomes an increas-
ingly dominant component of the design loading, significant material savings can be achieved
through the use of high tensile strength steel cables in conjunction with conventional steelwork.
Further benefits can be achieved by prestressing the cables.
In the system currently being investigated, the prestressed cables, which are housed within the
bottom chord of tubular arched trusses, apply a compressive force to the chord members, which is
opposite in nature to the resultant forces arising from the externally applied gravity loads. The sta-
bility of the trussed elements under prestress and the load–deformation response of the prestressed
elements to the subsequent application of tensile loading are examined analytically, numerically
and experimentally, with good correlation achieved between the three approaches. The benefits of
prestressing, in terms of increased member strength and stiffness, are demonstrated, and optimal
prestress levels are investigated.
In instances of load reversal (e.g. due to wind uplift) in trusses without horizontal end anchorage
that would allow catenary forces to develop, the presence of prestress can become detrimental.
To examine this, a total of eight pin-ended cable-in-tube systems, featuring both non-grouted and
grouted members, were tested in compression. Increasing initial prestress levels was found to
reduce the capacity of the system in compression, but initial prestress was shown to be less detri-
mental than externally applied compressive loading of the same magnitude, due to the absence of
second order bending moments. Finite element models were developed and, following accurate
replication of test results, were used to generate parametric results for a range of member slender-
nesses and prestress levels. The test and FE results were compared against capacity predictions
based on a proposed modified Perry-Robertson design method. Consistent, accurate and generally
safe-side predictions were achieved.
Following the examination of behaviour of individual prestressed elements within the truss, a series
of analytical and numerical models of the full arched truss system were developed to investigate
its global structural behaviour. Parametric studies revealed that the horizontal end boundary con-
ditions, prestress level, truss depth and diagonal member arrangements were the key parameters
influencing the stiffness, load bearing capacity and failure mode of the structure.
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Notation
K Axial stiffness of prestressed element.
Ks, Kh Linear elastic horizontal spring stiffness and elastic horizontal stiffness of
the truss respectively.
Lo, Lcr Length of the system prior and post prestressing process respectively.
M Bending moment at mid-height of the tube.
N Applied external axial load on prestressed element.
Nb,Rd Buckling load of cable-in-tube-system.
Ncr Elastic critical load of the cable-in-tube system.
Npl, Np Cross-sectional resistance of grouted and non-grouted cable-in-tube sys-
tem, respectively.
Nty, Ny Yield load of the tube and the cable respectively.
Nu,PR, Nu,calc Predicted ultimate load of cable-in-tube system using Perry-Robertson
first yield and EC3 approach, respectively.
Nu,test, Nu,FE Experimental and numerical ultimate load of cable-in-tube system, re-
spectively.
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Nt, Nc Force in the tube and the cable, respectively, during the loading stage.
Pi Initial prestress.
Q(S1), Q(S2), Q(S3) Vertical displacement at apex of the top chord during loading stage 1, 2
and 3 respectively.
Qin, Qo, Qty, Qcy, Qf Distance from the apex of the top chord to the horizontal before prestress-
ing, after prestressing, at the end of loading stage 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
U Total strain energy.
V Total potential energy.
W Applied external load on truss.
At, Ac, Ag Cross-sectional area of the tube, the cable and the grout, respectively.
Et, Ec, Egm Young’s modulus of the tube, the cable and the grout respectively.
It, Ig Second moment of area of the tube and the grout, respectively.
Kst, Ksc Strain hardening axial stiffness of the tube and the cable, respectively.
Kt, Kc, Kg Axial stiffness of the tube, the cable and the grout respectively.
Lb(in), Lb,o Length of bottom chord before and after prestress.
Lt Length of top chord.
P0 Zero initial prestress.
Popt,t, Popt,c Optimal prestress level for cable-in-tube system under tensile and com-
pressive load respectively.
↵k, ↵k,g Initial prestress reduction factor for non-grouted and grouted cable-in-
tube system, respectively.
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 ¯,  ¯g Normalised slenderness of non-grouted and grouted cable-in-tube system,
respectively.
 p Reduction function accounting for initial prestress level.
✏u, ✏f ultimate and failure strain, respectively.
⌘ Imperfection factor.
fty, fcy Yield stress of the tube and the cable respectively.
!b, !(s1), !(s1), !(s3) Lateral deflection at mid-height of prestressed member at buckling point
and at the end of loading stages 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
!i, !total Initial imperfection and lateral deflection at mid-height during loading
respectively.
 0.2,  u 0.2% proof and ultimate stress, respectively.
 b Mean axial stress on mid-height of the tube at first yield.
 max Maximum axial stress during loading.
xt, xc Axial displacement of the tube and the cable during prestress respectively.
xty, xcy Axial displacement at yield point of the tube and cable, respectively.
b, h, t, ri Outer width, height, depth and internal corner radius of the tube, respec-
tively.
fgu, fgt, Gf cube strength, tensile strength and fracture energy of the grout, respec-
tively.
h Truss depth.
x1, x2 and x3 axial displacement during loading stage 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
↵c Coefficient of linear expansion of the cable.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The current drive towards sustainable development now places a high level of importance on the
reduction of embodied energy within the construction industry. The World Steel Association
(W.S.A.) has identified that steel production accounts for 3–4% of the world’s greenhouse gas
emissions and that 1.8 tonnes of CO2 is emitted for every tonne of steel produced (Worldsteel-
Association, 2013). Prestressed tubular steel structures can achieve reduced material consumption
and hence a greatly reduced carbon footprint.
Structures with an arch profile have the ability to carry vertical loading through the classical arching
action which makes them an economical and aesthetically appropriate solution for long spanning
steel structures. Trussed arch structures, in particular, achieve great structural efficiency in resisting
the applied loading through both the arching acting of the top chord as well as utilising the bending
stiffness offered by the axial action of the top and bottom chord members. In the system currently
being investigated, developed by the company S2 based in Sydney, Australia (Ellen, 1987), pre-
tensioned cables, located within the bottom chord of the tubular trusses, apply a compressive force
to the chord members, which is opposite in nature to the resultant forces arising from the externally
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applied gravity loads. The capacity of the trussed arch, under gravity loads, is maximized since
the tensile strength of the lower chord is only utilized after the compressive force induced by the
prestressed cables has first been overcome.
The following steps describes the construction sequence established for the aforementioned trussed
arch structures (Ellen, 1987).
Step 1 Construction of the tubular trussed main span and trussed column supports at ground level,
as shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Construction of tubular truss components.
Step 2 Figure 1.2 illustrates the prestressing of the cables encased within the bottom chord of the
centre span. The segmental length of the lower chord determines the curvature of the upper
and lower chords; therefore the segmental length may be varied at the design stage to obtain
the desired shape.
Cable
Figure 1.2: Prestressing of cables encased in the bottom tubular steel chord, altering the shape of
the main span.
Step 3 Figure 1.3 shows the erection of the remaining column assembly to form the complete
structure, connecting the bottom chord cables of the centre span to those of the column
structure and prestressing them further. To complete the erection process, the void space
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between the cables and the tube is then grouted with cementitious material such as Portland
cement with chemical additives; this bonds the two components together.
Cable
Figure 1.3: Connection of column structure to the main span and prestressing of the column struc-
ture to required level.
A practical example of prestressed steel structure is shown in Figure 1.4
The ability to control deflections is at the heart of a successful solution to long-spanning steel struc-
tures. Previous experiments carried out on prestressed frame structures indicate that failure occurs
at the bottom chord and the introduction of prestress significantly improves the structural capacity
(Hancock et al., 1988; Clarke & Hancock, 1994, 1995). The inward pre-load condition gener-
ated due to the introduction of prestressed cables in the bottom chord of trussed arches provides
resistance against lateral deflection as well as wind uplift.
1.1 Aims and objectives
The main objectives of this research are:
• To develop a series of increasingly realistic analytical and numerical models of a prestressed
steel trussed arch to have a better understanding of its mechanical behaviour.
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 (a) Assembly and prestressing stage.
(b) Completed structure (Ellen, 1987).
Figure 1.4: Prestressed trussed arch in Hyde Park.
• To identify the key parameters that influence the performance of prestressed steel structures
using the methodology described below.
• To validate numerical and analytical models using experimental results generated in the
present study.
Through the fulfilment of these objectives, design recommendations for these types of structures
can be made.
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1.2 Research methodology
Analytical models of a prestressed bottom chord element are devised and shown to have good
correlation with a simple numerical model using finite element (FE) analysis (ABAQUS 6.12,
2012) as well as experimental results on prestressed elements. This has been included in a recently
published journal paper on the tensile behaviour Gosaye et al. (2014b) and in a submitted article on
the compressive behaviour of prestressed element Gosaye et al. (2014a). These analytical models
are further developed to examine the global behaviour of a prestressed trussed arch system under
various loading and support conditions. Sophisticated FE models of the trussed arch structure are
devised. Both the numerical and analytical models are used to determine the key parameters that
influence the performance of the prestressed trussed arch. The validated analytical models form
the basis for making design recommendations.
1.3 Outline of thesis
The current chapter puts into context the necessity for an innovative structural solution such as
prestressing in reducing material use in construction, as well as outlining the general scope of this
research. A brief summary of the following chapters is given below.
1.3.1 Literature review
A general overview of the key theoretical and experimental research relevant to this research are
reported in Chapter 2. Detailed considerations of particular aspects of the literature are also made
at the relevant stages in this thesis.
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1.3.2 Tensile performance of prestressed element
The prestressed elements are the critical components that govern the behaviour of prestressed steel
structures, and the benefit of adding initial prestress is maximized when these components are
subjected to tensile forces. Application of prestress will induce compressive force on the encas-
ing tube, as shown in Figure 1.5, and therefore Chapter 2 begins with analytical and numerical
study on the stability of prestressed elements during the prestressing stage. Subsequent downward
loading on prestressed trussed arches will result in tensile forces in the bottom chord members, as
illustrated in Figure 1.6, and thus the performance of prestressed element under tensile loading is
investigated in Chapter 3, using analytical methods and numerical models. The experimental pro-
gramme used to validate the analytical and the numerical models is also described and the benefits
of prestressing, in terms of increased member strength and stiffness, are demonstrated.
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.5: Prestress induces compressive force on the encasing bottom chord tube thus stability
of prestressed element during prestressing stage is examined in Chapter 3.
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Figure 1.6: Downward gravity loading on prestressed arch induces tensile forces on bottom chord
members, thus performance of prestressed element in tension investigated in Chapter 3.
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1.3.3 Compressive behaviour of prestressed element
Compressive forces may arise on prestressed members owing to load reversal such as in cases
of wind uplift, as shown in Figure 1.7. The resultant detrimental effect of the initial prestress
on the compressive capacity of the prestressed element is the subject matter of Chapter 4. Both
the cross-sectional and the member buckling behaviour are examined analytically and using finite
element models. The numerical and analytical models are validated using results obtained from
the experimental programme carried out and subsequently used in a parametric study conducted to
investigate effects of member slenderness and initial prestress levels. The benefit of adding grout
to bond the prestressing steel to the encasing tube is also investigated and design approaches for
both non-grouted and grouted prestressed elements are proposed.
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Figure 1.7: Uplift forces on prestressed arch induces compressive forces on bottom chord mem-
bers, thus performance of prestressed element in compression is investigated in Chapter 4.
1.3.4 Prestressed trussed arch under downward loading
The analytical work of Chapter 3 is used in Chapter 5 to develop increasingly sophisticated ana-
lytical models of the trussed arch structure subjected to downward loading. These are compared
with numerical models of trussed arch structures of practical geometry and a method of obtaining
the optimal structural form is presented. Owing to the uncertainty involved in determining the
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end boundary support conditions of trussed arch structures, numerical and analytical models with
various end support conditions are examined.
1.3.5 Prestressed trussed arch under uplift forces
The developed numerical models of trussed arch structures are used to examine the effects of
uplifting forces in Chapter 6, the results of which validate the increasingly realistic analytical
models developed based on the work presented in Chapter 4. Similar to Chapter 5, the effects of
the change in boundary conditions and changes in the structural form are examined using both the
analytical and numerical models.
1.3.6 Conclusions, findings and further work
The key findings of the research are summarised in Chapter 7, together with suggestions for further
work.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
This chapter provides an overview of the key theoretical and experimental contributions on pre-
stressed steel structures. The literature review is divided into four sections. The review begins
with an account of early applications and developments of prestressed steel structures, as given in
Section 2.1. A review of existing literature on prestressed steel I-beams and trusses is presented
in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. Owing to the arch action that occurs when the structure is on
pinned, as opposed to roller, supports, literature on the stability of arches is outlined in Section 2.4.
Concluding remarks on the findings of the literature review are then given in Section 2.5.
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2.1 Prestressed steel concept development
The principle of the prestressing technique is to introduce internal forces in the structure which are
opposite in nature to those induced when external loads are applied. Application of the technique
can be dated as far back as 2700 BC when it was used in the construction of Egyptian sailing ships
(Troitsky, 1990). It is also used in everyday objects such as the wine barrel illustrated in Figure
2.1(a) where the metal bands apply in ward radial stress to the wooden staves, as shown in Figure
2.1(b), which is opposite in nature to the stress induced by the internal liquid pressure.
a) b)
Wooden staves
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Figure 2.1: Radially prestressed wooden barrel. (a) Wooden Barrel. (b) Radial inward prestress
applied by metal band
In structural engineering, the prestressing technique is commonly applied in concrete structures
owing to the inherent weakness of the material under tensile load. The low tensile strength of
concrete results in the development of cracks at early stages of loading. Considering the simply
supported concrete beam shown in Figure 2.2(a), the application of initial prestress induces ax-
ial compression that counteracts the tensile stresses which develop when external transverse load
is applied as illustrated in Figure 2.2(b). Consequently, the low tensile strength of concrete is
compensated for by the initial prestress.
Opposing the tensile stresses arising from the applied loading is not the only advantage of pre-
stressing concrete; it also improves the shear capacity of the member and more importantly en-
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formly distributed load !.
ables utilisation of the full cross-section capacity of the concrete section which leads to lighter
construction (Magnel, 1950). However, some of these savings are offset by the costs associated
with the increased level of quality control required for material production as well as the skilled
personnel needed in construction. Nonetheless, substantial indirect savings are achieved through
the use of prestressed concrete as the reduced quantity of material means lighter foundations can
be used and, in the long term, the use of high quality material means the structure will require less
maintenance and it will have longer working life. More importantly, for long-span structures such
as segmental bridges where shear resistance, self-weight and long-term deflections become key
design parameters, application of initial prestress becomes the only option.
Many of the advantages mentioned can be obtained by prestressing other construction materials
such as steel. Although in recent years prestress is commonly associated with concrete structures,
its application to steel pre-dates the conception of prestressed concrete. Robert Stephenson de-
signed and constructed the compound girder illustrated in Figure 2.3. As the figure shows, the
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compound girder was composed of three I-beam segments which were bolted together and ex-
ternally prestressed using flat wrought-iron ties. However, the sagging moment induced by the
horizontal end reaction from the prestressing members results in high bending moments to occur
near the supports, as illustrated in Figure 2.3 (Sutherland, 2009). This flaw in design proved to be
fatal when one of these structures built over the Dee River in Chester collapsed in 1847 killing 5
people and injuring 9 (Lewis & Gagg, 2004). This severely affected Stephenson’s reputation and
undermined confidence in the development and application of prestressing techniques in construc-
tion.
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Figure 2.3: Prestressed cast iron girder designed by Robert Stephenson. (a) Prestressed girder.
Bending moment diagram of the girder: (b) due to horizontal and (c) due to vertical component of
prestressing.(d) Residual internal moment after prestress application.
In later years Stephenson, with the help of Charles HeardWild, used his past experience to overhaul
his design approach (Sanabra-Loewe & Capell-Llovera, 2014). Instead of using I-beam segments
Stephenson adopted a trussed arch, with a curved top chord and straight bottom chord members,
to design a bridge over the Arno River in Italy. This time, the prestressing tendons were placed
underneath the bottom chord member and consequently initial prestress provided internal forces
that were opposite to those induced when external loads were applied.
In the United States, Squire Whipple independently designed and patented the trussed arch system
shown in Figure 2.4, in 1840, which is similar to the system implemented by Stephenson and
Wild, but the prestressing technique adopted was very different (Sanabra-Loewe & Capell-Llovera,
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2014). In his approach Whipple induced initial prestress by pre-compressing the diagonal bracing
members, as outlined by Griggs & DeLuzio (1995).
Figure 2.4: Prestressed cast iron bridge patented by Squire Whipple (Whipple, 1841).
Although application of prestressed steel has not been at the forefront of the construction industry
from the early years of application, academic research into this technique has continued, albeit
limited. The literature on prestressed steel can be divided in terms of the structural form upon
which prestress is applied. Existing research on prestressed steel I beams will briefly be investi-
gated, followed by a more detailed review of existing research on prestressed steel truss, which is
the main emphasis of the current study.
2.2 Prestressed steel I-beams
Perhaps due to Stephen Robertson’s initial approach in prestressing steel I-beams, substantial re-
search exists on prestressed composite steel I-beams with the tendon profiles illustrated in Figure
2.5. Hoadley (1963) used the strain energy method to derive an expression for the axial force in the
tendon used to prestress simply supported, single-span composite beams. The prestressing tendons
had constant eccentricity and it was concluded that the addition of initial prestress improved both
the strength and the ductility of composite steel beams. Although the variation in tendon force dur-
ing loading stage was incorporated in this analysis, second order P    effects, which the authors
estimated to result in a 5-10 % reduction in capacity, were not included in the study.
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Figure 2.5: Tendon profile for prestressed composite steel I-beam: (a) straight line tendon profile;
(b) draped tendon profile.
Numerical models of simply supported, prestressed single-span composite beams were formulated
using principles of compatibility in the study conducted by Reagan & Krahl (1967). The numerical
results showed reasonable agreement with experimental results generated by Stras (1964), which
demonstrated the levels of enhancements in capacity that can be achieved through prestressing.
Reagan & Krahl (1967) analysed a series of highway and bridge beams and came to the conclu-
sion that in general the failure mode of the prestressed composite beams was through crushing of
the concrete as opposed to fracture of the prestressing tendon in tension, though this is not generic
as the failure mode can change depending on the member sizes and material properties. An ex-
perimental and numerical investigation into prestressed composite bridges was also carried out by
Klaiber et al. (1982). Numerical models were developed using the linear finite element software
SAP IV (1993) and results showed reasonable correlation with experimental data which further
reinforced the strength enhancement effect of prestressing composite beams reported by Reagan &
Krahl (1967).
Analytical models and design guidance were proposed by Saadatmanesh et al. (1989a,b,c) for
predicting the flexural behaviour of composite steel beams with prestressing tendons placed at the
level of the bottom flange. The analytical model was based on incremental deformation theory and
accounted for the inelastic behaviour of both the concrete and steel beam. Comparisons between
the load–deformation curves for conventional and prestressed composite beams revealed similar
trends as reported in Chapter 3, where the addition of tendons increases the capacity of the member
while the addition of initial prestress increases the yield load of the bottom flange, thereby reducing
the deflections at ultimate load.
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A parametric study on prestressed composite steel beams under four point bending was carried
out by Ayyub et al. (1990c). Ayyub et al. (1990c) analytically and experimentally examined the
effect of tendon profiles and initial prestress. By assuming full composite action, the transformed
area method, also known as the equivalent section method, was used in formulating the analytical
model. The key parameters of the experimental study were the tendon profile (draped or a straight
line following the bottom flange) as well as the material used for the prestressing tendon (high
strength bar or a seven wire strand). The experimental results verified the analytical model and
showed similar trends to those reported in Saadatmanesh et al. (1989a,b,c) where initial prestress
was shown to increase strength and enhance stiffness. The parametric investigation also showed
that composite beams prestressed with draped tendons were more ductile than those prestressed
with straight tendons. The authors suggested that the no-slip assumption, inherent in the analytical
model, may be invalid owing to the variation observed between the experimental and analytical
results for the composite beams with draped tendon profiles. However the authors did not con-
sidering other non-linear effects which may give rise to differences between the analytical and
experimental results; for instance the change in tendon force with increasing deflections was not
monitored and compared with the analytical result and may therefore be a source of error in the
analytical model.
More recently, Chen & Gu (2005) carried out tests on prestressed composite beams and reached
similar conclusion to Saadatmanesh et al. (1989a,b,c); a simplified analytical expression was also
formulated to predict the axial force in the tendon. Lorenc & Kubica (2006) conducted an ex-
perimental study on composite beams with straight and draped tendon profiles and found that for
a fixed level of eccentricity, the tendon profile had little impact on the ultimate capacity of the
composite beam and the variation in ductility previously reported by Ayyub et al. (1990c) was not
observed in this study.
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2.3 Prestressed steel trusses
Externally prestressed I-beams have several shortcomings, including the fact that the initial pre-
stress that can be applied is limited due to the buckling of the I-beam and that the prestressing
members are exposed to damage and environmental influences. These disadvantage can be allevi-
ated by placing the prestressing tendon inside the bottom chord of trussed girders. As mentioned
earlier, prestressed trussed structures is the main focus of the current study and therefore the ex-
isting literature on this topic will be reviewed in this section. The review is split into analytical,
numerical and experimental studies owing to the division that exists in the literature, as well as the
fact that the current study covers all three aspects.
2.3.1 Analytical modelling
Relatively few analytical studies have been conducted on prestressed steel trusses and therefore
the existing analytical literature is briefly discussed, followed by a description of the basis of the
analytical modelling technique adopted in this study.
Magnel (1950), a prominent academic who made notable contributions to research on prestressed
concrete, was the first academic to investigate the economies of prestressing steel. He investigated
the trussed girder with internal prestressing cables placed inside the bottom chord member. Mag-
nel made the important realisation that for internally prestressed trusses, the initial force that the
prestressing tendon applies is equilibrated by the encasing chord member and that both component
will experience equal strain when external load is applied. By comparing the working stress on a
tensile member made out of mild steel, Magnel showed that a 33 % reduction in weight could be
achieved by using high strength prestressing steel cable.
Retrofitting deficient truss bridges through the application of prestress was investigated by Ayyub
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& Ibrahim (1990b). Matrix analysis using the direct stiffness method, as developed by Weaver
& Gere (1980), was utilised in formulating their analytical solutions. By changing the diago-
nal bracing arrangements the authors investigated both statically determinate and indeterminate
trusses. Closed form analytical solutions were developed for the statically determinant trusses
while iterative solutions were proposed for the statically indeterminate trusses. The results showed
that prestressing increased the elastic range of the structural response and significantly reduced
the axial force in the bottom chord members of both the statically determinant and indeterminate
trusses. The authors investigated various prestressing tendon profiles and concluded that profiles
that did not coincide with the truss members were the least effective. However in this approach
of analysis, all components of the structure are assumed to be elastic and the structural stiffness
was determined based on its initial configuration. However, as will be shown in Chapters 5 and
6, the stiffness of the structure changes with applied loading owing to the yielding or buckling of
the members and the benefit of applying initial prestress can be demonstrated by examining the
full load–deformation response of the structure, as opposed to monitoring the member loads when
design loads are applied to the structure.
The component reliability and redundancy of prestressed trusses was examined by Ayyub et al.
(1990a). The authors stated that a statistical approach was appropriate owing to the uncertainty in-
volved in structural strength and future loading conditions. The results showed improved reliability
and redundancy when trusses were prestressed. However, the authors only compared prestressed
truss and trusses without any cables and thus the improvement in reliability and redundancy may
be attributed largely to the fact that an additional structural component (cable) was added to the
structure.
A parametric study into the behaviour and capacity of prestressed trusses was conducted by Han
& Park (2005). The profile of the prestressing cables, shown in Figure 2.6, and the prestress level
were the key parameters varied. A mixed approach combining the flexibility and stiffness methods
was adopted. Similar to the approach taken by Ayyub & Ibrahim (1990b), the prestressed truss
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was analysed by applying a constant design load. The member forces were monitored and the
results showed that increasing the level of initial prestress increased the elastic range of the overall
structural response and thereby reduced deflections and increased load carrying capacity. In terms
of internal prestressing of the cable profile as shown in Figure 2.6 (a), Han & Park (2005) reached
similar conclusions to those made by Ayyub & Ibrahim (1990b), but Han & Park (2005) had also
investigated external prestressing, as shown in Figure 2.6 (c)-(d), and found it to be more effective
since the member forces were reduced. However, similar to Ayyub & Ibrahim (1990b), Han &
Park (2005) focused on the elastic portion of the structural response and therefore did not observe
the full benefit of adding prestress.
respectively. This is because the tendon shares as much live
load due to the increment in prestressing force, which is an
indeterminate redundant force.
It is clear that the descending slopes of the reduction in
maximum tension force become steeper in the following or-
der: one-drape, two-drape, straight, external-drape (0.6 m),
© 2005 NRC Canada
Han and Park 425
Fig. 9. Post-tensioning of truss type I using different tendon profiles: (a) straight tendon, (b) one-drape tendon, (c) two-drape tendon,
(d) external tendon.
Fig. 10. Reduction in maximum truss tension force versus ten-
don profile for truss types I–III.
Fig. 11. Reduction in maximum truss compression force versus
tendon profile for truss types I–III.
Fig. 8. Tendon profiles: (a) straight tendon, (b) one-drape tendon, (c) two-drape tendon.
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Figure 2.6: Steel trusses with different prestressing cable profiles studied by Han & Park (2005).
More recently, Albrecht & Lenwari (2008) used the method of joints to analyse the forces in
individual members of externally prestressed trusses. The commonly applied allowable stress
method for design of prestressed concrete was adopted to define a design space. The allowable
stress limits were defined based on member buckling during prestressing as well as the yield and
fracture limits of both the prestressing tendon and other truss members. The authors demonstrated
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how this method may be applied to the strengthening of existing structures. This approach could
be used to develop the current research on prestressed trussed arches into a guidance for the design
of the overall structure.
2.3.1.1 Adopted analytical modelling approach
Equilibrium
In the field of structural engineering, equilibrium is commonly defined using Newton’s second law
of motion, which states that for a static loading scenario, the vector sum of all the forces acting on
the structural must be zero. This approach becomes cumbersome for structural systems with multi
degrees of freedom. A more convenient approach commonly adopted in structural analysis is the
potential energy approach where the total potential energy (TPE) V of the system is determined
from:
V = U  W , (2.1)
where U is the total strain energy stored in the deformable components of the structural system
as it deforms under externally applied load W and   is the displacement of the structure in the
direction of applied loadW . In such a framework of analysis, the system is said to be in equilibrium
if the total potential energy V is stationary with respect to the generalized coordinates of structure
(Thompson & Hunt, 1973), which can be expressed mathematically for a single degree-of-freedom
(SDOF) system with a generalized coordinate Q by the definition:
dV
dQ
= 0. (2.2)
Such a definition of equilibrium enables formulation of expressions for the load–deflection re-
sponse of the system. These load–deflection relationships are termed equilibrium paths.
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Stability
In structural engineering, stability refers to the ability of the structure to resist increasing levels
of applied loads. Instability can ensue as a result of limits imposed by the structure’s material
strength or owing to bifurcation of equilibrium in which a sudden change in deformation pattern
is observed when the critical load is reached. Euler (1744) conducted the first investigation into
the stability of structural elements by considering a simply-supported strut as shown in Figure
2.7. By equating the mode shape eccentricity bending moment expression (Wy) from a cut at mid
span to that obtained from linear bending theory (EI d
2y
dx2 ), Euler formulated the governing ordinary
differential equation (ODE) thus:
EI
d2y
dx2
+Wy = 0, (2.3)
where EI is the flexural rigidity of the column. Solving the ODE by applying the boundary
condition furnishes the elastic critical load given in Equation (2.4). In cases of struts supported on
varying boundary conditions or having non-uniform cross-section properties, such exact solutions
for the critical load are not always possible using equilibrium approach. However, formulation of
the total potential energy of the strut as shown in Equation (2.5), can yield close approximations.
To obtain an expression for the critical load, Rayleigh’s Method (or the Rayleigh–Ritz method for
multiple degree of freedom (MDOF) systems) is commonly employed, in which a buckling mode
is assumed and the critical load found by setting the second derivative of the TPE to zero. It can
be shown that the critical load expression given in Equation (2.4) can be replicated using the TPE
approach by assuming a sinusoidal buckling mode.
WC =
⇡2EI
L2
(2.4)
V =
Z L
0
"
1
2
EI
✓
d2y
dx2
◆2
  W
2
✓
dy
dx
◆2#
dx. (2.5)
The energy approach also provides a means to assess the stability of the structure at any point
along its equilibrium path. The rolling ball analogy shown in Figure 2.8 illustrates the different
types of equilibrium state. Figure 2.8(a) shows the ball placed on a concave surface – analogous to
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Figure 2.7: Analytical model of a simply supported axially loaded strut.
an energy minima, in such a scenario the perturbed ball would return to its original position after a
small perturbation which indicates the stable nature of its original position. In contrast, if the ball
is placed on convex surface, as shown in Figure 2.8(b), and is displaced it will simply roll away
without returning to its origin and thus the initial equilibrium condition is termed unstable. The
analogy for neutral equilibrium state is depicted in Figure 2.8(c) where the ball is placed on a flat
surface and any perturbation causes the ball to move to a equilibrium position. These equilibrium
states are mathematically determined, for SDOF system with generalised coordinateQ, as follows:
d2V
dQ2
> 0) stable equilibrium,
d2V
dQ2
< 0) unstable equilibrium,
d2V
dQ2
= 0) neutral equilibrium if all higher derivatives are zero.
As mentioned earlier, the equilibrium path will bifurcate after reaching the critical load. The equi-
librium path that the structure follows is determined through nonlinear analysis and in general,
postbuckling behaviour can be categorised as stable-symmetric, unstable-symmetric or asymmet-
ric, as shown in Figure 2.9. The nature of the postbuckling behaviour depends on the structure.
Structures with stable-symmetric postbuckling behaviour, such as axially loaded plates, are able
to carry additional loads after the critical load. On the other hand, after reaching critical load,
the load carrying capacity of structures with unstable-symmetric postbuckling response, such as
cylindrical shells under compression, reduces with increasing deflection. Asymmetric frames and
other structural forms have asymmetric postbuckling behaviour, the response of which is highly
dependent on the direction of deflection after the critical load.
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 a) b) c) 
Figure 2.8: Rolling ball analogy for equilibrium states: (a) stable equilibrium (b) unstable equilib-
rium (c) neutral equilibrium.
Discussion of equilibrium and stability thus far were based on geometrically perfect structures.
Real structures however contain both geometrical and material imperfections. Stability analysis
can be extended to take into account these effects and it can be shown that the equilibrium path of
such structural forms are asymptotic to the perfect case though the postbuckling response is highly
dependent on the sense of initial imperfection, as shown in Figure 2.9 for the three postbuckling
scenarios.
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Figure 2.9: Effects of initial imperfection on equilibrium paths of structural systems with (a) stable
symmetric, (b)unstable symmetric and (c) asymmetric postbuckling response.
Codified approach
As mentioned earlier, instability in structural systems can be triggered owing to material failure.
In the case of a strut, for example, the elastic critical load given in Equation (2.4) is an upper
bound approximation to the capacity of the column as it does not consider the strength of the
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material. Ayrton & Perry (1886) proposed that the capacity of an initially stress-free strut would
not significantly exceed the load at which first yield occurs in the extreme fibres at the mid-height
of the column. By making an additional assumption of an initial sinusoidal imperfection, the
applied axial stress  b which causes first yield can be shown to be:
 b =
[fy + (1 + ⌘)  E]
2
 
✓
1
2
◆q
[fy + (1 + ⌘)  E]
2   4 Efy, (2.6)
where fy is the yield strength of the material,  E is the critical applied stress obtained by dividing
the critical load of Equation (2.4) by the column’s cross-sectional area,A, and ⌘ is the imperfection
factor. Robertson (1925) related the imperfection factor ⌘ to the slenderness of the column for
various cross-section shapes and Equation (2.6) was therefore termed the Perry-Robertson formula.
The Perry-Robertson formula forms the basis for several design codes for columns. In Eurocode
EN 1993-1-1:2005 (2005) for the design of steel structures, the imperfection factor ⌘ is given by:
⌘ = ↵( ¯  0.2), (2.7)
where  ¯ =
q
Afy
WC and ↵ is an imperfection parameter, which takes on discrete values to define the
five buckling curves set out in EN 1993-1-1:2005 (2005) .
2.3.2 Numerical modelling
Geometrical and material nonlinearities, inherent in practice, pose limitations on the analytical
modelling approach discussed earlier. Incorporation of these nonlinear effects into analytical mod-
els results in complicated mathematical expressions which require use of numerical procedures to
solve. Advances in computer technologies, in recent years, facilitated the development of numer-
ical techniques, such as the finite element method, that can successfully model the effects of the
nonlinearities present in practice. Geometrical and material nonlinearities were first developed in
finite element analysis by Turner et al. (1960) and Gallagher et al. (1962) respectively the cul-
mination of continued advancements have resulted in the development of general purpose finite
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element analysis software, which has facilitated the design of increasingly complex and efficient
structures. The finite element modelling technique has also proved to be efficient research tool,
offering a cost-effective alternative to conducting physical experiments.
One of the earliest numerical models of a prestressed trussed structure was that employed by Clarke
& Hancock (1991) where a finite element model of the subassembly, shown in Figure 2.11, of the
stressed-arch structural system was developed from first principles. The stressed-arch structural
system consisted of a rigid haunch and a flexible truss region, as shown in Figure 2.10. The flex-
ible truss region is located at the central portion of the main span of the structure and contained
sliding joints at the bottom chords which allow the required curvature to be achieved during the
erection stage, without the bottom chord tubes going into compression; the sliding joints are then
locked after the erection process. The rigid haunch region, on the other hand, did not contain slid-
ing joints in the bottom chord and therefore the haunch region displaces as a rigid body during
the erection process. In the finite element formulation, curved beam elements were used to model
all the panel members. The stress-strain curve obtained from tensile coupon tests were assigned
to the structural elements. Joint elements, with experimentally defined rotational stiffnesses, were
used to model the connection between the web members and the top and bottom chords. Similar
to experimental set up, the sub-assembly panel was supported on a pin-ended top chord member.
Instead of modelling the sliding joints, the authors applied uniform thermal load to the bottom
chord member during the prestress application stage, and the results showed good correlation with
the experimental results. However, such close agreement may perhaps be due to the experimen-
tal setup where compressive load is applied to the top chord member only and thus the fact that
the sliding joints have not been simulated in the numerical model may not make a significant dif-
ference. In practice, the sub-assembly utilises the compressive capacity of the top chord and the
tensile capacity of the bottom chord member in resisting the applied load, consequently modelling
of the sliding joint may become critical in accurately simulating the global behaviour of the pre-
stressed truss. The idea of inducing prestress through thermal loading was also employed in the
present study.
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Figure 2.10: Stressed arch frames examined by Clarke & Hancock (1995).
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Figure 2.11: Experimental set up for panel tests conducted by Hancock et al. (1988).
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Clarke & Hancock (1995) extended their investigation to develop a finite element model of the
stressed-arch structural system as a whole. As before, all structural components were created using
beam elements and the trussed column components were affixed onto the rigid haunch region of
the main truss. The non-linear analysis consisted of several loading stages; in the first loading stage
one side of the trussed column was supported on a roller support which enabled lateral movements
and initial prestress was applied by means of thermal loading of the bottom chord member. In
the proceeding loading stage, the column ends were pinned to their final position and vertical
loads were applied at nodal positions along the flexible truss.The numerical results showed a much
stiffer response than the experimental results which may be attributed to the fact that the bottom
chord sliding joints, which minimise preload on the bottom chord, were not incorporated in the
numerical model. The prestressing technique adopted in this study does not involve sliding bottom
chord joints and thus, a similar prestressing technique to that used by Clarke & Hancock (1995)
was adopted in the current study and results reported in Chapter 3 show the stiffness enhancing
effects of adding initial prestress.
The finite element packageMSC/NASTRAN (1995) was adopted in the study conducted by Schmidt
et al. (1998) on the shape formation of prestressed space-truss domes. In the study, initial planar
trusses were formed into space truss domes through the application of prestress. To facilitate the
shape formation, the bottom chord tubes are fabricated with gaps which close when the internal
cable is tensioned, similar to the system adopted in stressed-arch system examined by Clarke &
Hancock (1995). However, unlike Clarke & Hancock (1995), the sliding joints in the bottom chord
were numerically simulated by assigning different thermal coefficients to the segment representing
the initial gap. It was found that the strength of the top chord and their joints were the key pa-
rameters which governed the elastic deformations during prestress. Good agreement between the
numerical and experimental results was observed, though the authors did not examine the effects
of initial prestress on the capacity of the structure.
In recent years, Kyoungsoo & Sang-Eul (2014a) investigated the stablising effect of prestressing on
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the stressed arch structural system previously investigated by Clarke & Hancock (1995). Owing to
the fact that the bottom chord member has a sliding joint that means that the structure is effectively
a mechanism prior to prestress application, the authors argued that the dynamic relaxation method
(DRM) is the most appropriate numerical solution approach. DRM was initially proposed by Day
(1965) as part of his investigation into the performance of pressed concrete pressure vessels for
nuclear reactors and involves lumping the mass of the structure at discrete nodes and following the
movement of the nodes from their position in the prestressed equilibrium state until all vibrations
have dissipated after a sudden application of load. Artificial viscous or kinetic damping terms are
added to the dynamic equation of equilibrium to ensure the steady-state solution is attained. Day
& Bunce (1970) later developed the method for analysing cable networks and it has since been
commonly applied in form finding for cable and fabric structures. Kyoungsoo & Sang-Eul (2014a)
successfully applied this numerical method in modelling the stressed arch panel of Clarke & Han-
cock (1995) and showed good agreement with the experimental investigation conducted. However,
the authors have not acknowledged or compared their method of simulating effects of prestress ap-
plication, which requires considerable computational cost, to the successful simulation carried out
by Schmidt et al. (1998) on a very similar structural system using finite element package. In a later
study, Kyoungsoo et al. (2014b) used the DRM approach to investigate various joint details.
In this thesis, the finite element package ABAQUS (ABAQUS 6.12, 2012) is used to create nu-
merical models that initially employed are used to replicate results from experiments described
outlined in Chapters 3 and 4. The validated numerical models are then used to conduct parametric
models and substantiate the simple, yet accurate, analytical models developed.
2.3.3 Experimental studies
Analytical and numerical modelling techniques described earlier provide an essential tool for
analysing structural behaviour. However these tools of analysis are best validated using results
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obtained through experiments.
Magnel (1950) conducted the first experimental study on prestressed steel truss girders. The steel
girder was made of mild steel with circular hollow sections for the vertical members connecting
the top and bottom chords, while corrugated steel sections were used to construct all the other
structural elements. The different components were bolted together. Prestress was applied us-
ing a prestressing jack. The prestressing tendon profile and loading arrangements are shown in
Figure 2.12. The structural members were strain gauged extensively and results showed that, af-
ter prestress application, negligible stress was induced in members other than the bottom chord.
However, premature failure occurred due to buckling of the top chord member in between the con-
necting vertical members near to the central region owing to the use of corrugated sections for all
chord members. The use of corrugated steel also exposed the prestressing strands to corrosion and
other forms of damages (Granter, 1950).
 
Loading jack 
Loading steel girder 
RHS post RHS post 
Anchor 
Prestressing  tendon placed 
inside the bottom chord 
Anchor 
Figure 2.12: Experimental set up for investigation conducted by Magnel (1950).
In designing an elevated bridge, Finn & Needham (1964) proposed a prestressed truss girder to
be most economical and convenient construction method. Owing to the lack of literature on pre-
stressed steel structures at the time, Finn and Needham decided to carry out a full-scale model test.
The truss girder was constructed using mild-steel, T-sections were used for the top and bottom
chords while double angle sections were used for the diagonal bracing members. Macalloy bars
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were used to apply the initial prestress. Using experience from initial attempts, the authors used
straight prestressing tendons attached to the bottom chord. A four point bending test was carried
out using a hydraulic system similar to the one described earlier for the experiment conducted by
Magnel (1950). The test results showed predominantly linear behaviour up to 2 times the specified
superimposed load and upon removal of this load level, the residual deflection was 10% of the
maximum deflection compared with the requirement of 10 % in BS 449-2:1969 (1969) (the de-
sign code of the time). Although explicit comparisons between a prestressed and non-prestressed
trussed girder were not made, the authors concluded that the prestressing technique substantially
reduced the required depth and weight of the truss girder as well as minimising deflections. Ques-
tioned about the economies of prestress in the subsequent discussion held on the findings, the
authors admitted the difficulties they faced in making a fair comparison and stated that compared
to the mild-steel girder, a prestressed steel girder of the same span can achieve about a 37% reduc-
tion in the weight of steel (Bowen, 1964), which is very similar to the savings reported in previous
study conducted by Magnel (1950).
The top chord member of the stressed arch sub-assembly shown earlier in Figure 2.11 was ex-
perimentally investigated by Hancock et al. (1988). The main objective of the experiment was to
identify the effect of changes in boundary conditions and the initial curvature on the performance
of the top chord member. The authors argued that during the erection stage, the top chord in each
panel of the stressed arch frame behaves as a simply supported column under axial compressive
load since the sliding joints in the bottom chord members were left open. However, during the
service loading stage the sliding joints are locked making the whole structure statically indeter-
minate and the top chords in the panels now behave similar to columns with fixed ends due to
the rotational restraint that the adjacent panels provide. To investigate this effect, panels of the
stressed arch frame were tested using the testing rig layout shown in Figure 2.11. Initial curvature
was applied to the specimens by closing the bottom chord sliding joint. Subsequently, axial force
was applied to the top chord member using a displacement controlled hydraulic loading ram. Axial
shortening between the pinned spherical bearings was measured using an extensometer. Experi-
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mental results were used to validate their numerical model described earlier, which showed that
the initial curvature did not have a significant impact on the ultimate load if the column has fixed
ends, but the opposite is observed if the column has pinned ends.
Clarke & Hancock (1994) demonstrated the limitations of applying a conventional design approach
to stressed arch frames, and proposed that the design of the top chord should be based on strength
charts that take into account the effects of its geometrical slenderness, initial curvature and the
restraining effect of the adjacent panels during the service loading stage. An extensive parametric
investigation was carried out using the numerical models to determine the strength charts. The
design procedure, for a given overall dimension of stressed arch frame, is to determine the axial
capacity of the top chord using the strength chart and then to calculate the corresponding applied
load; the reverse approach may also be taken that would enable determining the top chord size for
a given applied load. The experimental results were used to verify the proposed method which
showed conservative results with relatively small discrepancies. However, as the authors have
noted, the effect of the bottom chord has been neglected in the analysis which makes the strength
charts only specific to the section properties and truss depth chosen to carry out the presented
analysis.
To extend their earlier study on stressed arch frame panels, Clarke & Hancock (1995) conducted
small-scale experiments of the overall structure. Two small scale stressed arch frames with iden-
tical material and geometrical properties were used in their experiments. The curvature profile of
the stressed arch frame at the end of the erection process were found to be in good agreement with
that of the theoretical results obtained through the funicular method described earlier, as well as
the finite element model.
The first stressed arch frame failed before it reached its predicted ultimate strength due to the
malfunctioning lateral restraints used. Clarke & Hancock (1991) also attributed this failure to the
load maintaining dynamometer which allowed the structure to ‘creep’ during static loading. For the
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second stressed arch frame tested, strengthened lateral restraints and a more stable dynamometer
was used and the structural performance was significantly improved. A sway failure mode was
observed at ultimate load, instigated by failure in the haunch region but not due to failure in the top
chord as the authors predicted. Numerical analysis of the same structure also revealed a sway mode
of failure under increasing vertical load, though, failure was instigated by the tensile yielding of
the bottom chord member at the apex. Comparing the load–deflection plots for the two structures
tested showed that the second stressed arch frame had a stiffer response; Clarke & Hancock (1995)
attributed this to the longer sleeve length used in the fabrication of the bottom chord sliding joints.
2.4 Stability of arches
In certain applications of prestressed truss systems, such as the enclosure shown in Figure 1.4, the
main span component may directly be anchored to the ground. If the foundations are sufficient to
restricts horizontal movement, then the top chord member of the trussed arch will behave similar to
an arch, as demonstrated in Chapter 5. As a result, literature on the stability of arches is examined
herein.
The stability of arches has been a subject of research for over 40 years (Wang, 2007). Most of
the literature focuses on the in-plane stability of arches, and Figure 2.13 illustrates the basic two
in-plane buckling modes of arches.
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Figure 2.13: Buckling modes of arches (Pi et al., 2002).
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When considering the buckling behaviour of arches, it is necessary to distinguish arches into deep
and shallow arches based on the span to height ratio of the arch. For deep arches, the shortening
of the centre line of the arch is neglected which makes the anti-symmetric failure mode, shown in
Figure 2.13a, a governing failure mode (Bazant & Cedolin, 1991). DaDeppo & Schmidt (1969)
investigated the buckling of inextensional deep circular arches, with pinned supports, under a con-
centrated load at the crown and found that the governing failure mode was as shown in Figure
2.13b.
For flat arches, on the other hand, the strain energy as a result of direct stress becomes more signif-
icant and thus the assumption of an inextensible centreline no longer holds (Timoshenko & Gere,
1963). Schreyer & Masur (1966) carried out an exact analytical study on shallow circular arches
with fixed supports. Timoshenko & Gere (1963) studied the buckling of sinusoidal shallow arches,
with pinned supports, under uniformly distributed vertical load and showed that the critical buck-
ling mode was the symmetric buckling mode depicted in Figure 2.13. Dickie & Broughton (1971)
conducted experimental and numerical research into the behaviour of shallow circular arches, with
pinned supports, but their research was restricted to rectangular solid sections.
Extensive analytical study on the response of shallow circular arches, with pinned supports, was
conducted by Masur & Lo (1972). Their analysis, however, neglected the effect of pre-buckling
deformations which, according to Pi et al. (2002), is not an appropriate assumption to make for
shallow arches because the ratio of the pre-buckling deformation to the height of the structure can
be considerable. Pi et al. (2002) and Pi & Bradford (2007, 2009) used an energy method to inves-
tigate the buckling of shallow circular arches, with various support conditions, under distributed
loading, the results of which proved to be in good agreement with numerical models. Moon et al.
(2007) investigated the stability of parabolic arches under vertical loadings from which geometri-
cal thresholds for symmetric and antisymmetric critical buckling modes were derived. Pi & Trahair
(1999) and Moon et al. (2009) proposed design methods for circular and parabolic shallow arches,
respectively.
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Prestressed arches
The effect of initial prestress on the performance of arches was examined in the work of Thomp-
son & Hunt (1984). The initial prestress condition was achieved by bending a perfectly straight
strut. By assuming that the arch is inextensible and that the support condition is rigid after the pre-
stressing stage, the authors were able to reduce the problem to a single degree of freedom system.
The total potential energy approach, described in Section 2.3.1, was used to devise an analytical
model of the structure which compared very well with the experimental results of Roorda (1965).
The analytical model also revealed that inducing such an initial prestress, through bending, had an
adverse effect on the load carrying capacity of the arch. This finding can be used to conclude that
if the main span (flexible truss component) of the stressed arch structural system previously dis-
cussed, and shown in Figure 2.10, was pin supported to the ground, the addition of initial prestress
will have adverse impact on the capacity of the top chord since the applied prestress is equilibrated
through the bending action of the top chord member, owing to the presence of sliding joints in the
bottom chord during the prestressing stage. In the prestressing system adopted in this study, how-
ever, the bottom chord members do not have sliding joints and consequently the applied prestress
is equilibrated through the axial compression of the bottom chord tube.
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2.5 Concluding remarks
The objective of this chapter has been to present an overview of previous studies on prestressed
steel structures. Further literature is introduced and reviewed in more detail in the appropriate
sections within this thesis.
Overall, research into prestressed steel structures has been relatively limited. Previous research
has mainly focused on numerical or experimental investigations of the effect of adding an initial
prestress to trussed structures. Defining the characteristic behaviour of prestressed elements is a
key component of this thesis, from which structural global behaviour of prestressed trussed arch
structure is determined.
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Chapter 3
Tensile performance of prestressed steel
elements
3.1 Introduction
For long-span structural systems, where self-weight becomes an increasingly dominant component
of the design loading, significant material savings can be achieved through the use of high tensile
steel cables in conjunction with conventional steelwork. Additional benefits can be gained by
prestressing the cables, inducing internal forces in the structure that can counteract the applied
external loads and control self-weight deflections.
Cable-in-tube systems, whereby the steel cables are housed within hollow structural sections, offer
a practical means of realising the aforementioned concept, and bring further advantages such as
ensuring the stability of the tube under the prestressing forces due to the stabilising action of the
internal tensioned cable. Examples of recent applications of prestressed cable-in-tube systems
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include the reconfiguration of the Sydney Olympic stadium and the Five Star Aviation hangar at
Brisbane Airport, both in Australia (Ellen et al., 2012).
In the system currently being investigated, developed by the company S2 Space Solutions (Ellen,
1987), the prestressed cables, housed within the bottom chord of the tubular arched trusses, apply
a compressive force to the chord members, which is opposite in nature to the resultant forces
arising from the externally applied gravity loads. The behaviour of trussed elements in the scenario
described above, i.e. pre-compressed chord elements, subsequently subjected to external tensile
loading, are the subject of investigation in the chapter. The case of wind uplift, which would result
in additional compressive loading of the prestressed element, will be examined in Chapter 4.
Analytical and numerical models that predict the tensile behaviour of the cable-in-tube system,
including the axial response during prestressing and under the application of tensile loading, and
the stability of the system under prestressing are developed in Section 3.2. Experimental studies are
described in Section 3.3, while comparisons between the test and analytical results and discussions
thereof, are made in Section 3.4. Note that although previous research provides an insight into the
possible influence of long-term effects, such as creep and shrinkage, on the response of structures
(Bazant, 2001; Gilbert & Ranzi, 2011), these have not been addressed in the present study. Further
research is required on this topic.
3.2 Analytical modelling and numerical verification
In this section, the key behavioural aspects of prestressed steel elements are described, including
their response to prestressing and under the subsequent application of tensile load. The stability
of prestressed elements during the prestressing stage, the optimal level of prestress and tensile
capacity are also investigated.
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3.2.1 Axial response under prestress
During the prestressing stage of cable-in-tube systems, a tensile force, P , is applied to the cable
and a compression force of equal magnitude is induced in the tube, as depicted in Figure 3.1,
where Lo is the original length of the cable and tube, xc is the extension of the cable and xt is the
shortening of the tube.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Force diagram of cable during prestress; (b) force diagram of tube during prestress;
(c) tube and cable locked in position after prestress.
When the prestressing process is complete the cable and the tube are locked in position at both
ends such that there is no relative movement between the two components, as shown in Figure
3.1(c). Since the prestressing force, P , of the same magnitude, but opposite in direction, is applied
to the cable and the tube, the prestressed element is self-equilibrated when the tube and cable are
attached at both ends. Therefore, provided no out-of-plane displacements (i.e. no buckling) are
induced during prestressing the equilibrium condition for the prestressed system can be stated as
in Equation (3.1).
[P ]cable   [P ]tube = Kcxc  Ktxt = 0, (3.1)
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where Kc and Kt are the axial stiffnesses of the cable and the tube respectively. The respective
stiffnesses are given by the following expressions:
Kc =
EcAc
Lo
, Kt =
EtAt
Lo
, (3.2)
where Ec and Et are the Young’s moduli of the cable and the tube respectively with Ac and At
being the cross-sectional areas of the cable and the tube respectively.
3.2.2 Stability under prestress
3.2.2.1 Analytical model
In practice, slender prestressed elements are used to form the bottom chord members of long-span
trussed structures. Therefore, the stability of the prestressed element during the prestressing stage
is investigated herein. Figure 3.2 illustrates a typical prestressing arrangement with internal collars
installed at intervals along the length of the member to transfer the stabilising force of the tensioned
cable to the compressed tube.
 
 
End plates Collar 
Cable 
T25 Hydraulic jack Anchor  
Internal anchor  
Figure 3.2: Prestressing of an element with internal connecting collars.
Belenya (1977) assessed the stability of a prestressed element with an internal connection through
a direct equilibrium approach, derivations of which are described in the following part. This is
followed by validation of the analytical prediction using a numerical model.
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Single connection
Considering the simplest case shown in Figure 3.3 where there is only one internal connection point
between the encasing tube and the prestressing cable will reveal the gain in axial load carrying
capacity due to the lateral support provided by the cable at a single connection point.
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Figure 3.3: Free body diagram of a deformed element under internal prestress.
The expression for the elastic critical buckling prestress level can be derived by considering the
force equilibrium in the deformed configuration shown in Figure 3.3. First, the relationship be-
tween the lateral and vertical components of the prestressed cable is defined by considering mo-
ment equilibrium at the connection point as follows:
M(x = 0) = T cos(✓)y0   T sin(✓) l
2
= T cos(✓)

l
2
sin(✓)
cos(✓)
 
y0   T sin(✓) l
2
= 0. (3.3)
M(x = 0)) Py0   X
2
l
2
= 0,
) X = 4Py0
l
. (3.4)
Making a cut a distance x away from the connection point, as shown on Figure 3.4 and taking
moments about the cut, we obtain the bending moment expression that follows where the primes
denotes differentiation with respect to x:
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M(x) =  EIy100| {z }
Linear bending theory
= Py1   X
2
✓
l
2
  x
◆
| {z }
Mode shape eccentricity
.
(3.5)
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Figure 3.4: Free body diagram of the bottom chord tube at a distance x away from connection
point.
Rearranging Equation (3.5) and substituting the relationship for X from Equation (3.4), the gov-
erning differential equation may be expressed as:
EI
P
y1
00
+ y1 = y0
✓
1  2x
1
◆
. (3.6)
Recognising that Equation (3.6) is a non-homogeneous linear differential equation, the comple-
mentary function y1C and the particular integral y1p are sought, to obtain the general solution for
y1 where:
y1 = y1C + y1P . (3.7)
The complementary function y1C is found by solving the homogeneous differential equation:
EIy1C
00
+ Py1C = 0, (3.8)
The auxiliary equation of the differential equation is:
EIr2 + P = 0,
r = ±i
s✓
P
EI
◆
= ±i .
(3.9)
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which gives an imaginary eigenvalue r = i±pP/EI = ±i . The general solution for imaginary
eigenvalues ±i  is:
y1C = A sin( x) + B cos( x), (3.10)
where: A and B are constants.
Since the right-hand side of Equation 3.6 is linear in X , the particular integral, y1P may be found
by assuming:
y1P = Cx+D, (3.11)
This leads to the solution that C =  2y0/l and D = y0, hence the complete solution to Equation
(3.6) is:
y1 = A sin  x+B cos  x+ y0
✓
1  2x
l
◆
.
(3.12)
Applying the boundary conditions, the constant A and B may be obtained as follows.
1. At x = l2 , y1 = 0
y1
✓
l
2
◆
= A sin
✓
 l
2
◆
+B cos
✓
 l
2
◆
+ y0
✓
1  l
2
2
l
◆
= 0,
) B =  A tan( l/2) ,
) y1 = A
⇢
sin( x)  tan
✓
 l
2
◆
cos( x)
 
+ y0
✓
1  2x
l
◆
.
(3.13)
2. At x = 0, y1 = y0
y1(0) = A
⇢
sin(0)  tan
✓
 l
2
◆
cos(0)
 
+ y0 (1  0) = y0,
=  A tan
✓
 l
2
◆
= 0.
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A non-trivial solution exists where) A 6= 0, and hence:
tan
✓
 l
2
◆
= 0,
 l
2
= ⇡, 2⇡, 3⇡...n⇡,
(3.14)
and for the first mode: r
P
EI
l
2
= ⇡,
and so:
) P = 4⇡
2EI
l2
. (3.15)
Therefore the buckling strength of the encasing tube is quadrupled with the introduction of just
one internal collar.
General case with discrete numbers of connecting collars
The buckling load expression for the general case where there are n numbers of connection points
between the cable and the tube, along the length of the tube, can be derived by considering the end
span of length l/n, as shown in Figure 3.5 and performing a similar exercise as in the previous
case with the single connection point.
ߠ ݔ T ܲ = ܶܿ݋ݏ(ߠ) 
ܺ2 = ܶݏ݅݊(ߠ)  
ܺ௡ 
ݕଵ 
݈ ݊ൗ   O 
ݕ(଴௡) 
Figure 3.5: End span of a buckled bottom chord tube under the tensile loading of cables attached
at n  1 internal points and at the ends.
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Following the same procedure as for the single connection point case the non-trivial solution to the
resultant differential equation now becomes:
tan
✓
 l
n
◆
= 0 ,
 l
n
= ⇡, 2⇡, 3⇡...n⇡ .
(3.16)
thence, for the first mode: r
P
EI
l
n
= ⇡ .
and so:
) P = n
2⇡2EI
l2
. (3.17)
Equation (3.17) can be written in terms of the numbers of connection points, N , by substituting
the relationship: n=number of divisions=N + 1, into Equation (3.17):
P =
(N + 1)2⇡2EI
l2
. (3.18)
As Equation (3.18) shows, increasing the number of connection points between the cable and the
tube along the length of the bottom chord tube increases the buckling load and tends to infinity as
the number of connection points becomes large. Therefore the structure will only be limited by
the yield strength of the bottom chord tube during the post-tensioning process, as opposed to the
buckling capacity of the bottom chord tube.
3.2.2.2 Finite element validation
To verify the above analytical findings, a finite element model was implemented using the commer-
cial finite element (FE) analysis software, ABAQUS 6.12 (2012). The cross-sectional area of the
tube and the cable used in this study were 896 mm2 and 100 mm2, respectively. And the Young’s
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modulus of the tube and the cable were 190000 N/mm2 and 120000 N/mm2, respectively. Pre-
stress was introduced through thermal loading and the coefficient of linear expansion of the cable,
↵c, was set as 12⇥ 10 6K 1.
Both the tube and the cable had an initial length of 2 m. Linear truss elements (T2D2) were
used to model the cables since they can only resist axial forces while linear Euler-Bernoulli beam
elements (B23), which possess both axial and flexural stiffness, were used to model the tube.
A mesh convergence study was conducted and it was identified that meshing the tube with 50
elements and meshing the cable with only one element in between the connecting collars resulted
in sufficiently accurate result. The cable and the tube were attached using tie constraints at the
ends and constraint equations were applied at various connection points along the length of the
tube and cable to prevent relative out of plane motion between the two components. Full details
may be found in the input file of the cable-in-tube system presented in Appendix A.1.
The number of connection points was varied between one (at mid-length) and three (at quarter
points). Finite intervals were chosen since in the experimental investigation of Section 3.3, the
cable was significantly smaller in diameter than the steel tube and connections between the cable
and the tube were made by means of collars spaced regularly along the member length. This is
described in Section 3.3.
The numerical modelling was conducted in two stages. In the first stage, an elastic buckling analy-
sis of the tubular element under the prestressing action of the cable was carried out and the buckling
mode shapes were obtained as shown in Figure 3.6. In the next stage, a geometrically nonlinear
analysis utilising the Riks arc-length solution technique (Riks, 1979), was performed with the
first eigenmode from the elastic buckling analysis as an initial imperfection with an amplitude of
Lo/100000. An incremental prestress was applied to the cable through thermal loading. As illus-
trated in Figure 3.7, the FE results are in close agreement with the analytical results and show that
the buckling load Ncr with respect to that of the unsupported member NE , increases in proportion
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to 1/L2cr, where Lcr is the spacing between the connection points (or collars).
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Figure 3.6: Buckling modes for cable-in-tube system prestressed with: a) 1 internal collar, b) 2
internal collars and c) 3 internal collars.
3.2.3 Behaviour of prestressed system under tension
Analytical expressions for the axial load–displacement equilibrium paths of prestressed elements
under tensile loading are derived in this section. Three cases are considered in the following sub-
sections: Case I refers to the scenario where the tube yields prior to the cable; Case II refers to
where the cable yields prior to the tube; and Case III considers the two elements yielding simulta-
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Figure 3.7: Buckling response of tubular elements under the action of prestressing forces induced
through cables connected to the tubular elements at regular intervals along the length. (a) An-
alytical and numerical results for buckling behaviour of the prestressed element. (b) Buckled
configuration of the tubular element with one connection point to the prestressing cable.
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neously. The case that actually arises depends on the geometric and material properties of the tube
and cable, and the level of prestress, as described in the following sub-sections.
3.2.3.1 Case I: Tube yields prior to cable
The three stages of behaviour that occur for Case I are illustrated in Figure 3.8, where the adopted
notation is defined. The ratios of geometric and material properties between the tube and the cable,
as well as the level of applied prestress determine whether the tube yields before the cable or vice
versa. The tube yields prior to the cable if:
fcy
Ec
  P
AcEc
>
fty
Et
+
P
AtEt
, (3.19)
where fcy and fty are the yield stresses of the cable and the tube respectively.
Stage 1: Onset of loading until tube yielding [0 6 x1 6 xty + xt]
The prestressed element, with the tube initially in compression and the cable in tension, both of
magnitude P , is subjected to a tensile load N , as shown in Figure 3.8.
The initial compressive axial force in the tube unloads until a tensile displacement of xt is obtained,
from which point the tube is in net tension. The cable, on the other hand, has an initial tensile axial
force and it continues to store tensile strain energy, under increasing N . In the sign convention
adopted, positive values denote tension and elongation and negative values denote compression
and shortening, with the axial displacement x1 measured from the state of the system at the end of
the prestressing process. Stage 1 applies from the onset of loading until the tube yields in tension
at x1 = (xty + xt), as seen in Figure 3.8(a). During this stage, both the tube and the cable remain
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Figure 3.8: Generalised coordinate definitions for Case I.
elastic and the total potential energy function V for the system can be expressed thus:
V =
1
2
Kc(x1 + xc)
2 +
1
2
Kt(x1   xt)2  Nx1. (3.20)
An expression for the equilibrium path for this loading stage, Equation (3.21), is then obtained by
differentiating the total potential energy function V with respect to the axial generalised coordinate,
x1, and satisfying the equilibrium condition by setting the resulting expression to zero:
N = (Kc +Kt)x1. (3.21)
The forces in the tube Nt and cable Nc can therefore be expressed as:
Nt = Kt(x1   xt), (3.22)
Nc = Kc(x1 + xc). (3.23)
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Stage 2: From tube yielding to cable yielding [0 6 x2 6 (xcy   xc)  (xty + xt)]
In the second stage, as shown in Figure 3.8(b), the tube has yielded while the cable continues to
store elastic tensile strain energy as before. This stage continues until the cable yields at an axial
displacement relative to the state of the system at the end of prestressing x1 = (xcy xc) or, relative
to the end of Stage 1, at an axial displacement x2 = (xcy   xc)  (xty + xt). The potential energy
V now becomes:
V =
1
2
Kc [xc + (xty + xt) + x2]
2 +
1
2
Ktx
2
ty +Ktxtyx2 +
1
2
Kstx
2
2  Nx2 (3.24)
and the applied load N with the component forces Nt and Nc are given thus:
N = Kc[xc + (xty + xt)] +Ktxty + (Kc +Kst)x2,
Nt = Ktxty +Kstx2,
Nc = Kc[xc + (xty + xt) + x2],
(3.25)
whereKst is the stiffness of the tube after yielding, allowing, where appropriate, for strain harden-
ing.
Stage 3: From cable yielding to fracture [0 6 x3 6 xf   (xcy   xc)]
This is the final stage of loading, in which both the tube and the cable have yielded, and are
potentially strain hardening, as shown in Figure 3.8(c). The axial displacement x3 is measured
from the position at which the cable yields, i.e. at the end of Stage 2. Stage 3 continues until
either fracture of the tube or, more likely, fracture of the cable at a displacement relative to the
state of the system at the end of prestressing being:
xf = Lo
✓
✏cf   P
AcEc
◆
or Lo
✓
✏tf +
P
AtEt
◆
, (3.26)
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where ✏cf and ✏tf are the fracture strain of the cable and tube respectively. Following similar
procedures to the previous loading stage, the expression for V is:
V =
1
2
Kcx
2
cy +Kcxcyx3 +
1
2
Kscx
2
3 +
1
2
Ktx
2
ty +Ktxty [(xcy   xc)  (xty + xt) + x3]
+
1
2
Kst [(xcy   xc)  (xty + xt) + x3]2  Nx3
(3.27)
and the applied load, together with the component forces, are given thus:
N = Kcxcy +Ktxty +Kst [(xcy   xc)  (xty + xt)] + (Ksc +Kst)x3
Nt = Ktxty +Kst [(xcy   xc)  (xty + xt) + x3]
Nc = Kcxcy +Kscx3,
(3.28)
where Ksc is the stiffness of the cable after yielding. Note that post-fracture of either component
(cable or tube), the load is carried by the remaining component, with N = Nc or N = Nt,
depending on which component fractures first.
3.2.3.2 Case II: Cable yields prior to tube
Case II refers to the scenario in which the cable yields prior to the tube, which occurs when:
fcy
Ec
  P
AcEc
<
fty
Et
+
P
AtEt
. (3.29)
The analytical formulations to describe the tensile response of prestressed elements in Case II were
derived in a similar manner to Case I; the resulting expressions for the three stages of loading are
summarised in Table 3.1; Figure 3.9 illustrates the generalised coordinate system used for this
scenario. Note that the Stage 1 and Stage 3 expressions are identical to those for Case I, since the
tube and cable are both elastic (Stage 1) or plastic (Stage 3), although the end points of Stages 1
and 2 and the expressions within Stage 2 differ.
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Figure 3.9: Generalised coordinate definitions for Case II.
3.2.3.3 Tube and cable yield simultaneously (optimal prestress, Popt,t)
The optimal prestress level under tensile loading may be defined as the one that causes the tube and
the cable to yield simultaneously, since this provides the most extensive elastic range and hence
the stiffest response.
The optimal prestress level under applied tensile load, Popt,t, can be derived by equating the ex-
pressions for the strain required to yield the pretensioned cable to that of the precompressed tube,
as shown in Equation (3.30): ✓
fcy
Ec
  Popt,t
AcEc
◆
=
fty
Et
+
Popt,t
AtEt
, (3.30)
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Table 3.1: Analytical solution for tensile response of prestressed elements in Case II.
Stage 1 Onset of loading until cable yielding: [0 6 x1 6 (xcy   xc)]
N = (Kc +Kt)x1
Nt = Kt(x1   xt)
Nc = Kc(x1 + xc)
Stage 2 From cable yielding to tube yielding: [0 6 x2 6 (xty + xt)  (xcy   xc)]
N = Kcxcy +Kt[ xt + (xcy   xc)] + (Kt +Ksc)x2
Nt = Kt [ xt + (xcy   xc) + x2]
Nc = Kcxcy +Kscx2
Stage 3 From tube yielding to fracture: [0 6 x3 6 xf   (xty + xt)]
N = Kcxcy +Ktxty +Ksc [(xty + xt)  (xcy   xc)] + (Ksc +Kst)x3
Nt = Ktxty +Kstx3
Nc = Kcxcy +Ksc [(xty + xt)  (xcy   xc) + x3]
rearranging in terms of Popt,t gives
Popt,t =
AtAc
AtEt + AcEc
(fcyEt   ftyEc) . (3.31)
Note that achieving this optimal prestress level without inducing plastic strains during the pre-
stressing operation itself is not possible for all tube and cable material and geometric properties.
To prevent plastic strains during prestressing, the applied prestress must not exceed the yield load
of either the tube or cable, as stated in Equations (3.32) and (3.33):
Popt,t 6 ftyAt (3.32)
and
Popt,t 6 fcyAc. (3.33)
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3.2.3.4 Sample analytical results and finite element validation
In this sub-section, sample analytical results are presented and comparisons are made with corre-
sponding numerical results generated using the FE software ABAQUS 6.12 (2012). The material
and geometrical properties of the different components used in the analytical and numerical mod-
els are given in Table 3.2. Note that both the tube and cable material stress–strain ( –✏) response
was modelled as elastic, perfectly-plastic, with no strain hardening.
Table 3.2: Properties of prestressed element in the analytical and numerical model.
Yield strength of tube, fty 355 N/mm2
Yield strength of cable, fcy 1860 N/mm2
Young’s modulus of tube, Et 210 kN/mm2
Young’s modulus of cable, Ec 200 kN/mm
2
Cross-sectional area of tube, At 879 mm2
Cross-sectional area of cable, Ac 100 mm2
Coefficient of linear expansion of cable, ↵c 12⇥ 10 6 K 1
Initial length of tube and cable, Lo 2000 mm
As described in Section 3.2.2, truss elements were used to model the cable and beam elements were
used to model the tube. The two components were tied (all displacement degrees of freedom) along
the member length using tie constraints. In the first step, prestressing was applied through thermal
loading of the cable which caused the cable to contract, resulting in compression in the tube and
tension in the cable. In the next step, the load was applied incrementally through displacement
control until the ultimate load of the prestressed system was reached.
Two levels of preload were considered, both to compare the analytical and numerical results as
well as to illustrate the fundamental mechanics of the prestressed element under different prestress
levels. Figure 3.10 shows the results obtained for a system with no prestress. As the figure illus-
trates, the numerical and analytical models may be seen to be in very close agreement. For the
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chosen section properties, the first reduction in stiffness occurs when the tube yields in tension,
while the ultimate load is reached once both components have yielded. The tube yields prior to
the cable since the chosen cable has a lower Young’s modulus and a higher yield strength than the
tube. The drop in stiffness of the system due to the yielding of the tube is greater than the case
when the cable yields since the axial stiffness ratioKt/Kc = 9.2.
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Figure 3.10: Tensile performance of a prestressed element with zero initial prestress.
The results for the second preload condition, where the optimal preload Popt,t determined from
Equation 3.31 was applied, are shown in Figure 3.11. The material and geometrical properties are
again as given in Table 3.2, and close agreement between the analytical and numerical results may
be observed. During the prestressing process the cable is subjected to tensile forces and the tube
is subjected to compressive forces of the same magnitude. These preload forces, along with the
corresponding displacements, are plotted in Figure 3.11 following the sign conventions defined in
Section 3.2.3.1. For this prestress level, Figure 3.11 shows that the initial stiffness of the system
is maintained until the ultimate load is reached, at which point both the cable and the tube yield
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simultaneously. As a result of maintaining the initial stiffness, the displacements required to reach
the ultimate load are minimised. Increasing prestress levels beyond Popt,t would have the effect of
yielding the cable prior to that of the tube and thereby increase the displacements at ultimate load,
while a lower prestress also results in higher displacements at ultimate load, but now due to earlier
yielding of the tube.
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Figure 3.11: Tensile performance of a prestressed element with Popt,t initial prestress.
3.3 Experimental Study
An experimental study was performed in the Structures Laboratory at Imperial College London to
verify the analytical and numerical findings for the tensile performance of prestressed cable-in-tube
systems. Material testing, prestressing operations and the tensile member tests are described.
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3.3.1 Introduction
A total of 7 cable-in-tube specimens were tested: 4 being non-grouted and 3 being grouted. The key
variables of the test programme were the prestress level, the presence of grout and the tube to cable
cross-sectional area ratio, At/Ac. The cross-section used for all specimens was a cold-formed and
seam welded 60 ⇥ 60 ⇥ 4 square hollow section (SHS) of grade S355 steel. The cables were 7
wire prestressing strands of grade Y1860S7 steel. The adopted test specimen labelling system is
explained in Figure 3.12 and a full list of the test specimens and their properties is given in Table
3.3. Note that three target prestress levels were considered: Pnom, 12Popt,t and Popt,t where Pnom
is a nominal prestress of 5 kN to ensure that the cables were not slack during grouting and Popt,t
is the optimum prestress described in Section 3.2.3.3. The Popt,t value is 153.6 kN for specimens
with one cable and 284.2 kN for specimens with two cables. The difference between the achieved
and target prestress level is as a result of the difficulties associated with the prestress loss due to
the seating loss which occurs when the prestressing cable retracts when it locks into the anchor, as
outlined in Section 3.3.4. The achieved (measured) levels of prestress are given in Table 3.3 and
differ slightly from the target values.
 
Applied force: 
T = tensile  
T-1-NG-5 
No. of 
cables  
Grouted (G) or 
not grouted (NG)  
Prestress 
level (kN) 
Figure 3.12: Test specimen labelling system adopted.
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Table 3.3: Summary of prestressed cable-in-tube test specimens.
Specimen Number of Grouted Prestress At/Ac
cables (Y/N) (kN)
T-1-NG-5 1 N 5(Pnom) 8.8
T-1-NG-68 1 N 68(0.44Popt,t) 8.8
T-1-NG-126 1 N 126(0.82Popt,t) 8.8
T-2-NG-108 2 N 108(0.38Popt,t) 4.4
T-0-G-0 0 Y – –
T-1-G-68 1 Y 68(0.44Popt,t) 8.8
T-1-G-131 1 Y 131(0.86Popt,t) 8.8
3.3.2 Material tests
3.3.2.1 Tube
Tensile coupon tests were conducted to determine the basic engineering stress–strain response of
the SHS tubes used to fabricate test specimens. Coupons were cut from the flat and corner regions
of the cross-section. All flat coupons had a parallel necked region of length 150 mm and width 20
mm. The cross-sectional area of the curved corner coupons was 8.1 mm2 and it was parallel with
a nominal length of 320 mm.
An Instron 8802 250 kN hydraulic machine was used to carry out the tensile coupon tests in
accordance with EN 10002-1 (2001). The machine was driven under strain control at a rate of
0.001%/s up to the 0.2% proof stress and at a rate of 0.002%/s beyond the 0.2% proof stress
and up to the ultimate tensile stress, from which point a strain rate of 0.04%/s was applied until
fracture. Two linear electrical resistance strain gauges were placed on either side of the coupons
and were used to measure the strain. The applied load, axial displacement and other relevant data
were recorded at 1 second intervals. Stress-strain curves from the coupon tests are shown in Figure
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3.14(a). The measured weighted average (based on the cross-sectional areas of the flat and corner
regions) tensile material properties of the tube are given in Table 3.4 in which E is the Young’s
modulus,  0.2 is the 0.2% proof stress,  u is the ultimate stress, ✏u is the percentage strain at the
ultimate tensile stress, ✏f is the percentage strain at fracture over the standard gauge length and n
and n00.2,u are the Ramberg–Osgood parameters (Afshan et al., 2013).
3.3.2.2 Cable
The nonlinear stress–strain curve for the 7-wire strand cable was determined by testing a represen-
tative two metre long sample. The cable was passed through end plates at either end and anchored
using barrels and wedges. The end plates were bolted onto the testing machine using M30 socket
head cap screws. Figure 3.13 shows the end connection for the test specimens, although the same
end plate bolting arrangement was also used in testing the cable alone. The test was performed
using an Instron 2000 kN machine. The machine was driven under displacement control with a
constant displacement rate of 0.5 mm/min until fracture. The diameter of each strand was mea-
sured and the cross-sectional area of the 7-wire strands cable was determined by summing up the
cross-sectional areas of the individual strands. The recorded axial load and displacement were
used together with the measured length of sample and its cross-sectional area to determine the
experimental stress–strain curve shown in Figure 3.14(b). The measured material properties of the
cable are also reported in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Measured weighted average tensile material properties of the tube and cable.
Component E (kN/mm2)  0.2 (N/mm2)  u (N/mm2) n n00.2,u ✏u (%) ✏f (%)
Tube 193 354 408 12.0 2.0 3.2 4.1
Cable 125 1775 1880 10.2 1.5 3.6 3.6
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Figure 3.13: End plate bolting arrangement for testing of cable-in-tube systems and cables alone.
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Figure 3.14: Material test results.
3.3.2.3 Grout
Some of the test specimens were grouted to reflect common construction practice. The grout
provides a bond between the tube and the cable, which reduces reliance on the end anchorages and
serves to protect the cables from corrosion. Note, however, that long-term behaviour of the grout
has not been examined herein. In this study, a Portland cement-based grout, with plasticiser used
to enhance flowability, was used. The water to cement ratio was 0.35. Samples were taken from
each grout mixture to test strength in accordance with EN 12390-3 (2001). The grout was poured
into 100 mm cube moulds which were left to dry for one day. The samples were then removed
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from the mould and cured in water at room temperature. The cubes were tested at various time
intervals using an Automax5 testing machine under load-control at a constant rate of 3 kN/s. Two
samples were tested at each time interval and the average cube strength fcu is reported in Table 3.5.
The cable-in-tube specimens were tested 7 days after prestressing and grouting.
Table 3.5: Strength of grout with time.
1 day 3 days 7 days 28 days
Cube strength, fcu (N/mm2) 15 38 53 66
3.3.3 Preparation of specimens and experimental set–up
The cold-formed 60⇥ 60⇥ 4 SHS tubes were cut to the required length of two metres, which is a
typical length for a bottom chord element used in the construction of prestressed truss structures.
The tubes were welded onto 20 mm thick end plates and stiffeners were added, as shown in Fig-
ure 3.17, to prevent premature failure at the ends. The end plates had been drilled to allow the
specimens to be bolted on to the testing machine directly, as illustrated in Figure 3.13.
To prevent buckling of the tubes during the prestressing process, specimens with initial prestress
levels higher than the nominal prestress level, Pnom(5 kN), had circular connecting collars fitted to
the cables at mid-length and at quarter points, as shown in Figure 3.15.
The circular connecting collars were machined to an external diameter equal to the inside dimen-
sion of the SHS and had a central hole to accommodate the cable. The cable, with connecting
collars attached at Lo/4, Lo/2 and 3Lo/4 from the member ends, was then inserted into the tube.
The buckling length of the test specimens under preload was therefore approximately one quarter
of the full length, as discussed in Section 3.2.2.
Prior to the prestressing of the specimens, the fixed end anchor was seated by applying an initial
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prestress of 5 kN. The prestress was then released to fit a wedge at the stressing end of the spec-
imens. Once both anchors were in place, the specimens were prestressed using a T25 stressing
jack. After each specimen was prestressed to the appropriate level, the wedge at the stressing end
was hammered to reduce prestress loss due to anchorage slip upon jack removal.
SHS 60x60x4
7 wire strand
Collar
Strain gauge
Figure 3.15: Test specimen, also showing cable and connecting collar arrangement.
Anchor
Load cell Strain gauge
T25 Stressing jack
Figure 3.16: Prestressing configuration.
A summary of the geometric properties of the test specimens is shown in Table 3.6, where Lo is
the specimen length, b and d are the outer width and height of the SHS specimens, t is the material
thickness, ri is the internal corner radius with At and Ac being the cross-sectional areas of the tube
and cable, respectively.
3.3.4 Prestress application and grouting
During prestressing, a load cell was used to monitor the applied force, while strain gauges, affixed
to the four faces of the steel tube, were used to verify the force in the tube and to monitor any
flexure, as shown in Figure 3.16.
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Strain gauge
Loading rig
Specimen
Figure 3.17: Tension specimen test set-up.
Table 3.6: Summary of measured properties of cable-in-tube test specimens.
Specimen Lo (mm) b (mm) d (mm) t (mm) ri (mm) At (mm2) Ac (mm2)
T-1-NG-5 2000.0 60.1 60.0 3.9 2.0 876 101.7
T-1-NG-68 2000.0 60.0 60.0 3.9 2.0 875 101.7
T-1-NG-126 2000.0 59.9 60.1 3.9 2.0 875 101.7
T-2-NG-108 2000.0 60.0 60.2 3.9 2.0 877 101.7
T-0-G-0 2000.0 60.0 60.1 3.9 2.0 876 –
T-1-G-68 2000.0 60.0 60.0 3.9 2.0 875 101.7
T-1-G-131 2000.0 60.0 59.8 3.9 2.0 874 101.7
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The tension in the cables was used to stabilise the compressed tubular specimens during prestress-
ing, with the collars used to transfer the lateral resistance provided by the cable to the tube, as
discussed in Section 3.2.2. Figure 3.18 confirms the stabilising effect of the cables during the pre-
stressing process. The strain measurements (on the primary vertical axis) and the prestress level
(on the secondary vertical axis) of specimen T-1-G-131, during the prestressing stage, are plotted
against the elapsed time in Figure 3.18 where ✏a and ✏b are the axial and bending strains respec-
tively. Figure 3.18(a) shows that at an applied prestress level of 96 kN, the bending strain was
only 13% of the axial strain whereas the bending strain was 27% of the axial strain when a tube
of the same properties was tested under an externally applied compression of the same magnitude.
A prestress greater than the target level was initially applied to the specimens to take account of
the unavoidable loss of a small proportion of the prestress upon jack removal. In some instances,
the jack was removed during the prestressing operation resulting in a temporary drop in load; an
example of this can be seen in Figure 3.18 at approximately 0.04 hours.
Grouting was carried out after prestressing. Specimens that required grouting had holes in the end-
plates to allow the grout to flow straight into the tube. Specimens to be grouted were set upright
and grout was poured into the specimens at the top end using a funnel. The specimens were tapped,
using a metal rod, along the length immediately after the grout was poured to ensure that the grout
had filled the tube.
3.3.5 Experimental results
The full set of experimental results are shown in Figure 3.19, which gives the tensile load–extension
response of the seven specimens. The figure illustrates that the test specimens exhibit the charac-
teristic behaviour predicted by the analytical model discussed in Section 3.2, whereby the addition
of a cable increases the member capacity and increasing the level of prestress up to Popt,t reduces
the displacements required to reach the ultimate load, i.e. the initial stiffness is maintained over
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a greater range. Specimen T-0-G-0 may be considered as a control specimen, against which the
beneficial influence of the inclusion of cables and prestressing can be assessed. As discussed in
Section 3.4.2, the presence of grout has a relatively small influence on tensile structural behaviour,
though a less ductile response was typically displayed by these specimens (see Figure 3.19) and
the ultimate displacements were generally over-predicted by the numerical and analytical models;
as shown in Figures 3.26 and 3.27. This may be attributed to non-uniformity of strain along the
cable length, with high concentrations of strain at crack locations in the grout prompting premature
failure. Figure 3.20 shows a typical failure mode for grouted specimens in tension where necking
of the tube near the support instigates failure. Failure through necking of the tube near the supports
was also reported by Han et al. (2011) in their study on the tensile performance of concrete filled
steel tubes. For the non-grouted specimens, the cable capacity was lost through the progressive
fracture of individual strands followed by fracture of the tube, whereas for the grouted specimens
simultaneous fracture of all cable strands was observed, which was followed closely by fracture of
the tube. The typical failure mode of the non-grouted specimens is shown in Figure 3.21 where
ultimate load was reached through fracture of the tube near the mid span of the specimens.
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(b) T-1-G-68.
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(c) T-1-G-131.
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(d) T-1-NG-68.
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(e) T-1-NG-126.
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(f) T-2-NG-108.
Figure 3.18: Prestress level and flexural behaviour of specimens during prestressing stage.
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Figure 3.19: Load–displacement response for all grouted and non-grouted test specimens.
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Figure 3.20: Typical failure mode of grouted specimens.
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Figure 3.21: Typical failure mode of non-grouted specimens.
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3.4 Comparison between experimental, analytical and numer-
ical results
A detailed description of the experimental results is given in this section and comparisons are made
with the analytical and numerical results. The measured geometrical, material and prestress levels
were implemented in the numerical and analytical models. The two stage Ramberg–Osgood model
using the measured  –✏ response of the cable and tube in Table 3.4 was adopted in the numerical
model, whereas in the analytical model a bilinear representation of the material was assumed.
The latter used the measured 0.2% proof stress,  0.2, as fy and the measured ultimate stress and
strain values ( u and ✏u) to determine Est and Esc, which are the linear strain hardening moduli of
the tube and cable respectively. The fracture strains reported in Table 3.4 were used in both the
numerical and analytical models. In the analytical model, the post-fracture capacity of the system
is determined by the properties of the remaining component (cable or tube), as discussed in Section
3.2.3.1.
3.4.1 Non-grouted specimens
The experimental load–displacement curves for the non-grouted specimens, together with the cor-
responding analytical and numerical results, are shown in Figures 3.22–3.25. In general, there is
close agreement between the theoretical and experimental results, though the sharp change in slope
at the yield point of the tube predicted by the analytical model is less distinct in the experimental
results. This is attributed largely to the slightly rounded stress-strain response of the tested cold-
formed steel tubes, the presence of residual stresses, variation of yield stress between the four faces
of the tubes, and small possible deformations or slippage in the test set-up.
Figure 3.22 shows the results for specimen T-1-NG-5. There is a good correlation between the
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experimental, numerical and analytical results, but the premature fracture of one strand, in the 7-
wire prestressing cable, results in the analytical and numerical models slightly overpredicting the
experimental data. From the axial force variation plotted for the tube and cable in Figure 3.22, it
is observed that the addition of a prestressed cable increased the tensile capacity of the system by
more than 50%. The experimental results for specimen T-1-NG-68 are shown in Figure 3.23 and
are in very close agreement with the analytical and numerical results. As the figure illustrates, the
increased level of prestress in specimen T-1-NG-68 had the effect of increasing the elastic range of
the system response which reduced the axial deflection required to reach ultimate load by 30% in
comparison with that of specimen T-1-NG-5.
The highest prestress level for the non-grouted elements was applied to specimen T-1-NG-126,
the behaviour of which is shown in Figure 3.24. The figure again demonstrates good agreement
between experimental, numerical and analytical results, and shows that the desired simultaneous
yield of the tube and cable was almost achieved in the test; compared to specimen T-1-NG-5 the
deflection required to reach ultimate load was reduced by approximately 60%.
Specimen T-2-NG-108 included two cables, thus altering the tube to cable cross-sectional area
ratio. The experimental load–deflection results, which show a stiffer initial response and higher
load carrying capacity than the single cable specimens, are again well predicted by the analytical
and numerical models.
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Figure 3.22: Experimental results with theoretical and numerical model comparisons for specimen
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Figure 3.23: Experimental results with theoretical and numerical model comparisons for specimen
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Figure 3.24: Experimental results with theoretical and numerical model comparisons for specimen
T-1-NG-126.
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Figure 3.25: Experimental results with theoretical and numerical model comparisons for specimen
T-2-NG-108.
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3.4.2 Grouted specimens
The load–deflection response of the grouted specimens are shown in Figures 3.26 and 3.27. In
general, the grouted specimens exhibit similar behaviour to their non-grouted counterparts due to
the anticipated limited contribution of the grout in tension. Clearly, a greater contribution would be
expected in compression. The small enhancement in capacity of specimen T-1-G-131 over spec-
imen T-1-NG-126 could be attributed to the grout providing restraint against necking of the steel
tube and thereby inducing a biaxial tension state, in which the yield strength in the longitudinal
direction is improved, as discussed in previous studies on concrete filled steel tubes (Han et al.,
2011). The grouted specimens showed less ductile behaviour than the non-grouted specimens,
which may be attributed to the localised strains that can occur when the grout cracks in tension,
more experiments are needed to be carried to verify this.
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Figure 3.26: Experimental results with theoretical and numerical model comparisons for specimen
T-1-G-68.
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Figure 3.27: Experimental results with theoretical and numerical model comparisons for specimen
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3.5 Conclusions
The tensile performance of prestressed steel cable-in-tube systems has been examined in this chap-
ter. The stability of the system under prestress as well as the response of the elements to the sub-
sequent tensile loading were investigated. An analytical prediction of the behaviour under preload
was verified both numerically and experimentally. For the latter, connecting collars between the ca-
ble and the tube located at intervals along the member length were shown to be able to transfer the
restraining forces provided by the tensioned cable to the tube and restrict overall buckling. Hence,
provided the cable is in continuous contact with the tube, or a sufficient number of connecting
collars are utilised, buckling under preload is effectively prevented.
An analytical model to predict the tensile load–deflection response of the prestressed elements was
then established, with the key controlling parameters being the yield loads of the tube and cable,
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the pre- and post-yield stiffnesses of the tube and cable, and the level of preload. An optimum
prestress level, corresponding to simultaneous yield of the tube and cable was also defined; at this
prestress level, axial deformation corresponding to the yielding of the system was minimised. The
analytical predictions were verified by comparison with experimental and numerical results. The
full load–deflection curves determined by means of the three approaches (experimental, numerical
and analytical) were shown to be in close agreement, and the benefits of the inclusion of the
cables and their prestressing, in terms of both enhanced strength and stiffness, were demonstrated.
Investigation of the influence of long-term effects such as creep and shrinkage, are beyond the
scope of the current study and are therefore left for future work.
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Chapter 4
Compressive behaviour and design of
prestressed steel elements
4.1 Introduction
In the context of trusses, the tensile performance of the bottom chord can be considerably en-
hanced through the addition of prestressed cables, as discussed in the previous chapter. However,
in instances of load reversal (e.g. due to wind uplift) in trusses without horizontal end anchorage
that would allow catenary forces to develop, the presence of prestress could be detrimental. The
behaviour and design of prestressed elements subjected to external compression is the ficus of the
present chapter.
Analytical and numerical models that predict the compressive behaviour of the cable-in-tube sys-
tem are developed in Section 4.2. Experimental studies are described in Section 4.3, while com-
parisons between the test, numerical and analytical results and discussions thereof, are presented
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in Section 4.4, followed by design proposals.
4.2 Analytical modelling and numerical verification
In this section, the key behavioural aspects of prestressed elements under compression are de-
scribed. Firstly, the compressive behaviour at the cross-sectional level, considering purely axial
deformations, is analysed. Subsequently, member buckling behaviour is introduced with the effect
of the addition of grout after prestressing being discussed. Note that the notation used in previous
chapter will also be used throughout this chapter.
4.2.1 Cross-sectional behaviour of prestressed elements under compression
The cross-section behaviour of prestressed elements in compression, where member buckling ef-
fects are ignored, is first considered. For non-grouted stocky elements in compression, three cases
are considered in the following sub-sections: Case I refers to the scenario where the cable slackens
before yielding of the tube in compression; Case II refers to the case where the tube yields prior
to the slackening of the cable; and Case III considers the simultaneous yielding of the tube and
slackening of the cable. The case which actually arises depends on the geometric and material
properties of the tube and cable, as well as the level of prestress:
Case
8>>><>>>:
I, if PiAcEc <
fty
Et
  PiAtEt , (4.1a)
II, if PiAcEc >
fty
Et
  PiAtEt , (4.1b)
III, if PiAcEc =
fty
Et
  PiAtEt , (4.1c)
where fcy and fty are the yield stresses of the cable and the tube respectively.
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PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT
(b) Case II.
Figure 4.1: Generalised coordinate definitions for non-grouted stocky elements in compression.
The three stages of behaviour that occur for Case I and Case II are illustrated in Figure 4.1,
where the adopted notation is defined. The corresponding analytical expressions for the load-
displacement equilibrium path of the system, summarised in Table 4.1, were derived by following
a similar approach taken in Chapter 3. In the sign convention adopted, positive values denote
compression and shortening whilst negative values denote tension and elongation, with the axial
displacement x1, x2 and x3 being measured from the state of the system at the beginning of each
loading stage.
For Case III, initial prestress is applied such that the tube yields and the cable slackens simulta-
neously under compressive loading. This may be defined as the optimal prestress level since this
provides the most extensive elastic range and hence the stiffest response.
The optimal prestress level under applied compressive load, Popt,c, can be derived by equating the
expressions for the strain required to slacken the pretensioned cable to that required to yield the
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precompressed tube, as shown in Equation (4.2):
Popt,c
AcEc
=
fty
Et
  Popt,c
AtEt
, (4.2)
rearranging in terms of Popt,c gives
Popt,c =
AtAcftyEc
AtEt + AcEc
. (4.3)
Table 4.1: Analytical solution for compressive response of prestressed elements in Case I and Case
II.
Case I Case II
Stage 1 Onset of loading until Onset of loading until
cable slackening: [0 6 x1 6 xc] tube yielding: [0 6 x1 6 (xty   xt)]
N = (Kc +Kt)x1 N = (Kc +Kt)x1
Nt = Kt(x1 + xt) Nt = Kt(x1 + xt)
Nc = Kc(x1   xc) Nc = Kc(x1   xc)
Stage 2 From cable slackening to tube From tube yielding to cable
yielding: [0 6 x2 6 xty   (xt + xc)] slackening: [0 6 x2 6 xc   (xty   xt)]
N = Kt(xt + xc + x2) N = Ktxty +Kc [x2   xc + (xty   xt)]
+Kstx2
Nt = N Nt = Ktxty +Kstx2
Nc = 0 Nc = Kc [x2   xc + (xty   xt)]
Stage 3 From tube yielding to fracture: From tube yielding to cable slackening:
[0 6 x3 6 xf   (xty   (xt + xc))] [0 6 x3 6 xf   xc]
N = Ktxty +Kstx3 N = Ktxty +Kstx3
Nt = N Nt = N
Nc = 0 Nc = 0
The formulations of Table 4.1 can be used to generate axial load–deformation graphs for pre-
stressed elements. Sample analytical results are presented and comparisons are made with cor-
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responding numerical results generated using the FE software ABAQUS (ABAQUS 6.12, 2012).
The material and geometrical properties of the different components used in the analytical and
numerical models are given in Table 4.2.
Truss and beam elements with an elastic–perfectly–plastic material model were used to model the
tube and prestressing cable, respectively. A tie constraint was applied between the two components
for all degrees of freedom except longitudinal displacement along the member length. In the first
step of the numerical analysis, prestress was induced through thermal loading of the cable using
temperature as a predefined field during a general static analysis. External compressive load was
then applied in the following step through displacement control.
Three levels of preload were considered to illustrate the effects of initial prestress levels on the
behaviour of the prestressed element under axial compression. The three prestress levels inves-
tigated were zero prestress level (P0), Popt,c as calculated from Equation (4.3) and Popt,t, which
is the optimal prestress corresponding to simultaneous yielding of the tube and cable in tension,
as defined in Chapter 3. Figure 4.2 shows the load–displacement response for a prestressed ele-
ment under various initial prestress levels. The preload forces and displacements, along with the
corresponding load-displacement responses for the two components (tube and cable) of the pre-
stressed system, are plotted in Figures 4.3(a) and (b) for Popt,c and Popt,t respectively following the
sign conventions defined earlier. Good agreement between the numerical and analytical models is
observed in both Figures 4.2 and 4.3.
For zero prestress level (P0), Figure 4.2 shows that the externally applied force is resisted by the
compressive strength of the tube until it yields in compression. For Popt,t, on the other hand, Figure
4.3(b) shows the tube has an initial compression, which is equilibrated by the initial tensile force
of the cable. When an external compressive load is applied to the system, the tube is compressed
further and the tensile force in the cable unloads; as a result, the stiffness of the system is the
sum of the axial stiffness of the cable and the encasing tube. The tube continues to store elastic
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compressive strain energy until it yields in compression after which point the tensile force in the
cable continues to unload until it slackens at the ultimate load. The relatively large drop in stiffness
after tube yielding is due to the high axial stiffness ratio Kt/Kc = 9.2 for the chosen sections.
For prestress level Popt,c, Figures 4.2 and 4.3(a) show that the initial combined stiffness of the
system is maintained until the ultimate load, at which point the tube yields and the cable slackens
simultaneously. Figure 4.2 demonstrates that the ultimate compressive strength of a stocky element
is independent of initial prestress levels but the addition of an initial prestress beyond Popt,c causes
earlier yielding of the tube. Moreover, the ultimate load is reached through the unloading of the
tensile force within the cable.
Table 4.2: Properties of prestressed element in the analytical and numerical model.
Yield strength of tube, fty 355 N/mm2
Yield strength of cable, fcy 1860 N/mm2
Young’s modulus of tube, Et 210 kN/mm2
Young’s modulus of cable, Ec 200 kN/mm
2
Cross-sectional area of tube, At 879 mm2
Cross-sectional area of cable, Ac 100 mm2
Coefficient of linear expansion of cable, ↵c 12⇥ 10 6 K 1
Initial length of tube and cable, Lo 2000 mm
4.2.2 Member behaviour of prestressed elements under compression
A slender prestressed system will fail through the mechanism of instability under external com-
pressive load. The elastic critical load, Ncr, and tube yield load, Nty, expressed in Equations (4.4)
and (4.5), respectively, are the theoretical upper bound estimates of the compression capacity of a
prestressed column. The slenderness value and initial prestress level of the cable-in-tube system
determines which theoretical upper bound governs. If the slenderness of the cable-in-tube system
is low or if a sufficiently high level of prestress is applied to the system then the tube yield load
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Figure 4.2: Effect of prestress levels on compression response of a prestressed element.
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Figure 4.3: Compressive performance of a prestressed element, showing forces in the two compo-
nent parts of the prestressed system – the tube and cable.
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would be the governing failure load.
Ncr =
⇡2EtIt
L2cr
, (4.4)
Nty = Atfty   Pi, (4.5)
where It and Lcr are the second moment of area and the effective buckling length of the encasing
tube.
Note that the elastic critical load of the cable-in-tube system is independent of the initial prestress
level since the connecting collars described in Chapter 3 ensure that the cable remains at the centre
of the tube (i.e. along the neutral axis) and as a result the prestress in the cable does not induce a
disturbing moment when the member deflects laterally. Hence, assuming purely elastic behaviour
(i.e. without limiting material strength), the initial prestress level has no impact on the level of
external load required to cause buckling of the cable-in-tube system.
To illustrate this point, an elastic numerical model of a cable-in-tube system with varying initial
prestress was developed. In the model the elastic material properties of Table 4.2 were assigned
to the components and constraint was applied to the nodes of the prestressing cable and the encas-
ing tube such that their lateral deflection was equal. A nonlinear analysis was performed with an
eigenmode affine imperfection (corresponding to the first mode of buckling) of amplitude L/1000
obtained from a prior eigenvalue analysis. In the first step of the nonlinear analysis, prestress was
applied through thermal loading of the cable and in the proceeding step a displacement controlled
analysis was conducted to apply compression to the cable-in-tube system. The three levels of
prestress applied to the system were P0, 0.5Popt,t and Popt,t; as illustrated in Figure 4.4 the com-
pressive capacity of the elastic cable-in-tube system is independent of the initial prestress level.
The mid-height section moment is also plotted on the secondary vertical axis of Figure 4.4, where
it may be seen to increase linearly with lateral deflection and maintain the same value for a given
lateral deflection, regardless of the prestress level; this confirms that no additional second order
moment is induced due to the prestress.
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Figure 4.4: Elastic compressive behaviour of prestressed member.
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Figure 4.5: Rigid plastic model.
Second order elastic and second order rigid–plastic models were used to present the theoretical
upper bound solution to the equilibrium path of the prestressed element under compression. The
second order elastic response can be described by:
N = Ncr
✓
!total   !i
!total
◆
, (4.6)
where !total and !i are the lateral deflection at mid-height and the amplitude of the assumed sinu-
soidal initial imperfection, respectively.
The second order rigid–plastic model assumes that deformations are concentrated at a plastic hinge
formed at the mid-height of the prestressed element as shown in Figure 4.5, where !total is the
lateral displacement at mid height. The maximum compressive load that the critical cross-section
at the plastic hinge can sustain, which arises when !total = 0, is equal to the yield load, given with
due account for the prestress, by Equation (4.5). The equilibrium path of the system is determined
by considering a fully plastic cross-sectional stress distribution, in which axial load is assumed
to be resisted by the central region (C2 in Figure 4.6) of the cross-section while the two outer
regions (C1 and T1 in Figure 4.6, each of depth c) resist the second order moment that arises as
the prestressed element deflects laterally.
A lower bound estimate for the ultimate capacity of a prestressed element under compression can
be obtained through a modified Perry–Robertson approach. In this approach, the maximum stress
at the critical (mid-height) cross-section,  max, in the prestressed element, which is the sum of
the axial stress, bending stress and prestress is limited to the yield strength of the material. The
maximum strength is given by Equation (4.7):
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Figure 4.6: Plastic stress distribution.
 max =
N
At
+
Md
It
+
Pi
At
, (4.7)
where M and d are the bending moment at mid-height and distance from the neutral axis to the
extreme fibres of the tube, respectively. The prestress value P reduces from its initial value Pi
under applied compressive loading N , following the relationship of Equation 4.8, which has been
derived using equations from Table 4.1:
P = Pi  

Kc
Kc +Kt
 
N. (4.8)
Following a similar approach to (Ayrton & Perry, 1886), the mean applied stress  b = Nu,PR/At
that causes the concave side of the strut to yield in compression can be expressed as:
 b =
[fty + (↵k + ⌘)  E    P]
2↵k
 
✓
1
2↵k
◆q
[fty + (↵k + ⌘)  E    P]2   4 E↵k(fty    P),
(4.9)
where:
↵k
8<:=
Kt
Kc +Kt
, if Pi > 0, (4.10a)
= 1, if Pi = 0, (4.10b)
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 E =
⇡2(EtIt)
AtLo
2 , (4.11)
⌘ =
dAt!i
It
. (4.12)
Sample analytical results and finite element validation
Sample analytical load–deformation paths and failure loads for slender non-grouted prestressed
elements under compression are shown in Figure 4.7 and Table 4.3. The results are compared
with those from the numerical model discussed earlier in this section, but with the application
of the yield criteria given in Table 4.2. As shown in Figure, 4.7 the buckling load, Nu,PR =
 bAt, obtained using Equation (4.9) accurately predicts the ultimate capacity, Nu,FE, from the
numerical model whilst the second order elastic and second order rigid–plastic analyses closely
follow the equilibrium path. Figure 4.7 illustrates that the ultimate compressive strength of the
element reduces with increasing prestress levels owing to the fact that slender columns fail through
buckling when the extreme fibre of the column yields in compression and the yield point reduces
with increasing levels of initially applied prestress.
Table 4.3: Comparison between numerical and analytical (Perry-Robertson) capacity prediction of
prestressed elements in compression.
Initial prestress (kN) Nu,FE (kN) Nu,PR (kN) Nu,FE/Nu,PR
P0 179.1 178.5 1.00
0.5Popt,t 167.8 166.9 1.01
Popt,t 142.2 141.4 1.01
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4.3 Experimental Study
An experimental study was performed in the Structures Laboratory at Imperial College London
to verify the analytical and numerical findings for the performance of prestressed cable-in-tube
systems under compressive loads. Material testing, prestressing operations and the compressive
member tests are described.
4.3.1 Introduction
A total of 8 cable-in-tube specimens were tested, 3 being non-grouted and 5 being grouted. The
key variables of the test programme were the prestress level, the presence of grout and the nor-
malised slenderness. The normalised slenderness for the non-grouted specimens  ¯ was calculated
as specified in EC3 (EN 1993-1-1:2005, 2005) using properties of the encasing tube, while that
for the grouted specimens  ¯g was calculated as specified in EC4 (EN 1994-1-1:2004, 2004). The
cross-section used for all specimens was a cold-formed and seam welded 60⇥60⇥4 square hollow
section (SHS) of grade S355 steel. The cables were 7 wire prestressing strands of grade Y1860S7
steel. The adopted test specimen labelling system is explained in Figure 4.8 and a full list of the test
specimens and their properties is given in Table 4.4. Note that three target prestress levels were
considered: Pnom, 12Popt,t and Popt,t where Pnom is a nominal prestress of about 5 kN to ensure
that the cables were not slack during grouting and Popt,t is the optimum prestress as described in
Chapter 3. The achieved (measured) levels of prestress are given in Table 4.4 and differ slightly
from the target values.
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Applied force:  
C= compressive  
C-2-NG-6 
Length of 
specimen  
Grouted (G) or 
not grouted (NG)  
Prestress 
level (kN) 
Figure 4.8: Test specimen labelling system.
Table 4.4: Summary of prestressed cable-in-tube test specimens.
Specimen Length of Grouted Prestress
 ¯  ¯g
specimen (m) (Y/N) (kN)
C-2-NG-6 2 N 6 1.21 –
C-2-NG-60 2 N 60(0.44Popt,t) 1.21 –
C-2-NG-122 2 N 122(0.89Popt,t) 1.21 –
C-2-G-11 2 Y 11 – 1.32
C-2-G-90 2 Y 90(0.66Popt,t) – 1.32
C-2-G-126 2 Y 126(0.92Popt,t) – 1.32
C-1-G-10 1 Y 5 – 0.69
C-1-G-75 1 Y 75(0.55Popt,t) – 0.69
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4.3.2 Material tests
Material tests were carried out on samples of the steel tube, cable and grout. Tensile coupon tests
were conducted for the SHS tubes, a representative 7 wire strand cable was tested to define the
properties of the cable and cube tests were carried out on grout samples to determine the strength
of the grout. Full details of the material tests carried out on each component are reported in
Chapter 3 but the measured tensile material properties of the tube and cable are as given in Table
4.5 in which E is the Young’s modulus,  0.2 is the 0.2% proof stress,  u is the ultimate stress,
✏u is the percentage strain at the ultimate stress, ✏f is the percentage strain at fracture over the
standard gauge length and n and n00.2,u are the Ramberg–Osgood parameters (Afshan et al., 2013).
The evolution of the measured average cube strength, fgu, with time is summarised in Table 4.6.
Member tests were carried out 8 days after casting the grout.
Table 4.5: Measured weighted average tensile material properties of the tube and cable.
Component E (kN/mm2)  0.2 (N/mm2)  u (N/mm2) n n00.2,u ✏u (%) ✏f (%)
Tube 193 354 408 12.0 2.0 3.2 4.1
Cable 125 1775 1880 10.2 1.5 3.6 3.6
Table 4.6: Evolution of strength of grout with time.
1 day 3 days 8 days (Test day) 28 days
Cube strength, fgu (N/mm2) 15 38 55 66
4.3.3 Preparation of specimens and experimental set–up
The objective of the experimental programme was to investigate the performance of prestressed
cable-in-tube systems under compressive loading. The cold–formed 60 ⇥ 60 ⇥ 4 SHS tubes were
cut to the required length and 20 mm thick end plates, with holes to allow the prestressing cables
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to pass through, were welded at both ends of the tube. To prevent buckling of the tubes during the
prestressing process, specimens with initial prestress levels higher than the nominal prestress level,
Pnom (⇠ 5 kN), had circular connecting collars fitted to the cables at mid-length and at quarter
points, as shown in Figure 4.9. The circular connecting collars were machined to an external
diameter equal to the inside dimension of the SHS and had a central hole to accommodate the
cable. The cable, with connecting collars attached at Lo/4, Lo/2 and 3Lo/4 from the member
ends, was then inserted into the tube. The buckling length of the test specimens under preload was
therefore approximately one quarter of their full length, as discussed in Chapter 3.
Prior to the prestressing of the specimens, the fixed end anchor was seated by applying an ini-
tial prestress of 5 kN. The prestress was then released to fit a wedge at the stressing end of the
specimens. Once both anchors were in place, the specimens were prestressed using a T25 stress-
ing jack. After each specimen was prestressed to the appropriate level, the wedge at the stressing
end was hammered to reduce prestress loss due to anchorage slip upon jack removal, as shown in
Figure 4.10. Calibrated strain gauged barrels were used to measure the tensile force in the cable
throughout the testing procedures.
Grouting was carried out after prestressing. Specimens that required grouting had holes in the end-
plates to allow the grout to flow straight into the tube. Specimens to be grouted were set upright
and grout was poured into the specimens at the top end using a funnel. The specimens were tapped,
using a metal rod, along the length immediately after the grout was poured to ensure that the grout
had filled the tube completely.
After the prestressing process, the specimens were tested under axial loading using the experimen-
tal configuration depicted in Figure 4.11(a). Pinned end conditions were achieved by means of
hardened steel knife-edges. To affix the knife-edges to the specimens, encasing cylinders (with
a 120 mm bolt circle diameter, 20 mm thickness and 100 mm length) were bolted on to the end
plates in order to house the cable anchorage, as shown in 4.11(c).
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For specimens with a global imperfection of less than Lo/1000, the bolt positions of the knife-
edges were adjusted to apply eccentricity such that the combined imperfection and eccentricity
was Lo/1000. As illustrated in Figure 4.11(a), a string pot was attached at the mid–height of the
column to measure lateral deflection and strain gauges were affixed at the centre of each face of
the SHS tube.
Compressive loading was applied to the specimens at a rate of 0.25 mm/s using an Instron 400
HVL machine. The data acquisition equipment DATASCAN was used to recored the load, strain
and displacement measurements while the data was logged using the DSLOG software.
 
Figure 4.9: Cable and connecting collar arrangement.
 
T25 stressing jack Strain gauge 
Strain gauged barrel Strain gauged barrel 
Figure 4.10: Prestressing configuration.
The cable used in all specimens was cut from a coil of 7 wire strand cable with an average cross-
sectional area, Ac, of 107.1 mm2. A summary of the geometric properties of the test specimens
is shown in Table 4.7, where Lo is the specimen length between the knife edges prior to prestress
application, b and h are the outer width and height of the SHS specimens, t is the material thickness,
ri is the internal corner radius and !i is the global imperfection at the mid-height of the column.
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(a) Schematic setup (b) Experimental setup
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(c) Knife-edge detail.
Figure 4.11: Prestressed specimen compression test arrangement.
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Table 4.7: Summary of measured properties of cable-in-tube test specimens.
Specimen Lo (mm) b (mm) h (mm) t (mm) ri (mm) !i (mm)
C-2-NG-6 1997 60.1 59.7 3.90 2.0 1.0
C-2-NG-60 1998 60.2 60.1 3.84 2.0 1.0
C-2-NG-122 1998 60.0 59.9 3.93 2.0 1.0
C-2-G-11 1998 59.8 59.9 3.83 2.0 1.4
C-2-G-90 1998 59.9 60.2 3.91 2.0 0.6
C-2-G-126 1998 59.9 59.8 3.93 2.0 0.3
C-1-G-10 999 60.1 60.0 3.84 2.0 0.4
C-1-G-75 999 60.1 60.0 3.92 2.0 0.2
4.3.4 Experimental results
The full set of experimental results are shown in Figure 4.12, which gives the compressive load–
lateral deflection response of the eight specimens. The figure illustrates that the test specimens
exhibit the characteristic behaviour predicted by the analytical model discussed in Section 4.2,
whereby the increase in the level of prestress up to Popt,t reduces the compressive capacity of
the cable-in-tube system. However, the compression due to the prestress is not as detrimental
as that due to the applied load since the prestressing force remains as a uniform axial load on
the tube, without inducing second order bending moments as the member deflects laterally under
load. The results for grouted specimens exhibit similar patterns of behaviour to their non-grouted
counterparts in that increasing prestress level reduces the capacity of the specimen; however, the
addition of grout significantly enhances the compressive capacity of the members.
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Figure 4.12: Load–lateral displacement response for all grouted and non-grouted test specimens.
4.4 Comparison between experimental data, 3D FE results and
design predictions
In this section, the experimental results are assessed in more detail and comparisons are made with
3D finite element (FE) results and design predictions. The design predictions were formulated on
the basis of the modified Perry-Robertson approach presented earlier. Material and geometrical
properties of the components of the 3D FE and analytical models were defined using the measured
values reported in Section 4.3.2 and Tables 4.7 and 4.4. The respective measured 0.2% proof stress
values,  0.2, were used for the yield strength of the tube fty and cable fcy in the analytical model.
A detailed description of the material models and the modelling techniques used in the FE analysis
are outlined in Section 4.4.1. Note that the 3D FE models presented in this section are initially
employed to replicate accurately the observed experimental behavior of both the non-grouted and
grouted specimens, after which additional parametric results are generated.
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4.4.1 Finite element modelling
The components of the numerical model were the SHS tube, the prestressing cable, the connecting
collars and the confined grout for the grouted specimens. Since the cross-section of the encasing
tube was compact, and for improved numerical stability, a fine mesh of three-dimensional eight
node (C3D8) solid elements was used to model all the components. Figures 4.14 and 4.15 illustrate
the FE models used in simulating the grouted and non-grouted specimens. Different mesh sizes
were initially considered in order to identify a reasonable mesh size which gives good accuracy
in predicting the elastic buckling capacity of the member, while minimising computational time.
Along the length of the 2 m cable-in-tube system, the tube and the cable were meshed using 200
C3D8 elements while 100 C3D8 elements were used to model the grout in the case of the grouted
specimens. In general, in terms of aspect ratios, FE meshes of 1(length): 3(width): 5(depth) for
the tube; 1(length): 1(width): 4(depth) for the grout; 1(length): 1(width): 10(depth) for the cable
and 1(length): 2(width): 1(depth) for the connectors were found to be adequate.
4.4.1.1 Boundary conditions and load application
Owing to symmetry, only half of the column cross-section was modelled with the symmetry surface
prevented from displacing in the perpendicular direction. As before, an initial imperfection in the
form of the first eigenmode and of the amplitudes reported in Table 4.7 was assigned to the models.
In the first loading step of the nonlinear analysis, prestress was applied to the cable through thermal
loading. In the numerical model of the grouted specimens, the grout was initially made to be shorter
than the encasing tube, since in reality the grout is added after the prestressing stage. The grout
was tied to the end plate at one end and the gap between the end plate and the grout closes at the
end of the prestressing stage. Displacement control was then employed in the proceeding step of
the numerical analysis to apply compression to the cable-in-tube system.
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4.4.1.2 Material modelling
Tube and Cable
The two stage Ramberg–Osgood model using the measured stress–strain responses of the cable
and tube, reported in Table 4.5 was adopted in the 3D FE model. Residual stresses are induced in
steel members through non-uniform cooling and as a result of plastic deformation. In the case of
cold–formed tubular sections, the dominant residual stresses are in the form of through-thickness
bending (Key & Hancock, 1993; Cruise & Gardner, 2008). Provided the material coupons, which
curve longitudinally upon extraction from the sections as a result of these residual stresses, are not
straightened by plastic deformation prior to testing, then their influence will be inherently present
in the recorded stress-strain properties (Jandera et al., 2008). This was the case in the present study,
and hence it was not necessary to explicitly add residual stresses into the FE models.
Grout
The grout was modelled using the measured cube strength fgu, reported in Table 4.6, in conjunction
with the uniaxial compressive stress–strain curve developed in (Ellobody et al., 2006; Mander
et al., 1988; Hsuan-Tech et al., 2003; Ellobody, 2012) for confined concrete. The nonlinear stress-
strain curve for the confined grout, shown in Figure 4.13, was composed of three parts. The initial
part is assumed to be elastic, using the empirical Young’s modulus shown in Equation (4.16), until
the proportional limit of 0.5fcg, as proposed by Hu & Schnobrich (1989). The proceeding part of
the curve is expressed in Equation (4.15) from the commonly adopted equation by Saenz (1964)
for modelling confined concrete. Following the work of Mander et al. (1988), the confined strength
of grout fcg and corresponding strain ✏cg are defined as:
fcg = fg + k1fl, (4.13)
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✏cg = ✏g
✓
1 + k2
fl
fg
◆
, (4.14)
where fg is the unconfined grout cylinder strength whilst fl is the lateral confining pressure as
defined in Hu & Schnobrich (1989), and from the work of Richart et al. (1928) the factors k1 and
k2 are taken as 4.1 and 20.5, respectively.
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Figure 4.13: Stress–strain curve for confined grout.
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1
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(4.18)
and as proposed by Hu & Schnobrich (1989) the constantsR  andR✏ are assumed to be equal to 4.
After the ultimate confining stress of the grout is reached a linear stress-strain relation is assumed
until a maximum strain of 11✏cg and the corresponding stress of rk3fcg is reached where constants
r and k3 are defined in Hu & Schnobrich (1989).
The tensile failure stress, fgt, was defined using the method proposed in (EN 1992-1-1:2004, 2004)
as a function of the cube strength. The fracture energy per unit area, Gf , was assumed to be
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0.12 N/mm, as recommended by CEB (CEB, 1996). A linear post-peak softening uniaxial tensile
stress–strain curve was defined using the tensile strength, fgt, and fracture energy,Gf . The concrete
damage plasticity model in ABAQUS (ABAQUS 6.12, 2012) was used to implement the uniaxial
compressive and tensile stress–strain relationships.
4.4.1.3 Steel–grout interface
For the numerical modelling of the grouted members, a friction coefficient of 0.25 was used to
define the tangential behaviour of the contact faces of the tube–grout and grout–cable interface
elements.For non-grouted members, on the other hand, the tangential contact behaviour between
the steel tube and steel collars was modelled as frictionless (i.e. free to move relative to one another
without inducing friction forces). In both the grouted and non-grouted models, the normal direction
contact behaviour of the surfaces was modelled as hard contact, which restricts the two surfaces
penetrating each other but allows them to separate under tensile forces.
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Figure 4.14: 3D FE model of grouted specimen.
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Figure 4.15: 3D FE model of non-grouted specimen.
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4.4.1.4 Validation and parametric study
Comparisons between the test results and those obtained from 3D FE models are presented in
Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 for the non-grouted and grouted specimens respectively. The compar-
isons will show that the FE models are able to capture accurately the observed physical behaviour,
the load–deformation history of the prestressed members, including the load–sharing between the
constituent elements, and the ultimate load–carrying capacity. Following validation of the models,
parametric results are generated for a range of slenderness values and prestress levels, which are
used for the development and assessment of design proposals in Section 4.4.4.
4.4.2 Non-grouted specimen results
The experimental load–displacement curves for the non-grouted specimens, together with the cor-
responding analytical and 3D FE results are shown in Figures 4.16–4.18. In general, there is close
agreement between the theoretical and experimental results. The ultimate test loads Nu,test are
reported in Table 4.8, where they are compared to the numerical values Nu,FE as well as predicted
design values Nu,calc using the method discussed in Section 4.4.4. Overall, the test ultimate load
was well predicted by the FE models, with an average ratio of Nu,test/Nu,FE of 0.97.
Figure 4.16 shows the results for specimen C-2-NG-6. There is good agreement between the
experimental, FE and analytical results. Amaximum compressive capacity of 143 kNwas achieved
in the test, and as this specimen only had a nominal prestress level, its performance shall be used
as the benchmark in the following discussion. The experimental results for specimen C-2-NG-60
are shown in Figure 4.17 and are in very close agreement with the analytical and FE results. From
the axial force variation plotted for the tube and cable in Figure 4.17, it is observed that minimal
reduction occurs in the initial prestress level of the cable throughout the loading stage. The figure
also shows that the tube is subjected to a greater level of axial force than the applied load since it
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also has to equilibrate the tensile force of the prestressed cable. In comparison to specimen C-2-
NG-6, the addition of about 60 kN of prestress in specimen C-2-NG-60 reduced the capacity of
the system by about 30 kN, corresponding to approximately 20%.
The highest prestress level for non-grouted elements was applied to specimen C-2-NG-122, the
results of which are shown in Figure 4.18. Again, there is a very close agreement between the
experimental, FE and analytical results. Similar to specimen C-2-NG-60, a gradual reduction in
initial prestress level was observed during the loading stage. Compared to specimen C-2-NG-
6, the addition of about 120 kN of initial prestress in specimen C-2-NG-122 caused a reduction
compressive capacity of the cable-in-tube system of about 60 kN, corresponding to about 40%.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison between experimental, analytical and FE results for specimen C-2-NG-6.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison between experimental, analytical and FE results for specimen C-2-NG-
60.
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122.
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Table 4.8: Comparison of ultimate compressive load obtained from experiments, FE and proposed
design model for non-grouted specimens.
Specimen Nu,test Nu,FE Buckling Nu,calc
Nu,test
Nu,FE
Nu,test
Nu,calc
Nu,FE
Nu,calc
(kN) (kN) curve (kN)
C-2-NG-6 143.3 143.2 c 132.3 1.00 1.08 1.08
C-2-NG-60 115.8 119.6 c 119.9 0.97 0.97 1.00
C-2-NG-122 82.3 88.3 d 79.1 0.93 1.04 1.12
C-0.8-NG-6-FE - 272.5 c 251.9 - - 1.08
C-0.8-NG-60-FE - 229.3 c 219.5 - - 1.04
C-0.8-NG-122-FE - 181.8 d 153.0 - - 1.19
C-1.7-NG-6-FE - 164.6 c 161.8 - - 1.02
C-1.7-NG-60-FE - 139.6 c 144.6 - - 0.97
C-1.7-NG-122-FE - 108.1 d 99.2 - - 1.09
C-2.5-NG-6-FE - 105.8 c 94.8 - - 1.12
C-2.5-NG-60-FE - 89.9 c 88.0 - - 1.02
C-2.5-NG-122-FE - 67.7 d 64.6 - - 1.05
C-3.4-NG-6-FE - 66.6 c 59.3 - - 1.12
C-3.4-NG-60-FE - 60.6 c 56.2 - - 1.08
C-3.4-NG-122-FE - 45.7 d 43.7 - - 1.04
Mean 0.97 1.03 1.07
COV 0.03 0.05 0.05
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4.4.3 Grouted specimen results
The load–deflection responses of the grouted specimens are shown in Figures 4.19 to 4.23. Overall,
the level of initial prestress had similar effects on the performance of the grouted specimens as
on the non-grouted specimens, but the addition of the grout resulted in increased compressive
strength. From the comparisons presented in Table 4.9, it may be seen that the ultimate test loads
were generally fairly well replicated by the FE models, with a mean test to FE ultimate load ratio
(Nu,test/Nu,FE) of 0.93.
The load–deformation of results for specimen C-2-G-11 are shown in Figure 4.19, which demon-
strates the added contribution from the grout during the loading stage. Although both the tube
and grout have equal strain during loading, a greater portion of the applied load is taken by the
tube owing to its significantly higher axial stiffness. Tables 4.8 and 4.9 show that an increase in
compressive capacity of approximately 30 kN, corresponding to about 20%, is observed in spec-
imen C-2-G-11 when compared to its non-grouted counterpart (C-2-NG-6). However, a minimal
increase in capacity was observed between specimen C-2-G-90 and its non-grouted counterpart
C-2-NG-60 owing to the fact that the C-2-G-90 specimen, the result of which are shown in Figure
4.20, has an additional 30 kN of initial prestress compared to the C-2-NG-60 specimen, as well as
a reduced contribution from the grout. The latter may be attributed to gaps forming in the grout
owing to the difficulties involved in ensuring that the grout completely fills the tube, especially in
the regions where the collars are located.
The results for specimen C-2-G-126, the grouted counterpart of the highly prestressed specimen
C-2-NG-122, are shown in Figure 4.21. As Figure 4.21 illustrates, the numerical model were
able to successfully capture the initial stiffness, ultimate load and force variations in the different
components. The ultimate compressive strength of specimen C-2-G-126 was 37 kN higher than its
non-grouted counterpart (C-2-NG-122), corresponding to 46% increase in capacity.
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Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show the results for specimens C-1-G-10 and C-1-G-74, respectively. The
figures illustrate that for such low values of slenderness, the tube yield force, Nty, becomes the
governing upper bound estimate for the ultimate compressive strength of the element, as discussed
in Section 4.2.2. Closer agreement is observed between the experimental and numerical model
results for specimen C-1-G-74 in Figure 4.23 than that of C-1-G-10 in Figure 4.22; this may again
be attributed to small gaps forming in the grout during the grouting procedure.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison between experimental, analytical and FE results for specimen C-2-G-11.
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Figure 4.20: Comparison between experimental, analytical and FE results for specimen C-2-G-90.
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Figure 4.21: Comparison between experimental, analytical and FE results for specimen C-2-G-
126.
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Figure 4.22: Comparison between experimental, analytical and FE results for specimen C-1-G-10.
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Figure 4.23: Comparison between experimental, analytical and FE results for specimen C-1-G-75.
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Table 4.9: Comparison of ultimate compressive load obtained from experiments, FE and proposed
design model for grouted specimens.
Specimen Nu,test Nu,FE Buckling Nu,calc
Nu,test
Nu,FE
Nu,test
Nu,calc
Nu,FE
Nu,calc
(kN) (kN) curve (kN)
C-2-G-11 173.8 176.3 c 160.2 0.99 1.09 1.10
C-2-G-90 123.4 141.9 c 123.4 0.87 1.00 1.15
C-2-G-126 120.1 124.4 d 115.4 0.97 1.04 1.08
C-1-G-10 295.5 324.6 c 312.7 0.91 0.94 1.04
C-1-G-74 263.3 284.8 c 269.5 0.92 0.98 1.06
C-0.8-G-11-FE - 413.2 c 346.4 - - 1.19
C-0.8-G-90-FE - 348.8 c 273.2 - - 1.28
C-0.8-G-126-FE - 307.6 d 244.6 - - 1.26
C-1.5-G-11-FE - 251.1 c 223.2 - - 1.12
C-1.5-G-90-FE - 199.8 c 169.0 - - 1.18
C-1.5-G-126-FE - 179.5 d 155.0 - - 1.16
C-2.3-G-11-FE - 151.3 c 131.2 - - 1.15
C-2.3-G-90-FE - 119.2 c 104.4 - - 1.14
C-2.3-G-126-FE - 104.2 d 98.0 - - 1.06
C-3.1-G-11-FE - 94.4 c 82.2 - - 1.15
C-3.1-G-90-FE - 78.3 c 68.5 - - 1.14
C-3.1-G-126-FE - 67.2 d 65.2 - - 1.03
Mean 0.93 1.01 1.14
COV 0.04 0.05 0.06
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4.4.4 Design recommendations and comparison with test and 3D FE resullts
4.4.4.1 Design approach
As discussed earlier in Section 4.2.2, the Perry–Robertson approach can be adopted to include the
effects of initial prestress on the buckling load of non-grouted cable-in-tube systems and it has
been shown in Figure 4.7 and Table 4.3 to provide accurate strength predictions when compared
to numerical results on prestressed elements with elastic, perfectly plastic material behaviour. The
design approach is now presented in the framework of the EC3 (EN 1993-1-1:2005, 2005) buckling
curves, in which the imperfection parameter ⌘ in Equation (4.9) is given as:
⌘ = ↵( ¯  0.2), (4.19)
where ↵ is an imperfection factor as specified in Table 6.2 of EC3 and
 ¯ =
r
Atfty
Ncr
, (4.20)
in which Ncr is the elastic buckling load of the column and Lcr is the effective length of the
cable-in-tube system. Utilising the imperfection factor of Equation (4.19) with Equation (4.9), the
compressive resistance, Nu,calc, of a prestressed cable-in-tube system may be expressed as:
Nu,calc =  pNpl, (4.21)
where Npl = Atfty and
 p =
⇣
1  PiNpl
⌘
↵k
264 p +
s
 2p  
✓
1  PiNpl
◆
↵k
 ¯2
375
, (4.22)
with
 p =
⇣
1  PiNpl
⌘
 ¯2 + (↵k + ⌘)
2↵k
, (4.23)
where ↵k is defined in Equation (4.10).
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The compressive capacity of grouted cable-in-tube systems can also be calculated using Equation
(4.21), but the cross-section capacity and member slenderness should be redefined, as set out in
EC4 (EN 1994-1-1:2004, 2004), to account for the grout. The cross-section capacity Npl,g and
member slenderness  ¯g for the grouted members are given by Equations (4.24) and (4.25) respec-
tively.
Npl,g = Atfty + Agfgk, (4.24)
 ¯g =
Lcr
⇡
s
Npl
EtIt + 0.6EgmIg
, (4.25)
where Ag and fgk are the cross-sectional area and the characteristic compressive cylinder strength
of the grout respectively, while Egm and Ig are the secant modulus and the second moment of area
of the grout respectively. Moreover, to incorporate the influence of the axial stiffness of the grout,
Kg, on the level of prestress during loading, a similar approach as in Section 4.2.2 is taken to
redefine the constant ↵k thus:
↵k,g
8<:=
Kt +Kg
Kc +Kt +Kg
, if Pi > 0, (4.26a)
= 1, if Pi = 0, (4.26b)
where Kg = AgEgm/Lo.
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4.4.4.2 Comparison of design capacity predictions with test and 3D FE results
In this section, the Perry–Robertson based design approach described above is assessed against the
test results, as well as additional parametric results generated using the 3D FE model, validation
of which was described in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. The measured cross-section geometry and
material properties of the test specimens were employed throughout the parametric study, while
the column length (and hence the slenderness) and the prestress level were the two key variables.
A total of 24 parametric models were generated, as summarised in Table 4.10. All models had a
global imperfection amplitude of Lo/1000. In addition, 12 comparative results, using an elastic,
perfectly plastic material model with fty set equal to the 0.2% proof stress, were created to assess
the influence of material nonlinearity (i.e. the rounded nature of the stress-strain curve associated
with cold–formed material) on the response of prestressed steel columns. Comparisons between
the latter results and the modified Perry–Robertson curves derived in Section 4.2.2 are shown in
Figure 4.24, revealing very accurate agreement.
Next, comparisons between the test and parametric FE results with the measured (rounded) stress-
strain curve, and the modified EC3 design curves described in Section 4.4.4.1, are shown in Figures
4.25 and 4.26 for non-grouted and grouted specimens, respectively. Initially buckling curve c was
chosen, since this would be normally applied for the design of cold–formed hollow section com-
pression members. For the lower prestress levels, the modified EC3 approach may be seen to
provide good predictions of the test and FE capacities, but for higher prestress levels, unconser-
vative predictions arise using curve c. This is attributed to the rounded nature of the stress–strain
response, which effectively becomes more rounded with increasing prestress, since a greater por-
tion of the linear range is consumed prior to the application of the external load. It is therefore
proposed to use curve c for low service levels (P  0.25Nty) and curve d for higher prestress (P >
0.25Nty). Numerical comparisons between the design capacities determined on this bases and the
test/FE results are shown in Table 4.8 and 4.9 for non-grouted and grouted elements respectively.
Overall, consistent and generally safe-side capacity predictions are achieved. For hot–finished el-
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ements, it is anticipated that curve a would be applied and that no change in buckling curve would
be required for higher prestress levels owing to the sharply defined yield point associated with
hot–finished material.
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Figure 4.24: Comparison between modified Perry-Robertson compression capacities and 3D FE
results for non-grouted prestressed elements with an elastic–perfectly–plastic material model.
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Table 4.10: Summary of key properties of 3D FE models for parametric study.
Model Length Grout Prestress
 ¯  ¯g
(mm) (Y/N) (kN)
C-0.8-NG-6-FE 844 N 6 0.5 -
C-0.8-NG-60-FE 844 N 60 0.5 -
C-0.8-NG-122-FE 844 N 122 0.5 -
C-1.7-NG-6-FE 1689 N 6 1 -
C-1.7-NG-60-FE 1689 N 60 1 -
C-1.7-NG-122-FE 1689 N 122 1 -
C-2.5-NG-6-FE 2533 N 6 1.5 -
C-2.5-NG-60-FE 2533 N 60 1.5 -
C-2.5-NG-122-FE 2533 N 122 1.5 -
C-3.4-NG-6-FE 3378 N 6 2 -
C-3.4-NG-60-FE 3378 N 60 2 -
C-3.4-NG-122-FE 3378 N 122 2 -
C-0.8-G-11-FE 765 Y 11 - 0.5
C-0.8-G-90-FE 765 Y 90 - 0.5
C-0.8-G-126-FE 765 Y 126 - 0.5
C-1.5-G-11-FE 1531 Y 11 - 1
C-1.5-G-90-FE 1531 Y 90 - 1
C-1.5-G-126-FE 1531 Y 126 - 1
C-2.3-G-11-FE 2296 Y 11 - 1.5
C-2.3-G-90-FE 2296 Y 90 - 1.5
C-2.3-G-126-FE 2296 Y 126 - 1.5
C-3.1-G-11-FE 3062 Y 11 - 2
C-3.1-G-90-FE 3062 Y 90 - 2
C-3.1-G-126-FE 3062 Y 126 - 2
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Figure 4.25: Comparison between calculated compression capacities, based on modified EC3
buckling curves for non-grouted prestressed elements with the material model described in Section
4.4.1.2.
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Figure 4.26: Comparison between calculated compression capacities, based on modified EC3
buckling curves for grouted prestressed elements with the material model described in Section
4.4.1.2.
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4.5 Conclusions
The compressive behaviour of prestressed steel cable-in-tube systems has been examined in this
chapter. Previous research has shown the benefit of the addition of prestressed cables to the tensile
performance of these elements, but under load reversal, the presence of prestress can become detri-
mental. First, the purely axial response of the cable-in-tube system was analysed to investigate the
load sharing between the two key components (tube and cable) and the optimum level of prestress
to maximise the elastic range under external compressive loading. The member buckling response
was then examined analytically, and it was shown that a modified Perry-Robertson approach, mak-
ing due allowance for the presence of the prestress, provided an accurate representation of the
physical behaviour of the system. This was subsequently developed into a design approach, based
on the European buckling curves.
A total of eight experiments to examine the compressive behaviour of prestressed cable-in-tube
systems, featuring both non-grouted and grouted members, was performed. The measured geomet-
ric and material properties of the test specimens were reported, along with the full load-deformation
histories of the test specimens. Increasing initial prestress levels was found to reduce the capacity
of the system in compression, but initial prestress was shown to be less detrimental than externally
applied compressive loading of the same magnitude, due to the absence of second order bending
moments (i.e. the line of action of the prestress remains along the centroidal axis of the member
even in the deformed configuration). The presence of grout was shown, as expected, to increase
the compressive capacity.
3D FE models were validated against the test results, shown to be capable of accurately capturing
the observed physical behaviour, and then used to generate parametric results for a range of mem-
ber slendernesses and prestress levels. The test and FE results were compared against capacity
predictions based on a proposed modified Perry-Robertson design method. Consistent, accurate
and generally safe-side predictions were achieved.
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Chapter 5
Prestressed trussed arch under downward
loading
5.1 Introduction
Self-weight and externally applied downward loading on a trussed arch induce tensile forces within
the bottom chord members, which are prestressed with high strength steel cables in the system
studied herein. Following the findings of the tensile behaviour of prestressed elements in Chapter
3, a series of increasingly realistic analytical and numerical models for a trussed arch are developed
in this chapter to investigate the effects of initial prestress on the global performance of the structure
under downward vertical loading (i.e. gravity loading). The generic analytical models are validated
against the numerical model of the aircraft hangar shown in Figure 5.1. In this part of the study, the
prestressed bottom chord is assumed to be non-grouted as it was shown to have minimal impact on
the tensile behaviour of prestressed members.
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The effects of various boundary conditions on the structural performance of a trussed arch are
investigated in this chapter to reflect the uncertainty involved in reality in quantifying the end
restraint, as discussed in Chapter 2.
Figure 5.1: Aircraft hangar in Canberra, Australia, under construction.
5.2 Prestressed tied arch link model
The tied arch link model, shown in Figure 5.2, is a fundamental progression of the prestressed
element, discussed in Chapter 3, in modelling the behaviour of the trussed arch. As Figure 5.2
illustrates, the top chord members, which are of length Lt, model the top chord of a trussed arch
whilst the tying member of length Lb(in) models the bottom chord members of the trussed arch.
Although the bottom chord member does not reflect the vertical deformation that occurs in the
bottom chord of the trussed arch, it does however exhibit the characteristic snap-through failure
mode that occurs for a trussed arch with spring supports described later in Section 5.3.3. In addi-
tion, the prestressed tied arch model offers an alternative structural system where the benefits of
prestressing steel may be exploited. In the analytical link model of the prestressed tied arch, the
top chords are assumed to be rigid and a pinned connection is assumed for all connecting members
and thus the bottom chord will be the only member deforming due to a vertically applied loadW .
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Lt
W
θin
Bottom chord tie(deformable tube and cable)
Top chord(rigid tube only)
Lb(in)
Qin
Figure 5.2: Tied arch link model.
Owing to the variation in the pre-load condition and yield strength of the tube and cable, the
analytical solutions are once again divided into different cases and loading stages. The governing
case is determined by the ratios of geometric and material properties and initial prestress level
of the prestressed element, as described in Chapter 3. The generalized coordinate chosen for the
analytical derivations is the vertical distance, Q, measured from the horizontal to the apex of the
top chord. For the subsequent analytical derivations some of the notation used have already been
defined in Chapter 3 but the notation specific to this section are defined in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Symbols and definitions
Lt: Length of top chord.
Lb(in): Initial length of bottom chord.
h: Length of the member which connects the top and bottom chord.
Qin,Qo, Qty, Qcy, Qf : Distance from the apex of the top chord to the horizontal
before prestressing, after prestressing, at the end of
loading stage 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
Q(S1), Q(S2), Q(S3): Vertical displacement during loading stage 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
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Stage 0: Qin 6 Q 6 Qo
Shortening of the bottom chord during the prestressing process alters the geometry of the structure
before loading, as shown in Figure 5.3. The change in the geometry due to the prestressing process
also alters the structural performance of the arch model, especially for configurations where the
top chord members are set at a very shallow angle to the horizontal. Therefore to make a consistent
comparison between arches with different prestress levels, the initial length of the bottom chord is
calculated for the applied prestress level, using Equation (5.1), such that the geometry of the arches
before the application of the load is kept constant.
Lb(in)   xt = 2
q
L2t  Q2o
Lb(in)(1  PAtE ) = 2
q
L2t  Q2o
Lb(in) =
2
p
L2t  Q2o
(1  PAtE )
Qin =
q
L2t   0.25L2b(in)
=
s
L2t  
L2t  Q2o
(1  PAtE )2
(5.1)
Qo
θo
Qin
Figure 5.3: Geometrical deformation during prestress.
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5.2.1 Analytical model for Case I: bottom chord tube yields prior to the
cable.
Stage 1: 0 6 Q(S1) 6 (Qo  Qty)
Qo
θo Q(S1)
Qty
xt+xty
W
Figure 5.4: Geometrical deformation during loading stage 1.
As the bottom chord member, which ties the top chord members together, is the only deformable
component in the studied prestressed tied arch model, the total potential energy (TPE) of the struc-
ture can be formulated as presented in Equation (5.2).
V =
⇢
1
2
Kc(x1 + xc)
2 +
1
2
Kt(x1   xt)2
 
| {z }
strain energy of bottom chord tie
 W , (5.2)
where:
x1 = 2
q
L2t   (Qo  Q(S1))2   2
q
L2t  Q2o,
  = Q(S1).
In this loading stage, the external load, W , is applied until the bottom chord tube unloads its
initial compression due to the prestress and yields in tension. The bottom chord cable is assumed
to remain elastic throughout this loading stage. The deformations involved in this loading stage
are illustrated in Figure 5.4. The vertical position of the top chord apex at the point where the
prestressed bottom chord tube yields in tension is given by:
Qty =
s
L2t  
1
4

2
q
L2t  Q2o + (xty + xt)
 2
. (5.3)
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Differentiating Equation (5.2) with respect to the generalised coordinate Q(S1) and setting the re-
sultant equation to zero to satisfy equilibrium, as shown in Equation (5.4), gives the equilibrium
path for this loading stage:
@V
@Q(S1)
= Kc (x1 + xc)
@x1
@Q(S1)
+Kt (x1   xt) @x1
@Q(S1)
 W @ 1
@Q(S1)
= 0,
) W =
⇣
@x1
@Q(S1)
⌘
⇣
@ 1
@Q(S1)
⌘ {(Kcxc  Ktxt) + (Kc +Kt)x1} .
@x1
@Q(S1)
=
2(Qo  Q(S1))p
L2t   (Qo  Q(S1))2
,
@ 1
@Q(S1)
= 1,
) W =
4(Qo  Q(S1))(Kc +Kt)
np
L2t   (Qo  Q(S1))2  
p
L2t  Q2o
o
p
L2t   (Qo  Q(S1))2
. (5.4)
Stage 2: 0 6 Q(S2) 6 (Qty  Qcy) x +xty
θ1θo W Q(S2)
(xcy-xc)-(xt+xty)
Qty Qcy
Figure 5.5: Geometrical deformation during loading stage 2.
Following the tensile yielding of the bottom chord tube in the previous stage, a further external
load, W , is applied in this stage until the bottom chord cable yields in tension; at this point the
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vertical position of the top chord apex will become:
Qcy =
s
L2t  
1
4

2
q
L2t  Q2o + (xcy   xc)
 2
. (5.5)
The bottom chord tube will be plastically deforming during this loading stage, and strain hardening
if this property is present, and the TPE for this loading stage may be written as:
V =
1
2
Kc [xc + (xty + xt) + x2]
2 +
1
2
Ktx
2
ty +Ktxtyx2 +
1
2
Kstx
2
2  W 2, (5.6)
where:
x2 = 2
q
L2t   (Qty  Q(S2))2   2
q
L2t  Q2ty,
 2 = Q(S2).
Differentiating Equation (5.6) with respect to the local coordinate system Q(S2), shown in Figure
5.5, and setting the resultant expression to zero, as in Stage 1, yields the equilibrium path for this
loading stage, given by Equation (5.7):
) W =4(Qty  Q(S2))(Kc(xc + xt + xty) +Ktxty)p
L2t   (Qty  Q(S2))2
+
4(Qty  Q(S2))(Kc +Kst)
np
L2t   (Qty  Q(S2))2  
q
L2t  Q2ty
o
p
L2t   (Qty  Q(S2))2
.
(5.7)
Stage 3: 0 6 Q(S3) 6 (Qcy  Qf)
Both the bottom chord tube and cable would have yielded by the end of the previous loading stage
and any additional external load applied in this loading stage causes both components to strain
harden, if such behaviour is exhibited by the material. As discussed in Chapter 3, the maximum
axial displacement that a prestressed member can undergo is limited by the fracture strain of the
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θ1θo Wθ2 Qcy Qf
xf-(xcy-xc)
Figure 5.6: Geometrical deformation during loading stage 3.
prestressing cable or the encasing tube. The vertical position of the top chord apex at which the
prestressed bottom chord member fractures is Qf , and is defined as:
Qf =
s
L2t  
1
4

2
q
L2t  Q2o + xf
 2
. (5.8)
The TPE for this loading stage is written as:
V =
1
2
Kcx
2
cy +Kcxcyx3 +
1
2
Kscx
2
3 +
1
2
Ktx
2
ty +Ktxty [(xcy   xc)  (xty + xt) + x3]
+
1
2
Kst [(xcy   xc)  (xty + xt) + x3]2  W 3,
(5.9)
where:
x3 = 2
q
L2t   (Qcy  Q(S3))2   2
q
L2t  Q2cy,
 3 = Q(S3).
Following a similar approach to before, the TPE given by Equation (5.9) is differentiated with
respect to the local coordinateQ(S3), shown in Figure 5.6, to obtain the equilibrium path expression
for this loading stage:
) W =4(Qcy  Q(S3)) {Kcxcy +Ktxty +Kst [(xcy   xc)  (xty + xt)]}p
L2t   (Qcy  Q(S3))2
+
4(Qcy  Q(S3))(Ksc +Kst)
np
L2t   (Qcy  Q(S3))2  
q
L2t  Q2cy
o
p
L2t   (Qcy  Q(S3))2
.
(5.10)
The ‘if statements’ given in Table 5.2 were used in the implementation of the analytical solution
in order to capture the snap-through behaviour that may occur within each loading stage. For
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example, if the required stretched length of the bottom chord to cause yielding (i.e. the end of
loading stage 1) exceeds the total length of the top chord diagonals then the structure would snap-
through before the bottom chord tube yields in tension. In this instance, only the equilibrium path
expression for loading stage 1 would be used to obtain the mechanical response of the structure.
5.2.2 Analytical model for Case II: bottom chord cable yields prior to the
tube.
The same analysis as described in Stages 1 to 3 can be conducted for the tied arch link model
with the Case II prestressed bottom chord member in which the prestressing cable yields in tension
prior to the encasing tube. The vertical position of the top chord when the bottom chord tube
yields, Qty, and when the bottom chord cable yields, Qcy, are calculated using Equations (5.3) and
(5.5) respectively. A summary of the analytical solution is presented in Table 5.3.
5.2.3 Finite element validation
A finite element model of the prestressed tied arch model was set up to validate the analytical so-
lutions. The material and geometrical properties used in the numerical model are stated in Tables
5.4 and 5.5 respectively. The rigid top chord members were modelled using B23 beam elements
which were assigned with a section double the size of the bottom chord member stated in Table 5.5
as well as a Young’s modulus 10000 times higher than the value stated in Table 5.4. In all of the
configuration the top chord members were assigned to have a length Lt of 1000mm. Initial lengths
of the bottom chord were chosen for each prestress level such that the angle ✓0 that the top chord
makes with respect to the horizontal at the end of the prestressing process was kept constant for
each prestress level.Rigid links were used for the top chord members whereas deformable T2D2
truss and B23 beam elements, with a mesh size of 25 mm, were used for the prestressed bottom
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Table 5.2: If statements to ensure snap-through behaviour is captured within each loading stage of
the Case I prestressed tied arch model.
Stage 1 Onset of loading until bottom chord tube yielding:
if
⇥
Lb(in) + (xty + xt)
⇤
6 2Lt then 
0 6 Q(S1) 6 Qty
 
;
else 
0 6 Q(S1) 6 Qmax
 
where: Qmax =  3Qo;
Terminate (does not proceed to next loading stage)
end
Stage 2 From bottom chord tube yielding to cable yielding:
if
⇥
Lb(in) + (xcy   xc)
⇤
6 2Lt then 
0 6 Q(S2) 6 (Qty  Qcy)
 
;
else 
0 6 Q(S2) 6 Qmax
 
where: Qmax =  3Qo;
Terminate (does not proceed to next loading stage)
end
Stage 3 From bottom chord cable yielding to fracture:
if
⇥
Lb(in) + xf
⇤
6 2Lt then 
0 6 Q(S3) 6 (Qcy  Qf)
 
;
else 
0 6 Q(S3) 6 Qmax
 
where: Qmax =  3Qo;
end
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Table 5.3: If statements used to ensure snap-through behaviour is captured within each loading
stage of the Case II prestressed tied arch model.
Stage 1 From onset of loading until bottom chord cable yielding:
W =
4(Qo Q(S1))(Kc+Kt)
np
L2t (Qo Q(S1))2 
p
L2t Q2o
o
p
L2t (Qo Q(S1))2
.
if
⇥
Lb(in) + (xcy   xc)
⇤
6 2Lt then 
0 6 Q(S1) 6 Qcy
 
;
else 
0 6 Q(S1) 6 Qmax
 
where: Qmax =  3Qo;
Terminate (do not proceed to next loading stage)
end
Stage 2 From bottom chord cable yielding to tube yielding:
W =
4(Qcy Q(S2))
n
[Kt( xt+(xcy xc))+Kcxcy]+(Kt+Ksc)
hp
L2t (Qcy Q(S2))2 
p
L2t (Qcy)2
io
p
L2t (Qcy Q(S2))2
if
⇥
Lb(in) + (xty + xt)
⇤
6 2Lt then 
0 6 Q(S2) 6 (Qcy  Qty)
 
;
else 
0 6 Q(S2) 6 Qmax
 
where: Qmax =  3Qo;
Terminate (do not proceed to next loading stage)
end
Stage 3 From bottom chord tube yielding to fracture:
W =
4(Qty Q(S3)){Kcxcy+Ktxty+Ksc[(xty+xt) (xcy xc)]+(Ksc+Kst)[pL2t (Qty Q(S3))2 pL2t Q2ty]}p
L2t (Qty Q(S3))2
if
⇥
Lb(in) + xf
⇤
6 2Lt then 
0 6 Q(S3) 6 (Qty  Qf)
 
;
else 
0 6 Q(S3) 6 Qmax
 
where: Qmax =  3Qo;
end
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chord tube and cable respectively. Following the same approach as in Chapter 3 for prestressed
tensile elements, the bottom chord cable and tube were tied and the initial prestress was applied in
the first step of the analysis through thermal loading. In the proceeding step of analysis, load was
applied at the apex using a displacement control where incremental vertical downward displace-
ments were then applied at the apex of the tied arch. A typical input file for this analysis has been
provided on Appendix A.3 for further explanation.
Figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 illustrate the characteristic snapthrough behaviour of tied arches. The
figures also demonstrate that the analytical solution provides a very close match with the numerical
results. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 reveal that the capacity of the structure increases with increasing
prestress if snap-through occurs in loading stage 2 (in this case, from bottom chord tube yielding
to cable yielding). An order of magnitude reduction in capacity was observed in Figures 5.7, 5.8
and 5.9 owing to the fact that the applied load is directly proportional to the initial inclination of
the top chord members, as shown in Section 5.3.
For the tied arch model with ✓o = 10  snap-through occurs at the end of loading stage 2 (i.e. when
both the bottom chord tube and cable yield in tension) and, as a result, the force in the bottom chord
member prior to snap-through is the same for each prestress level. However, Figure 5.7 shows that
the applied load at which the structure snaps through increases with increasing prestress level. This
behaviour is also attributed to the fact that the applied load is directly related to the angle that the
top chord makes with the horizontal and increasing prestress levels reduce the axial deflection at
which the prestressed bottom chord yields in tension.
For the tied arch model with ✓o = 5 , on the other hand, snapthrough occurs immediately after
the bottom chord yields in tension. Increasing prestress levels increase the tensile yield load of
the prestressed element and consequently the capacity of the tied arch increases with increasing
prestress levels, as shown in Figure 5.8. Figure 5.8 also shows that, unlike the previous case when
✓o = 10 , the snap-through equilibrium path varies for different prestress levels. This phenomenon
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is also attributed to the fact that the structure in this configuration snaps through at the yield load
of the tube which increases with increasing prestress levels.
Figure 5.9 shows that initial prestress levels have a negligible effect on the structural performance
of a tied arch if the initial configuration were such that snap-through occurs during loading stage
1. During loading stage 1, all components of the prestressed bottom chord undergo elastic defor-
mations and consequently the initial prestress level does not affect the structural performance of
the tied arch.
Table 5.4: Material properties of prestressed bottom chord members.
Yield strength of tube, fty 250 N/mm2
Yield strength of cable, fcy 2100 N/mm2
Young’s modulus of tube and cable, E 210000 N/mm2
Strain hardening modulus of tube, Est 2000 N/mm2
Cross-sectional area of tube, At 768 mm2
Cross-sectional area of cable, Ac 120 mm2
Table 5.5: Dimensions of tied arch used to implement analytical and numerical models.
✓o P0 = 0 P1 = 48 P2 = 96 P3 = 144 Popt,t = 192
( ) (kN) (kN) (kN) (kN) (kN)
2.5 Lb(in) (mm) 1998.1 1998.7 1999.3 1999.9 NA
✓in ( ) 2.5 3.0 1.5 0.62 NA
5 Lb(in) (mm) 1992.4 1993.0 1993.6 1994.2 1994.8
✓in ( ) 5 4.8 4.6 4.4 4.1
10 Lb(in) (mm) 1969.6 1970.2 1970.8 1971.4 1972.0
✓in ( ) 10 9.9 9.8 9.7 9.6
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Figure 5.7: Comparison between analytical and numerical model of prestressed tied arch with
✓o = 10 .
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5.3 Prestressed simple arch model
In this section the link model shown in Figure 5.10, which offers a closer representation of the
trussed arch is examined. As illustrated in Figure 5.10, the top chord members, which are of length
Lt model the top chord members of a trussed arch whilst the bottom diagonal members of length
Lb(in) model the bottom chord members of the trussed arch. The top chord and the connecting
member, of length h, shown in Figure 5.10 are assumed to be rigid and a pinned connection is
assumed between all members. Hence, the bottom chord members will deform axially to resist the
vertically applied loads.
Lt Lb(in) h
W
Top chord(rigid tube only)
Bottom chord(deformable tube and cable)
Connector(rigid tube only)
Q
P R
O
D
U
C
E D
 B
Y  A
N
 A
U
T O
D
E S K
 E D
U
C
A
T I O
N
A
L  P R
O
D
U
C
T
Figure 5.10: Prestressed simple arch link model.
Similar to the tied arch model discussed in Section 5.2, the analytical solution of the system was
derived by breaking up the response into different loading stages, in which the bottom chord mem-
bers yield in tension. The generalized coordinate chosen for the analytical derivations is the vertical
distance, Q, measured from the horizontal to the apex of the bottom chord.
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Stage 0: Qin 6 Q 6 Qo
As before, the length of the bottom chord is varied for different prestressing levels in order to
ensure that the geometry before the application of the external load is kept constant for varying
prestress levels so that a fair comparison can be made. Therefore the initial length of the bottom
chord, Lb(in), and height of the bottom chord apex, Qo, shown in Figure 5.11, can be expressed
in terms of the prestress level and the target geometry at the end of the prestressing process is as
follows,
Lb(in)   xt =
p
L2t   h2   2hQo,
Lb(in)(1  PAtEt ) =
p
L2t   h2   2hQo,
Lb(in) =
p
L2t   h2   2hQo
(1  PAtEt )
.
Qin =
(
L2t   h2   L
2
t h2 2hQo⇣
1  PAtEt
⌘2
)
2h
(5.11)
θ in
Q in
θo
Lb(in)
PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT
Qo
Figure 5.11: Geometry of prestressed simple arch before and after prestressing process.
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5.3.1 Concentrated load on simple arch
5.3.1.1 Analytical model for Case I: Bottom chord tube yields prior to cable
Stage 1: 0 6 Q(S1) 6 (Qo  Qty)
After the prestressing process is complete, a vertically downwards load is applied in this stage until
the bottom chord tube yields in tension. Figure 5.12 illustrates the deformation and notation used
in formulating the structural response during this loading stage.
θo
W
QS1=Q0-Qty
Qty
Figure 5.12: Generalised coordinates for loading Stage 1.
As stated earlier, it is assumed that the only deformable components in the analytical model
adopted are the bottom members and therefore the TPE for the system can be expressed thus:
V =
✓
1
2
Kc(x+ xc)
2 +
1
2
Kt(x  xt)2
◆
| {z }
Left bottom chord
+
✓
1
2
Kc(x+ xc)
2 +
1
2
Kt(x  xt)2
◆
| {z }
Right bottom chord
 W , (5.12)
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where:
x = extension of bottom chord
=
q
L2t   h2   2h(Qo  Q(S1)) 
p
L2t   h2   2hQo,
  = Q(S1).
(5.13)
The equilibrium path for this loading stage can now be derived by differentiating the TPE with
respect to the generalized coordinate, Q(S1) and setting the resulting expression to zero to satisfy
the equilibrium condition
@V
@Q(S1)
= 2

Kc (x+ xc)
@x
@Q(S1)
+Kt (x  xt) @x
@Q(S1)
 
 W @ 
@Q(S1)
= 0,
) W =
⇣
@x
@Q(S1)
⌘
⇣
@ 
@Q(S1)
⌘ {(Kcxc  Ktxt) + (Kc +Kt)x} 2.
@x
@Q(S1)
=
1
2
 
L2t   h2   2h(Qo  Q(S1))
   12 ⇥ 2h,
@ 
@Q(S1)
= 1,
)
⇣
@x
@Q(S1)
⌘
⇣
@ 
@Q(S1)
⌘ = hp
L2t   h2   2h(Qo  Q(S1))
.
) W =
2h(Kc +Kt)
np
L2t   h2   2h(Qo  Q(S1)) 
p
L2t   h2   2hQo
o
p
L2t   h2   2h(Qo  Q(S1))
. (5.14)
Using the expression for the extension of the bottom chord in terms of vertical deflection given in
Equation 5.13, the vertical displacement at which the bottom chord tube yields in tension,Qty may
be written as:
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Qty =
L2t   h2  
⇥
(Lb(in)   xt) + (xty + xt)
⇤2
2h
. (5.15)
Stage 2: 0 6 Q(S2) 6 (Qty  Qcy)
During this loading stage the tube in the bottom chord members strain hardens whilst the cable
remains in the elastic range until the end of this loading stage. The generalised coordinate system
and deformations involved are shown in Figure 5.13.
θo W Q(S2)=Qcy-Qty
Qcy
Figure 5.13: Generalised coordinates for loading Stage 2.
The TPE is formulated and differentiated, as in the previous loading stages, to obtain the expression
for the equilibrium path for this stage thus:
W =
2h {Kc(xc + xt + xty) +Ktxty}q
L2t   h2   2h
 
Qty  Q(S2)
 
+
2h(Kc +Kst)
nq
L2t   h2   2h
 
Qty  Q(S2)
  pL2t   h2   2hQtyoq
L2t   h2   2h
 
Qty  Q(S2)
  ,
(5.16)
and
Qcy =
L2t   h2  
⇥
(Lb(in)   xt) + (xcy + xc)
⇤2
2h
. (5.17)
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Stage 3: 0 6 Q(S3) 6 (Qcy  Qf)
For this part of the loading stage, as the structure continues to deform, and the cable and the bottom
chord tubes are strain hardening (assuming strain hardening material properties are present). Figure
5.14 shows the deformations involved to obtain the final position of the structure at the end of this
loading stage.
θo W Q(S3)=Qf-Qcy
Qf
Figure 5.14: Generalised coordinate system for loading Stage 3.
In this loading stage, Qf is the maximum vertical displacement reached to fracture either the cable
and tube; it can be determined from the fracture strain of either the cable or the tube as:
Qf =
L2t   h2  
⇥
(Lb(in)   xt) + xf
⇤2
2h
, (5.18)
where xf is as defined in Chapter 3.
Following similar procedures as in previous load stages the equilibrium path for this loading stage
can be expressed thus:
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) W = 2h {Kcxcy +Ktxty +Kst((xcy   xc)  (xty + xt))}q
L2t   h2   2h
 
Qcy  Q(S3)
  ,
+
2h(Kst +Ksc)
nq
L2t   h2   2h
 
Qcy  Q(S3)
  pL2t   h2   2hQcyoq
L2t   h2   2h
 
Qcy  Q(S3)
  .
(5.19)
5.3.1.2 Analytical model for Case II: bottom chord cable yields prior to the tube.
If the material properties and initial prestress level of the prestressed bottom chord were such
that the prestressing cable yields in tension prior to the tube, a similar analysis to Case I can be
conducted to define the analytical solution for this scenario, results of which are listed in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: Analytical solutions for the Case II prestressed simple arch model.
Stage 1 From onset of loading until bottom chord cable yielding :
⇥
0 6 Q(S1) 6 Qcy
⇤
W =
2h(Kc+Kt)
np
L2t h2 2h(Qo Q(S1)) 
p
L2t h2 2hQo
o
p
L2t h2 2h(Qo Q(S1))
Stage 2 From bottom chord cable yielding to tube yielding:
⇥
0 6 Q(S2) 6 (Qcy  Qty)
⇤
W = 2h{Kt( xt+(xcy xc))+Kcxcy}q
L2t h2 2h(Qcy Q(S2))
+
2h(Kt+Ksc)
nq
L2t h2 2h(Qcy Q(S2)) 
p
L2t h2 2hQcy
o
q
L2t h2 2h(Qcy Q(S2))
Stage 3 From bottom chord tube yielding to fracture:
⇥
0 6 Q(S3) 6 (Qty  Qf)
⇤
W = 2h{Kcxcy+Ktxty+Ksc((xcy xc) (xty+xt))}q
L2t h2 2h(Qty Q(S3))
+
2h(Kst+Ksc)
nq
L2t h2 2h(Qty Q(S3)) 
p
L2t h2 2hQty
o
q
L2t h2 2h(Qty Q(S3))
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5.3.1.3 Finite element validation
The analytical models discussed earlier were validated using an FE model. In the FE model, the
connector and top chord members were made of rigid components to resemble the analytical mod-
els. On the other hand, the bottom chord members consisted of a deformable tube and a cable
with the material properties stated in Tables 5.4. The bottom chord tube and cable were tied and
thermal loading was used to apply initial prestress as described in Section 5.2.3. Different initial
configurations, shown in Table 5.7 and 5.8, were used to run the analytical and numerical models
in order to illustrate the effect of different parameters, as well as making comparisons between the
two approaches. The parameter used to vary the initial configuration was the angle ✓o which the
top chord forms with respect to the horizontal at the end of the prestressing process. A constant top
chord length Lt of 500 mm was used in all configurations examined in order to make reasonable
comparisons between the different configurations. The truss depth h was chosen to be such that
h = Lt sin(✓o/2) in the first set of analyses shown in Figure 5.15 and was kept constant for the
second set of analyses shown in Figure 5.16. In both sets, the initial lengths of the bottom chord
members were chosen for each prestressing level such that the angle that the top chord makes with
respect to the horizontal at the end of the prestressing process, ✓o, was constant.
Figure 5.15 shows that the analytical solution provides a very close match with the numerical
models. The figure shows that the maximum attainable load (i.e. the ultimate load) occurs at the
end of loading stage 3 when the top chord rotates to a vertical position. This is owing to the fact that
a perfect system is assumed in the analytical derivation where the rigid connecting member remains
vertical throughout the loading stages and thus the cable continues to stretch for each increment in
the loading. The graph illustrates similar load–deflection patterns observed in the previous section
such that increasing the prestress level effectively increases the applied load at which the tube
yields in tension and hence reduces deflections. The increase in capacity with increasing initial
inclination of the top chord members in Figure 5.15 is as a result of varying truss depths that were
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chosen such that the angle between the top and bottom chords was half the inclination of the top
chord member measured to the horizontal.
Figure 5.16 shows that the load–deflection plots for each configuration is identical when the truss
depths for each configuration is kept constant. This is attributed to the fact that the deflection at
which the bottom chord tube and the cable yield in tension is independent of the initial inclination
of the top chord, as shown in Equations (5.15) and (5.17) respectively.
Table 5.7: Initial dimensions of the triangular arch models chosen for implementation.
✓o P0 = 0 P1 = 48 P2 = 96 P3 = 144 Popt,t = 192
( ) (kN) (kN) (kN) (kN) (kN)
5 h (mm) 21.8 21.8 21.8 21.8 21.8
✓in ( ) 5 4.6 4.2 3.8 3.4
10 h (mm) 43.6 43.6 43.6 43.6 43.6
✓in ( ) 10 9.8 9.6 9.4 9.2
15 h (mm) 65.3 65.3 65.3 65.3 65.3
✓in ( ) 15 14.9 14.7 14.6 14.5
Table 5.8: Initial dimensions of simple arch model for investigation with constant truss depth.
✓0 ( ) P0 = 0 (kN) Popt,t = 192 (kN)
5 h (mm) 43.6 43.6
✓in (o) 5 4.219
10 h (mm) 43.6 43.6
✓in ( ) 10 9.2
15 h (mm) 43.6 43.6
✓in ( ) 15 14.6
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Figure 5.15: Comparisons between the analytical and numerical models of the prestressed simple
arch with various initial configurations.
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5.3.2 Uniformly loaded simple arch model
5.3.2.1 Analytical model
In reality, the applied vertical downward load arising from self-weight or wind loading would be
distributed along the length of the trussed arch, as shown in Figure 5.17. The analytical solution
derived earlier in Section 5.3.1 is now further developed to model the effects of distributed loading.
W W W
W
WWW
QQoΔ4 Δ3
Δ2
Δ1
Figure 5.17: Uniformly loaded prestressed simple arch.
Considering equilibrium of the uniformly distributed load on the prestressed simple arch model it
can be shown that the vertical reaction forces at the end supports Rv can be expressed as:
Rv = W (n  1) (5.20)
where n is the number of applied nodal loads on one half of the top chord member (e.g. 4 in Figure
5.17).
The bottom chord members are, again, assumed to be the only deformable components in this
analytical model and therefore the TPE is as expressed in Equation (5.12) but with the work done
component altered. For the loading case shown in Figure 5.17, the total work done by the applied
load,W , is:
  =  1 + 2 { 2 + 3 + 4}
W  = W (Qo  Q) + 2W
⇢
3(Qo  Q)
4
+
2(Qo  Q)
4
+
(Qo  Q)
4
  (5.21)
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and more generically for a uniformly distributed load acting at 2n numbers of nodes along top
chord member, the total work done by the applied load,W , becomes:
W  = W (Qo  Q) + 2W (Qo  Q)
n
(
n 1X
k=1
k
)
= W (Qo  Q)n (5.22)
A similar analysis can now be carried out as in Section 5.3.1 to determine the equilibrium path for
Cases I and II bottom chord members, as shown in Tables 5.9 and 5.10, respectively.
Table 5.9: Analytical solution for a prestressed simple arch subjected to uniformly distributed
vertical downward loading with Case I bottom chord members.
Stage 1 From onset of loading until bottom chord tube yielding:
⇥
0 6 Q(S1) 6 (Qo  Qty)
⇤
W =
2h(Kc+Kt)
np
L2t h2 2h(Qo Q(S1)) 
p
L2t h2 2hQo
o
n
p
L2t h2 2h(Qo Q(S1))
,
where: Qty =
L2t h2 
np
L2t h2 2hQo+(xty+xt)
o2
2h .
Stage 2 From bottom chord tube yielding to cable yielding:
⇥
0 6 Q(S2) 6 (Qty  Qcy)
⇤
W = 2h{Kc(xc+(xty+xt))+Ktxty}
n
q
L2t h2 2h(Qty Q(S2))
+
2h(Kc+Kst)
nq
L2t h2 2h(Qty Q(S2)) 
p
L2t h2 2hQty
o
n
q
L2t h2 2h(Qty Q(S2))
,
where: Qcy =
L2t h2 
np
L2t h2 2hQo+(xcy xc)
o2
2h .
Stage 3 From bottom chord tube yielding to fracture:
⇥
0 6 Q(S3) 6 (Qcy  Qf)
⇤
W = 2h{Kcxcy+Ktxty+Kst((xcy xc) (xty+xt))}
n
q
L2t h2 2h(Qcy Q(S3))
+
2h(Kst+Ksc)
nq
L2t h2 2h(Qcy Q(S3)) 
p
L2t h2 2hQcy
o
n
q
L2t h2 2h(Qcy Q(S3))
,
where: Qf =
L2t h2 
np
L2t h2 2hQo+xf
o2
2h .
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Table 5.10: Analytical solution for the structural response of a prestressed simple arch model with
Case II bottom chord members for which the bottom chord cable yields in tension prior to the tube.
Stage 1 From onset of loading until bottom chord cable yielding:
⇥
0 6 Q(S1) 6 (Qo  Qcy)
⇤
W =
2h(Kc+Kt)
np
L2t h2 2h(Qo Q(S1)) 
p
L2t h2 2hQo
o
n
p
L2t h2 2h(Qo Q(S1))
,
where: Qcy =
L2t h2 
np
L2t h2 2hQo+(xcy xc)
o2
2h .
Stage 2 From bottom chord cable yielding to tube yielding:
⇥
0 6 Q(S2) 6 (Qcy  Qty)
⇤
W = 2h{Kt( xt+(xcy xc))+Kcxcy}
n
q
L2t h2 2h(Qcy Q(S2))
+
2h(Kt+Ksc)
nq
L2t h2 2h(Qcy Q(S2)) 
p
L2t h2 2hQcy
o
n
q
L2t h2 2h(Qcy Q(S2))
,
where: Qty =
L2t h2 
np
L2t h2 2hQo+(xty+xt)
o2
2h .
Stage 3 From bottom chord tube yielding to fracture:
⇥
0 6 Q(S3) 6 (Qty  Qf)
⇤
W = 2h{Kcxcy+Ktxty+Ksc((xcy xc) (xty+xt))}
n
q
L2t h2 2h(Qty Q(S3))
+
2h(Kst+Ksc)
nq
L2t h2 2h(Qty Q(S3)) 
p
L2t h2 2hQty
o
n
q
L2t h2 2h(Qty Q(S3))
,
where: Qf =
L2t h2 
np
L2t h2 2hQo+xf
o2
2h .
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5.3.2.2 Finite element validation against trussed arches of practical geometries
A numerical model of the prestressed arched truss shown in Figure 5.1 was implemented in or-
der to assess the ability of the analytical model developed previously to capture the fundamental
behavioural features of the actual system. The geometrical properties of the structure and the
cross-sectional properties of the different structural members are given in Figure 5.18 and Table
5.11, respectively. The geometry of the top and bottom chord members in the numerical model
was defined using a three point arc, and an imperfection amplitude of l/1000 was applied for top
and bottom chord members in each segment, where l is the distance between adjacent nodal points.
B23 beam elements and T2D2 truss elements were used to model tubular and cable components
of the trussed arch respectively, several mesh sizes were experimented and a typical mesh size of
approximately 100 mm was found to give convergence; for further detail of the numerical model,
an input file for a typical FE model of trussed arch of practical geometry under gravity load is
provided in Appendix A.4. For the analytical model, on the other hand, the top chord members
were assumed to be rigid with a horizontal span L and top chord apex heightD, as shown in Figure
5.18.
In the numerical model, all degrees of freedom on the bottom chord tube and cable were tied to-
gether, except for longitudinal displacement, and the nodal connection between the different com-
ponents was modelled as a pinned joint. Numerical models with and without diagonal members
were constructed to determine the role of the diagonal members on the performance of the struc-
ture. In the first stage of the analyses, thermal loading was applied to the bottom chord cables to
induce the initial prestress. In the proceeding stage of analyses an incremental vertical downward
load was applied at each node, through the modified Riks algorithm (ABAQUS 6.12, 2012).
As shown in Figure 5.19, the analytical model is in close agreement with the results of the numer-
ical model without diagonal members. Both the analytical and numerical models demonstrate a
similar pattern of behaviour as seen for the tensile performance of the prestressed elements exam-
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ined in Chapter 3, where the addition of a cable increases the capacity of the structure whilst the
increasing the level of prestress reduces deflection. Figure 5.19 shows that the structure follows
a linear elastic equilibrium path until yielding of the bottom chord tube, beyond which point a
pronounced drop in stiffness is observed and the maximum capacity is reached when the bottom
chord cable yields in tension. Figure 5.19 also shows that the analytical model has a stiffer re-
sponse than its numerical counterpart, this can be attributed to the geometrical difference between
the two approaches, as well as the fact that the top chord is assumed to be rigid in the analytical
model.
Figure 5.20 compares the results of the analytical model and the numerical models with D1 and
D2 diagonal member arrangements, which are defined in the figure. The figure demonstrates that
although both approaches exhibit similar trends, both numerical models (with D1 and D2 diagonal
members) have a stiffer response during the elastic range, and also exhibit strain hardening after
the bottom chord member yields in tension. Both of these effects can be attributed to the stretching
of the diagonals within the numerical models, which are not present in the analytical model, under
the applied downward load.
Table 5.11: Properties of the prestressed element in the analytical and numerical models.
Member Section Yield strength Young’s modulus Coefficient of
(N/mm2) (N/mm2) expansion (K 1)
Top chord tube 300⇥ 300⇥ 8 355 210,000 –
Bottom chord tube 60⇥ 60⇥ 4 355 210,000 –
Bottom chord cable Y1860-12.9 1860 200,000 1.2⇥ 10 5
Connectors 60⇥ 60⇥ 4 355 210,000 –
Diagonals Y1860-12.9 1860 125,000 –
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(a) Numerical model of practical geometry.
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(b) Geometry of equivalent simplified analytical model.
Figure 5.18: Geometry used to construct the numerical model of a prestressed trussed arch with
practical geometry and an equivalent simplified analytical model.
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Figure 5.19: Comparisons between the analytical model and the numerical model of a prestressed
trussed arch without diagonal members.
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Figure 5.20: Comparisons between the analytical model and the numerical model of a prestressed
trussed arch with diagonals.
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5.3.3 Effect of trussed column
5.3.3.1 Analytical model
As shown in Figure 5.1, the arched trusses as can be connected to trussed columns on either side
after the prestressing process. The trussed columns offer restraint against the lateral displacement
of the trussed arch. To incorporate the effect of the trussed columns on the performance of the
arch, horizontal springs, as shown in Figure 5.21, are now added to the analytical and numerical
models.
W W W
W
WWW
QQo Xs
Figure 5.21: Prestressed simple arch model with horizontal spring.
To simplify the analytical model, the horizontal spring that represents the effect of the trussed
column is assumed to be linear with spring coefficient, Ks, equal to the stiffness of a trussed
column when subjected to a lateral load as depicted in Figure 5.22. In the analytical model, the top
chord members are assumed to be rigid and following this assumption the axial shortening of the
linear spring,  s, can be expressed in terms of the vertical displacement, Q, of the apex, thus:
 s =
q
L2t   (h+Qo)2  
q
L2t   (h+Q)2. (5.23)
As the structure deflects under loading the linear spring stores strain energy which will contribute
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towards the total strain energy of the system and hence under applied distributed loadsW , the TPE
of the system can be written as:
V =2⇥
⇢
1
2
Kc(x+ xc)
2 +
1
2
Kt(x  xt)2
 
+
1
2
Ks
⇢q
L2t   (h+Qo)2  
q
L2t   (h+Q)2
 2
 Wn(Qo  Q).
(5.24)
Following similar analysis as in Section 5.3.1, the equilibrium path of the system can be determined
from the TPE expression given in Equation (5.24). The equilibrium path is again formed of three
distinct stages. In the first loading stage, all components are assumed to be linear elastic and in
the proceeding loading stages the bottom chord tube and cable undergo plastic deformations. The
commencement of plastic deformations in the bottom chord members is governed by their cross-
sectional properties and initial level of prestress. Table 5.12 summarises the analytical solution
for the case when the bottom chord tube yields prior to the cable and Table 5.12 summarises the
opposite scenario where the cable yields first. In both cases the maximum deflection, Qf , was set
to be 4h in order to capture the snap-through phenomenon.
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Table 5.12: Analytical solution for the Case I trussed arch with a horizontal spring of stiffness,Ks,
subjected toa uniformly distributed vertical downward load.
Stage 1 From onset of loading until bottom chord tube yielding:
⇥
0 6 Q(S1) 6 (Qo  Qty)
⇤
W =
2h(Kc+Kt)
np
L2t h2 2h(Qo Q(S1)) 
p
L2t h2 2hQo
o
n
p
L2t h2 2h(Qo Q(S1))
+
2(h+(Qo Q(S1)))Ks
np
L2t (h+Qo)2 
p
L2t (h+(Qo Q(S1)))2
o
n
p
L2t (h+(Qo Q(S1)))2
,
where: Qty =
L2t h2 
np
L2t h2 2hQo+(xty+xt)
o2
2h .
Stage 2 From bottom chord tube yielding to cable yielding:
⇥
0 6 Q(S2) 6 (Qty  Qcy)
⇤
W = 2h{Kt( xt+(xcy xc))+Kcxcy}
n
q
L2t h2 2h(Qty Q(S2))
+
2h(Kt+Ksc)
nq
L2t h2 2h(Qty Q(S2)) 
p
L2t h2 2hQty
o
n
q
L2t h2 2h(Qty Q(S2))
+
2(h+(Qty Q(S2)))Ks
np
L2t (h+Qo)2 
q
L2t (h+(Qty Q(S2)))2
o
n
q
L2t (h+(Qty Q(S2)))2
,
where: Qcy =
L2t h2 
np
L2t h2 2hQo+(xcy xc)
o2
2h .
Stage 3 From bottom chord cable yielding to fracture:
⇥
0 6 Q(S3) 6 (Qcy  Qf)
⇤
W = 2h{Kcxcy+Ktxty+Ksc((xcy xc) (xty+xt))}
n
q
L2t h2 2h(Qcy Q(S3))
+
2h(Kst+Ksc)
nq
L2t h2 2h(Qcy Q(S3)) 
p
L2t h2 2hQcy
o
n
q
L2t h2 2h(Qcy Q(S3))
+
2(h+(Qcy Q(S3)))Ks
np
L2t (h+Qo)2 
q
L2t (h+(Qcy Q(S3)))2
o
n
q
L2t (h+(Qcy Q(S3)))2
,
where: Qf =
L2t h2 
np
L2t h2 2hQo+xf
o2
2h .
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Table 5.13: Analytical solution for the Case II trussed arch with a horizontal spring of stiffness,
Ks, subjected to a uniformly distributed vertical downward load.
Stage 1 From onset of loading until bottom chord cable yielding:
⇥
0 6 Q(S1) 6 (Qo  Qcy)
⇤
W =
2h(Kc+Kt)
np
L2t h2 2h(Qo Q(S1)) 
p
L2t h2 2hQo 
o
n
p
L2t h2 2h(Qo Q(S1))
+
2(h+(Qo Q(S1)))Ks
np
L2t (h+Qo)2 
p
L2t (h+(Qo Q(S1)))2
o
n
p
L2t (h+(Qo Q(S1)))2
,
where: Qcy =
L2t h2 
np
L2t h2 2hQo+(xcy xc)
o2
2h .
Stage 2 From bottom chord cable yielding to tube yielding:
⇥
0 6 Q(S2) 6 (Qcy  Qty)
⇤
W = 2h{Kt( xt+(xcy xc))+Kcxcy}
n
q
L2t h2 2h(Qcy Q(S2))
+
2h(Kt+Ksc)
nq
L2t h2 2h(Qcy Q(S2)) 
p
L2t h2 2hQcy
o
n
q
L2t h2 2h(Qcy Q(S2))
+
2(h+(Qcy Q(S2)))Ks
np
L2t (h+Qo)2 
q
L2t (h+(Qcy Q(S2)))2
o
n
q
L2t (h+(Qcy Q(S2)))2
,
where: Qty =
L2t h2 
np
L2t h2 2hQo+(xty+xt)
o2
2h .
Stage 3 From bottom chord tube yielding to fracture:
⇥
0 6 Q(S3) 6 (Qty  Qf)
⇤
W = 2h{Kcxcy+Ktxty+Ksc((xcy xc) (xty+xt))}
n
q
L2t h2 2h(Qty Q(S3))
+
2h(Kst+Ksc)
nq
L2t h2 2h(Qty Q(S3)) 
p
L2t h2 2hQty
o
n
q
L2t h2 2h(Qty Q(S3))
+
2(h+(Qty Q(S3)))Ks
np
L2t (h+Qo)2 
q
L2t (h+(Qty Q(S3)))2
o
n
q
L2t (h+(Qty Q(S3)))2
,
where: Qf =
L2t h2 
np
L2t h2 2hQo+xf
o2
2h .
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5.3.3.2 Finite element validation
To validate the analytical model detailed in Table 5.12, numerical models of a prestressed trussed
arch, with and without diagonal members, were set up as described in Section 5.3.2.2 but this
time a horizontal linear spring was attached to the side of the truss that was allowed to displace
laterally. The horizontal spring was pin joined to the trussed arch at one end whilst the other end
was pin jointed to a support that enabled lateral displacements during the prestressing stage, but
then becomes fixed at its final position at the end of the prestressing stage. The forces P0 and Popt,t
are the two prestress levels in the bottom chord investigated for this part of the study.
The stiffness of the linear spring was taken to be equal to the linear elastic stiffness of the trussed
column, shown in Figure 5.22, used to support the trussed arch.
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Figure 5.22: Geometry of a typical trussed column and the internal force distribution due to the
lateral force H .
Figure 5.22 shows the resultant axial force when a lateral force, H , is applied to the top of the
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column. From the principle of virtual work, it can be shown that the lateral displacement of the tip
of the trussed column  s under applied load H can be calculated as:
 s =
nX
i=1
fiFiLi
AiEi
, (5.25)
where n is the number of members, f is the force in the member due to a virtual load at the tip, F is
the force in the member due to the actual applied load H at the tip, L is the length of the member,
with E and A being the Young’s modulus and cross-sectional area of the member respectively.
Using the axial force diagram shown in Figure 5.22, the lateral displacement can be expressed in
terms of the applied lateral force, H , thus:
 s = H [16L1/EA+ 17L2/EA] = H/Ks (5.26)
The lateral stiffness of the arch,Ks, can be deduced thus:
Ks = {16L1/EA+ 17L2/EA} 1 . (5.27)
In practice, the trussed column components are fabricated using tubes that have similar cross-
sectional properties of the top chord members to the trussed arch. On this basis, using the material
properties of Table 5.11 and geometrical properties of Figure 5.22, it can be shown that the linear
elastic lateral stiffness of the investigated trussed column takes the valueKs = 2850 N/mm.
The linear elastic horizontal spring stiffness, Ks, was normalised with respect to the elastic hori-
zontal stiffness, Kh, of the truss itself in the numerical models. This was determined by applying
a horizontal load to each model, as shown in Figure 5.23; this illustrates that all of the numerical
models have the same linear elastic horizontal stiffness, Kh = 1060 N/mm. The analytical model
used to implement the solution described in Table 5.12, had the same geometrical and material
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properties of the numerical models, but the cross-sectional area of the bottom chord tube, At, was
reduced to that of a 50⇥ 50⇥ 3 SHS in order to maintain theKs : Kh stiffness ratio.
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Figure 5.23: Comparisons of the elastic lateral stiffness of the analytical and numerical models.
Figure 5.24 illustrates a typical snap-through behaviour obtained through the analytical solution
developed. The reduction in initial stiffness, prior to snap-through, observed in Figure 5.24 is due
to the tensile yielding of the bottom chord tube. For the analytical model with initial prestress
P0, the tensile yielding of the bottom chord occurs after the snap-through. This results in a lower
ultimate capacity than that of Popt,t where simultaneous yielding of the bottom chord tube and
cable occurs.
Figure 5.25 shows a close up comparison of the results from the numerical and analytical models.
From Figure 5.25, a striking difference is observed in the performance of a trussed arch with and
without diagonals. This difference arises due to the distinctive failure mode of the two numerical
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models. As shown in Figure 5.26(a), the failure mode of the arch and the trussed arch without
diagonals is through a symmetric snap-through buckling mode identical to that of the flat arch
discussed in Chapter 2; whereas a more localised failure mode is observed for the trussed arch
models with diagonals shown in Figures 5.27 and 5.29.
In the initial stage of applied downward loading the internal forces within the top chords are domi-
nated by axial load and the different numerical models exhibit similar behaviour. When the applied
load is increased further (see Figure 5.25), variations in the structural response of the different nu-
merical models begin to emerge. For the numerical models without diagonals, the structure exhibits
deformations in the global buckling mode shown in Figure 5.26, which is similar to the symmetric
snap-through buckling mode that occurs for flat arches, as discussed in Chapter 2.
For the trussed arch model with diagonals, however, the diagonal components add sufficient stiff-
ness to delay the formation of the global buckling mode. Owing to this stiffening effect, the trussed
arch is able to withstand a much higher load than the model without diagonals. The initial soften-
ing of the loading path occurs when the bottom chord tube yields in tension. Yielding of the bottom
chord tube first occurs at the apex of the bottom chord and gradually spreads towards the end sup-
ports as the structure deflects. For the trussed arch with an initial prestress level less than Popt,t, the
top chord buckles symmetrically, as shown in Figure 5.27, when the tensile yielding of the bottom
chord reaches the pinned supports. It is also observed that the tensile yielding of the bottom chord
cable occurs after the buckling of the top chord. For a trussed arch with an initial prestress level
of Popt,t, however, simultaneous yielding of the bottom chord tube and cable at the apex leads
to the failure mode shown in Figures 5.28 and 5.29 where the plastic deformation of the bottom
chord localises near the apex to form a plastic hinge. Figure 5.25 shows that the analytical model
closely follows the numerical model of the trussed arch with diagonals as the symmetric buckling
mode shown in Figure 5.26 is not incorporated in the analytical model. Figure 5.25 shows minimal
difference between the numerical models with the D1 and D2 diagonal arrangements since both
exhibit similar deformations and the arrangement of active diagonal members is the same in both
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Figure 5.24: Result from the analytical model for a prestressed trussed arch with a horizontal linear
spring stiffnessKh : Ks = 0.37.
models. The analytical model does not capture the localised buckling that occurs in the FE model
of the trussed arch with diagonals since the top chord is assumed to be rigid and consequently
the analytical model predicts a greater ultimate load and portrays the characteristic snap-through
instability.
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Figure 5.26: Failure modes of the numerical models without diagonals.
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(b) Bottom chord tube yields at apex.
(c) Spread of plasticity of the bottom chord tube towards supports.
(d) Top chord buckles when bottom chord tube near pinned end yields in tension.
Figure 5.27: Failure mechanism of the numerical model of a trussed arch with diagonals and an
initial prestress level less than Popt,t.
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(b) Bottom chord tube and cable simultaneously yield at apex.
(c) Plastic deformation concentrates at apex.
Figure 5.28: Failure mechanism for the numerical model of a trussed arch with D1 diagonal ar-
rangement and an initial prestress level of Popt,t.
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(b) Bottom chord tube and cable simultaneously yield at apex.
(c) Plastic deformation concentrates at apex.
Figure 5.29: Failure mechanism for the numerical model of a trussed arch with D2 diagonal ar-
rangement and an initial prestress level of Popt,t.
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5.3.4 Pinned supports
As shown in Figure 1.4, in some cases the trussed arch maybe connected directly onto the ground
or connected to structural components that restrict horizontal movement of the support completely.
Therefore, the effect of having pinned supports at either end of the trussed arch structure is in-
vestigated numerically herein. To identify the characteristic failure mechanisms, both elastic and
inelastic numerical models of the trussed arch were implemented. The inelastic numerical models
are identical to models previously discussed in Section 5.3.2 with modified boundary conditions
to have pinned supports on both ends. In the elastic models, the plastic material behaviour was
removed from all components. As in previous investigations numerical models with and without
bracing diagonals members were set-up to determine the effect of the bracing diagonals on the
performance of trussed arches with pinned supports. The numerical model of the top chord mem-
ber without other components, referred to herein as top chord arch, was also devised to have a
benchmark with which other numerical models can be compared.
As shown in Figure 5.32(a), the failure mode of the top chord arch is through the characteristic
snap-through instability associated with flat arches, as discussed in Chapter 2. Figure 5.30 shows
the numerical results for the top chord arch, in which the applied downwards distributed load (on
the primary vertical axis) and the axial force variation in the top chord (on the secondary vertical
axis) are plotted against the vertical displacement of the apex of the top chord. Throughout the
loading, the axial force within the top chord member is uniform along its length. As shown in the
axial force variation in Figure 5.30, the ultimate load capacity of the arch is reached when the axial
force in the top chord reaches NE3, which is equivalent to the third mode elastic flexural buckling
load of a column of length equal to that of the developed arch length. Figure 5.30 also shows that
the inelastic numerical model follows the load path up to and beyond the post-ultimate load of its
elastic counterpart. Divergence between the elastic and the inelastic equilibrium paths occurs due
to the yielding of the concave side of the buckled arch in compression.
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Figure 5.30: Elastic and inelastic numerical results for the top chord arch.
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Figure 5.31 shows the result of the elastic and inelastic numerical models of a pin supported trussed
arch without diagonal members. As Figure 5.32(b) illustrates, the buckling mode of the trussed
arch without diagonal bracing members is through the snap-through mode as in the case of the top
chord arch model. Consequently, Figure 5.31 demonstrates that the trussed arch model with pinned
supports behaves in similar manner to the top chord arch model until the elastic critical buckling
load of the top chord is reached. Beyond this, the initial stiffness drops but the structure continues
to take more loading due to the tensile action of the bottom chord members. The elastic model of
the trussed arch with pin supports shows an indefinite increase in capacity with increasing deflec-
tion due to the continual stretching of the bottom chord as the structure snaps through. However, as
shown in Figure 5.31, the ultimate capacity of the inelastic trussed arch without diagonal members
is limited by the yielding of the top and bottom chord members. Prior to the ultimate load, Figure
5.31, shows that the inelastic models exhibit a softening response that is attributed to the yielding
in compression of the concave side of the top chord member; the ultimate load is then reached
when the bottom chord tube yields in tension and a further reduction in the post-collapse stiffness
occurs when the bottom chord cable yields in tension.
Figures 5.35 and 5.36 illustrate the considerably different failure mechanisms observed for trussed
arches with bracing diagonals, where symmetric buckling of the bottom chord members instigates
buckling of the top chord members near the pin supports. Figure 5.33 shows the results for elastic
and inelastic trussed arches with diagonal bracing and pinned supports. For the elastic models
shown in Figure 5.33 a gradual reduction in the initial stiffness is observed as the top and bottom
chord members buckle in compression. For the inelastic models, on the other hand, Figure 5.33
shows an initial drop in capacity followed by total loss of capacity due to buckling of the bottom
and top chords respectively, as demonstrated in force variation plots shown in Figures 5.34(a)
and (b). Owing to the fact that increasing prestress levels reduce the compressive strength of a
prestressed element, as discussed in Chapter 4, the applied load at which the initial drop in capacity
occurs reduces with increasing prestress levels. Figure 5.33 also reveals that the ultimate applied
load, at which the top chord member buckles, does not vary significantly with increasing initial
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Figure 5.31: Elastic and inelastic numerical results for the trussed arch without diagonals.
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(b) Failure mode for top chord arch model with pin supports.
(c) Failure mode for trussed arch numerical models without bracing diagonals.
Figure 5.32: Failure mechanism from the numerical model of the top chord arch and the trussed
arch without diagonals on pin supports.
prestress levels.
FE models with D1 and D2 diagonal arrangements have similar failure modes as illustrated in
Figures 5.35 and 5.36. However, Figure 5.33 shows that, although both D1 and D2 diagonal
arrangements have similar patterns of behaviour, a reduced initial stiffness and ultimate capacity is
observed for FE models with the D2 diagonal arrangement. This may be attributed to the reduced
number of diagonals, in numerical models with the D2 diagonal arrangement, providing resistance
against the global failure mode shown in Figure 5.32.
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Figure 5.33: Elastic and inelastic numerical results for the trussed arch with diagonals.
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(b) Force variation in the most critical top chord member during load application.
Figure 5.34: Force variation in critical members of the trussed arch with diagonals.
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(a) Buckling of bottom chord members.
(b) Buckling of top chord.
(Avg: 75%)
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S, Mises
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(c) Colour contour legend.
Figure 5.35: Failure mode of a trussed arch with D1 diagonal members.
(a) Buckling of bottom chord members.
(b) Buckling of top chord.
Figure 5.36: Failure mode of a trussed arch with D2 diagonal members.
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5.3.5 Result comparison
The numerical results of the trussed arch with and without diagonal bracing members are compared
in Figures 5.37 and 5.38 respectively. Figure 5.37 illustrates that, for trussed arches with bracing
diagonals, increasing levels of end lateral restraint increases the stiffness of the structure as well
as the load carrying capacity. As discussed in earlier sections, the mechanism of the structure
changes from tensile yielding of the bottom chord, when the structure was on a roller support, to
a snap-through failure mode when the structure was supported with a lateral spring and failure
through buckling of the top and bottom chords was observed when the end supports were pinned.
The change in the failure mechanism with a changing support condition gives rise to the difference
in structural response shown in Figure 5.37. The numerical models with spring and roller supports
showed similar characteristic behaviour noted in Chapter 3 for prestressed elements in tension,
where increasing levels of prestress reduced deflections to reach the ultimate load. On the other
hand, Figure 5.37 shows that the load carrying capacity of the trussed arch, with pinned supports,
reduces with increasing levels of prestress owing to the fact that the prestressed bottom chord
member is subjected to compressive forces under this support condition.
Figure 5.38 shows that, for trussed arches without diagonals, the initial stiffness and the capacity
of the structure increases when horizontal restraints are introduced. However, minimal changes
in structural response are observed in Figure 5.38 when the support condition changes from a
horizontal spring to pinned. This is attributed to the concurrent failure mechanism observed for
both support conditions, where the third mode of flexural buckling (along the developed length
of the arch) of the top chord causes a reduction in the initial stiffness and the ultimate capacity
is reached through subsequent tensile yielding of the bottom chord. For this type of trussed arch,
Figure 5.38 demonstrates that increasing initial prestress levels has advantageous effects in all types
of boundary conditions. The figure shows that increasing initial prestress levels reduces deflections
when the structure is on a roller support and increases load carrying capacity when the structure is
supported by a horizontal spring or a pinned support.
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Figure 5.37: Comparison between numerical models of the trussed arch with diagonals on various
end support conditions.
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Figure 5.38: Comparison between numerical models of the trussed arch without diagonals on
various end support conditions.
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5.4 Enhancements in load carrying capacity in structures gov-
erned by serviceability limit state
5.4.1 Analytical study
Considering the case of no horizontal restraint, the load–deflection plots in Figure 5.15 demon-
strate that prestressing levels does not affect the ultimate load capacity significantly and therefore
designing a trussed arch for the ultimate load would not utilise the full benefits of prestressing.
However, if a serviceability requirement was set regarding the acceptable limits of displacement
(e.g. the bottom chord must not displace below the horizontal position of the end supports, as
shown in Figure 5.39) then the structure could be proportioned such that the maximum benefit of
adding prestress is exploited at the limit of the serviceability requirement.
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Figure 5.39: Maximising benefit of prestress at SLS.
Since the bottom chord members are the main deformable components that govern the perfor-
mance of the structure under downward loading, the optimal structure would be one that causes
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simultaneous yielding of the bottom chord tube and the cable at the limit of the serviceability re-
quirement. Both the geometrical and material properties of the trussed arch can be varied to obtain
an optimal structure. However, as the material properties (i.e. grade of steel) would generally be
predetermined and often governed by product availability, the focus of the current study will be on
altering the initial geometry such that bottom chord members yield at the serviceability limit state
(SLS). The span of the structure would be known for a specific design and the angle which the top
chord makes with the horizontal would be determined from site constraints. Therefore the truss
depth, h, of the connecting member is the geometrical parameter that can be altered conveniently
to optimise the performance of the structure at the SLS. Recall the following relationships:
Lb(in) = Initial length of bottom chord before prestressing,
=
p
L2t   h2   2hQin,
Lb,o = Length of bottom chord just after prestressing,
=
p
L2t   h2   2hQo,
Lb,sls = Length of bottom chord at the extremity of serviceability requirement,
=
p
L2t   h2   2hQsls.
The approach taken to obtain an expression for the optimal truss depth is to equate the length of
the bottom chord at the point of tube yielding (which is dependent on its material property and the
initial length) to a geometrical expression for the change in the bottom chord length at the end of
the SLS:
Q = Qsls,
PLb(in)
AtEt
+
ftyLb(in)
Et
= Lb,o   Lb,sls,
=
p
L2t   h2   2hQo  
p
L2t   h2   2hQsls.
(5.28)
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Equation (5.28) is the governing equation that ensures that the bottom chord members yields at the
specified SLS, it is therefore used to determine the optimal truss depth h as follows:⇢
P
AtEt
+
fty
Et
  p
L2t   h2   2hQo⇣
1  PAtEt
⌘ = pL2t   h2   2hQo  pL2t   h2   2hQsls,
1 +
⇣
P
AtEt
+ ftyEt
⌘
⇣
1  PAtEt
⌘ = pL2t   h2   2hQslsp
L2t   h2   2hQo
,
Let:   = 1 +
⇣
P
AtEt
+ ftyEt
⌘
⇣
1  PAtEt
⌘ ,
)  2 = L
2
t   h2   2hQsls
L2t   h2   2hQo
,
L2t   h2   2hQsls =  2
⇥
L2t   h2   2hQsls
⇤
.
) (1   2)h2 2(Qo 2  Qsls)h  (1   2)L2t = 0,
) hopt =
(Qo 2  Qsls)±
p
(Qo 2  Qsls)2 + L2t (1   2)2
(1   2) . (5.29)
Alternatively the optimal truss depth, hopt, may be expressed in terms of the angle which the top
chord makes with the horizontal at the end of prestressing stage, ✓o, and at SLS, ✓sls, as follows:
hopt =
Lt
⇢
[sin(✓o) 2   sin(✓sls)]±
q
[sin(✓o) 2   sin(✓sls)]2   (1   2)2
 
(1   2) .
(5.30)
Equations (5.29) and (5.30) contain a constraint on the initial configuration such that:
(Qo 
2  Qsls)2 + L2t (1   2)2 and [sin(✓o) 2   sin(✓sls)]2  
 
1   2 2 > 0. (5.31)
The two solutions for the truss depth hopt that result from Equations (5.29) and (5.30) correspond
to a deep or a shallow depth that would ensure yielding of the bottom chord members at the end of
the SLS. Consequently the initial bottom chord length for the shallow truss depth will be shorter
than that of the deep truss depth solution but in both cases the bottom chord members will have an
identical strain value at the SLS.
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Using the analytical solution of Tables 5.9 and 5.10 the benefit of prestress in terms of increased
capacity at SLS can be quantified by comparing the load carrying capacity of the system with zero
and the optimal initial prestress being applied. For the case when the bottom chord tube yields in
tension prior to the cable, the load carrying capacity of the system at the serviceability limit will
be:
wsls,Popt,t =
2h(Kc +Kt)(xty + xt)
n
p
L2t   h2   2hQsls
,
wsls,P0 =
2h {Kc(xc + (xty + xt)) +Ktxty}
n
p
L2t   h2   2hQsls
,
+
2h(Kc +Kst)
np
L2t   h2   2hQsls  
p
L2t   h2   2hQty
o
n
p
L2t   h2   2hQsls
,
(5.32)
where wsls,Popt,t and wsls,P0 are the load carrying capacity at SLS for trussed arch with initial pre-
stress levels of P0 and Popt,t respectively.
The maximum increase in capacity at the SLS can therefore be expressed as:
 1,I =
wsls,Popt,t
wsls,P0
=
(Kc +Kt)(xty + xt)
Kc(xc + (xty + xt)) +Ktxty + (Kc +Kst)
np
L2t   h2   2hQsls  
p
L2t   h2   2hQty
o
(5.33)
Similarly for the case when the bottom chord cable yields prior to the tube, the maximum increase
in capacity due to the addition of prestress can be shown to be:
 1,II =
wsls,Popt,t
wsls,P0
=
(Kc +Kt)(xty + xt)
Kt( xt + (xcy   xc)) +Kcxcy + (Kt +Ksc)
np
L2t   h2   2hQsls  
p
L2t   h2   2hQcy
o
(5.34)
Equations (5.33) and (5.34) can be greatly simplified by assuming that, for a structural system with
zero prestress, the increase in applied load from the yield point of the bottom chord tube (or cable)
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to the position at the SLS limit is negligible. Hence the applied load at the SLS limit can be written
as:
) wsls,P0 =
2h(Kc +Kt)(xty)
n
p
L2t   h2   2hQsls
)  1 =
wsls,Popt,t
wsls,P0
=
xty + xt
xty
= 1 +
n
Popt,tLb(in)
AtEt
o
n
ftyLb(in)
Et
o = 1 + Popt,t
Atfty
= 1 +
(fcyEt   ftyEc)Ac
(AtEt + AcEc)fty
(5.35)
For a trussed arch without a prestressing cable in the bottom chord, the applied load at the limit of
the SLS is:
wsls,0 =
2hKtxty
n
p
L2t   h2   2hQsls
. (5.36)
If the benefit of prestress, in terms of increased capacity, is to be quantified by comparing the load
carrying capacity of the trussed arch without a cable to a trussed arch with a cable prestressed to the
optimal value, then by following similar steps to those presented in Equation (5.35), the maximum
increase in capacity can be shown to be:
 2 =
wsls,0
wsls,P0
=
✓
1 +
Kc
Kt
◆✓
xty + xt
xty
◆
=
✓
1 +
Kc
Kt
◆⇢
1 +
(fcyEt   ftyEc)Ac
(AtEt + AcEc)fty
  (5.37)
5.4.2 Finite element validation
Numerical and analytical models of the trussed arch with an optimal truss depth, as calculated in
Section 5.4.1, were set up to verify that the maximum benefit of adding prestress can be achieved in
terms of increased capacity at the chosen SLS deflection limit. The optimal truss depth of a simple
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arch described in Section 5.4.1 is investigated to begin with; this is followed by comparisons with
realistic numerical and analytical models of a trussed arch.
The initial geometry and material properties reported in Tables 5.4 and 5.7 respectively were used
to determine the corresponding optimal truss depth. The top chord length Lt of 500mm was in all
configurations. The resultant optimised configuration used in the numerical and analytical models
are shown in Table 5.4.2; note that there are two optimal configurations (deep truss and shallow
truss) due to the existence of two values of optimal truss depth, hopt, as discussed earlier.
✓0 ( ) P1 = 0 Popt,t
Deep 10 h (mm) 79.5 79.5
truss ✓in (o) 10 9.6
Shallow 10 h (mm) 7.5 7.5
truss ✓in (o) 10 5.4
Table 5.14: Optimised geometrical properties.
The nonlinear analysis was performed up until the load increment that causes the bottom chord
to become horizontal. The FE results shown in Figures 5.40(a) and (b) agree very well with
the analytical solutions. Using the material properties of Table 5.4, the maximum increase in
capacity at SLS, due to the applied prestress of Popt,t, was calculated using Equation (5.33) to
be 1.8; using the simplified Equation (5.35), the increase in capacity becomes 2.0. As shown in
Figures 5.40(a) and (b), the increase in capacity at the SLS is accurately predicted by Equation
(5.33). Figures 5.40(a) and (b) also demonstrate that although the increase in capacity for both
geometries is the same, the optimal deep truss configuration has a significantly higher capacity than
the shallow truss option. This is attributed to the fact that the applied load is directly proportional
to h/
p
Lt
2   h2   2hQ, as shown in Equation (5.14).
To verify that the optimal truss depth calculation still holds in practice, the realistic analytical and
numerical models discussed in Section 5.3.2 are revisited. The optimal truss depth is determined
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by, again, setting the SLS limit for the vertical deflection to be one that causes the bottom chord to
attain a horizontal position. The initial geometry of Figure 5.18 and material properties of Table
5.11 are used. The optimal configuration used in implementing the analytical and the numerical
solution is shown in Table 5.4.2. Figure 5.41 shows the result of the numerical and the analytical
models with good correlation observed between the two approaches. As shown in Figure 5.41,
the maximum increased capacity that can be achieved at the SLS limit by prestressing the bottom
chord cable to Popt,t is  1 = 1.36 times that of a trussed arch with zero prestress or  2 = 1.56
times that of a trussed arch without cables. The percentage error in calculating  1 and  2 using
Equations (5.33) and (5.37) is 7.5% and 0.3% respectively. The relatively small difference can be
attributed to the fact that at the limit of the SLS more axial deformation is found in the bottom
chord from the numerical model than in the analytical due to the curved geometry of the top and
bottom chord members.
✓0 (o) P0 Popt,t
Deep 10 Lt (m) 40 40
truss h (m) 4.26 4.26
✓in (o) 10 9.5
Table 5.15: Optimised geometry used in the analytical model of a prestressed trussed arch with
practical geometry.
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Figure 5.40: Simple arch model with an optimal truss depth under a downward concentrated load.
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5.5 Concluding comments
The current chapter has described increasingly sophisticated analytical and numerical models to
model progressively greater levels of practical realism. Key parameters affecting the structural
performance of a trussed arch under downward loading have been examined. A summary of the
findings is listed below:
• Tied arch models demonstrated that for prestressed structures in which snapthrough is the
governing failure mode, the ultimate capacity of the structure would increase with increasing
prestress levels if the structure snaps through during loading stage 2, where only one com-
ponent of the prestressed bottom chord yields in tension. Moreover, the effects of the initial
prestress were shown to be minimal if the structure snaps-through during loading stage 1 in
which all components of the prestressed element are in the elastic range.
• The boundary conditions of the trussed arch and the presence of diagonals in between the
members connecting the top and bottom chords of the trussed arch, have profound effects
on the failure mode and general performance of the trussed arch under downwards loading.
The three boundary conditions investigated were: roller supports, a spring support (with
an equivalent horizontal stiffness of the columns used in practice) and a pinned support that
cannot translate. In general, the addition of restraint against horizontal displacement through
spring or pinned supports increased the load carrying capacity of the structure whilst the
removal of the diagonal members altered the failure mechanism of the structure.
• For trussed arch models with bracing diagonals and roller supports, the failure mode was
through the bowing of the top chord member and the ultimate load carrying capacity was
attained when the prestressed bottom chord yielded in tension. The addition of a horizontal
spring resulted in a snap-through failure mode in which the ultimate load carrying capacity is
reached when the structure snaps through or the top chord member buckles in compression.
When supports were fully pinned, however, the bottom chord members of the truss buckled
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in compression prior to the top chord and increasing levels of prestress reduced the load at
which the bottom chord members buckled.
• Removal of the bracing diagonals of the trussed arch on roller supports has the effect of
reducing the stiffness of the structure whilst maintaining the ultimate capacity. For such
structures, pinned and horizontal spring supports showed similar behaviour where third mode
flexural buckling of the top chord, along the developed length of the arch, caused a reduction
in the stiffness and subsequent tensile yielding of the bottom chord caused structural failure.
• The truss depth was one of the key parameters governing capacity and expressions have
been derived for the optimal truss depth that maximises the benefit of prestress for a given
serviceability deflection limit.
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Chapter 6
Prestressed trussed arch under uplift forces
6.1 Introduction
Uplift wind loading on trussed arches induces additional compressive forces in the prestressed bot-
tom chord members, if supported on rollers. Taking a similar approach to Chapter 5, the study on
the compression capacity of prestressed elements in Chapter 4 will be used to develop a series of
increasingly realistic analytical models of trussed arches under uplift wind loads. The developed
generic analytical models are validated against a numerical model of the trussed arch shown in
Figure 5.1. The effects of different boundary conditions and diagonal arrangements on the struc-
tural performance of trussed arches are also investigated in this chapter. The effect of adding grout
is not included in this part of the study as the main objective of this chapter is to outline the effect
of initial prestress on the global performance of prestressed arched trusses and as demonstrated in
Chapter 4, the addition of grout only adds to the compression capacity of the prestressed member,
as opposed to changing the trend in performance of the member with increasing prestress levels.
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6.2 Prestressed tied arch link model
As mentioned in Section 5.3, the prestressed tied arch link model is the basic model of the pre-
stressed arch and offers an alternative structural system where a prestressed element can be applied.
The link model shown in Figure 5.10 is therefore re-examined with an applied uplift force. The
bottom chord tie member is thereby subjected to compressive forces and, as a result, the perfor-
mance of the structure will depend on the slenderness of the bottom chord member. The structural
performance of the tied arch model with stocky and slender bottom chord members are investigated
separately in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.3, respectively.
6.2.1 Stocky bottom chord
As outlined in Chapter 4, three cases exist for stocky elements in compression, depending on the
relative yield point of the prestressing cable and encasing tube. The analytical formulation for the
tied arch link model with a Case I bottom chord member, where the bottom chord cable slackens
before yielding of the encasing tube, is described in this subsection and the results for Cases II and
III are given in Table 6.1. The analytical solutions are formulated in three different loading stages
due to the variation in properties of the bottom chord cable and tube. The notation and generalized
coordinate systems used to formulate the analytical derivations in Section 5.3 are also used in this
chapter. The initial length of the bottom chord is calculated for the different prestress levels, as
described in Stage 0 of Section 5.3, to ensure a fair comparison between the results.
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Case I: bottom chord cable slackens prior to tube yielding in compression.
Stage 1: 0 6 Q(S1) 6 (Qo  Qc)
Following the prestressing process, an uplift load is applied in this stage until the prestressed
bottom chord tube yields in compressions at which point the vertical position of the top chord,
with respect to the horizontal, is expressed as:
Qc =
s
L2t  
1
4

2
q
L2t  Q2o   (xc)
 2
. (6.1)
Again the bottom chord tie member is assumed to be the only deformable member and since all
components of the bottom chord member are assumed to be elastic during this loading stage, the
TPE of the system is as given in Equation (5.2) with the axial deformation, x defined as:
x1 = 2
q
L2t  Q2o   2
q
L2t   (Qo +Q(S1))2. (6.2)
W
θ1 Qc Q0 xc
Q(S1)
Figure 6.1: Geometrical deformation during loading stage 1.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the deformation and notation used in formulating the structural response
during this loading stage. As described in Stage 1 of Section 5.3, the equilibrium path for this
loading stage is derived by differentiating the TPE with respect to the local coordinate Q(S1) and
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setting the resultant expression equal to zero:
) W =
⇣
@x
@Q(S1)
⌘
⇣
@ 
@Q(S1)
⌘2 {(Kcxc  Ktxt) + (Kc +Kt)x} . (6.3)
The axial deformation given by Equation (6.2) is differentiated with respect to the local coordinate
Q(S1), the result of which is substituted into Equation (6.3) to yield the equilibrium path expression
given by Equation (6.4).
W =
4(Qo +Q(S1))(Kc +Kt)
np
L2t  Q2o  
p
L2t   (Qo +Q(S1))2
o
p
L2t   (Qo +Q(S1))2
. (6.4)
Stage 2: 0 6 Q(S2) 6 (Qty  Qc)
In this loading stage, further uplift load is applied to the tied arch until the bottom chord tube yields
in compression. The axial deformation during this loading stage and the vertical position of the
top chord apex by the end of this loading stage are given in Equations (6.5) and (6.6).
x2 = 2
q
L2t  Q2c   2
q
L2t   (Qc +Q(S2))2, (6.5)
Qty =
s
L2t  
1
4

2
q
L2t  Q2o   (xty   (xt + xc))
 2
. (6.6)
The bottom chord cable will remain slack during this loading stage and thus the encasing tube is
the only component resisting the compressive load and the TPE for this loading stage is written as:
V =
1
2
Kt(xt + xc + x2)
2  W 2, (6.7)
where  2 = Q(S2). Substituting the axial deformation from Equation (6.5) into the expression for
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Qty Qc θ1
Figure 6.2: Geometrical deformation during loading stage 2.
the TPE in Equation (6.7) and differentiating the resultant expression with respect to the gener-
alised coordinate, Q(S2), gives the equilibrium path for this loading stage:
W =
2(Qc +Q(S2))Kt
n
xt + xc +
hp
L2t  Q2c  
p
L2t   (Qc +Q(S2))2
io
p
L2t   (Qc +Q(S2))2
. (6.8)
Stage 3: 0 6 Q(S3) 6 (Qf  Qty)
Following compressive yielding of the bottom chord tube, additional uplift load is applied in this
loading stage until the tube reaches its maximum strain in compression at which point the vertical
position of the top chord is expressed as:
Qf =
r
L2t  
1
4
n
2
q
L2t  Q2ty   [xf   (xty   (xt + xc))]
o2
. (6.9)
During this loading stage, the bottom chord tube is strain hardening while the cable remains slack
and therefore the TPE of the system may be written as:
V =
1
2
Ktxty
2 +Ktxty(x3) +
1
2
Kst(x3)
2  W 3, (6.10)
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Figure 6.3: Geometrical deformation during loading stage 3.
where:
x3 = 2
q
L2t  Q2ty   2
q
L2t   (Qty +Q(S3))2,
 3 = Q(S3). (6.11)
Taking same approach as in previous loading stages, the TPE given in Equation (6.10) is differen-
tiated with respect to the local coordingate Q(S3) to formulate the equilibrium path for this loading
stage thus:
W =
2(Qty +Q(S3))Ktxtyp
L2t   (Qty +Q(S3))2
+
4(Qty +Q(S3))Kst
n
xt + xc +
hq
L2t  Q2ty  
p
L2t   (Qty +Q(S3))2
io
p
L2t   (Qty +Q(S3))2
.
(6.12)
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Case II: bottom chord tube yields in compression prior to slackening of the
cable.
The analytical solution for a tied arch model with a Case II bottom chord, where the tube yields in
compression prior to the slackening of the cable, can be derived following the same approach as
in Stages 1 to 3 of the previous case. The vertical position of the top chord when the bottom chord
tube yields in compression, Qty, and when the cable slackens, Qc, are calculated as earlier using
Equations (6.1) and (6.6) respectively. A summary of the analytical solutions is presented in Table
6.1.
Table 6.1: Analytical solution for tied arch with Case II bottom chord.
Stage 1 From onset of loading until bottom chord tube yielding:
⇥
0 6 Q(S1) 6 (Qty  Qo)
⇤
W =
4(Qo+Q(S1))(Kc+Kt)
np
L2t Q2o 
p
L2t (Qo+Q(S1))2
o
p
L2t (Qo+Q(S1))2
Stage 2 From bottom chord tube yielding to cable slackening:
⇥
0 6 Q(S2) 6 (Qc  Qty)
⇤
W =
2(Qty+Q(S2)){Kc[ xc+(xty xt)+x2]+Ktxty}p
L2t (Qty+Q(S2))2
+
4(Qty+Q(S2))Kst{pL2t Q2ty pL2t (Qty Q(S2))2}p
L2t (Qty+Q(S2))2
Stage 3 From bottom chord cable slackening to tube failure:
⇥
0 6 Q(S3) 6 (Qf  Qc)
⇤
W =
2(Qc+Q(S3))Ktxtyp
L2t (Qc+Q(S3))2
+
4(Qc+Q(S3))Kst
np
L2t Q2c 
p
L2t (Qc+Q(S3))2
o
p
L2t (Qc+Q(S3))2
6.2.2 Finite element validation
Finite element models of the prestressed tied arch described in Section 5.2.3 were implemented,
this time with an uplift force, to validate the analytical solution described in the previous subsec-
tion. The material and geometrical properties of the tied arch model used for this validation are
stated in Tables 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. For the present validation, the prestress levels investigated
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were P0 (0 kN) and P4 (144 kN).
As shown in Figure 6.4, there is good agreement between the numerical and analytical model of the
prestressed tied arch under uplift load. Figure 6.4 shows similar patterns of behaviour observed in
Chapter 4 for prestressed elements in compression, where the addition of initial prestress reduces
the applied load at which the bottom chord tube yields in compression. The stiffness of the structure
reduces after the yielding of the bottom chord tube and further reduction of stiffness occurs when
the cable slackens in compression. The increase in capacity of the structure after the yielding of
the bottom chord tube and slackening of the cable is as a result of the direct relationship between
the applied load and the inclination of the top chord members, as shown in the analytical solutions.
Figure 6.4 also illustrates that increasing the initial inclination of the top chord member of the
prestressed tied arch increases the initial stiffness of the structure as well as its capacity.
6.2.3 Slender bottom chord
In practice, the prestressed bottom chord members will often be slender and will consequently
fail through the mechanism of instability when compressive forces are induced as a result of the
uplift loading. The member behaviour of prestressed elements under compression discussed in
Chapter 4 is revisited in this subsection to assess the behaviour of tied arches that have slender
bottom chord members and subjected to an uplift loading. Figure 6.5 illustrates the analytical arch
model with a slender bottom chord where !i and xt are the mid-height imperfection and the axial
displacement of the bottom chord member after the prestressing process. In the analytical model,
the bottom chord member is again assumed to be the only deformable component and by making
the additional assumption that the initial imperfection, !i, does not change during the prestressing
stage, the change in geometry due to initial prestress can be accounted for, with good accuracy,
following the discussion in Section 5.3 of Chapter 5.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison between results of analytical and numerical models of the prestressed tied
arch under uplift loading.
Stage 1: 0 6 Q(S1) 6 (Qb  Qo)
In this loading stage, an external uplift force is applied until the prestressed bottom chord mem-
ber buckles in compression. For the current investigation, the first yield approach, as discussed in
Chapter 4, is utilised to determine the buckling strength of the prestressed bottom chord member.
The prestressed bottom chord member follows the second order load–displacement curve during
this loading stage and by the end of this loading stage, the lateral displacement !b and end short-
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Lt
θ0
Prestressed bottom chord(deformable tube and cable)
Top chord(rigid tube only)
Lb(in)-xt
Q0
ωi
Figure 6.5: Deformed geometry of the tied arch analytical model after the prestressing stage.
Qoθo
Q(S1)Qb
W
Δs1ωi+ωs1
Figure 6.6: Geometrical deformation of the tied arch model during loading stage 1.
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ening  b of the prestressed bottom chord are:
!b =
!i
1  Nu,PRNcr
,
 b =
⇡2
4Lb,o
⇥
!2b   !2i
⇤
+
Nu,PR
K
,
(6.13)
and the corresponding vertical displacement of the top chord apex is:
Qb =
r
L2t  
1
4
 
Lb(in)   xt   b
 2
, (6.14)
where K, Ncr and Nu,PR are the axial stiffness, the elastic critical load and the predicted capacity
of the prestressed bottom chord member as defined in Chapter 4.
The generalized coordinates used in formulating the equilibrium equation for this loading stage
are shown in Figure 6.6. Considering the joint equilibrium diagrams shown in Figures 6.7(a) and
(b), the externally applied uplift loadW may be expressed in terms of the bottom chord axial force
thus:
W = 2Ntan(✓) =2N
Qo +Q(S1)q
L2t   (Qo +Q(S1))2
=2
Qo +Q(S1)q
L2t   (Qo +Q(S1))2
Ncr
(
1  !iQ(S1)
Qb+Qo
[!b   !i]
)
.
(6.15)
 Ft 
Ft=N/cos(θ) a) N θ ⇒ 
θ 
Ft Ft 
θ 
W 
W=2Ftsin(θ) b) ⇒ 
Figure 6.7: Joint equilibrium diagrams for the tied arch model.
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Stage 2: 0 6 Q(S2) 6 (Qpl  Qb)
In the previous loading stage, the prestressed bottom chord follows the second order elastic load–
lateral displacement curve until it buckles at an axial force of Nu,PR. To capture the post-buckling
response of the structure, the second order rigid–plastic model, which assumes all the deformations
to concentrate at a plastic hinge formed at mid-height of the prestressed element was employed.
This loading stage describes the deformations involved during the transition from the second order
elastic to the rigid–plastic load–displacement curve. The axial force within the buckled bottom
chord member is assumed to be constant during this transition. However, the lateral displacement
varies depending on the level of prestress and cross-section properties of the bottom chord member.
Since the bottom chord is assumed to be formed of a SHS in this study, the expression for the lateral
deflection !pl, corresponding to the second order rigid–plastic model, with an axial load of Nu,PR,
is dependent on the location of the neutral axis. Using the notation c to mark the depth of the
yielded cross-section,the lateral deflection !pl may be expressed as:
if c  t then
!pl =
t(d t)( y  p)
 bd
h
d2
2t(d t)   1
i
+ t(d t)d
h
2  d22t(d t)
i
+  2b,
else
!pl =
( y  p)
 b
⇢
d
4 +
(d/2 t)2
2(d t)   d t2
⇣
 b
( y  p)
⌘2 
,
end
where  b = Nu,PR/At,  P = Pi/At,  y is the yield stress, d and t are the depth and thickness of
the SHS respectively.
Following a similar equilibrium formulation as in the previous stage, the equilibrium path for this
stage may be written as:
W = 2Ncr
Qb +Q(S2)q
L2t   (Qb +Q(S2))2
. (6.16)
The generalised coordinates are shown in Figure 6.8 and the vertical displacement of the top chord
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Qb
ωb+ωs2
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θ1θ2Qpl
Figure 6.8: Geometrical deformation of the tied arch model during loading stage 2.
apex at the end of this loading stage becomes:
Qpl =
r
L2t  
1
4
n
Lb(in)   xt   2
q
(Lb(in)   xt   b)2   !2pl
o2
. (6.17)
Stage 3: 0 6 Q(S3) 6 (Qf  Qpl)
During this loading stage the axial force within the prestressed bottom chord will reduce as the
structure deforms in the failure mode depicted in Figure 6.9; Qf is the maximum permissible
deflection, which is set to be Qf = 2Qpl currently.
Qf θ1
W
θ2
θ0
θ3
ωpl+ωs3
Q(S3)
Qpl
Δs1Δs2Δs3
Figure 6.9: Geometrical deformation of the tied arch model during loading stage 3.
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As explained in loading stage 2, owing to the use of an SHS for the bottom chord members,
the equilibrium expressions, obtained using the second order rigid–plastic model, varies for this
loading stage depending on where the neutral axis is positioned.
If the plastically distributed bending stress lie within the top and bottom flanges i.e. (c  t), then
the equilibrium relationship in this loading stage needs to be divided further as follows:
i) when 0 6 Qs3,i 6 (Qt  Qpl)
W =2N(Qs3,i)
At( y    p)
2

2  2hF (!) + h
2
2t
 
+ 2N(Qs3,i)
At( y    p)
2
s
2  2hF (!)(h  t) + h
2
2t(h  t)
 2
+

2h2
t(h  t)   4
 
where: N(Qs3,i) =
Qpl +Qs3,iq
L2t   (Qpl +Qs3,i)2
,
F (!) = (!t   !pl)(Qpl +Qs3,i)
Qt(h  t) ,
Qt =
s
L2t  
1
4
⇢
Lb(in)   2
q
(Lb(in)   xt   b)2   !2t
 2
,
!t =
4hh
1 + h2(h t)
i .
(6.18)
ii) when 0 6 Qs3,ii 6 (Qf  Qt)
W =2N(Qs3,ii)At( p    y)
(
 F (!) +
r
F (!)2 +
h
2
(h  t) + (h/2  t)2
)
,
where: N(Qs3,ii) =
Qt +Qs3,iiq
L2t   (Qt +Qs3,ii)2
,
F (!) = (!f   !t)(Qt +Qs3,ii)
Qf(h  t)
!f =
q
(Lb(in)   xt   b)2   (L2t  Q2f ).
(6.19)
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If, on the other hand, the bending stress lies within the web i.e. (c > t), the equilibrium relationship
for this loading stage becomes:
W =2N(Qs3)At( p    y)
(
 F (!) +
r
F (!)2 +
h
2
(h  t) + (h/2  t)2
)
,
where: N(Qs3) =
Qpl +Qs3q
L2t   (Qpl +Qs3)2
,
F (!) = (!f   !pl)(Qpl +Qs3)
Qf(h  t) .
(6.20)
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6.2.4 Finite element validation
The numerical models described in Section 6.2.2 are revisited in this subsection to investigate the
effects of having slender bottom chord members on the performance of prestressed tied arch as well
as validating the analytical solution outlined earlier. The numerical models of the prestressed tied
arch described in Section 6.2.2 were rerun, this time with altered properties of the bottom chord
member. The cross-sectional properties reported in Table 6.2, which is similar to the properties of
the experimental specimens described in Chapter 4, were applied to the bottom chord components
of the numerical and analytical prestressed tied arch models. Similar to previous numerical models,
all degrees of freedom of the bottom chord tube and cable were tied, except in the longitudinal
direction, and an initial imperfection of L/1000 was applied to both components prior to prestress
application and subsequent loading. The length of the bottom chord members were adjusted to
take the change in geometry that occurs due to initial prestress levels into account.
Figure 6.10 shows the results obtained for the different initial configurations investigated. The
graph shows the good agreement between the analytical and numerical approaches. Similar pat-
terns of behaviour as noted in Section 6.2.2 are observed in Figure 6.10, where the increase in the
initial inclination of the top chord member increases the capacity of the structure. However, as
a result of the change in failure mode of the prestressed bottom chord, from axial failure to out-
of-plane member buckling, the graph also shows that increasing initial prestress levels has a more
detrimental effect than previously reported in Section 6.2.2.
Table 6.2: Cross-sectional properties of slender bottom chord members.
Yield strength of tube, fty 250 N/mm2
Yield strength of cable, fcy 1860 N/mm2
Young’s modulus of tube and cable, E 210000 N/mm2
Cross-sectional area of tube, At 896 mm2
Cross-sectional area of cable, Ac 100 mm2
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6.3 Prestressed simple arch model
As outlined in Section 5.3, the prestressed simple arch model shown in Figure 6.11 is a progression
over the previous analytical model of the trussed arch, owing to the addition of the connecting
member between the top and bottom chord members. A prestressed simple arch model with stocky
bottom chord members is investigated in Section 6.3.1, while effects of member buckling and a
distributed load is presented in Section 6.3.2.
θo
W
QS1=Q0-Qty
Qty
Figure 6.11: Geometrical deformation during loading stage 1.
6.3.1 Stocky bottom chord
Case I: bottom chord cable slackens prior to tube yielding in compression.
Stage 1: 0 6 Q(S1) 6 (Qc  Qo)
When the prestressing stage is complete vertical uplift forces are applied at the top chord apex, as
illustrated in Figure 6.11. During this loading stage, the uplift force is applied until the compressive
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load induced in the bottom chord members reaches a level that causes the prestressing cables to
slacken in compression. All components of the deformation are assumed to be elastic during this
stage and therefore the TPE for the system can be written as in Equation (5.12) of Chapter 5 by
redefining the bottom chord axial deformation, x1, as shown in Equation (6.21) and redefining the
displacement in the direction of loading,   = Q(S1), as shown in Figure 6.11, thus:
x1 =
p
L2t   h2   2hQo  
q
L2t   h2   2h(Qo +Q(S1)). (6.21)
The resultant TPE equation is differentiated with respect to the generalised local coordinate Q(S1)
to obtain the equilibrium path for this loading stage as thus:
W =
⇣
@x1
@Q(S1)
⌘
⇣
@ 1
@Q(S1)
⌘ {2(Kc +Kt)x1} ,
=
2h(Kc +Kt)
np
L2t   h2   2hQo  
p
L2t   h2   2h(Qo +Q(S1))
o
p
L2t   h2   2h(Qo +Q(S1))
.
(6.22)
The vertical position of the top chord apex at the end of this loading stage may be written as:
Qc =
L2t   h2  
⇥
(Lb(in)   xt)  xc
⇤2
2h
. (6.23)
Stage 2: 0 6 Q(S2) 6 (Qc  Qty)
Once the bottom chord cable slackens in compression, further uplift load is applied to the top chord
apex until the bottom chord tube yields in compression, when the vertical displacement of the top
chord apex reaches:
Qty =
L2t   h2  
⇥
(Lb(in)   xt)  (xty   (xt + xc))
⇤2
2h
. (6.24)
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θo W Q(S2)=Qcy-Qty
Qcy
Figure 6.12: Geometrical deformation during loading stage 2.
As discussed earlier in Section 6.2.1, the bottom chord tube will be the only member resisting the
resultant compressive load on the members and thus the TPE of the system is expressed as follows:
V =
1
2
Kt(xt + xc + x2)
2  W 2, (6.25)
where:
x2 =
p
L2t   h2   2hQc  
q
L2t   h2   2h(Qc  Q(S2)). (6.26)
The equilibrium path expression given in Equation (6.27) for this loading stage is formulated by
differentiating the TPE shown in Equation (6.25), for this loading stage, with respect to the local
coordinate system Q(S2) and setting the resultant equation to zero.
W =
hKt
n
xt + xc + 2
hp
L2t   h2   2hQc  
p
L2t   h2   2h(Qc  Q(S2))
io
p
L2t   h2   2h(Qc  Q(S2))
. (6.27)
Stage 3: 0 6 Q(S3) 6 (Qf  Qty)
During this loading stage, as the structure continues to deform, the bottom chord tube will be
strain hardening (assuming the strain hardening property is present). The TPE of the system can
therefore be written as shown in Equation (6.28).
V =
1
2
Ktxty
2 +Ktxty(x3) +
1
2
Kst(x3)
2  W 3, (6.28)
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θo W Q(S3)=Qf-Qcy
Qf
Figure 6.13: Geometrical deformation during loading stage 3.
where:
x3 =
q
L2t   h2   2hQty  
q
L2t   h2   2h(Qty +Q(S3)),
 3 = Q(S3). (6.29)
Following similar procedures as described in previous loading stages, the equilibrium path is de-
rived thus:
W =
h
n
Ktxty + 2Kst
hp
L2t   h2   2hQty  
p
L2t   h2   2h(Qty +Q(S3))
io
p
L2t   h2   2h(Qty +Q(S3))
. (6.30)
Figure 6.13 demonstrates the deformations involved to obtain the final position of the structure
when the tube fails in compression at the end of this stage. The vertical displacement of the top
chord apex at the end of this loading stage may be written as:
Qf =
L2t   h2  
⇥
(Lb(in)   xt)  xf))
⇤2
2h
. (6.31)
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Case II: bottom chord tube yields in compression prior to slackening of the
cable.
The analytical solution for a prestressed simple arch model with a Case II bottom chord, where
the tube yields in compression prior to the slackening of the cable, can be derived following the
same approach as in Stages 1 to 3 of the previous case. The vertical position of the top chord when
the bottom chord tube yields in compression, the cable slackens and the bottom chord tube fails
in compression are calculated, as earlier, using Equations (6.24), (6.23) and (6.31) respectively. A
summary of the analytical solutions is presented in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Analytical solution for prestressed simple arch with Case II bottom chord.
Stage 1 From onset of loading until bottom chord tube yielding:
⇥
0 6 Q(S1) 6 (Qty  Qo)
⇤
W =
2h(Kc+Kt)
np
L2t h2 2hQo 
p
L2t h2 2h(Qo+Q(S1))
o
p
L2t h2 2h(Qo+Q(S1))
.
Stage 2 From bottom chord tube yielding to cable slackening:
⇥
0 6 Q(S2) 6 (Qc  Qty)
⇤
W =
hKc
n
 xc+(xty xt)+2
hp
L2t h2 2hQty 
p
L2t h2 2h(Qty Q(S2))
io
+hKtxtyp
L2t h2 2h(Qty+Q(S2))
Stage 3 From bottom chord cable slackening to tube frailure:
⇥
0 6 Q(S3) 6 (Qf  Qty)
⇤
W =
Ktxtyh+2hKst
hp
L2t h2 2hQty 
p
L2t h2 2h(Qty Q(S2))
i
p
L2t h2 2h(Qc+Q(S3))
6.3.1.1 Finite element validation
The numerical models described in Section 5.3.1.3 are revisited in this section in order to verify
the analytical solutions discussed earlier. Similar to the previous analysis in Section 5.3.1.3, the
key variables examined were the truss depth, h, the inclination of the top chord, ✓o, and initial
prestress levels. The material properties used in this exercise are given in Table 5.4. Table 5.7
summarises the dimensions of the first set of prestressed tied arch models in which the truss depth,
h, is varied according to the initial inclination of the top chord members (h = Lt sin(✓o/2)). The
dimensions of the second set of numerical models in which the truss depth, h, is kept constant are
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given in Table 5.8. To make fair comparisons between the different configurations, the length of
the rigid top chord members were kept constant for all models and the length of the bottom chord
members were adjusted such that the initial configuration of the structure before load application
was constant for each prestress level.
Figure 6.14 shows the results from the numerical and analytical models of the first set of configura-
tions, with a varying truss depth. The graph shows the close agreement achieved between the two
approaches and demonstrates that, as seen before in Section 5.3.1.3, the increase in the inclination
of the top chord members had the effect of increasing the initial stiffness and capacity of the struc-
ture. However, as shown in Figure 6.14, increasing the prestress level caused increased deflections
to ultimate load since the increase in initial prestress caused earlier yielding of the bottom chord
tube. The ultimate load capacity of the structure was not affected by the level of initial prestress
due to the load sharing that takes place between the cable and the tube.
The numerical and analytical results for the second set of analyses, with a constant truss depth,
are shown in Figure 6.15. As the graph shows, there is again good agreement between the two
approaches. The figure also illustrates similar patterns of behaviour as reported in Section 5.3.1.3,
where the change in inclination of the top chord had little or no effect on the performance of
the structure, owing to the fact that the displacement at which the ultimate load is reached is
independent of the initial inclination of the top chord, as shown in Equation (6.31).
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Figure 6.14: Comparison between analytical and numerical models of prestressed simple arch.
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Figure 6.15: Comparison between analytical and numerical models of prestressed simple arch
models with a constant truss depth.
6.3.2 Slender bottom chord
With slender members used to form the bottom chord of the trussed arch system, the effects of
member buckling under applied uplift load become important, as demonstrated in this section. In
the analytical model, the bottom chord members are assumed to be the only deformable compo-
nents resisting the applied load. Figure 6.16 shows the configuration of the prestressed simple arch
model after the prestressing stage. As the figure illustrates, the initial imperfection !i of the pre-
stressed bottom chord members are assumed to be constant during the prestressing stage and the
end shortening of the bottom chord members due to the initial prestress is assumed to be equal to
xt. The change in geometry due to the application of the initial prestress can be taken into account
following the approach described in Section 5.3.
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Top chord(rigid tube only)
Connector(rigid tube only)
Bottom chord(deformable tube and cable)
Q0
h
W
θ0
Figure 6.16: Deformed geometry of the prestressed simple arch analytical model after the pre-
stressing stage.
Stage 1: 0 6 Q(S1) 6 (Qb  Qo)
After completion of the prestressing stage, an uplift force is applied in this loading stage until the
bottom chord members buckle in compression. The prestressed bottom chord members therefore
follow their respective second order load–displacement curve. The compression capacity of the
bottom chord members is determined through the first yield approach, as outlined in Section 5.3.
The generalised coordinates used in formulating the equilibrium equations for this loading stage
are shown in Figure 6.17. The vertical displacement of the top chord apex at the end of this loading
stage may be written as:
Qb =
L2t   (Lb(in)   b)2   h2
2h
, (6.32)
where:
!b =
!i
1  Nu,PRNcr
,
 b =
⇡2
4Lb,o
⇥
!2b   !2i
⇤
+
Nu,PR
K
,
(6.33)
in which Ncr and Nu,PR are the elastic critical load and the predicted capacity of the prestressed
bottom chord elements as defined in Chapter 4.
Considering the joint equilibrium shown in Figure 6.18, the externally applied load may be ex-
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Figure 6.17: Deformation of the prestressed simple arch model during loading stage 1.
pressed in terms of the bottom chord member axial force thus:
W = 2N [cos(✓   ↵) tan(✓)  sin(✓   ↵)]
= 2N
" p
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2p
L2t   h2   2h(Qo +Q(S1))
(h+Qo +Q(S1))p
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2
  (Qo +Q(S1))p
L2t   h2   2h(Qo +Q(S1))
#
= N
"
2hp
L2t   h2   2h(Qo +Q(S1))
#
= Ncr
(
1  !iQ(S1)
Qb+Qo
[!b   !i]
)"
2hp
L2t   h2   2h(Qo +Q(S1))
#
(6.34)
 Ft Vertical equilibrium: 
W
2
+ Nsin(θ− α) − F୲ sin(θ) = 0 
Horizontal equilibrium: 
F୲ cos(θ) − Ncos(θ− α) = 0 
N 
α 
θ 
W/2 
⇒ 
Figure 6.18: Joint equilibrium for tied arch model.
Stage 2: 0 6 Q(S2) 6 (Qpl  Qb)
Following the buckling of the bottom chord members in the previous loading stage, a plastic hinge
is assumed to form at the mid-height of each bottom chord member. This loading stage describes
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Figure 6.19: Deformation of the prestressed simple arch model during loading stage 2.
the deformations involved between the transition from buckling at first yield, in the previous stage,
to plastic hinge formation at mid-height of the prestressed bottom chord members. A simplified
and conservative assumption is made in this loading stage by assuming that the axial force within
the bottom chord members remain constant during this transition. Following a similar equilibrium
formulation as before, the equilibrium path for this loading stage may be written as:
W = Ncr
"
2hp
L2t   h2   2h(Qb +Q(S2))
#
. (6.35)
The generalised coordinates used in Equation (6.27) are illustrated in Figure 6.19. When the plastic
hinge is formed at mid-height of the prestressed bottom chord members, by the end of this loading
stage, the resultant vertical displacement of the top chord apex becomes:
Qpl =
L2t   h2  
n⇥
Lb(in)   xt   b
⇤2   !2plo
2h
, (6.36)
where  b and !pl are as defined in Section 6.2.3.
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Figure 6.20: Deformation of the prestressed simple arch model during loading stage 3.
Stage 3: 0 6 Q(S3) 6 (Qf  Qpl)
After the formation of a plastic hinge in the previous loading stage, further uplift force is applied
in this loading stage until the maximum permissible apex displacement Qf , set to be Qf = 2Qpl, is
reached. As the structure deforms in the failure mode illustrated in Figure 6.20, the capacity of the
structure reduces as the axial force within the prestressed bottom chord reduces with increasing
lateral deflection !s3.
As discussed in Section 6.2.3, owing to the use of an SHS for bottom chord members, the equilib-
rium path expressions for this loading stage will depend on where the neutral axis is positioned in
the SHS cross-section. If, in the previous loading stage, the plastically distributed bending stresses
lies within the top and bottom flanges (c  t) then the equilibrium path for this loading stage can
be divided further as follows:
i) when 0 6 Qs3,i 6 (Qt  Qpl)
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W =
hAt( y    p)F1p
L2t   h2   2h(Qpl +Qs3,i)
where:
F1 =

1  2dF2 + d
2
4t(d  t)
 
+
s
1  2dF2 + d
2
4t(d  t)
 2
+

d2
2t(d  t)   1
 
,
F2 = (!t   !pl)(Qpl +Qs3,i)
Qt(d  t) ,
Qt =
L2t   h2  
n⇥
Lb(in)   xt   b
⇤2   !2to
2h
,
!t =
4dh
1 + d2(d t)
i .
(6.37)
ii) when 0 6 Qs3,ii 6 (Qf  Qt)
W =
2hAt( p    y)p
L2t   h2   2h(Qt +Qs3,ii)(d  t)
8<: F3 +
s
F 23 +
d
2
(d  t) +
✓
d
2
  t
◆29=; ,
where: F3 = (!f   !t)(Qt +Qs3,ii)
Qf
!f =
q
(Lb(in)   xt   b)2   (L2t   h2   2hQf)2.
(6.38)
If, on the other hand, the plastically distributed bending stresses lie within the web during the
previous loading stage, the equilibrium path for this loading stage may be written as:
W =
2hAt( p    y)p
L2t   h2   2h(Qpl +Qs3)(d  t)
8<: F4 +
s
F 24 +
d
2
(d  t) +
✓
d
2
  t
◆29=; ,
where: F4 = (!f   !pl)(Qpl +Qs3)
Qf
(6.39)
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6.3.3 Finite element validation
To examine the effect of slender bottom chord members and validate the analytical solutions pre-
sented in the previous section, a similar set of numerical models those described in Section 6.2.2
were implemented. The length of the top chord members Lt was changed from 0.5 m to 2.5 m
to increase the slenderness of the bottom chord using commercially available sections. The cross-
sectional properties of the bottom chord used for these analyses are reported in Table 6.2, which
are similar to the tubular section used in the experiments described in Chapter 4. An initial im-
perfection of L/1000 was induced in the bottom chord members and as in previous analyses the
tube and the cable were tied in all degrees of freedom, except in the longitudinal direction. The
prestress was applied through thermal loading of the cable in the first step of the numerical analysis
and in the subsequent loading step a concentrated load was applied at the top chord apex through
displacement control.
The truss depth h, the inclination of the top chord ✓o and the initial prestress levels were the key
parameters investigated. Following a similar procudure as in Section 6.2.2, two sets of numerical
models were implemented. In the first set of analyses, the truss depth h of the prestressed simple
arch model was varied in proportion to the inclination of the top chord members using the function
h = Lt sin(✓o/2), as detailed in Table 6.4. In the second set of numerical models, the truss depth h
was kept constant while the initial inclination and prestress levels were varied, as shown in Table
6.5. Each initial configuration chosen was examined using P0 and Popt,t initial prestress levels
and the initial lengths of the bottom chord members were adjusted in accordance with the applied
prestress level so as to ensure the configuration of the structure was kept constant for the different
levels of initial prestress.
The numerical and analytical results for the first set of analyses, with a varying truss depth, are
shown in Figure 6.21, which demonstrate the good accuracy of the analytical solution in predicting
the numerical results. The figure also shows a similar pattern of behaviour reported in Section
254
6.2.2 where the increase in truss depth and initial inclination had the effect of increasing the initial
stiffness and capacity of the structure. However, as opposed to increasing deflections to reach the
ultimate load, Figure 6.21 shows that increasing the initial prestress level had a more detrimental
effect of reducing the capacity of the structure.
Figure 6.22 shows the results of the second set of analyses conducted where the truss depth was
kept constant whilst the initial inclination of the top chord and initial prestress levels were varied.
The graph shows good agreement between the two approaches and shows the detrimental effect of
initial prestress as discussed earlier. The graph also demonstrates that, in this scenario, the increase
in initial inclination of the top chord members increases the initial stiffness and capacity, owing
to the fact that the applied load W is directly related to the inclination of the top chord member,
as shown in the analytical formulation of Section 6.3.2. However, this increase in capacity and
initial stiffness is only marginal due to the relatively small axial deflection before the bottom chord
members buckle.
Table 6.4: Initial dimensions of prestressed simple arch models with a varying truss depth h.
✓o ( ) P0 = 0 (kN) Popt,t = 145 (kN)
5 h (mm) 326 326
✓in ( ) 5.0 3.9
10 h (mm) 218 218
✓in ( ) 10.0 9.4
15 h (mm) 109 109
✓in ( ) 15.0 14.6
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Table 6.5: Initial dimensions of prestressed simple arch models with constant truss depth of the
h = 218 mm.
✓o ( ) P0 = 0 (kN) Popt,t = 145 (kN)
5 ✓in ( ) 5 4.4
10 ✓in ( ) 10 9.4
15 ✓in ( ) 15 14.4
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Figure 6.21: Comparison between analytical and numerical models of the prestressed simple arch
with a slender bottom chord.
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6.3.4 Uniformly loaded simple arch model
In practice, wind-induced pressures act on the roof cladding which transfer the load on to the
trussed arch nodes via purlins. Therefore the analytical solutions presented in Section 6.3.2 are
further developed in this section to incorporate the distributed and perpendicular nature of the
applied wind loading as shown in Figure 6.23.
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Figure 6.23: Uniformly distributed uplift force on a prestressed simple arch.
Figure 6.23 illustrates the trussed arch with uniformly distributed uplift forces. Considering global
equilibrium of the simple arch model shown in Figure 6.23, the vertical reaction force at the end
supports Rv can be shown to be:
Rv = W (2n  1)
p
L2t   (h+Q)2
2Lt
(6.40)
where n is the number of nodal loads (including the apex) on one half of the top chord member.
In the subsequent analytical formulation, the bottom chord members are assumed to be the de-
formable components and following a similar approach as outlined in Section 6.3.2, the analytical
solution is divided into different loading stages. During the first loading stage, the bottom chord
members remain elastic until they buckle in compression at the end of the loading stage. As illus-
trated in Figure 6.24, the bottom chord members are assumed to buckle between the vertical tie
members. To determine an expression for the load–deformation response of the structure during
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this loading stage, the method of sections approach is employed by considering the forces acting
on one half of the trussed arch as shown in Figure 6.24.
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Figure 6.24: Free body diagram of the right hand half of the prestressed simple arch.
Considering the moment equilibrium at the top chord apex:
W cos(✓)
q
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2

1
4
+
2
4
+
3
4
 
+W sin(✓)
 
h+Qo +Q(S1)
  1
4
+
2
4
+
3
4
 
+ hN cos(✓   ↵) 
q
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2Rv = 0,
(6.41)
For the general case with n numbers of nodes where load is applied:
W
p
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2
Lt
q
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2

n  1
2
 
+W
(h+Qo +Q(S1))
Lt
 
h+Qo +Q(S1)
  n  1
2
 
+ hN
"p
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2
Lb   b
#
 
q
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2
"
W (2n  1)
p
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2
2Lt
#
= 0.
(6.42)
) W = 2LthN
p
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2⇥
nL2t   (2n  1)(h+Qo +Q(S1))2
⇤p
L2t   h2   2h(Qo +Q(S1))
, (6.43)
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where:
N = Ncr
(
1  !iQ(S1)
Qb+Qo
[!b   !i]
)
, (6.44)
in which !i and !b are the mid-height lateral deflection of the presstressed bottom chord members
at the beginning and the end of this loading stage respectively.
The vertical displacement of the top chord apex at the end of this loading stage may be written as:
Qb =
L2t   n2(Lb(in)   b)2   h2
2h
, (6.45)
where Lb(in) is the effective length of the prestressed bottom chord members (in between the ver-
tical ties) and  b is the end shortening of the member at the buckling point, as defined in Section
6.3.2 earlier.
The applied load at which the bottom chord members buckle in compression is assumed to be the
ultimate capacity of the structure and conducting a similar analysis as described in Section 6.3.2
yields the post-buckling response of the structure, as summarised in Table 6.6.
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Table 6.6: Post-buckling behaviour of the prestressed simple arch subjected to a uniformly dis-
tributed uplift force.
Stage 2 From bottom chord buckling to full plastic hinge formation:
W =
2LthNcr
p
L2t (h+Qo+Q(S1))2
[nL2t (2n 1)(h+Qo+Q(S1))2]
p
L2t h2 2h(Qo+Q(S1))
where: Qpl =
L2t h2 
n
n[Lb(in) xt  b]
2 !2pl
o
2h .
Stage 3 From plastic hinge formation on the bottom chord member to the maximum permis-
sible deflection:
Note as outlined in Section 6.3.2, the equilibrium path is further divided owing to the
use of an SHS, of depth d and thickness t, for the bottom chord.
if c  t then
i) 0 6 Qs3,i 6 (Qt  Qpl)
W =
2Lth
p
L2t (h+Qpl+Qs,i)2At( y  p)F1
[nL2t (2n 1)(h+Qpl+Qs,i)2]
p
L2t h2 2h(Qpl+Qs,i)
where: F1 is as defined in loading stage 2 of Section 6.3.2,
Qt =
L2t h2 n
n
[Lb(in) xt  b]
2 !2t
o
2h .
ii) 0 6 Qs3,ii 6 (Qf  Qt)
W =
2Lth
p
L2t (h+Qpl+Qs,i)2At( y  p)
⇢
 F3+
q
F 23+
d
2 (d t)+( d2 t)
2
 
[nL2t (2n 1)(h+Qpl+Qs,i)2]
p
L2t h2 2h(Qpl+Qs,i)(d t)
where: F3 is as defined in loading stage 2 of Section 6.3.2,
else
0 6 Q(S3) 6 (Qf  Qpl)
W =
2Lth
p
L2t (h+Qpl+Q(S3))2At( y  p)
⇢
 F4+
q
F 24+
d
2 (d t)+( d2 t)
2
 
[nL2t (2n 1)(h+Qpl+Q(S3))2]
p
L2t h2 2h(Qpl+Q(S3))(d t)
,
where: Qf = 2Qpl, F4 is as defined in loading stage 2 of Section 6.3.2.
end
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6.3.4.1 Finite element validation
The numerical model of a prestressed trussed arch of practical geometry described in Section
6.3.4.1 is re-examined in this subsection to validate the analytical solution of Section 6.3.4. The
geometrical and material properties of the structure used in both the analytical and numerical mod-
els are as defined in Figure 5.18 and Table 5.11 respectively. As outlined in Section 6.3.4.1, B23
beam elements and T2D2 truss elements were used to model tubular and cable components of the
trussed arch respectively. Several mesh sizes were attempted and for this loading scenario, a mesh
size of approximately 50 mm was found to give an accurate and converging solution. The initial
prestress was induced in the first stage of the numerical analysis through thermal loading of the
bottom chord cable and in the proceeding loading step, a datum coordinate system was defined for
each top chord node, which is connected to roof purlins, to apply an incremental uplift normal load
(normal to the top chord) through a Riks analysis. An input file of a typical trussed arch under
uplift has been provided in Appendix A.5.
Similar to Section 6.3.4.1, the initial prestress levels and the arrangement of the diagonal members
were the key parameters investigated. Figure 6.25 shows close agreement between the analytical
solution and the numerical results for a trussed arch without diagonal members. The results follow
the trend observed in Section 6.3.3 where an increase in the initial prestress reduces the capacity
of the structure. This is attributed to the reduction in compressive capacity of the bottom chord
members with increasing initial prestress level as shown in Figure 6.27(a), where positive denotes
a compressive force. The axial force within the top chord member is uniform along the length of
the member and as Figure 6.27(b) illustrates, the uniformly distributed uplift wind load induces a
tensile force within the top chord members until buckling of the bottom chord.
Figure 6.26 compares the results of the analytical solution and the numerical models with D1 and
D2 diagonal member arrangements. As the figure demonstrates, there is again a good agreement
between the analytical and numerical models. The slightly stiffer response of the numerical models
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observed in Figure 6.26 could be attributed to the geometrical differences between the numerical
models and the simplified analytical model. The opposite trend (analytical results showing a stiffer
response than the numerical result) exists in Figure 6.25 perhaps due to the localisation of the post-
buckling deformation in the numerical model without diagonal members, as illustrated in Figure
6.28.
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Figure 6.25: Comparison between analytical and numerical models of the trussed arch without
diagonal members.
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Figure 6.27: Force variation in the critical members of the trussed arch.
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(a) Contour legend.
(b) Failure mode for trussed arch numerical model without bracing diagonals.
(c) Failure mode for trussed arch numerical model with D1 bracing diagonals.
(d) Failure mode for trussed arch numerical model with D2 bracing diagonals.
Figure 6.28: Failure mechanism of the trussed arch with and without diagonals.
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6.3.5 Effect of trussed column
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Figure 6.29: Prestressed simple arch under uniformly distributed uplift force with horizontal linear
spring of stiffness Ks.
Following the approach taken in Chapter 5, a horizontal spring is attached to the end of the trussed
arch model, as shown in Figure 6.29, to incorporate the effect of the trussed columns used, in
practice, to support the trussed arch. The stiffness of the horizontal spring is assumed to be a
constant Ks. In formulating the analytical model, the bottom chord members and the attached
spring are assumed to be the only deformable components of the structure and, as in Section 6.3.4,
the solution is divided into three different loading stages. In the first loading stage, the bottom
chord members with !i initial imperfection levels are assumed to follow the second order elastic
load–lateral displacement curve until first yield. As before, the expression for the load–deformation
response of the system is obtained by considering force equilibrium of one half of the trussed arch
model shown in Figure 6.30. Taking moment equilibrium about the top chord apex (position A in
Figure 6.30) :
W cos(✓)
q
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2

1
4
+
2
4
+
3
4
 
+W sin(✓)
 
h+Qo +Q(S1)
  1
4
+
2
4
+
3
4
 
+ hN cos(✓   ↵) 
q
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2Rv +
 
h+Q+Q(S1)
 
Fs = 0,
(6.46)
where Fs = Ks
hp
L2t   (h+Qo)2  
p
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2
i
.
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Figure 6.30: Free body diagram of one-half of the prestressed simple arch with a horizontal linear
spring.
For the general case with n numbers of nodes where load is applied:
W
p
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2
Lt
q
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2

n  1
2
 
+W
(h+Qo +Q(S1))
Lt
 
h+Qo +Q(S1)
  n  1
2
 
+ hN
"p
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2
Lb   b
#
 
q
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2
"
W (2n  1)
p
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2
2Lt
#
+ 2Ks
 
h+Q+Q(S1)
  q
L2t   (h+Qo)2  
q
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2
 
= 0,
(6.47)
) W = 2LthN
p
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2⇥
nL2t   (2n  1)(h+Qo +Q(S1))2
⇤p
L2t   h2   2h(Qo +Q(S1))
+
4KsLth(Qo +Q(S1))
hp
L2t   (h+Qo)2  
p
L2t   (h+Qo +Q(S1))2
i
⇥
nL2t   (2n  1)(h+Qo +Q(S1))2
⇤ . (6.48)
After buckling of the bottom chord members at the end of loading stage 1, the bottom chord mem-
bers are then assumed to transfer from the second order elastic to second order plastic load–lateral
displacement curve during the second loading stage. Moreover, in the subsequent loading stage,
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the bottom chord members are assumed to follow the second order plastic load–lateral displace-
ment curve until the maximum permissible deformation is reached. The analytical solution for
loading stages 2 and 3 were formulated using the same approach described in Section 6.3.4 and a
summary of the solutions is provided in Table 6.7.
6.3.5.1 Finite element validation
The numerical model of the prestressed trussed arch of practical geometry described in Section
6.3.4 is re-examined in this subsection to validate the analytical solution given in Section 6.3.5.
The numerical model discussed in Section 6.3.4 was modified to include a horizontal linear spring
to the roller support. The horizontal stiffness of the trussed column was determined based on the
linear elastic stiffness of a typical trussed column, as outlined in Section 5.3.3. As before, two
loading steps were established in the numerical model, in the first loading stage the bottom chord
cable is tensioned using temperature loading and a roller end boundary condition was applied to the
linear spring. In the next step of numerical analysis, the end boundary condition of the horizontal
spring was changed to be pinned (i.e. it was externally anchored) and uplift normal loads were
applied to the structure as described in Section 6.3.4.
Figures 6.32 and 6.33 compare the results obtained from the analytical solution of Section 6.3.5
and the numerical models, with and without diagonal members respectively. Good agreement
is observed between the analytical and the numerical results. In both figures, a common trend
is apparent where a snap-back behaviour occurs immediately after the buckling of the bottom
chord members. However, the structure re-stabilises and continues to support additional loading
owing to the axial stiffness of the attached horizontal spring. Although the numerical models with
and without diagonal members exhibit similar patterns of behaviour, Figure 6.33 shows that the
numerical models with diagonal members have a slightly stiffer response which may again be
attributed to the localisation of the buckling mode of the bottom chord members in the numerical
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Table 6.7: Post-buckling behaviour of prestressed simple arch with a horizontal linear spring of
stiffness Ks attached, subjected to a uniformly distributed uplift force.
Stage 2 From bottom chord buckling to full plastic hinge formation:
W =
2LthNcr
p
L2t (h+Qo+Q(S1))2
[nL2t (2n 1)(h+Qo+Q(S1))2]
p
L2t h2 2h(Qo+Q(S1))
+
4KsLth(Qo+Q(S1))
hp
L2t (h+Qo)2 
p
L2t (h+Qo+Q(S1))2
i
[nL2t (2n 1)(h+Qo+Q(S1))2]
where: Qpl is defined in Table 6.6
Stage 3 From plastic hinge formation on bottom chord member to maximum permissible de-
flection. (Using same notation as in Table 6.7):
if c  t then
i) 0 6 Qs3,i 6 (Qt  Qpl)
W =
2Lth
p
L2t (h+Qpl+Qs,i)2At( y  p)F1
[nL2t (2n 1)(h+Qpl+Qs,i)2]
p
L2t h2 2h(Qpl+Qs,i)
+
4KsLth(Qpl+Qs3,i)
hp
L2t (h+Qpl)2 
p
L2t (h+Qpl+Qs3,i)2
i
[nL2t (2n 1)(h+Qpl+Qs3,i)2]
where: F1 is as defined in loading stage 2 of Section 6.3.2,
Qt is defined in Table 6.7
ii) 0 6 Qs3,ii 6 (Qf  Qt)
W =
2Lth
p
L2t (h+Qpl+Qs,i)2At( y  p)
⇢
 F3+
q
F 23+
d
2 (d t)+( d2 t)
2
 
[nL2t (2n 1)(h+Qpl+Qs,i)2]
p
L2t h2 2h(Qpl+Qs,i)(d t)
+
4KsLth(Qt+Qs3,ii)
hp
L2t (h+Qt)2 
p
L2t (h+Qt+Qs3,ii)2
i
[nL2t (2n 1)(h+Qt+Qs3,ii)2]
where: F3 is as defined in loading stage 2 of Section 6.3.2,
else
0 6 Q(S3) 6 (Qf  Qpl)
W =
2Lth
p
L2t (h+Qpl+Qs,i)2At( y  p)
⇢
 F4+
q
F 24+
d
2 (d t)+( d2 t)
2
 
[nL2t (2n 1)(h+Qpl+Qs,i)2]
p
L2t h2 2h(Qpl+Qs,i)(d t)
,
+
4KsLth(Qpl+Q(S3))
hp
L2t (h+Qpl)2 
p
L2t (h+Qpl+Q(S3))2
i
[nL2t (2n 1)(h+Qpl+Q(S3))2]
where: Qf = 2Qpl, F4 is as defined in loading stage 2 of Section 6.3.2.
end
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model without diagonal members, as illustrated in Figure 6.35.
Following the approach taken in Section 5.3.3, the linear elastic horizontal spring stiffness,Ks, was
normalised with respect to the elastic horizontal stiffness, Kh, of the truss itself in the numerical
models. A horizontal load that acts in the same direction as the horizontal spring during uplift
loading was applied to each model, as shown in Figure 6.31. The geometrical and numerical
properties of the numerical model were used to formulate the analytical solution described in Table
6.7, though the cross-sectional area of the bottom chord member was altered to 60⇥60⇥5 in order
to maintain the Ks : Kh stiffness ratio.
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Figure 6.31: Comparisons of the linear elastic stiffness of the analytical and numerical models
subjected to horizontal load.
As shown in Figures 6.34(a) and (b) when uplift loads are applied to the structure, the bottom
chord members are subjected to compressive force while tensile loads are induced in the top chord
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members. Note that positive and negative sign conventions are used to denote compressive and
tensile forces respectively. Figure 6.34(a) demonstrates that the increase in initial compression
reduces the applied load at which the bottom chord members buckle in compression, and as shown
in Figures 6.32 and 6.33, buckling of the bottom chord members results in the reduction of stiff-
ness. In the analytical model, the ultimate load of the structure is determined using the maximum
deflection specified in Table 6.6. Such constraints were not applied in the numerical model but
owing to the constant stiffness of the horizontal spring, the load carrying capacity of the structure
does not attain a peak ultimate value and the ultimate load is determined by the material failure
criteria.
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Figure 6.32: Comparison between the analytical solution and the numerical model of the trussed
arch, without diagonal members, with a horizontal linear spring of stiffness ratioKh:Ks=0.18.
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Figure 6.34: Force variation in critical members of the trussed arch with a horizontal spring.
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(a) Failure mode of the numerical model of the trussed arch without diagonal members.
(b) Failure mode of the numerical model of the trussed arch with D1 diagonal arrangement.
(c) Failure mode of the numerical model of the trussed arch with D2 diagonal arrangement.
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(d) Colour contour legend.
Figure 6.35: Failure mechanism of the numerical models of the trussed arch with a horizontal
linear spring of stiffness ratioKh:Ks=0.18.
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6.3.6 Pinned supports
As discussed in Chapters 2 and 5, the trussed arch may be connected directly to the ground, which
restricts lateral movement of the end supports. Hence the performance of a trussed arch with
pinned supports under the uplift force is investigated in this section. Taking a similar approach to
Section 5.3.4, both elastic and inelastic numerical models of the trussed arch are implemented to
examine the key failure mechanism of the structure with pinned support conditions. The effect of
the presence and arrangement of diagonal members is also investigated.
The boundary conditions of the numerical models used in Section 6.3.4 are modified in this section
to produce the results shown in Figures 6.36 and 6.37 for the trussed arch with and without diagonal
members respectively. For numerical models with P0 being the initial prestress level, the boundary
condition on both sides of the truss were pinned and for numerical models with Popt,t being the
initial prestress level, one end of the trussed structure was enabled to move laterally during the
prestressing stage and later pinned in position prior to the proceeding loading step of analysis in
which the uplift load is applied.
As shown in Figures 6.36 and 6.37, the numerical models with and without diagonal members
exhibit very similar patterns of behaviour. Owing to the direction and uniformly distributed nature
of the applied uplift load, both the top and bottom chord members are subjected to tensile forces.
Moreover, since the radius of curvature of the top chord is only approximately 1/3 that of the
bottom chord, yielding of the top chord members causes the first reduction in the initial stiffness
of the structure as shown in Figures 6.36 and 6.37. The figures also demonstrate that increasing
prestress levels to Popt,t have the effect of slightly increasing the stiffness of the structure, which is
to be expected as the application of prestress induces an inward loading condition that is opposite
in nature to the uplift force applied. The increase in prestress levels also have a similar effect to
that reported in Chapter 3, where increasing levels of initial prestress increase the applied load at
which the bottom chord tube yields in tension.
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Figure 6.36: Elastic and inelastic numerical results for the trussed arch without diagonal members,
subjected to uplift forces.
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Figure 6.37: Elastic and inelastic numerical results for the trussed arch with diagonal members,
subjected to uplift forces.
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6.3.7 Comparison of results
Figures 6.38 and 6.39 compare the results of the numerical model of the trussed arch with various
support conditions. Owing to the minimal effect of the diagonal members when the structure is
under the uplift forces, the pattern of behaviour observed for trussed arches with diagonal members,
shown in Figure 6.38, is almost identical to that of the results shown in Figure 6.39 for trussed
arch models without diagonal members. Both figures illustrate that increasing the level of end
horizontal restraint increases the stiffness and structural capacity by orders of magnitude. The
figures also show that the detrimental effect of the increase in initial prestress level is reversed with
increasing horizontal end restraint. This notable change in performance is attributed to the fact that
the bottom chord members are subjected to compressive forces when the structure is supported on
roller supports and, as discussed in Chapter 4, increasing prestress level reduces the capacity of the
member. When the horizontal end anchorage is introduced after the prestressing process, however,
catenary forces develop where both the top and bottom chord members are subjected to tensile
forces and, as outlined in Chapter 3, initial prestress levels enhance the tensile property of the
element under tensile loads.
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6.4 Concluding comments
This chapter has described the development of the analytical solutions that predict the behaviour
of trussed arches with an initial prestress and various support conditions under uplift loading.
The following points describe the key developments and summarise the important findings of this
chapter.
• The analytical models of the tied arch and the simple arch under the uplift load highlighted
the fundamental difference in behaviour of the trussed arch with stocky and slender bottom
chord members. Results showed that, for both the tied arch and simple arch models with
stocky bottom chord members, the initial prestress had a minimal impact on the capacity
of the structure; however, similar to the results reported in Chapter 4, increasing prestress
levels reduced the yield point of the bottom chord tube. For analytical models with slender
bottom chord members and roller end supports, on the other hand, initial prestress levels had
a more detrimental effect of reducing the capacity of the structure. Similar to the findings
of Chapter 5, the increase of inclination of the top chord members of the analytical models
increased the capacity of the structure. Moreover, for the simple arch model, the truss depth
was shown to be the other key parameter influencing the capacity.
• Further development of the simple arch analytical model resulted in a close agreement with
the results of the sophisticated numerical model of an existing trussed arch of practical ge-
ometry subjected to uplift loads. The analytical and numerical models showed that the end
boundary conditions of the trussed arch have a profound effect on the performance of the
structure. For a trussed arch supported with a roller support, it was shown that initial pre-
stress levels had a detrimental effect as the compressive capacity of the bottom chord mem-
bers determined the capacity of the structure. However, when the horizontal stiffness of the
end supports was increased, significant improvement in the performance of the structure was
observed and it was shown that increasing levels of initial prestress enhanced the perfor-
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mance of the structure owing to the catenary forces that developed, in which the top and
bottom chord members were subjected to tensile forces.
• Similar to Chapter 5, the effects of the diagonal members on the performance of the structure
were also investigated. For the numerical model of the trussed arch supported with a roller
support, the addition of the diagonal members stiffened the response of the structure owing
to the distributed nature of the axial deformation of the bottom chord members. However, the
diagonal members had a minimal influence on the behaviour of the structure as the horizontal
stiffness of the end supports was increased.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and suggestions for further
work
7.1 Conclusions
In the design of long-span structural systems, substantial material savings can be gained through
the use of high strength steel cables. Further benefits can be achieved through the addition of initial
prestress which induces internal forces that counteract deflections from self-weight. The primary
objective of this study has therefore been to identify the effects of initial prestress on the perfor-
mance of prestressed steel structures, using analytical, experimental and numerical approaches.
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The stability of the cable-in-tube system during the prestressing stage was numerically investigated
and results demonstrated the stabilising effect of the connected collars placed along the length of
the tensioned cable. The laboratory testing programme described in Chapter 3 substantiated the sta-
bility of the elements during the prestress application. The member tests conducted also provided
a means of validating the analytical model of the prestressed element subjected to subsequent ten-
sile loading. Results from the three approaches (experimental, numerical and analytical) showed
very close agreement and revealed the characteristic behaviour of the prestressed element under
tension where the inclusion of a cable increases capacity while the addition of an initial prestress
reduces axial deformation at ultimate load. An expression for the initial prestress level that causes
simultaneous yielding of the cable and tube, and thereby minimising the deformation at the yield
point, was formulated.
Complementary to the study on the tensile performance of prestressed members, the behaviour of
the elements under compression was investigated in Chapter 4. Analytical and numerical models
were formulated to investigate the cross-sectional and the member buckling behaviour. A study of
the axial response revealed the load sharing that occurs between the cable and the tube when an
external load was applied. It was observed that the initial prestress reduced the yield load of the
tube and thereby increased the axial deformation at the ultimate load.
The member buckling behaviour of prestressed elements was initially examined using the Perry–
Robertson approach and this was later developed into design guidance based on European buckling
curves. The proposed design approach was validated through experiments conducted on a total of
eight pin-ended prestressed specimens, where the key variables examined were the initial prestress
level, the presence of grout and the member slenderness. The load–deflection characteristics of the
test specimens were successfully replicated using 3D finite element models, which were then used
to generate parametric results for varying member slendernesses and prestress levels. Overall, in-
creasing the initial prestress reduced the capacity of the slender cable-in-tube system; however the
initial prestressing force was shown to be less detrimental than an externally applied compressive
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force of the same magnitude owing to the absence of second order effects arising from the lateral
deflections, since the line of action of the prestressing force moves with the column.
Chapters 5 and 6 described the development of analytical models of prestressed trussed arches
under downward and uplift forces. The global structural behaviour of the trussed arch, on a roller
support, was first analysed using a tied arch link model with inclined top chord members and a
horizontal bottom chord member. A simple arch model, comprising inclined top and bottom chord
members connected at the apex using a vertical post, was later devised and shown to simulate the
behaviour of trussed arches accurately under various loading conditions. The analytical formu-
lations to describe the response of the prestressed elements described in Chapters 3 and 4 were
introduced in both the tied arch and simple arch analytical models to represent the bottom chord
members.
When downward loading was applied, a tensile force was induced in the bottom chord members,
and the analytical models showed a similar trend to that reported in Chapter 3, where increasing the
prestress increased the yield point of the bottom chord tube and thus increased the elastic range of
the structural response. The tied arch model exhibited a snap-through failure mode which limited
the capacity of the structure and it was found that the initial inclination of the top chord member
affected the capacity of the structure, while the truss depth was found to be the key parameter for
controlling the ultimate capacity of the simple arch model.
Compressive forces are induced in the bottom chord members of the trussed arch when external
uplift forces are applied. Consequently, the analytical results showed similar patterns of behaviour
to those found in Chapter 4 where an increase in the initial prestress reduced the yield load of the
bottom chord tube for analytical models with stocky bottom chord members, while a reduction in
capacity was observed for the analytical models with slender bottom chord members. The initial
inclination of the top chord members and the truss depth were again found to be the key controlling
parameters governing the capacity of the tied arch and simple arch models respectively.
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Figure 7.1: Comparison between the ultimate capacityW and ultimate deflection Q of the trussed
arch under various support conditions and initial prestress levels.
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The prestressed simple arch analytical model with a slender bottom chord was shown to predict
results accurately when compared to a purely numerical model of an existing trussed arch hangar.
A parametric study into the effects of the end boundary conditions on the performance of the pre-
stressed trussed arch revealed that the failure mode and the influence of initial prestress on the
capacity of the structure is significantly altered depending on the level of horizontal restraint. Fig-
ure 7.1 summarises the ultimate (defined herein as the equilibrium point where a loss or significant
drop in stiffness occurs) load and deflection obtained in the numerical analysis of trussed arch
conducted in Chapters 5 and 6. The ultimate load and deflection were normalised with respect
to the corresponding results obtained for a trussed arch on roller support and with zero initial pre-
stress. In general, it is observed that increasing levels of horizontal restraint considerably increased
the capacity of the structure in both loading scenarios (downward and uplift). Furthermore load–
deflection graphs given in Chapters 5 and 6 illustrate the substantial increase in stiffness that can
be gained through the introduction of horizontal restraint.
For downward loading, Figure 7.1(a) shows a reduction in deflection as the boundary conditions
change from roller to pinned which is attributed to the corresponding change in failure mode from
tensile yielding to buckling of the bottom chord. This change in failure mode, however, means that
the influence of the initial prestress changes from enhancing the capacity of the structure when it
is supported on rollers to having an adverse impact when the ends are pinned. The opposite trend
is observed for the uplift loading scenario shown in Figure 7.1(b), where the failure mode changes
from buckling of the bottom chord when the structure is supported on rollers to tensile yielding of
the top chord due to the formation of catenary forces when both ends are pinned.
7.2 Suggestions for further work
The research conducted on the axial performance of prestressed elements has currently been devel-
oped for investigating the performance of trussed arches. However, the prestressed elements can
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be incorporated in a wide range of long-spanning structures, where the benefit of initial prestress
can be maximized, such as roofing for stadia, trussed bridges and offshore platforms.
Extension of the current experimental and numerical investigation to cover all types of cross-
sections would facilitate the acceptance of the proposed design method by standards committees
and designers. Extension of the experimental study conducted to examine the performance of small
scale trussed arches or monitoring of existing full-scale structures can provide further validation of
the analytical models devised in Chapters 5 and 6. Chapter 6 investigated the effect of uniformly
distributed uplift scenarios. However, as Paterson & Holmes (1992) have argued, asymmetric wind
loading can arise in such low-rise arched roof structures. The analytical and numerical models can
therefore be extended to investigate the effects of such loading scenarios on the performance of the
trussed arch.
As shown in Chapters 4 and 6, introduction of initial prestress reduces the compression capacity of
the prestressed member. The reduction in capacity is attributed to the fact that the prestressing cable
is anchored to the ends of the encasing tube which means that end-shortening of the prestressed
element reduces the initial prestress of the structure. However, this negative influence of initial
prestress can be reversed if the prestressing cable can be anchored independently to the external
support at the end of the prestressing stage. In such a configuration, the prestressed cable would
provide resistance against buckling, as an increase in the lateral deflection of the encasing tube
would cause stretching of the prestressed cable. This type of structural system may be well suited
in design of bridges in which the end anchorage plate can be fastened onto abutment or piers after
prestress application.
Overall, the analytical, numerical and experimental approaches developed in this thesis should
provide a firm basis for future research into the behaviour and design of prestressed steel structures.
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Appendix A
A.1 Appendix A.1: Input file to obtain buckling mode of a
cable-in-tube system with one internal collar described in
Section 3.2.2.2.
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*Heading 
** Job name: BuckleMode Model 
name: Model-1 
** Generated by: Abaqus/CAE 6.12-1 
*Preprint, echo=NO, model=NO, 
history=NO, contact=NO 
** 
** PARTS 
** 
*Part, name=Cable 
*Node 
      1,           0.,           0. 
      2,        1000.,           0. 
      3,        2000.,           0. 
*Element, type=T2D2 
1, 1, 2 
2, 2, 3 
*Nset, nset=Cable, generate 
 1,  3,  1 
*Elset, elset=Cable 
 1, 2 
*Nset, nset="Cable Mid" 
 2, 
*Nset, nset="Cable End" 
 1, 
*Nset, nset="Cable Tip" 
 3, 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet41, internal, 
generate 
 1,  3,  1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet41, internal 
 1, 2 
** Section: Cable 
*Solid Section, elset=_PickedSet41, 
material="Cable Steel" 
100., 
*End Part 
**   
*Part, name=Chord 
*Node 
      1,           0.,           0. 
      2,        1000.,           0. 
      3,        2000.,           0. 
      4,          40.,           0. 
      5,          80.,           0. 
      6,         120.,           0. 
      7,         160.,           0. 
      8,         200.,           0. 
      9,         240.,           0. 
     10,         280.,           0. 
     11,         320.,           0. 
     12,         360.,           0. 
     13,         400.,           0. 
     14,         440.,           0. 
     15,         480.,           0. 
     16,         520.,           0. 
     17,         560.,           0. 
     18,         600.,           0. 
     19,         640.,           0. 
     20,         680.,           0. 
     21,         720.,           0. 
     22,         760.,           0. 
     23,         800.,           0. 
     24,         840.,           0. 
     25,         880.,           0. 
     26,         920.,           0. 
     27,         960.,           0. 
     28,        1040.,           0. 
     29,        1080.,           0. 
     30,        1120.,           0. 
     31,        1160.,           0. 
     32,        1200.,           0. 
     33,        1240.,           0. 
     34,        1280.,           0. 
     35,        1320.,           0. 
     36,        1360.,           0. 
     37,        1400.,           0. 
     38,        1440.,           0. 
     39,        1480.,           0. 
     40,        1520.,           0. 
     41,        1560.,           0. 
     42,        1600.,           0. 
     43,        1640.,           0. 
     44,        1680.,           0. 
     45,        1720.,           0. 
     46,        1760.,           0. 
     47,        1800.,           0. 
     48,        1840.,           0. 
     49,        1880.,           0. 
     50,        1920.,           0. 
     51,        1960.,           0. 
*Element, type=B23 
 1,  1,  4 
 2,  4,  5 
 3,  5,  6 
 4,  6,  7 
 5,  7,  8 
 6,  8,  9 
 7,  9, 10 
 8, 10, 11 
 9, 11, 12 
10, 12, 13 
11, 13, 14 
12, 14, 15 
13, 15, 16 
14, 16, 17 
15, 17, 18 
16, 18, 19 
17, 19, 20 
18, 20, 21 
19, 21, 22 
20, 22, 23 
21, 23, 24 
22, 24, 25 
23, 25, 26 
24, 26, 27 
25, 27,  2 
26,  2, 28 
27, 28, 29 
28, 29, 30 
29, 30, 31 
30, 31, 32 
31, 32, 33 
32, 33, 34 
33, 34, 35 
34, 35, 36 
35, 36, 37 
36, 37, 38 
37, 38, 39 
38, 39, 40 
39, 40, 41 
40, 41, 42 
41, 42, 43 
42, 43, 44 
43, 44, 45 
44, 45, 46 
45, 46, 47 
46, 47, 48 
47, 48, 49 
48, 49, 50 
49, 50, 51 
50, 51,  3 
*Nset, nset=Chord, generate 
  1,  51,   1 
*Elset, elset=Chord, generate 
  1,  50,   1 
*Nset, nset="Chord End" 
 1, 
*Nset, nset="Chord Mid" 
 2, 
*Nset, nset="Chord Tip" 
 3, 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet90, internal, 
generate 
  1,  51,   1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet90, internal, 
generate 
  1,  50,   1 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet91, internal, 
generate 
  1,  51,   1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet91, internal, 
generate 
  1,  50,   1 
** Section: Chord  Profile: Chord 
profile 
*Beam Section, elset=_PickedSet90, 
material="Chord Steel", 
temperature=GRADIENTS, 
section=BOX 
60., 60., 4., 4., 4., 4. 
0.,0.,-1. 
*End Part 
**   
** 
** ASSEMBLY 
** 
*Assembly, name=Assembly 
**   
*Instance, name=Chord-1, part=Chord 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name=Cable-1, part=Cable 
*End Instance 
**   
*Surface, type=NODE, name="Chord-
1_Chord End_CNS_", internal 
Chord-1."Chord End", 1. 
*Surface, type=NODE, name="Cable-
1_Cable End_CNS_", internal 
Cable-1."Cable End", 1. 
*Surface, type=NODE, name="Chord-
1_Chord Tip_CNS_", internal 
Chord-1."Chord Tip", 1. 
*Surface, type=NODE, name="Cable-
1_Cable Tip_CNS_", internal 
Cable-1."Cable Tip", 1. 
** Constraint: End Tie 
*Tie, name="End Tie", adjust=yes, no 
rotation 
"Cable-1_Cable End_CNS_", "Chord-
1_Chord End_CNS_" 
** Constraint: Mid 
*Equation 
2 
Chord-1."Chord Mid", 2, 1. 
Cable-1."Cable Mid", 2, -1. 
** Constraint: Tip Tie 
*Tie, name="Tip Tie", adjust=yes, no 
rotation 
"Cable-1_Cable Tip_CNS_", "Chord-
1_Chord Tip_CNS_" 
*End Assembly 
**  
** MATERIALS 
**  
*Material, name="Cable Steel" 
*Elastic 
120000., 0.3 
*No Compression 
*Expansion 
 1.2e-05,0. 
*Material, name="Chord Steel" 
*Elastic 
190000., 0.3 
 300 
 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: Pinned Type: 
Symmetry/Antisymmetry/Encastre 
*Boundary 
Chord-1."Chord End", PINNED 
** Name: Roller Type: 
Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
Chord-1."Chord Tip", 2, 2 
** -------------------------------------------
--------------------- 
**  
** STEP: Loading 
**  
*Step, name=Loading, perturbation 
*Buckle 
6, , 12, 30 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: Pinned Type: 
Symmetry/Antisymmetry/Encastre 
*Boundary, op=NEW, load case=1 
Chord-1."Chord End", PINNED 
*Boundary, op=NEW, load case=2 
Chord-1."Chord End", PINNED 
** Name: Roller Type: 
Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary, op=NEW, load case=1 
Chord-1."Chord Tip", 2, 2 
*Boundary, op=NEW, load case=2 
Chord-1."Chord Tip", 2, 2 
**  
** PREDEFINED FIELDS 
**  
** Name: Predefined Field-1   Type: 
Temperature 
*Temperature 
Cable-1.Cable, -1. 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
*Print, solve=NO 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
E, EE, ER, IE, LE, NE, PE, PEEQ, 
PEEQMAX, PEEQT, PEMAG, PEQC, 
S, SALPHA, SE, SEE 
SEP, SEPE, SF, SPE, THE, VE, VEEQ 
*Contact Output 
CDISP, CSTRESS 
*NODE FILE  
U,RF,CF  
*EL FILE, POSITION=AVERAGED 
AT NODES  
S,E  
*EL FILE, POSITION=NODES  
S,E  
*EL FILE, 
POSITION=INTEGRATION POINTS  
S  
E  
ENER  
COORD 
*End Step 
 
 
 
A.2 Appendix A.2: Input for the nonlinear analysis of a cable-
in-tube system with one internal collar under prestress de-
scribed in Section 3.2.2.2.
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*Heading 
** Job name: Riks_C_T_Mode Model 
name: Model-1 
** Generated by: Abaqus/CAE 6.12-1 
*Preprint, echo=NO, model=NO, 
history=NO, contact=NO 
** 
** PARTS 
** 
*Part, name=Cable 
*Node 
      1,           0.,           0. 
      2,        1000.,           0. 
      3,        2000.,           0. 
*Element, type=T2D2 
1, 1, 2 
2, 2, 3 
*Nset, nset=Cable, generate 
 1,  3,  1 
*Elset, elset=Cable 
 1, 2 
*Nset, nset="Cable Mid" 
 2, 
*Nset, nset="Cable End" 
 1, 
*Nset, nset="Cable Tip" 
 3, 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet41, internal, 
generate 
 1,  3,  1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet41, internal 
 1, 2 
** Section: Cable 
*Solid Section, elset=_PickedSet41, 
material="Cable Steel" 
100., 
*End Part 
**   
*Part, name=Chord 
*Node 
      1,           0.,           0. 
      2,        1000.,           0. 
      3,        2000.,           0. 
      4,          40.,           0. 
      5,          80.,           0. 
      6,         120.,           0. 
      7,         160.,           0. 
      8,         200.,           0. 
      9,         240.,           0. 
     10,         280.,           0. 
     11,         320.,           0. 
     12,         360.,           0. 
     13,         400.,           0. 
     14,         440.,           0. 
     15,         480.,           0. 
     16,         520.,           0. 
     17,         560.,           0. 
     18,         600.,           0. 
     19,         640.,           0. 
     20,         680.,           0. 
     21,         720.,           0. 
     22,         760.,           0. 
     23,         800.,           0. 
     24,         840.,           0. 
     25,         880.,           0. 
     26,         920.,           0. 
     27,         960.,           0. 
     28,        1040.,           0. 
     29,        1080.,           0. 
     30,        1120.,           0. 
     31,        1160.,           0. 
     32,        1200.,           0. 
     33,        1240.,           0. 
     34,        1280.,           0. 
     35,        1320.,           0. 
     36,        1360.,           0. 
     37,        1400.,           0. 
     38,        1440.,           0. 
     39,        1480.,           0. 
     40,        1520.,           0. 
     41,        1560.,           0. 
     42,        1600.,           0. 
     43,        1640.,           0. 
     44,        1680.,           0. 
     45,        1720.,           0. 
     46,        1760.,           0. 
     47,        1800.,           0. 
     48,        1840.,           0. 
     49,        1880.,           0. 
     50,        1920.,           0. 
     51,        1960.,           0. 
*Element, type=B23 
 1,  1,  4 
 2,  4,  5 
 3,  5,  6 
 4,  6,  7 
 5,  7,  8 
 6,  8,  9 
 7,  9, 10 
 8, 10, 11 
 9, 11, 12 
10, 12, 13 
11, 13, 14 
12, 14, 15 
13, 15, 16 
14, 16, 17 
15, 17, 18 
16, 18, 19 
17, 19, 20 
18, 20, 21 
19, 21, 22 
20, 22, 23 
21, 23, 24 
22, 24, 25 
23, 25, 26 
24, 26, 27 
25, 27,  2 
26,  2, 28 
27, 28, 29 
28, 29, 30 
29, 30, 31 
30, 31, 32 
31, 32, 33 
32, 33, 34 
33, 34, 35 
34, 35, 36 
35, 36, 37 
36, 37, 38 
37, 38, 39 
38, 39, 40 
39, 40, 41 
40, 41, 42 
41, 42, 43 
42, 43, 44 
43, 44, 45 
44, 45, 46 
45, 46, 47 
46, 47, 48 
47, 48, 49 
48, 49, 50 
49, 50, 51 
50, 51,  3 
*Nset, nset=Chord, generate 
  1,  51,   1 
*Elset, elset=Chord, generate 
  1,  50,   1 
*Nset, nset="Chord End" 
 1, 
*Nset, nset="Chord Mid" 
 2, 
*Nset, nset="Chord Tip" 
 3, 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet90, internal, 
generate 
  1,  51,   1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet90, internal, 
generate 
  1,  50,   1 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet91, internal, 
generate 
  1,  51,   1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet91, internal, 
generate 
  1,  50,   1 
** Section: Chord  Profile: Chord 
profile 
*Beam Section, elset=_PickedSet90, 
material="Chord Steel", 
temperature=GRADIENTS, 
section=BOX 
60., 60., 4., 4., 4., 4. 
0.,0.,-1. 
*End Part 
**   
** 
** ASSEMBLY 
** 
*Assembly, name=Assembly 
**   
*Instance, name=Chord-1, part=Chord 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name=Cable-1, part=Cable 
*End Instance 
**   
*Surface, type=NODE, name="Chord-
1_Chord End_CNS_", internal 
Chord-1."Chord End", 1. 
*Surface, type=NODE, name="Cable-
1_Cable End_CNS_", internal 
Cable-1."Cable End", 1. 
*Surface, type=NODE, name="Chord-
1_Chord Tip_CNS_", internal 
Chord-1."Chord Tip", 1. 
*Surface, type=NODE, name="Cable-
1_Cable Tip_CNS_", internal 
Cable-1."Cable Tip", 1. 
** Constraint: End Tie 
*Tie, name="End Tie", adjust=yes, no 
rotation 
"Cable-1_Cable End_CNS_", "Chord-
1_Chord End_CNS_" 
** Constraint: Mid 
*Equation 
2 
Chord-1."Chord Mid", 2, 1. 
Cable-1."Cable Mid", 2, -1. 
** Constraint: Tip Tie 
*Tie, name="Tip Tie", adjust=yes, no 
rotation 
"Cable-1_Cable Tip_CNS_", "Chord-
1_Chord Tip_CNS_" 
*End Assembly 
*IMPERFECTION, 
FILE=BuckleMode, Step=1 
1,0.02 
**  
** MATERIALS 
**  
*Material, name="Cable Steel" 
*Elastic 
120000.,0. 
*No Compression 
*Expansion 
 1.2e-05,0. 
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*Material, name="Chord Steel" 
*Elastic 
190000., 0.3 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: Pinned Type: 
Symmetry/Antisymmetry/Encastre 
*Boundary 
Chord-1."Chord End", PINNED 
** Name: Roller Type: 
Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
Chord-1."Chord Tip", 2, 2 
** -------------------------------------------
--------------------- 
**  
** STEP: Loading 
**  
*Step, name=Loading, nlgeom=YES, 
inc=3000 
*Static, riks 
0.01, 1., 1e-20, 0.01, ,  
**  
** PREDEFINED FIELDS 
**  
** Name: Predefined Field-1   Type: 
Temperature 
*Temperature 
Cable-1.Cable, -7000. 
**  
** CONTROLS 
**  
*Controls, reset 
*Controls, parameters=field, 
field=displacement 
0.05, 1., , , 0.2, , ,  
*Controls, parameters=field, 
field=hydrostatic fluid pressure 
0.05, 1., , , 0.2, , ,  
*Controls, parameters=field, 
field=rotation 
0.05, 1., , , 0.2, , ,  
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
*Print, solve=NO 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
E, EE, ER, IE, LE, NE, NFORC, 
NFORCSO, PE, PEEQ, PEEQMAX, 
PEEQT, PEMAG, PEQC, S, SALPHA 
SE, SEE, SEP, SEPE, SF, SPE, THE, 
VE, VEEQ 
*Contact Output 
CDISP, CSTRESS 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-4 
**  
*Output, history, 
variable=PRESELECT 
*End Step 
 
A.3 Appendix A.3: Input for the FE model of a typical pre-
stressed tied arch model described in section 5.2.3
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*Heading 
** Job name: P5kN Model name: 
Model-1 
** Generated by: Abaqus/CAE 6.12-1 
*Preprint, echo=NO, model=NO, 
history=NO, contact=NO 
** 
** PARTS 
** 
*Part, name=Cable 
*Node 
      1,           0.,           0. 
      2,   24.9392643,           0. 
      3,   49.8785286,           0. 
      4,   74.8177948,           0. 
      5,   99.7570572,           0. 
      6,    124.69632,           0. 
      7,    149.63559,           0. 
      8,   174.574844,           0. 
      9,   199.514114,           0. 
     10,   224.453384,           0. 
     11,   249.392639,           0. 
     12,   274.331909,           0. 
     13,   299.271179,           0. 
     14,   324.210449,           0. 
     15,   349.149689,           0. 
     16,   374.088959,           0. 
     17,   399.028229,           0. 
     18,   423.967499,           0. 
     19,   448.906769,           0. 
     20,   473.846008,           0. 
     21,   498.785278,           0. 
     22,   523.724548,           0. 
     23,   548.663818,           0. 
     24,   573.603088,           0. 
     25,   598.542358,           0. 
     26,   623.481628,           0. 
     27,   648.420898,           0. 
     28,   673.360107,           0. 
     29,   698.299377,           0. 
     30,   723.238647,           0. 
     31,   748.177917,           0. 
     32,   773.117188,           0. 
     33,   798.056458,           0. 
     34,   822.995728,           0. 
     35,   847.934998,           0. 
     36,   872.874268,           0. 
     37,   897.813538,           0. 
     38,   922.752808,           0. 
     39,   947.692017,           0. 
     40,   972.631287,           0. 
     41,   997.570557,           0. 
     42,   1022.50983,           0. 
     43,    1047.4491,           0. 
     44,   1072.38831,           0. 
     45,   1097.32764,           0. 
     46,   1122.26685,           0. 
     47,   1147.20618,           0. 
     48,   1172.14539,           0. 
     49,   1197.08472,           0. 
     50,   1222.02393,           0. 
     51,   1246.96326,           0. 
     52,   1271.90247,           0. 
     53,    1296.8418,           0. 
     54,   1321.78101,           0. 
     55,   1346.72021,           0. 
     56,   1371.65955,           0. 
     57,   1396.59875,           0. 
     58,   1421.53809,           0. 
     59,   1446.47729,           0. 
     60,   1471.41663,           0. 
     61,   1496.35583,           0. 
     62,   1521.29517,           0. 
     63,   1546.23438,           0. 
     64,   1571.17371,           0. 
     65,   1596.11292,           0. 
     66,   1621.05212,           0. 
     67,   1645.99146,           0. 
     68,   1670.93066,           0. 
     69,      1695.87,           0. 
     70,    1720.8092,           0. 
     71,   1745.74854,           0. 
     72,   1770.68774,           0. 
     73,   1795.62708,           0. 
     74,   1820.56628,           0. 
     75,   1845.50562,           0. 
     76,   1870.44482,           0. 
     77,   1895.38403,           0. 
     78,   1920.32336,           0. 
     79,   1945.26257,           0. 
     80,    1970.2019,           0. 
     81,   12.4696321,           0. 
     82,   37.4088974,           0. 
     83,   62.3481598,           0. 
     84,   87.2874298,           0. 
     85,   112.226685,           0. 
     86,   137.165955,           0. 
     87,   162.105225,           0. 
     88,   187.044479,           0. 
     89,   211.983749,           0. 
     90,   236.923004,           0. 
     91,   261.862274,           0. 
     92,   286.801544,           0. 
     93,   311.740814,           0. 
     94,   336.680054,           0. 
     95,   361.619324,           0. 
     96,   386.558594,           0. 
     97,   411.497864,           0. 
     98,   436.437134,           0. 
     99,   461.376404,           0. 
    100,   486.315643,           0. 
    101,   511.254913,           0. 
    102,   536.194214,           0. 
    103,   561.133423,           0. 
    104,   586.072754,           0. 
    105,   611.011963,           0. 
    106,   635.951294,           0. 
    107,   660.890503,           0. 
    108,   685.829712,           0. 
    109,   710.769043,           0. 
    110,   735.708252,           0. 
    111,   760.647583,           0. 
    112,   785.586792,           0. 
    113,   810.526123,           0. 
    114,   835.465332,           0. 
    115,   860.404663,           0. 
    116,   885.343872,           0. 
    117,   910.283203,           0. 
    118,   935.222412,           0. 
    119,   960.161621,           0. 
    120,   985.100952,           0. 
    121,   1010.04016,           0. 
    122,   1034.97949,           0. 
    123,    1059.9187,           0. 
    124,   1084.85791,           0. 
    125,   1109.79724,           0. 
    126,   1134.73657,           0. 
    127,   1159.67578,           0. 
    128,   1184.61499,           0. 
    129,   1209.55432,           0. 
    130,   1234.49365,           0. 
    131,   1259.43286,           0. 
    132,   1284.37207,           0. 
    133,    1309.3114,           0. 
    134,   1334.25061,           0. 
    135,   1359.18994,           0. 
    136,   1384.12915,           0. 
    137,   1409.06836,           0. 
    138,   1434.00769,           0. 
    139,   1458.94702,           0. 
    140,   1483.88623,           0. 
    141,   1508.82544,           0. 
    142,   1533.76477,           0. 
    143,    1558.7041,           0. 
    144,   1583.64331,           0. 
    145,   1608.58252,           0. 
    146,   1633.52173,           0. 
    147,   1658.46106,           0. 
    148,   1683.40039,           0. 
    149,    1708.3396,           0. 
    150,   1733.27881,           0. 
    151,   1758.21814,           0. 
    152,   1783.15747,           0. 
    153,   1808.09668,           0. 
    154,   1833.03589,           0. 
    155,   1857.97522,           0. 
    156,   1882.91443,           0. 
    157,   1907.85376,           0. 
    158,   1932.79297,           0. 
    159,   1957.73218,           0. 
*Element, type=T2D3 
 1,   1,  81,   2 
 2,   2,  82,   3 
 3,   3,  83,   4 
 4,   4,  84,   5 
 5,   5,  85,   6 
 6,   6,  86,   7 
 7,   7,  87,   8 
 8,   8,  88,   9 
 9,   9,  89,  10 
10,  10,  90,  11 
11,  11,  91,  12 
12,  12,  92,  13 
13,  13,  93,  14 
14,  14,  94,  15 
15,  15,  95,  16 
16,  16,  96,  17 
17,  17,  97,  18 
18,  18,  98,  19 
19,  19,  99,  20 
20,  20, 100,  21 
21,  21, 101,  22 
22,  22, 102,  23 
23,  23, 103,  24 
24,  24, 104,  25 
25,  25, 105,  26 
26,  26, 106,  27 
27,  27, 107,  28 
28,  28, 108,  29 
29,  29, 109,  30 
30,  30, 110,  31 
31,  31, 111,  32 
32,  32, 112,  33 
33,  33, 113,  34 
34,  34, 114,  35 
35,  35, 115,  36 
36,  36, 116,  37 
37,  37, 117,  38 
38,  38, 118,  39 
39,  39, 119,  40 
40,  40, 120,  41 
41,  41, 121,  42 
42,  42, 122,  43 
43,  43, 123,  44 
44,  44, 124,  45 
45,  45, 125,  46 
46,  46, 126,  47 
47,  47, 127,  48 
48,  48, 128,  49 
49,  49, 129,  50 
50,  50, 130,  51 
51,  51, 131,  52 
52,  52, 132,  53 
53,  53, 133,  54 
54,  54, 134,  55 
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55,  55, 135,  56 
56,  56, 136,  57 
57,  57, 137,  58 
58,  58, 138,  59 
59,  59, 139,  60 
60,  60, 140,  61 
61,  61, 141,  62 
62,  62, 142,  63 
63,  63, 143,  64 
64,  64, 144,  65 
65,  65, 145,  66 
66,  66, 146,  67 
67,  67, 147,  68 
68,  68, 148,  69 
69,  69, 149,  70 
70,  70, 150,  71 
71,  71, 151,  72 
72,  72, 152,  73 
73,  73, 153,  74 
74,  74, 154,  75 
75,  75, 155,  76 
76,  76, 156,  77 
77,  77, 157,  78 
78,  78, 158,  79 
79,  79, 159,  80 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet3, internal, 
generate 
   1,  159,    1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet3, internal, 
generate 
  1,  79,   1 
*Nset, nset=Cable, generate 
   1,  159,    1 
*Elset, elset=Cable, generate 
  1,  79,   1 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet15, internal, 
generate 
   1,  159,    1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet15, internal, 
generate 
  1,  79,   1 
*Nset, nset="Cable end" 
 1, 
*Nset, nset="Cable tip" 
 80, 
** Section: Cable 
*Solid Section, elset=_PickedSet15, 
material="Cable Steel" 
120., 
*End Part 
**   
*Part, name=Chord 
*Node 
      1,           0.,           0. 
      2,   24.9392643,           0. 
      3,   49.8785286,           0. 
      4,   74.8177948,           0. 
      5,   99.7570572,           0. 
      6,    124.69632,           0. 
      7,    149.63559,           0. 
      8,   174.574844,           0. 
      9,   199.514114,           0. 
     10,   224.453384,           0. 
     11,   249.392639,           0. 
     12,   274.331909,           0. 
     13,   299.271179,           0. 
     14,   324.210449,           0. 
     15,   349.149689,           0. 
     16,   374.088959,           0. 
     17,   399.028229,           0. 
     18,   423.967499,           0. 
     19,   448.906769,           0. 
     20,   473.846008,           0. 
     21,   498.785278,           0. 
     22,   523.724548,           0. 
     23,   548.663818,           0. 
     24,   573.603088,           0. 
     25,   598.542358,           0. 
     26,   623.481628,           0. 
     27,   648.420898,           0. 
     28,   673.360107,           0. 
     29,   698.299377,           0. 
     30,   723.238647,           0. 
     31,   748.177917,           0. 
     32,   773.117188,           0. 
     33,   798.056458,           0. 
     34,   822.995728,           0. 
     35,   847.934998,           0. 
     36,   872.874268,           0. 
     37,   897.813538,           0. 
     38,   922.752808,           0. 
     39,   947.692017,           0. 
     40,   972.631287,           0. 
     41,   997.570557,           0. 
     42,   1022.50983,           0. 
     43,    1047.4491,           0. 
     44,   1072.38831,           0. 
     45,   1097.32764,           0. 
     46,   1122.26685,           0. 
     47,   1147.20618,           0. 
     48,   1172.14539,           0. 
     49,   1197.08472,           0. 
     50,   1222.02393,           0. 
     51,   1246.96326,           0. 
     52,   1271.90247,           0. 
     53,    1296.8418,           0. 
     54,   1321.78101,           0. 
     55,   1346.72021,           0. 
     56,   1371.65955,           0. 
     57,   1396.59875,           0. 
     58,   1421.53809,           0. 
     59,   1446.47729,           0. 
     60,   1471.41663,           0. 
     61,   1496.35583,           0. 
     62,   1521.29517,           0. 
     63,   1546.23438,           0. 
     64,   1571.17371,           0. 
     65,   1596.11292,           0. 
     66,   1621.05212,           0. 
     67,   1645.99146,           0. 
     68,   1670.93066,           0. 
     69,      1695.87,           0. 
     70,    1720.8092,           0. 
     71,   1745.74854,           0. 
     72,   1770.68774,           0. 
     73,   1795.62708,           0. 
     74,   1820.56628,           0. 
     75,   1845.50562,           0. 
     76,   1870.44482,           0. 
     77,   1895.38403,           0. 
     78,   1920.32336,           0. 
     79,   1945.26257,           0. 
     80,    1970.2019,           0. 
     81,   12.4696321,           0. 
     82,   37.4088974,           0. 
     83,   62.3481598,           0. 
     84,   87.2874298,           0. 
     85,   112.226685,           0. 
     86,   137.165955,           0. 
     87,   162.105225,           0. 
     88,   187.044479,           0. 
     89,   211.983749,           0. 
     90,   236.923004,           0. 
     91,   261.862274,           0. 
     92,   286.801544,           0. 
     93,   311.740814,           0. 
     94,   336.680054,           0. 
     95,   361.619324,           0. 
     96,   386.558594,           0. 
     97,   411.497864,           0. 
     98,   436.437134,           0. 
     99,   461.376404,           0. 
    100,   486.315643,           0. 
    101,   511.254913,           0. 
    102,   536.194214,           0. 
    103,   561.133423,           0. 
    104,   586.072754,           0. 
    105,   611.011963,           0. 
    106,   635.951294,           0. 
    107,   660.890503,           0. 
    108,   685.829712,           0. 
    109,   710.769043,           0. 
    110,   735.708252,           0. 
    111,   760.647583,           0. 
    112,   785.586792,           0. 
    113,   810.526123,           0. 
    114,   835.465332,           0. 
    115,   860.404663,           0. 
    116,   885.343872,           0. 
    117,   910.283203,           0. 
    118,   935.222412,           0. 
    119,   960.161621,           0. 
    120,   985.100952,           0. 
    121,   1010.04016,           0. 
    122,   1034.97949,           0. 
    123,    1059.9187,           0. 
    124,   1084.85791,           0. 
    125,   1109.79724,           0. 
    126,   1134.73657,           0. 
    127,   1159.67578,           0. 
    128,   1184.61499,           0. 
    129,   1209.55432,           0. 
    130,   1234.49365,           0. 
    131,   1259.43286,           0. 
    132,   1284.37207,           0. 
    133,    1309.3114,           0. 
    134,   1334.25061,           0. 
    135,   1359.18994,           0. 
    136,   1384.12915,           0. 
    137,   1409.06836,           0. 
    138,   1434.00769,           0. 
    139,   1458.94702,           0. 
    140,   1483.88623,           0. 
    141,   1508.82544,           0. 
    142,   1533.76477,           0. 
    143,    1558.7041,           0. 
    144,   1583.64331,           0. 
    145,   1608.58252,           0. 
    146,   1633.52173,           0. 
    147,   1658.46106,           0. 
    148,   1683.40039,           0. 
    149,    1708.3396,           0. 
    150,   1733.27881,           0. 
    151,   1758.21814,           0. 
    152,   1783.15747,           0. 
    153,   1808.09668,           0. 
    154,   1833.03589,           0. 
    155,   1857.97522,           0. 
    156,   1882.91443,           0. 
    157,   1907.85376,           0. 
    158,   1932.79297,           0. 
    159,   1957.73218,           0. 
*Element, type=B22 
 1,   1,  81,   2 
 2,   2,  82,   3 
 3,   3,  83,   4 
 4,   4,  84,   5 
 5,   5,  85,   6 
 6,   6,  86,   7 
 7,   7,  87,   8 
 8,   8,  88,   9 
 9,   9,  89,  10 
10,  10,  90,  11 
11,  11,  91,  12 
12,  12,  92,  13 
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13,  13,  93,  14 
14,  14,  94,  15 
15,  15,  95,  16 
16,  16,  96,  17 
17,  17,  97,  18 
18,  18,  98,  19 
19,  19,  99,  20 
20,  20, 100,  21 
21,  21, 101,  22 
22,  22, 102,  23 
23,  23, 103,  24 
24,  24, 104,  25 
25,  25, 105,  26 
26,  26, 106,  27 
27,  27, 107,  28 
28,  28, 108,  29 
29,  29, 109,  30 
30,  30, 110,  31 
31,  31, 111,  32 
32,  32, 112,  33 
33,  33, 113,  34 
34,  34, 114,  35 
35,  35, 115,  36 
36,  36, 116,  37 
37,  37, 117,  38 
38,  38, 118,  39 
39,  39, 119,  40 
40,  40, 120,  41 
41,  41, 121,  42 
42,  42, 122,  43 
43,  43, 123,  44 
44,  44, 124,  45 
45,  45, 125,  46 
46,  46, 126,  47 
47,  47, 127,  48 
48,  48, 128,  49 
49,  49, 129,  50 
50,  50, 130,  51 
51,  51, 131,  52 
52,  52, 132,  53 
53,  53, 133,  54 
54,  54, 134,  55 
55,  55, 135,  56 
56,  56, 136,  57 
57,  57, 137,  58 
58,  58, 138,  59 
59,  59, 139,  60 
60,  60, 140,  61 
61,  61, 141,  62 
62,  62, 142,  63 
63,  63, 143,  64 
64,  64, 144,  65 
65,  65, 145,  66 
66,  66, 146,  67 
67,  67, 147,  68 
68,  68, 148,  69 
69,  69, 149,  70 
70,  70, 150,  71 
71,  71, 151,  72 
72,  72, 152,  73 
73,  73, 153,  74 
74,  74, 154,  75 
75,  75, 155,  76 
76,  76, 156,  77 
77,  77, 157,  78 
78,  78, 158,  79 
79,  79, 159,  80 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet3, internal, 
generate 
   1,  159,    1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet3, internal, 
generate 
  1,  79,   1 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet11, internal, 
generate 
   1,  159,    1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet11, internal, 
generate 
  1,  79,   1 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet13, internal, 
generate 
   1,  159,    1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet13, internal, 
generate 
  1,  79,   1 
*Nset, nset=Chord, generate 
   1,  159,    1 
*Elset, elset=Chord, generate 
  1,  79,   1 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet23, internal, 
generate 
   1,  159,    1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet23, internal, 
generate 
  1,  79,   1 
*Nset, nset="Chord end" 
 1, 
*Nset, nset="Chord tip" 
 80, 
** Section: Chord  Profile: Chord 
profile 
*Beam Section, elset=_PickedSet11, 
material="Chord Steel", 
temperature=GRADIENTS, 
section=PIPE 
30., 4.39652 
0.,0.,-1. 
*End Part 
**   
*Part, name="Left Diagonal" 
*Node 
      1,           0.,           0. 
      2,   24.6275234,   4.29942894 
      3,   49.2550468,   8.59885788 
      4,   73.8825684,   12.8982868 
      5,   98.5100937,   17.1977158 
      6,   123.137619,   21.4971447 
      7,   147.765137,   25.7965736 
      8,    172.39267,   30.0960026 
      9,   197.020187,   34.3954315 
     10,   221.647705,   38.6948586 
     11,   246.275238,   42.9942894 
     12,   270.902771,   47.2937164 
     13,   295.530273,   51.5931473 
     14,   320.157806,   55.8925743 
     15,   344.785339,   60.1920052 
     16,   369.412842,   64.4914322 
     17,   394.040375,    68.790863 
     18,   418.667908,   73.0902939 
     19,    443.29541,   77.3897171 
     20,   467.922943,   81.6891479 
     21,   492.550476,   85.9885788 
     22,   517.177979,   90.2880096 
     23,   541.805542,   94.5874329 
     24,   566.433044,   98.8868637 
     25,   591.060547,   103.186295 
     26,    615.68811,   107.485725 
     27,   640.315613,   111.785149 
     28,   664.943115,   116.084579 
     29,   689.570679,    120.38401 
     30,   714.198181,   124.683441 
     31,   738.825684,   128.982864 
     32,   763.453247,   133.282303 
     33,    788.08075,   137.581726 
     34,   812.708252,   141.881149 
     35,   837.335815,   146.180588 
     36,   861.963318,   150.480011 
     37,    886.59082,   154.779434 
     38,   911.218384,   159.078873 
     39,   935.845886,   163.378296 
     40,   960.473389,   167.677734 
     41,   985.100952,   171.977158 
     42,   12.3137617,   2.14971447 
     43,   36.9412842,   6.44914341 
     44,   61.5688095,   10.7485723 
     45,   86.1963348,   15.0480013 
     46,   110.823853,   19.3474312 
     47,   135.451385,   23.6468582 
     48,   160.078903,   27.9462872 
     49,   184.706421,   32.2457161 
     50,   209.333939,   36.5451469 
     51,   233.961472,    40.844574 
     52,   258.588989,   45.1440048 
     53,   283.216522,   49.4434319 
     54,   307.844025,   53.7428627 
     55,   332.471558,   58.0422897 
     56,   357.099091,   62.3417206 
     57,   381.726624,   66.6411438 
     58,   406.354156,   70.9405746 
     59,   430.981659,   75.2400055 
     60,   455.609161,   79.5394363 
     61,   480.236694,   83.8388672 
     62,   504.864227,   88.1382904 
     63,    529.49176,   92.4377213 
     64,   554.119263,   96.7371521 
     65,   578.746826,   101.036575 
     66,   603.374329,   105.336006 
     67,   628.001831,   109.635437 
     68,   652.629333,   113.934868 
     69,   677.256897,   118.234299 
     70,   701.884399,    122.53373 
     71,   726.511963,   126.833153 
     72,   751.139465,   131.132584 
     73,   775.767029,   135.432007 
     74,   800.394531,    139.73143 
     75,   825.022034,   144.030869 
     76,   849.649597,   148.330292 
     77,   874.277039,    152.62973 
     78,   898.904602,   156.929153 
     79,   923.532104,   161.228592 
     80,   948.159668,   165.528015 
     81,    972.78717,   169.827438 
*Element, type=B22 
 1,  1, 42,  2 
 2,  2, 43,  3 
 3,  3, 44,  4 
 4,  4, 45,  5 
 5,  5, 46,  6 
 6,  6, 47,  7 
 7,  7, 48,  8 
 8,  8, 49,  9 
 9,  9, 50, 10 
10, 10, 51, 11 
11, 11, 52, 12 
12, 12, 53, 13 
13, 13, 54, 14 
14, 14, 55, 15 
15, 15, 56, 16 
16, 16, 57, 17 
17, 17, 58, 18 
18, 18, 59, 19 
19, 19, 60, 20 
20, 20, 61, 21 
21, 21, 62, 22 
22, 22, 63, 23 
23, 23, 64, 24 
24, 24, 65, 25 
25, 25, 66, 26 
26, 26, 67, 27 
27, 27, 68, 28 
28, 28, 69, 29 
29, 29, 70, 30 
30, 30, 71, 31 
31, 31, 72, 32 
32, 32, 73, 33 
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33, 33, 74, 34 
34, 34, 75, 35 
35, 35, 76, 36 
36, 36, 77, 37 
37, 37, 78, 38 
38, 38, 79, 39 
39, 39, 80, 40 
40, 40, 81, 41 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet25, internal, 
generate 
  1,  81,   1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet25, internal, 
generate 
  1,  40,   1 
** Section: Diagonal Section  Profile: 
Diagonal Profile 
*Beam Section, elset=_PickedSet25, 
material="Diagonal steel", 
temperature=GRADIENTS, 
section=PIPE 
60., 4.22298 
0.,0.,-1. 
*End Part 
**   
*Part, name="Right Diagonal" 
*Node 
      1,    1970.2019,           0. 
      2,   1945.57434,   4.29942894 
      3,   1920.94678,   8.59885788 
      4,   1896.31934,   12.8982868 
      5,   1871.69177,   17.1977158 
      6,   1847.06421,   21.4971447 
      7,   1822.43677,   25.7965736 
      8,    1797.8092,   30.0960026 
      9,   1773.18164,   34.3954315 
     10,    1748.5542,   38.6948586 
     11,   1723.92664,   42.9942894 
     12,   1699.29907,   47.2937164 
     13,   1674.67163,   51.5931473 
     14,   1650.04407,   55.8925743 
     15,    1625.4165,   60.1920052 
     16,   1600.78906,   64.4914322 
     17,    1576.1615,    68.790863 
     18,   1551.53394,   73.0902939 
     19,   1526.90649,   77.3897171 
     20,   1502.27893,   81.6891479 
     21,   1477.65137,   85.9885788 
     22,   1453.02393,   90.2880096 
     23,   1428.39636,   94.5874329 
     24,    1403.7688,   98.8868637 
     25,   1379.14136,   103.186295 
     26,   1354.51379,   107.485725 
     27,   1329.88623,   111.785149 
     28,   1305.25879,   116.084579 
     29,   1280.63123,    120.38401 
     30,   1256.00366,   124.683441 
     31,   1231.37622,   128.982864 
     32,   1206.74866,   133.282303 
     33,   1182.12109,   137.581726 
     34,   1157.49365,   141.881149 
     35,   1132.86609,   146.180588 
     36,   1108.23853,   150.480011 
     37,   1083.61108,   154.779434 
     38,   1058.98352,   159.078873 
     39,   1034.35596,   163.378296 
     40,   1009.72845,   167.677734 
     41,   985.100952,   171.977158 
     42,   1957.88806,   2.14971542 
     43,   1933.26062,   6.44914865 
     44,   1908.63306,   10.7485743 
     45,   1884.00549,   15.0479994 
     46,   1859.37805,    19.347435 
     47,   1834.75049,   23.6468601 
     48,   1810.12292,   27.9462852 
     49,   1785.49548,   32.2457199 
     50,   1760.86792,   36.5451469 
     51,   1736.24036,    40.844574 
     52,   1711.61292,   45.1440086 
     53,   1686.98535,   49.4434319 
     54,   1662.35779,   53.7428589 
     55,   1637.73035,   58.0422935 
     56,   1613.10278,   62.3417206 
     57,   1588.47522,   66.6411438 
     58,   1563.84778,   70.9405823 
     59,   1539.22021,   75.2400055 
     60,   1514.59265,   79.5394287 
     61,   1489.96521,   83.8388672 
     62,   1465.33765,   88.1382904 
     63,   1440.71008,   92.4377213 
     64,   1416.08264,   96.7371521 
     65,   1391.45508,   101.036575 
     66,   1366.82751,   105.336006 
     67,   1342.20007,   109.635437 
     68,   1317.57251,   113.934868 
     69,   1292.94495,   118.234291 
     70,    1268.3175,    122.53373 
     71,   1243.68994,   126.833153 
     72,   1219.06238,   131.132584 
     73,   1194.43481,   135.432007 
     74,   1169.80737,   139.731445 
     75,   1145.17981,   144.030869 
     76,   1120.55225,   148.330292 
     77,    1095.9248,    152.62973 
     78,   1071.29724,   156.929153 
     79,    1046.6698,   161.228592 
     80,   1022.04224,   165.528015 
     81,   997.414673,   169.827438 
*Element, type=B22 
 1,  1, 42,  2 
 2,  2, 43,  3 
 3,  3, 44,  4 
 4,  4, 45,  5 
 5,  5, 46,  6 
 6,  6, 47,  7 
 7,  7, 48,  8 
 8,  8, 49,  9 
 9,  9, 50, 10 
10, 10, 51, 11 
11, 11, 52, 12 
12, 12, 53, 13 
13, 13, 54, 14 
14, 14, 55, 15 
15, 15, 56, 16 
16, 16, 57, 17 
17, 17, 58, 18 
18, 18, 59, 19 
19, 19, 60, 20 
20, 20, 61, 21 
21, 21, 62, 22 
22, 22, 63, 23 
23, 23, 64, 24 
24, 24, 65, 25 
25, 25, 66, 26 
26, 26, 67, 27 
27, 27, 68, 28 
28, 28, 69, 29 
29, 29, 70, 30 
30, 30, 71, 31 
31, 31, 72, 32 
32, 32, 73, 33 
33, 33, 74, 34 
34, 34, 75, 35 
35, 35, 76, 36 
36, 36, 77, 37 
37, 37, 78, 38 
38, 38, 79, 39 
39, 39, 80, 40 
40, 40, 81, 41 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet17, internal, 
generate 
  1,  81,   1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet17, internal, 
generate 
  1,  40,   1 
** Section: Diagonal Section  Profile: 
Diagonal Profile 
*Beam Section, elset=_PickedSet17, 
material="Diagonal steel", 
temperature=GRADIENTS, 
section=PIPE 
60., 4.22298 
0.,0.,-1. 
*End Part 
**   
** 
** ASSEMBLY 
** 
*Assembly, name=Assembly 
**   
*Instance, name=Chord-1, part=Chord 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name=Cable-1, part=Cable 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name="Left Diagonal-1", 
part="Left Diagonal" 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name="Right Diagonal-1", 
part="Right Diagonal" 
*End Instance 
**   
*Element, type=CONN2D2 
1, "Right Diagonal-1".1, Cable-1.80 
2, "Right Diagonal-1".41, "Left 
Diagonal-1".41 
3, "Left Diagonal-1".1, Cable-1.1 
*Connector Section, elset=Wire-6-Set-
1 
Join, 
*Nset, nset=End, instance="Left 
Diagonal-1" 
 1, 
*Nset, nset="Left Diag", 
instance="Left Diagonal-1", generate 
  1,  81,   1 
*Elset, elset="Left Diag", 
instance="Left Diagonal-1", generate 
  1,  40,   1 
*Nset, nset="Right Diag", 
instance="Right Diagonal-1", generate 
  1,  81,   1 
*Elset, elset="Right Diag", 
instance="Right Diagonal-1", generate 
  1,  40,   1 
*Nset, nset=Tip, instance="Right 
Diagonal-1" 
 1, 
*Nset, nset=Top, instance="Right 
Diagonal-1" 
 41, 
*Nset, nset=Wire-6-Set-1, 
instance="Right Diagonal-1" 
  1, 41 
*Nset, nset=Wire-6-Set-1, 
instance="Left Diagonal-1" 
  1, 41 
*Nset, nset=Wire-6-Set-1, 
instance=Cable-1 
  1, 80 
*Elset, elset=Wire-6-Set-1, generate 
 1,  3,  1 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet84, internal, 
instance="Left Diagonal-1" 
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 1, 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet85, internal, 
instance="Right Diagonal-1" 
 1, 
*Surface, type=NODE, name=Chord-
1_Chord_CNS_, internal 
Chord-1.Chord, 1. 
*Surface, type=NODE, name=Cable-
1_Cable_CNS_, internal 
Cable-1.Cable, 1. 
** Constraint: Constraint-1 
*Tie, name=Constraint-1, adjust=yes 
Cable-1_Cable_CNS_, Chord-
1_Chord_CNS_ 
*End Assembly 
**  
** MATERIALS 
**  
*Material, name="Cable Steel" 
*Elastic 
210000., 0.3 
*Expansion 
 1.2e-05,0. 
*Plastic, hardening=COMBINED, 
number backstresses=2 
2100.,0. 
*Material, name="Chord Steel" 
*Elastic 
210000., 0.3 
*Plastic, hardening=COMBINED, 
number backstresses=2 
    250.,        0. 
 306.908, 0.0288095 
*Material, name="Diagonal steel" 
*Elastic 
 2.1e+10, 0.3 
*Plastic 
500.,0. 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: Pinned Type: 
Symmetry/Antisymmetry/Encastre 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet84, PINNED 
** Name: Roller Type: 
Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
_PickedSet85, 2, 2 
** -------------------------------------------
--------------------- 
**  
** STEP: Tensioning 
**  
*Step, name=Tensioning, 
nlgeom=YES, inc=200 
*Static 
1., 10., 1e-20, 10. 
**  
** PREDEFINED FIELDS 
**  
** Name: Predefined Field-1   Type: 
Temperature 
*Temperature 
Cable-1.Cable, -183.532 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
*Print, solve=NO 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, RF, RM, RT, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
PE, S, SF, PEEQ 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history 
*Energy Output 
ALLAE,  
*End Step 
** -------------------------------------------
--------------------- 
**  
** STEP: Loading 
**  
*Step, name=Loading, nlgeom=YES, 
inc=1000 
*Static 
0.001, 1., 1e-20, 0.01 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BC-3 Type: 
Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
Top, 2, 2, -100. 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, RF, RM, RT, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
PE, S, SF, PEEQ 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history 
*Energy Output 
ALLAE,  
*End Step 
 
A.4 Appendix A.4: Input file for a typical FE model of trussed
arch of practical geometry under gravity load, as described
in Section 5.3.2.2
310
311 
 
The following input file is for the 
trussed arch on roller support with D1 
diagonal member arrangement and 
prestress level of Popt,t (FE-D1-Popt,t) 
subjected to gravity load. 
 
*Heading 
** Job name: FE_D1_Poptt_roller 
Model name: Model-1 
** Generated by: Abaqus/CAE 6.12-1 
*Preprint, echo=NO, model=NO, 
history=NO, contact=NO 
** 
** PARTS 
** 
*Part, name=Btm_Cable 
*Node 
      1,  -39392.3086,           0. 
      2,  -36930.2891,   260.484009 
      3,  -34468.2695,   503.992462 
      4,   -32006.252,   730.559692 
      5,  -29544.2324,   940.217529 
      6,  -27082.2129,   1132.99548 
      7,  -24620.1934,   1308.92041 
      8,  -22158.1738,   1468.01685 
      9,  -19696.1543,   1610.30713 
     10,  -17234.1348,   1735.81091 
     11,  -14772.1162,   1844.54578 
     12,  -12310.0967,   1936.52661 
     13,  -9848.07715,   2011.76636 
     14,  -7386.05811,   2070.27539 
     15,  -4924.03857,   2112.06177 
     16,  -2462.01929,   2137.13135 
     17,           0.,    2145.4873 
     18,   2462.01929,   2137.13135 
     19,   4924.03857,   2112.06177 
     20,   7386.05811,   2070.27539 
     21,   9848.07715,   2011.76636 
     22,   12310.0967,   1936.52661 
     23,   14772.1162,   1844.54578 
     24,   17234.1348,   1735.81091 
     25,   19696.1543,   1610.30713 
     26,   22158.1738,   1468.01685 
     27,   24620.1934,   1308.92041 
     28,   27082.2129,   1132.99548 
     29,   29544.2324,   940.217529 
     30,    32006.252,   730.559692 
     31,   34468.2695,   503.992462 
     32,   36930.2891,   260.484009 
     33,   39392.3086,           0. 
     34,  -38982.1367,   44.9442406 
     35,  -38571.8984,   89.2765121 
     36,  -38161.5938,   132.996719 
     37,  -37751.2227,   176.104767 
     38,  -37340.7891,   218.600555 
     39,   -36519.832,   299.823975 
     40,  -36109.4219,   339.661957 
     41,  -35699.0586,   379.997833 
     42,  -35288.7461,   420.831573 
     43,  -34878.4844,   462.163147 
     44,  -34058.0742,   543.265564 
     45,  -33647.8203,   581.934082 
     46,  -33237.5117,   619.997803 
     47,  -32827.1484,   657.456726 
     48,  -32416.7266,   694.310669 
     49,  -31595.8027,   764.175232 
     50,  -31185.3984,   798.321899 
     51,  -30775.0391,   832.999451 
     52,  -30364.7246,   868.208008 
     53,  -29954.4551,   903.947388 
     54,  -29134.0449,   974.229126 
     55,  -28723.7969,    1007.4881 
     56,  -28313.4883,   1039.99438 
     57,  -27903.1211,   1071.74768 
     58,  -27492.6953,   1102.74805 
     59,  -26671.8379,   1161.77979 
     60,  -26261.4785,   1190.77881 
     61,  -25851.1348,   1219.99231 
     62,  -25440.8047,   1249.42041 
     63,  -25030.4922,   1279.06311 
     64,  -24209.9121,   1336.28931 
     65,  -23799.6094,   1363.31714 
     66,  -23389.2832,   1390.00391 
     67,  -22978.9355,   1416.34937 
     68,  -22568.5664,   1442.35376 
     69,  -21747.8652,   1492.19141 
     70,   -21337.543,   1516.18213 
     71,  -20927.2129,   1539.98901 
     72,  -20516.8711,   1563.61218 
     73,  -20106.5176,   1587.05151 
     74,  -19286.0234,   1635.07361 
     75,  -18875.8027,   1658.30078 
     76,   -18465.498,    1679.9884 
     77,  -18055.1152,   1700.13611 
     78,  -17644.6582,   1718.74377 
     79,  -16823.7949,   1753.83179 
     80,  -16413.4551,   1771.89343 
     81,  -16003.1182,   1789.99561 
     82,  -15592.7822,   1808.13831 
     83,  -15182.4482,   1826.32178 
     84,  -14361.7686,   1859.58032 
     85,  -13951.4258,   1874.73315 
     86,  -13541.0869,   1890.00415 
     87,   -13130.752,   1905.39343 
     88,  -12720.4229,   1920.90088 
     89,  -11899.6934,   1946.76379 
     90,  -11489.3135,   1957.92212 
     91,  -11078.9609,   1970.00159 
     92,  -10668.6357,    1983.0022 
     93,  -10258.3398,   1996.92383 
     94,  -9437.72754,   2020.95178 
     95,  -9027.38281,   2030.36365 
     96,  -8617.04395,   2040.00195 
     97,  -8206.70996,    2049.8667 
     98,  -7796.38086,   2059.95776 
     99,  -6975.71094,   2076.59106 
    100,  -6565.36768,   2083.16626 
    101,  -6155.02881,   2090.00098 
    102,  -5744.69385,   2097.09521 
    103,  -5334.36426,   2104.44873 
    104,  -4513.68066,   2113.68652 
    105,  -4103.32764,   2116.33252 
    106,  -3692.98218,   2120.00024 
    107,  -3282.64746,   2124.68921 
    108,  -2872.32568,   2130.39966 
    109,  -2051.68066,   2137.79663 
    110,  -1641.34253,   2138.75293 
    111,  -1231.00525,        2140. 
    112,  -820.668884,   2141.53809 
    113,   -410.33374,   2143.36743 
    114,   2051.68066,   2137.79663 
    115,   1641.34253,   2138.75293 
    116,   1231.00525,        2140. 
    117,   820.668884,   2141.53809 
    118,    410.33374,   2143.36743 
    119,   4513.68066,   2113.68652 
    120,   4103.32764,   2116.33252 
    121,   3692.98218,   2120.00024 
    122,   3282.64746,   2124.68921 
    123,   2872.32568,   2130.39966 
    124,   6975.71094,   2076.59106 
    125,   6565.36768,   2083.16626 
    126,   6155.02881,   2090.00098 
    127,   5744.69385,   2097.09521 
    128,   5334.36426,   2104.44873 
    129,   9437.72754,   2020.95178 
    130,   9027.38281,   2030.36365 
    131,   8617.04395,   2040.00195 
    132,   8206.70996,    2049.8667 
    133,   7796.38086,   2059.95776 
    134,   11899.6934,   1946.76379 
    135,   11489.3135,   1957.92212 
    136,   11078.9609,   1970.00159 
    137,   10668.6357,    1983.0022 
    138,   10258.3398,   1996.92383 
    139,   14361.7686,   1859.58032 
    140,   13951.4258,   1874.73315 
    141,   13541.0869,   1890.00415 
    142,    13130.752,   1905.39343 
    143,   12720.4229,   1920.90088 
    144,   16823.7949,   1753.83179 
    145,   16413.4551,   1771.89343 
    146,   16003.1182,   1789.99561 
    147,   15592.7822,   1808.13831 
    148,   15182.4482,   1826.32178 
    149,   19286.0234,   1635.07361 
    150,   18875.8027,   1658.30078 
    151,    18465.498,    1679.9884 
    152,   18055.1152,   1700.13611 
    153,   17644.6582,   1718.74377 
    154,   21747.8652,   1492.19141 
    155,    21337.543,   1516.18213 
    156,   20927.2129,   1539.98901 
    157,   20516.8711,   1563.61218 
    158,   20106.5176,   1587.05151 
    159,   24209.9121,   1336.28931 
    160,   23799.6094,   1363.31714 
    161,   23389.2832,   1390.00391 
    162,   22978.9355,   1416.34937 
    163,   22568.5664,   1442.35376 
    164,   26671.8379,   1161.77979 
    165,   26261.4785,   1190.77881 
    166,   25851.1348,   1219.99231 
    167,   25440.8047,   1249.42041 
    168,   25030.4922,   1279.06311 
    169,   29134.0449,   974.229126 
    170,   28723.7969,    1007.4881 
    171,   28313.4883,   1039.99438 
    172,   27903.1211,   1071.74768 
    173,   27492.6953,   1102.74805 
    174,   31595.8027,   764.175232 
    175,   31185.3984,   798.321899 
    176,   30775.0391,   832.999451 
    177,   30364.7246,   868.208008 
    178,   29954.4551,   903.947388 
    179,   34058.0742,   543.265564 
    180,   33647.8203,   581.934082 
    181,   33237.5117,   619.997803 
    182,   32827.1484,   657.456726 
    183,   32416.7266,   694.310669 
    184,    36519.832,   299.823975 
    185,   36109.4219,   339.661957 
    186,   35699.0586,   379.997833 
    187,   35288.7461,   420.831573 
    188,   34878.4844,   462.163147 
    189,   38982.1367,   44.9442406 
    190,   38571.8984,   89.2765121 
    191,   38161.5938,   132.996719 
    192,   37751.2227,   176.104767 
    193,   37340.7891,   218.600555 
*Element, type=T2D2 
1,  1, 34 
2, 34, 35 
3, 35, 36 
4, 36, 37 
5, 37, 38 
6, 38,  2 
 7,  2, 39 
 8, 39, 40 
 9, 40, 41 
10, 41, 42 
11, 42, 43 
12, 43,  3 
13,  3, 44 
14, 44, 45 
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15, 45, 46 
16, 46, 47 
17, 47, 48 
18, 48,  4 
19,  4, 49 
20, 49, 50 
21, 50, 51 
22, 51, 52 
23, 52, 53 
24, 53,  5 
25,  5, 54 
26, 54, 55 
27, 55, 56 
28, 56, 57 
29, 57, 58 
30, 58,  6 
31,  6, 59 
32, 59, 60 
33, 60, 61 
34, 61, 62 
35, 62, 63 
36, 63,  7 
37,  7, 64 
38, 64, 65 
39, 65, 66 
40, 66, 67 
41, 67, 68 
42, 68,  8 
43,  8, 69 
44, 69, 70 
45, 70, 71 
46, 71, 72 
47, 72, 73 
48, 73,  9 
49,  9, 74 
50, 74, 75 
51, 75, 76 
52, 76, 77 
53, 77, 78 
54, 78, 10 
55, 10, 79 
56, 79, 80 
57, 80, 81 
58, 81, 82 
59, 82, 83 
60, 83, 11 
61, 11, 84 
62, 84, 85 
63, 85, 86 
64, 86, 87 
65, 87, 88 
66, 88, 12 
67, 12, 89 
68, 89, 90 
69, 90, 91 
70, 91, 92 
71, 92, 93 
72, 93, 13 
73, 13, 94 
74, 94, 95 
75, 95, 96 
76, 96, 97 
77, 97, 98 
78, 98, 14 
79,  14,  99 
80,  99, 100 
81, 100, 101 
82, 101, 102 
83, 102, 103 
84, 103,  15 
85,  15, 104 
86, 104, 105 
87, 105, 106 
88, 106, 107 
89, 107, 108 
90, 108,  16 
91,  16, 109 
92, 109, 110 
93, 110, 111 
94, 111, 112 
95, 112, 113 
96, 113,  17 
 97,  18, 114 
 98, 114, 115 
 99, 115, 116 
100, 116, 117 
101, 117, 118 
102, 118,  17 
103,  19, 119 
104, 119, 120 
105, 120, 121 
106, 121, 122 
107, 122, 123 
108, 123,  18 
109,  20, 124 
110, 124, 125 
111, 125, 126 
112, 126, 127 
113, 127, 128 
114, 128,  19 
115,  21, 129 
116, 129, 130 
117, 130, 131 
118, 131, 132 
119, 132, 133 
120, 133,  20 
121,  22, 134 
122, 134, 135 
123, 135, 136 
124, 136, 137 
125, 137, 138 
126, 138,  21 
127,  23, 139 
128, 139, 140 
129, 140, 141 
130, 141, 142 
131, 142, 143 
132, 143,  22 
133,  24, 144 
134, 144, 145 
135, 145, 146 
136, 146, 147 
137, 147, 148 
138, 148,  23 
139,  25, 149 
140, 149, 150 
141, 150, 151 
142, 151, 152 
143, 152, 153 
144, 153,  24 
145,  26, 154 
146, 154, 155 
147, 155, 156 
148, 156, 157 
149, 157, 158 
150, 158,  25 
151,  27, 159 
152, 159, 160 
153, 160, 161 
154, 161, 162 
155, 162, 163 
156, 163,  26 
157,  28, 164 
158, 164, 165 
159, 165, 166 
160, 166, 167 
161, 167, 168 
162, 168,  27 
163,  29, 169 
164, 169, 170 
165, 170, 171 
166, 171, 172 
167, 172, 173 
168, 173,  28 
169,  30, 174 
170, 174, 175 
171, 175, 176 
172, 176, 177 
173, 177, 178 
174, 178,  29 
175,  31, 179 
176, 179, 180 
177, 180, 181 
178, 181, 182 
179, 182, 183 
180, 183,  30 
181,  32, 184 
182, 184, 185 
183, 185, 186 
184, 186, 187 
185, 187, 188 
186, 188,  31 
187,  33, 189 
188, 189, 190 
189, 190, 191 
190, 191, 192 
191, 192, 193 
192, 193,  32 
*Nset, nset=Btm_cable, generate 
   1,  193,    1 
*Elset, elset=Btm_cable, generate 
   1,  192,    1 
** Section: Cable 
*Solid Section, elset=Btm_cable, 
material=Cable 
100., 
*End Part 
**   
*Part, name=Btm_chord 
*Node 
      1,  -39392.3086,           0. 
      2,  -36930.2891,   260.484009 
      3,  -34468.2695,   503.992462 
      4,   -32006.252,   730.559692 
      5,  -29544.2324,   940.217529 
      6,  -27082.2129,   1132.99548 
      7,  -24620.1934,   1308.92041 
      8,  -22158.1738,   1468.01685 
      9,  -19696.1543,   1610.30713 
     10,  -17234.1348,   1735.81091 
     11,  -14772.1162,   1844.54578 
     12,  -12310.0967,   1936.52661 
     13,  -9848.07715,   2011.76636 
     14,  -7386.05811,   2070.27539 
     15,  -4924.03857,   2112.06177 
     16,  -2462.01929,   2137.13135 
     17,           0.,    2145.4873 
     18,   2462.01929,   2137.13135 
     19,   4924.03857,   2112.06177 
     20,   7386.05811,   2070.27539 
     21,   9848.07715,   2011.76636 
     22,   12310.0967,   1936.52661 
     23,   14772.1162,   1844.54578 
     24,   17234.1348,   1735.81091 
     25,   19696.1543,   1610.30713 
     26,   22158.1738,   1468.01685 
     27,   24620.1934,   1308.92041 
     28,   27082.2129,   1132.99548 
     29,   29544.2324,   940.217529 
     30,    32006.252,   730.559692 
     31,   34468.2695,   503.992462 
     32,   36930.2891,   260.484009 
     33,   39392.3086,           0. 
     34,  -38982.1367,   44.9442406 
     35,  -38571.8984,   89.2765121 
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     36,  -38161.5938,   132.996719 
     37,  -37751.2227,   176.104767 
     38,  -37340.7891,   218.600555 
     39,   -36519.832,   299.823975 
     40,  -36109.4219,   339.661957 
     41,  -35699.0586,   379.997833 
     42,  -35288.7461,   420.831573 
     43,  -34878.4844,   462.163147 
     44,  -34058.0742,   543.265564 
     45,  -33647.8203,   581.934082 
     46,  -33237.5117,   619.997803 
     47,  -32827.1484,   657.456726 
     48,  -32416.7266,   694.310669 
     49,  -31595.8027,   764.175232 
     50,  -31185.3984,   798.321899 
     51,  -30775.0391,   832.999451 
     52,  -30364.7246,   868.208008 
     53,  -29954.4551,   903.947388 
     54,  -29134.0449,   974.229126 
     55,  -28723.7969,    1007.4881 
     56,  -28313.4883,   1039.99438 
     57,  -27903.1211,   1071.74768 
     58,  -27492.6953,   1102.74805 
     59,  -26671.8379,   1161.77979 
     60,  -26261.4785,   1190.77881 
     61,  -25851.1348,   1219.99231 
     62,  -25440.8047,   1249.42041 
     63,  -25030.4922,   1279.06311 
     64,  -24209.9121,   1336.28931 
     65,  -23799.6094,   1363.31714 
     66,  -23389.2832,   1390.00391 
     67,  -22978.9355,   1416.34937 
     68,  -22568.5664,   1442.35376 
     69,  -21747.8652,   1492.19141 
     70,   -21337.543,   1516.18213 
     71,  -20927.2129,   1539.98901 
     72,  -20516.8711,   1563.61218 
     73,  -20106.5176,   1587.05151 
     74,  -19286.0234,   1635.07361 
     75,  -18875.8027,   1658.30078 
     76,   -18465.498,    1679.9884 
     77,  -18055.1152,   1700.13611 
     78,  -17644.6582,   1718.74377 
     79,  -16823.7949,   1753.83179 
     80,  -16413.4551,   1771.89343 
     81,  -16003.1182,   1789.99561 
     82,  -15592.7822,   1808.13831 
     83,  -15182.4482,   1826.32178 
     84,  -14361.7686,   1859.58032 
     85,  -13951.4258,   1874.73315 
     86,  -13541.0869,   1890.00415 
     87,   -13130.752,   1905.39343 
     88,  -12720.4229,   1920.90088 
     89,  -11899.6934,   1946.76379 
     90,  -11489.3135,   1957.92212 
     91,  -11078.9609,   1970.00159 
     92,  -10668.6357,    1983.0022 
     93,  -10258.3398,   1996.92383 
     94,  -9437.72754,   2020.95178 
     95,  -9027.38281,   2030.36365 
     96,  -8617.04395,   2040.00195 
     97,  -8206.70996,    2049.8667 
     98,  -7796.38086,   2059.95776 
     99,  -6975.71094,   2076.59106 
    100,  -6565.36768,   2083.16626 
    101,  -6155.02881,   2090.00098 
    102,  -5744.69385,   2097.09521 
    103,  -5334.36426,   2104.44873 
    104,  -4513.68066,   2113.68652 
    105,  -4103.32764,   2116.33252 
    106,  -3692.98218,   2120.00024 
    107,  -3282.64746,   2124.68921 
    108,  -2872.32568,   2130.39966 
    109,  -2051.68066,   2137.79663 
    110,  -1641.34253,   2138.75293 
    111,  -1231.00525,        2140. 
    112,  -820.668884,   2141.53809 
    113,   -410.33374,   2143.36743 
    114,   2051.68066,   2137.79663 
    115,   1641.34253,   2138.75293 
    116,   1231.00525,        2140. 
    117,   820.668884,   2141.53809 
    118,    410.33374,   2143.36743 
    119,   4513.68066,   2113.68652 
    120,   4103.32764,   2116.33252 
    121,   3692.98218,   2120.00024 
    122,   3282.64746,   2124.68921 
    123,   2872.32568,   2130.39966 
    124,   6975.71094,   2076.59106 
    125,   6565.36768,   2083.16626 
    126,   6155.02881,   2090.00098 
    127,   5744.69385,   2097.09521 
    128,   5334.36426,   2104.44873 
    129,   9437.72754,   2020.95178 
    130,   9027.38281,   2030.36365 
    131,   8617.04395,   2040.00195 
    132,   8206.70996,    2049.8667 
    133,   7796.38086,   2059.95776 
    134,   11899.6934,   1946.76379 
    135,   11489.3135,   1957.92212 
    136,   11078.9609,   1970.00159 
    137,   10668.6357,    1983.0022 
    138,   10258.3398,   1996.92383 
    139,   14361.7686,   1859.58032 
    140,   13951.4258,   1874.73315 
    141,   13541.0869,   1890.00415 
    142,    13130.752,   1905.39343 
    143,   12720.4229,   1920.90088 
    144,   16823.7949,   1753.83179 
    145,   16413.4551,   1771.89343 
    146,   16003.1182,   1789.99561 
    147,   15592.7822,   1808.13831 
    148,   15182.4482,   1826.32178 
    149,   19286.0234,   1635.07361 
    150,   18875.8027,   1658.30078 
    151,    18465.498,    1679.9884 
    152,   18055.1152,   1700.13611 
    153,   17644.6582,   1718.74377 
    154,   21747.8652,   1492.19141 
    155,    21337.543,   1516.18213 
    156,   20927.2129,   1539.98901 
    157,   20516.8711,   1563.61218 
    158,   20106.5176,   1587.05151 
    159,   24209.9121,   1336.28931 
    160,   23799.6094,   1363.31714 
    161,   23389.2832,   1390.00391 
    162,   22978.9355,   1416.34937 
    163,   22568.5664,   1442.35376 
    164,   26671.8379,   1161.77979 
    165,   26261.4785,   1190.77881 
    166,   25851.1348,   1219.99231 
    167,   25440.8047,   1249.42041 
    168,   25030.4922,   1279.06311 
    169,   29134.0449,   974.229126 
    170,   28723.7969,    1007.4881 
    171,   28313.4883,   1039.99438 
    172,   27903.1211,   1071.74768 
    173,   27492.6953,   1102.74805 
    174,   31595.8027,   764.175232 
    175,   31185.3984,   798.321899 
    176,   30775.0391,   832.999451 
    177,   30364.7246,   868.208008 
    178,   29954.4551,   903.947388 
    179,   34058.0742,   543.265564 
    180,   33647.8203,   581.934082 
    181,   33237.5117,   619.997803 
    182,   32827.1484,   657.456726 
    183,   32416.7266,   694.310669 
    184,    36519.832,   299.823975 
    185,   36109.4219,   339.661957 
    186,   35699.0586,   379.997833 
    187,   35288.7461,   420.831573 
    188,   34878.4844,   462.163147 
    189,   38982.1367,   44.9442406 
    190,   38571.8984,   89.2765121 
    191,   38161.5938,   132.996719 
    192,   37751.2227,   176.104767 
    193,   37340.7891,   218.600555 
*Element, type=B23 
1,  1, 34 
2, 34, 35 
3, 35, 36 
4, 36, 37 
5, 37, 38 
6, 38,  2 
 7,  2, 39 
 8, 39, 40 
 9, 40, 41 
10, 41, 42 
11, 42, 43 
12, 43,  3 
13,  3, 44 
14, 44, 45 
15, 45, 46 
16, 46, 47 
17, 47, 48 
18, 48,  4 
19,  4, 49 
20, 49, 50 
21, 50, 51 
22, 51, 52 
23, 52, 53 
24, 53,  5 
25,  5, 54 
26, 54, 55 
27, 55, 56 
28, 56, 57 
29, 57, 58 
30, 58,  6 
31,  6, 59 
32, 59, 60 
33, 60, 61 
34, 61, 62 
35, 62, 63 
36, 63,  7 
37,  7, 64 
38, 64, 65 
39, 65, 66 
40, 66, 67 
41, 67, 68 
42, 68,  8 
43,  8, 69 
44, 69, 70 
45, 70, 71 
46, 71, 72 
47, 72, 73 
48, 73,  9 
49,  9, 74 
50, 74, 75 
51, 75, 76 
52, 76, 77 
53, 77, 78 
54, 78, 10 
55, 10, 79 
56, 79, 80 
57, 80, 81 
58, 81, 82 
59, 82, 83 
60, 83, 11 
61, 11, 84 
62, 84, 85 
63, 85, 86 
64, 86, 87 
65, 87, 88 
66, 88, 12 
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67, 12, 89 
68, 89, 90 
69, 90, 91 
70, 91, 92 
71, 92, 93 
72, 93, 13 
73, 13, 94 
74, 94, 95 
75, 95, 96 
76, 96, 97 
77, 97, 98 
78, 98, 14 
79,  14,  99 
80,  99, 100 
81, 100, 101 
82, 101, 102 
83, 102, 103 
84, 103,  15 
85,  15, 104 
86, 104, 105 
87, 105, 106 
88, 106, 107 
89, 107, 108 
90, 108,  16 
91,  16, 109 
92, 109, 110 
93, 110, 111 
94, 111, 112 
95, 112, 113 
96, 113,  17 
 97,  18, 114 
 98, 114, 115 
 99, 115, 116 
100, 116, 117 
101, 117, 118 
102, 118,  17 
103,  19, 119 
104, 119, 120 
105, 120, 121 
106, 121, 122 
107, 122, 123 
108, 123,  18 
109,  20, 124 
110, 124, 125 
111, 125, 126 
112, 126, 127 
113, 127, 128 
114, 128,  19 
115,  21, 129 
116, 129, 130 
117, 130, 131 
118, 131, 132 
119, 132, 133 
120, 133,  20 
121,  22, 134 
122, 134, 135 
123, 135, 136 
124, 136, 137 
125, 137, 138 
126, 138,  21 
127,  23, 139 
128, 139, 140 
129, 140, 141 
130, 141, 142 
131, 142, 143 
132, 143,  22 
133,  24, 144 
134, 144, 145 
135, 145, 146 
136, 146, 147 
137, 147, 148 
138, 148,  23 
139,  25, 149 
140, 149, 150 
141, 150, 151 
142, 151, 152 
143, 152, 153 
144, 153,  24 
145,  26, 154 
146, 154, 155 
147, 155, 156 
148, 156, 157 
149, 157, 158 
150, 158,  25 
151,  27, 159 
152, 159, 160 
153, 160, 161 
154, 161, 162 
155, 162, 163 
156, 163,  26 
157,  28, 164 
158, 164, 165 
159, 165, 166 
160, 166, 167 
161, 167, 168 
162, 168,  27 
163,  29, 169 
164, 169, 170 
165, 170, 171 
166, 171, 172 
167, 172, 173 
168, 173,  28 
169,  30, 174 
170, 174, 175 
171, 175, 176 
172, 176, 177 
173, 177, 178 
174, 178,  29 
175,  31, 179 
176, 179, 180 
177, 180, 181 
178, 181, 182 
179, 182, 183 
180, 183,  30 
181,  32, 184 
182, 184, 185 
183, 185, 186 
184, 186, 187 
185, 187, 188 
186, 188,  31 
187,  33, 189 
188, 189, 190 
189, 190, 191 
190, 191, 192 
191, 192, 193 
192, 193,  32 
*Nset, nset=Btm_tube, generate 
   1,  193,    1 
*Elset, elset=Btm_tube, generate 
   1,  192,    1 
** Section: BC_tube  Profile: 
BC_Tube 
*Beam Section, elset=Btm_tube, 
material=Steel_tube, poisson = 0.3, 
temperature=GRADIENTS, 
section=BOX 
60., 60., 4., 4., 4., 4. 
0.,0.,-1. 
*End Part 
**   
*Part, name=L_Diags 
*Node 
      1,   27082.2129,   3716.61475 
      2,   29544.2324,   940.217529 
      3,   22158.1738,   4794.36572 
      4,   24620.1934,   1308.92041 
      5,   17234.1348,   5649.22314 
      6,   19696.1543,   1610.30713 
      7,   12310.0967,   6286.17773 
      8,   14772.1162,   1844.54578 
      9,   7386.05811,   6708.85352 
     10,   9848.07715,   2011.76636 
     11,   2462.01929,   6919.60986 
     12,   4924.03857,   2112.06177 
     13,    32006.252,   2409.45654 
     14,   34468.2695,   503.992462 
     15,  -2462.01929,   6919.60986 
     16,           0.,    2145.4873 
     17,  -7386.05811,   6708.85352 
     18,  -4924.03857,   2112.06177 
     19,  -12310.0967,   6286.17773 
     20,  -9848.07715,   2011.76636 
     21,  -17234.1348,   5649.22314 
     22,  -14772.1162,   1844.54578 
     23,  -22158.1738,   4794.36572 
     24,  -19696.1543,   1610.30713 
     25,  -27082.2129,   3716.61475 
     26,  -24620.1934,   1308.92041 
     27,   -32006.252,   2409.45654 
     28,  -29544.2324,   940.217529 
     29,  -29544.2324,   3092.18335 
     30,  -27082.2129,   1132.99548 
     31,  -24620.1934,   4283.72119 
     32,  -22158.1738,   1468.01685 
     33,  -19696.1543,   5249.31055 
     34,  -17234.1348,   1735.81091 
     35,  -14772.1162,   5994.68115 
     36,  -12310.0967,   1936.52661 
     37,  -9848.07715,   6524.12451 
     38,  -7386.05811,   2070.27539 
     39,  -4924.03857,   6840.62158 
     40,  -2462.01929,   2137.13135 
     41,   34468.2695,   1667.34753 
     42,   36930.2891,   260.484009 
     43,           0.,   6945.92725 
     44,   2462.01929,   2137.13135 
     45,   4924.03857,   6840.62158 
     46,   7386.05811,   2070.27539 
     47,   9848.07715,   6524.12451 
     48,   12310.0967,   1936.52661 
     49,   14772.1162,   5994.68115 
     50,   17234.1348,   1735.81091 
     51,   19696.1543,   5249.31055 
     52,   22158.1738,   1468.01685 
     53,   24620.1934,   4283.72119 
     54,   27082.2129,   1132.99548 
     55,   29544.2324,   3092.18335 
     56,    32006.252,   730.559692 
*Element, type=T2D2 
1, 1, 2 
2, 3, 4 
3, 5, 6 
4, 7, 8 
5,  9, 10 
6, 11, 12 
7, 13, 14 
8, 15, 16 
 9, 17, 18 
10, 19, 20 
11, 21, 22 
12, 23, 24 
13, 25, 26 
14, 27, 28 
15, 29, 30 
16, 31, 32 
17, 33, 34 
18, 35, 36 
19, 37, 38 
20, 39, 40 
21, 41, 42 
22, 43, 44 
23, 45, 46 
24, 47, 48 
25, 49, 50 
26, 51, 52 
315 
 
27, 53, 54 
28, 55, 56 
*Nset, nset=L_Diags, generate 
  1,  56,   1 
*Elset, elset=L_Diags, generate 
  1,  28,   1 
** Section: Diag_Cable 
*Solid Section, elset=L_Diags, 
material=Diag_Cable 
100., 
*End Part 
**   
*Part, name=R_Diags 
*Node 
      1,   4924.03857,   6840.62158 
      2,   2462.01929,   2137.13135 
      3,   9848.07715,   6524.12451 
      4,   7386.05811,   2070.27539 
      5,   14772.1162,   5994.68115 
      6,   12310.0967,   1936.52661 
      7,   19696.1543,   5249.31055 
      8,   17234.1348,   1735.81091 
      9,   24620.1934,   4283.72119 
     10,   22158.1738,   1468.01685 
     11,   29544.2324,   3092.18335 
     12,   27082.2129,   1132.99548 
     13,  -4924.03857,   2112.06177 
     14,  -2462.01929,   6919.60986 
     15,  -14772.1162,   1844.54578 
     16,  -12310.0967,   6286.17773 
     17,  -24620.1934,   1308.92041 
     18,  -22158.1738,   4794.36572 
     19,  -34468.2695,   503.992462 
     20,   -32006.252,   2409.45654 
     21,  -7386.05811,   2070.27539 
     22,  -4924.03857,   6840.62158 
     23,  -17234.1348,   1735.81091 
     24,  -14772.1162,   5994.68115 
     25,  -27082.2129,   1132.99548 
     26,  -24620.1934,   4283.72119 
     27,  -36930.2891,   260.484009 
     28,  -34468.2695,   1667.34753 
     29,   -32006.252,   730.559692 
     30,  -29544.2324,   3092.18335 
     31,  -22158.1738,   1468.01685 
     32,  -19696.1543,   5249.31055 
     33,  -12310.0967,   1936.52661 
     34,  -9848.07715,   6524.12451 
     35,  -2462.01929,   2137.13135 
     36,           0.,   6945.92725 
     37,  -29544.2324,   940.217529 
     38,  -27082.2129,   3716.61475 
     39,  -19696.1543,   1610.30713 
     40,  -17234.1348,   5649.22314 
     41,  -9848.07715,   2011.76636 
     42,  -7386.05811,   6708.85352 
     43,    32006.252,   2409.45654 
     44,   29544.2324,   940.217529 
     45,   27082.2129,   3716.61475 
     46,   24620.1934,   1308.92041 
     47,   22158.1738,   4794.36572 
     48,   19696.1543,   1610.30713 
     49,   17234.1348,   5649.22314 
     50,   14772.1162,   1844.54578 
     51,   12310.0967,   6286.17773 
     52,   9848.07715,   2011.76636 
     53,   7386.05811,   6708.85352 
     54,   4924.03857,   2112.06177 
     55,   2462.01929,   6919.60986 
     56,           0.,    2145.4873 
*Element, type=T2D2 
1, 1, 2 
2, 3, 4 
3, 5, 6 
4, 7, 8 
5,  9, 10 
6, 11, 12 
7, 13, 14 
8, 15, 16 
 9, 17, 18 
10, 19, 20 
11, 21, 22 
12, 23, 24 
13, 25, 26 
14, 27, 28 
15, 29, 30 
16, 31, 32 
17, 33, 34 
18, 35, 36 
19, 37, 38 
20, 39, 40 
21, 41, 42 
22, 43, 44 
23, 45, 46 
24, 47, 48 
25, 49, 50 
26, 51, 52 
27, 53, 54 
28, 55, 56 
*Nset, nset=R_diag, generate 
  1,  56,   1 
*Elset, elset=R_diag, generate 
  1,  28,   1 
** Section: Diag_Cable 
*Solid Section, elset=R_diag, 
material=Diag_Cable 
100., 
*End Part 
**   
*Part, name=Ties 
*Node 
      1,   4924.03857,   6840.62158 
      2,   4924.03857,   2112.06177 
      3,   9848.07715,   6524.12451 
      4,   9848.07715,   2011.76636 
      5,   14772.1162,   5994.68115 
      6,   14772.1162,   1844.54578 
      7,   19696.1543,   5249.31055 
      8,   19696.1543,   1610.30713 
      9,   24620.1934,   4283.72119 
     10,   24620.1934,   1308.92041 
     11,   29544.2324,   3092.18335 
     12,   29544.2324,   940.217529 
     13,   34468.2695,   1667.34753 
     14,   34468.2695,   503.992462 
     15,           0.,   6945.92725 
     16,           0.,    2145.4873 
     17,  -4924.03857,   6840.62158 
     18,  -4924.03857,   2112.06177 
     19,  -9848.07715,   6524.12451 
     20,  -9848.07715,   2011.76636 
     21,  -14772.1162,   5994.68115 
     22,  -14772.1162,   1844.54578 
     23,  -19696.1543,   5249.31055 
     24,  -19696.1543,   1610.30713 
     25,  -24620.1934,   4283.72119 
     26,  -24620.1934,   1308.92041 
     27,  -29544.2324,   3092.18335 
     28,  -29544.2324,   940.217529 
     29,  -34468.2695,   1667.34753 
     30,  -34468.2695,   503.992462 
     31,  -36930.2891,   864.644775 
     32,  -36930.2891,   260.484009 
     33,   -32006.252,   2409.45654 
     34,   -32006.252,   730.559692 
     35,  -27082.2129,   3716.61475 
     36,  -27082.2129,   1132.99548 
     37,  -22158.1738,   4794.36572 
     38,  -22158.1738,   1468.01685 
     39,  -17234.1348,   5649.22314 
     40,  -17234.1348,   1735.81091 
     41,  -12310.0967,   6286.17773 
     42,  -12310.0967,   1936.52661 
     43,  -7386.05811,   6708.85352 
     44,  -7386.05811,   2070.27539 
     45,  -2462.01929,   6919.60986 
     46,  -2462.01929,   2137.13135 
     47,   36930.2891,   864.644775 
     48,   36930.2891,   260.484009 
     49,    32006.252,   2409.45654 
     50,    32006.252,   730.559692 
     51,   27082.2129,   3716.61475 
     52,   27082.2129,   1132.99548 
     53,   22158.1738,   4794.36572 
     54,   22158.1738,   1468.01685 
     55,   17234.1348,   5649.22314 
     56,   17234.1348,   1735.81091 
     57,   12310.0967,   6286.17773 
     58,   12310.0967,   1936.52661 
     59,   7386.05811,   6708.85352 
     60,   7386.05811,   2070.27539 
     61,   2462.01929,   6919.60986 
     62,   2462.01929,   2137.13135 
*Element, type=B23 
1, 1, 2 
2, 3, 4 
3, 5, 6 
4, 7, 8 
5,  9, 10 
6, 11, 12 
7, 13, 14 
8, 15, 16 
 9, 17, 18 
10, 19, 20 
11, 21, 22 
12, 23, 24 
13, 25, 26 
14, 27, 28 
15, 29, 30 
16, 31, 32 
17, 33, 34 
18, 35, 36 
19, 37, 38 
20, 39, 40 
21, 41, 42 
22, 43, 44 
23, 45, 46 
24, 47, 48 
25, 49, 50 
26, 51, 52 
27, 53, 54 
28, 55, 56 
29, 57, 58 
30, 59, 60 
31, 61, 62 
*Nset, nset=Ties, generate 
  1,  62,   1 
*Elset, elset=Ties, generate 
  1,  31,   1 
** Section: Connectors  Profile: 
BC_Tube 
*Beam Section, elset=Ties, 
material=Connectors, poisson = 0.3, 
temperature=GRADIENTS, 
section=BOX 
60., 60., 4., 4., 4., 4. 
0.,0.,-1. 
*End Part 
**   
*Part, name=Top_chord 
*Node 
      1,  -39392.3086,           0. 
      2,  -36930.2891,   864.644775 
      3,  -34468.2695,   1667.34753 
      4,   -32006.252,   2409.45654 
316 
 
      5,  -29544.2324,   3092.18335 
      6,  -27082.2129,   3716.61475 
      7,  -24620.1934,   4283.72119 
      8,  -22158.1738,   4794.36572 
      9,  -19696.1543,   5249.31055 
     10,  -17234.1348,   5649.22314 
     11,  -14772.1162,   5994.68115 
     12,  -12310.0967,   6286.17773 
     13,  -9848.07715,   6524.12451 
     14,  -7386.05811,   6708.85352 
     15,  -4924.03857,   6840.62158 
     16,  -2462.01929,   6919.60986 
     17,           0.,   6945.92725 
     18,   2462.01929,   6919.60986 
     19,   4924.03857,   6840.62158 
     20,   7386.05811,   6708.85352 
     21,   9848.07715,   6524.12451 
     22,   12310.0967,   6286.17773 
     23,   14772.1162,   5994.68115 
     24,   17234.1348,   5649.22314 
     25,   19696.1543,   5249.31055 
     26,   22158.1738,   4794.36572 
     27,   24620.1934,   4283.72119 
     28,   27082.2129,   3716.61475 
     29,   29544.2324,   3092.18335 
     30,    32006.252,   2409.45654 
     31,   34468.2695,   1667.34753 
     32,   36930.2891,   864.644775 
     33,   39392.3086,           0. 
     34,  -39228.4102,   58.3032303 
     35,  -39064.4727,   116.512222 
     36,  -38900.5039,   174.626968 
     37,  -38736.5039,   232.647415 
     38,  -38572.4648,   290.573578 
     39,  -38408.3984,   348.405426 
     40,  -38244.2969,   406.142944 
     41,  -38080.1602,   463.786102 
     42,  -37915.9922,     521.3349 
     43,   -37751.793,   578.789307 
     44,  -37587.5586,   636.149292 
     45,  -37423.2891,   693.414856 
     46,  -37258.9883,   750.585938 
     47,  -37094.6563,   807.662598 
     48,  -36765.6992,   916.749207 
     49,  -36601.1758,   969.055298 
     50,  -36436.7148,   1021.56293 
     51,  -36272.3164,   1074.27209 
     52,  -36107.9844,   1127.18262 
     53,  -35943.7148,   1180.29443 
     54,  -35779.5117,   1233.60754 
     55,   -35615.375,   1287.12183 
     56,  -35451.3047,   1340.83716 
     57,  -35287.3008,   1394.75354 
     58,  -35123.3594,   1448.87085 
     59,  -34959.4883,   1503.18896 
     60,  -34795.6836,   1557.70776 
     61,  -34631.9414,   1612.42737 
     62,  -34304.2617,   1717.23694 
     63,  -34140.2344,   1767.06714 
     64,  -33976.1914,   1816.83789 
     65,  -33812.1289,   1866.54932 
     66,  -33648.0469,   1916.20142 
     67,  -33483.9453,   1965.79419 
     68,   -33319.832,   2015.32751 
     69,  -33155.6953,   2064.80151 
     70,   -32991.543,   2114.21606 
     71,  -32827.3711,   2163.57129 
     72,  -32663.1836,   2212.86719 
     73,  -32498.9766,   2262.10352 
     74,  -32334.7539,   2311.28076 
     75,  -32170.5117,   2360.39819 
     76,  -31842.0527,   2454.73828 
     77,  -31677.8633,   2500.05347 
     78,  -31513.6816,    2545.4021 
     79,  -31349.5098,   2590.78394 
     80,  -31185.3477,   2636.19897 
     81,  -31021.1953,   2681.64746 
     82,  -30857.0508,   2727.12939 
     83,   -30692.916,   2772.64453 
     84,   -30528.791,   2818.19287 
     85,  -30364.6738,   2863.77466 
     86,  -30200.5684,   2909.38989 
     87,  -30036.4707,   2955.03833 
     88,  -29872.3809,   3000.71997 
     89,  -29708.3027,   3046.43506 
     90,  -29380.4434,   3135.15796 
     91,  -29216.6035,   3177.94067 
     92,  -29052.7129,   3220.53125 
     93,  -28888.7734,   3262.92969 
     94,  -28724.7832,   3305.13599 
     95,  -28560.7461,    3347.1499 
     96,  -28396.6582,   3388.97168 
     97,  -28232.5215,   3430.60083 
     98,  -28068.3359,   3472.03784 
     99,  -27904.1016,   3513.28223 
    100,  -27739.8203,   3554.33398 
    101,  -27575.4902,   3595.19312 
    102,  -27411.1113,   3635.85986 
    103,  -27246.6855,   3676.33374 
    104,  -26918.0625,   3754.35132 
    105,  -26753.9141,    3792.0979 
    106,  -26589.7676,   3829.85449 
    107,   -26425.623,   3867.62134 
    108,  -26261.4824,   3905.39819 
    109,  -26097.3418,   3943.18506 
    110,  -25933.2051,   3980.98218 
    111,  -25769.0703,   4018.78931 
    112,  -25604.9395,   4056.60645 
    113,  -25440.8086,   4094.43359 
    114,  -25276.6816,     4132.271 
    115,  -25112.5566,   4170.11865 
    116,  -24948.4336,   4207.97607 
    117,  -24784.3125,   4245.84375 
    118,  -24456.1113,   4318.01758 
    119,  -24292.0215,   4352.27783 
    120,  -24127.9258,   4386.50195 
    121,  -23963.8203,   4420.68994 
    122,   -23799.709,   4454.84131 
    123,  -23635.5898,   4488.95703 
    124,  -23471.4609,   4523.03613 
    125,  -23307.3262,    4557.0791 
    126,  -23143.1855,   4591.08594 
    127,  -22979.0352,   4625.05615 
    128,  -22814.8789,   4658.99072 
    129,  -22650.7129,   4692.88867 
    130,   -22486.541,   4726.75049 
    131,  -22322.3613,   4760.57617 
    132,  -21993.9551,   4824.23291 
    133,  -21829.7461,   4854.16602 
    134,  -21665.5508,   4884.16504 
    135,  -21501.3672,   4914.23047 
    136,  -21337.1973,   4944.36182 
    137,  -21173.0371,   4974.55908 
    138,  -21008.8906,   5004.82275 
    139,  -20844.7559,   5035.15234 
    140,  -20680.6328,   5065.54834 
    141,  -20516.5215,   5096.01025 
    142,  -20352.4238,   5126.53809 
    143,  -20188.3379,   5157.13232 
    144,  -20024.2656,   5187.79199 
    145,  -19860.2031,   5218.51807 
    146,  -19532.0527,   5276.16504 
    147,  -19367.9434,    5302.9917 
    148,   -19203.832,   5329.79053 
    149,  -19039.7148,   5356.56201 
    150,  -18875.5938,   5383.30615 
    151,  -18711.4688,   5410.02197 
    152,  -18547.3379,   5436.71045 
    153,  -18383.2031,   5463.37158 
    154,  -18219.0645,   5490.00439 
    155,  -18054.9219,   5516.61035 
    156,  -17890.7734,   5543.18799 
    157,  -17726.6211,   5569.73828 
    158,  -17562.4629,   5596.26074 
    159,  -17398.3008,   5622.75586 
    160,  -17069.9336,   5671.76514 
    161,  -16905.7402,   5694.37695 
    162,  -16741.5566,   5717.05908 
    163,  -16577.3828,   5739.81055 
    164,  -16413.2188,   5762.63184 
    165,  -16249.0645,   5785.52295 
    166,  -16084.9189,    5808.4834 
    167,  -15920.7842,   5831.51416 
    168,  -15756.6592,   5854.61475 
    169,  -15592.5439,   5877.78467 
    170,  -15428.4385,   5901.02441 
    171,  -15264.3428,   5924.33398 
    172,  -15100.2578,   5947.71338 
    173,  -14936.1816,    5971.1626 
    174,  -14607.9697,   6014.01709 
    175,  -14443.8262,   6033.36719 
    176,  -14279.6826,   6052.73096 
    177,   -14115.542,   6072.10889 
    178,  -13951.4023,   6091.50049 
    179,  -13787.2646,   6110.90576 
    180,  -13623.1279,    6130.3252 
    181,  -13458.9932,    6149.7583 
    182,  -13294.8604,   6169.20508 
    183,  -13130.7295,   6188.66602 
    184,  -12966.5996,   6208.14063 
    185,  -12802.4717,   6227.62939 
    186,  -12638.3447,   6247.13184 
    187,  -12474.2197,   6266.64795 
    188,  -12145.8418,   6300.76465 
    189,  -11981.6035,   6315.53418 
    190,  -11817.3818,   6330.48584 
    191,  -11653.1758,   6345.62012 
    192,  -11488.9873,   6360.93652 
    193,  -11324.8164,   6376.43506 
    194,  -11160.6621,   6392.11621 
    195,  -10996.5254,   6407.97949 
    196,  -10832.4072,    6424.0249 
    197,  -10668.3057,   6440.25244 
    198,  -10504.2236,    6456.6626 
    199,  -10340.1592,   6473.25488 
    200,  -10176.1133,    6490.0293 
    201,  -10012.0859,   6506.98584 
    202,  -9684.00977,   6537.31201 
    203,  -9519.93164,     6550.375 
    204,  -9355.84473,   6563.31348 
    205,  -9191.74707,   6576.12695 
    206,  -9027.64063,   6588.81641 
    207,  -8863.52344,   6601.38086 
    208,  -8699.39746,    6613.8208 
    209,  -8535.26172,   6626.13623 
    210,  -8371.11719,   6638.32715 
    211,  -8206.96289,   6650.39307 
    212,   -8042.7998,   6662.33447 
    213,  -7878.62793,   6674.15137 
    214,  -7714.44678,   6685.84326 
    215,  -7550.25684,   6697.41064 
    216,  -7221.99658,    6718.9458 
    217,  -7057.92383,   6728.85107 
    218,  -6893.83984,   6738.56982 
    219,  -6729.74512,   6748.10156 
    220,  -6565.63965,   6757.44678 
    221,  -6401.52344,   6766.60498 
    222,  -6237.39697,   6775.57617 
    223,  -6073.26025,   6784.36084 
    224,  -5909.11377,   6792.95898 
    225,  -5744.95752,   6801.36963 
    226,  -5580.79199,   6809.59375 
    227,   -5416.6167,   6817.63086 
    228,  -5252.43311,   6825.48145 
    229,  -5088.24023,   6833.14502 
317 
 
    230,  -4759.90332,   6845.85791 
    231,  -4595.76758,   6851.09863 
    232,  -4431.63232,   6856.34375 
    233,  -4267.49707,   6861.59277 
    234,   -4103.3623,   6866.84619 
    235,  -3939.22729,   6872.10352 
    236,  -3775.09253,   6877.36523 
    237,  -3610.95801,   6882.63086 
    238,  -3446.82349,   6887.90137 
    239,  -3282.68921,   6893.17529 
    240,  -3118.55493,    6898.4541 
    241,   -2954.4209,   6903.73633 
    242,  -2790.28687,   6909.02344 
    243,  -2626.15308,   6914.31445 
    244,  -2297.91016,   6923.16406 
    245,  -2133.79541,   6926.46094 
    246,   -1969.6759,   6929.50098 
    247,  -1805.55164,   6932.28369 
    248,  -1641.42334,   6934.80957 
    249,  -1477.29126,   6937.07861 
    250,  -1313.15588,   6939.08984 
    251,  -1149.01746,   6940.84473 
    252,  -984.876526,    6942.3418 
    253,  -820.733459,   6943.58252 
    254,  -656.588623,   6944.56543 
    255,  -492.442474,    6945.2915 
    256,   -328.29538,   6945.76074 
    257,  -164.147751,   6945.97217 
    258,   2297.91016,   6923.16406 
    259,   2133.79541,   6926.46094 
    260,    1969.6759,   6929.50098 
    261,   1805.55164,   6932.28369 
    262,   1641.42334,   6934.80957 
    263,   1477.29126,   6937.07861 
    264,   1313.15588,   6939.08984 
    265,   1149.01746,   6940.84473 
    266,   984.876526,    6942.3418 
    267,   820.733459,   6943.58252 
    268,   656.588623,   6944.56543 
    269,   492.442474,    6945.2915 
    270,    328.29538,   6945.76074 
    271,   164.147751,   6945.97217 
    272,   4759.90332,   6845.85791 
    273,   4595.76758,   6851.09863 
    274,   4431.63232,   6856.34375 
    275,   4267.49707,   6861.59277 
    276,    4103.3623,   6866.84619 
    277,   3939.22729,   6872.10352 
    278,   3775.09253,   6877.36523 
    279,   3610.95801,   6882.63086 
    280,   3446.82349,   6887.90137 
    281,   3282.68921,   6893.17529 
    282,   3118.55493,    6898.4541 
    283,    2954.4209,   6903.73633 
    284,   2790.28687,   6909.02344 
    285,   2626.15308,   6914.31445 
    286,   7221.99658,    6718.9458 
    287,   7057.92383,   6728.85107 
    288,   6893.83984,   6738.56982 
    289,   6729.74512,   6748.10156 
    290,   6565.63965,   6757.44678 
    291,   6401.52344,   6766.60498 
    292,   6237.39697,   6775.57617 
    293,   6073.26025,   6784.36084 
    294,   5909.11377,   6792.95898 
    295,   5744.95752,   6801.36963 
    296,   5580.79199,   6809.59375 
    297,    5416.6167,   6817.63086 
    298,   5252.43311,   6825.48145 
    299,   5088.24023,   6833.14502 
    300,   9684.00977,   6537.31201 
    301,   9519.93164,     6550.375 
    302,   9355.84473,   6563.31348 
    303,   9191.74707,   6576.12695 
    304,   9027.64063,   6588.81641 
    305,   8863.52344,   6601.38086 
    306,   8699.39746,    6613.8208 
    307,   8535.26172,   6626.13623 
    308,   8371.11719,   6638.32715 
    309,   8206.96289,   6650.39307 
    310,    8042.7998,   6662.33447 
    311,   7878.62793,   6674.15137 
    312,   7714.44678,   6685.84326 
    313,   7550.25684,   6697.41064 
    314,   12145.8418,   6300.76465 
    315,   11981.6035,   6315.53418 
    316,   11817.3818,   6330.48584 
    317,   11653.1758,   6345.62012 
    318,   11488.9873,   6360.93652 
    319,   11324.8164,   6376.43506 
    320,   11160.6621,   6392.11621 
    321,   10996.5254,   6407.97949 
    322,   10832.4072,    6424.0249 
    323,   10668.3057,   6440.25244 
    324,   10504.2236,    6456.6626 
    325,   10340.1592,   6473.25488 
    326,   10176.1133,    6490.0293 
    327,   10012.0859,   6506.98584 
    328,   14607.9697,   6014.01709 
    329,   14443.8262,   6033.36719 
    330,   14279.6826,   6052.73096 
    331,    14115.542,   6072.10889 
    332,   13951.4023,   6091.50049 
    333,   13787.2646,   6110.90576 
    334,   13623.1279,    6130.3252 
    335,   13458.9932,    6149.7583 
    336,   13294.8604,   6169.20508 
    337,   13130.7295,   6188.66602 
    338,   12966.5996,   6208.14063 
    339,   12802.4717,   6227.62939 
    340,   12638.3447,   6247.13184 
    341,   12474.2197,   6266.64795 
    342,   17069.9336,   5671.76514 
    343,   16905.7402,   5694.37695 
    344,   16741.5566,   5717.05908 
    345,   16577.3828,   5739.81055 
    346,   16413.2188,   5762.63184 
    347,   16249.0645,   5785.52295 
    348,   16084.9189,    5808.4834 
    349,   15920.7842,   5831.51416 
    350,   15756.6592,   5854.61475 
    351,   15592.5439,   5877.78467 
    352,   15428.4385,   5901.02441 
    353,   15264.3428,   5924.33398 
    354,   15100.2578,   5947.71338 
    355,   14936.1816,    5971.1626 
    356,   19532.0527,   5276.16504 
    357,   19367.9434,    5302.9917 
    358,    19203.832,   5329.79053 
    359,   19039.7148,   5356.56201 
    360,   18875.5938,   5383.30615 
    361,   18711.4688,   5410.02197 
    362,   18547.3379,   5436.71045 
    363,   18383.2031,   5463.37158 
    364,   18219.0645,   5490.00439 
    365,   18054.9219,   5516.61035 
    366,   17890.7734,   5543.18799 
    367,   17726.6211,   5569.73828 
    368,   17562.4629,   5596.26074 
    369,   17398.3008,   5622.75586 
    370,   21993.9551,   4824.23291 
    371,   21829.7461,   4854.16602 
    372,   21665.5508,   4884.16504 
    373,   21501.3672,   4914.23047 
    374,   21337.1973,   4944.36182 
    375,   21173.0371,   4974.55908 
    376,   21008.8906,   5004.82275 
    377,   20844.7559,   5035.15234 
    378,   20680.6328,   5065.54834 
    379,   20516.5215,   5096.01025 
    380,   20352.4238,   5126.53809 
    381,   20188.3379,   5157.13232 
    382,   20024.2656,   5187.79199 
    383,   19860.2031,   5218.51807 
    384,   24456.1113,   4318.01758 
    385,   24292.0215,   4352.27783 
    386,   24127.9258,   4386.50195 
    387,   23963.8203,   4420.68994 
    388,    23799.709,   4454.84131 
    389,   23635.5898,   4488.95703 
    390,   23471.4609,   4523.03613 
    391,   23307.3262,    4557.0791 
    392,   23143.1855,   4591.08594 
    393,   22979.0352,   4625.05615 
    394,   22814.8789,   4658.99072 
    395,   22650.7129,   4692.88867 
    396,    22486.541,   4726.75049 
    397,   22322.3613,   4760.57617 
    398,   26918.0625,   3754.35132 
    399,   26753.9141,    3792.0979 
    400,   26589.7676,   3829.85449 
    401,    26425.623,   3867.62134 
    402,   26261.4824,   3905.39819 
    403,   26097.3418,   3943.18506 
    404,   25933.2051,   3980.98218 
    405,   25769.0703,   4018.78931 
    406,   25604.9395,   4056.60645 
    407,   25440.8086,   4094.43359 
    408,   25276.6816,     4132.271 
    409,   25112.5566,   4170.11865 
    410,   24948.4336,   4207.97607 
    411,   24784.3125,   4245.84375 
    412,   29380.4434,   3135.15796 
    413,   29216.6035,   3177.94067 
    414,   29052.7129,   3220.53125 
    415,   28888.7734,   3262.92969 
    416,   28724.7832,   3305.13599 
    417,   28560.7461,    3347.1499 
    418,   28396.6582,   3388.97168 
    419,   28232.5215,   3430.60083 
    420,   28068.3359,   3472.03784 
    421,   27904.1016,   3513.28223 
    422,   27739.8203,   3554.33398 
    423,   27575.4902,   3595.19312 
    424,   27411.1113,   3635.85986 
    425,   27246.6855,   3676.33374 
    426,   31842.0527,   2454.73828 
    427,   31677.8633,   2500.05347 
    428,   31513.6816,    2545.4021 
    429,   31349.5098,   2590.78394 
    430,   31185.3477,   2636.19897 
    431,   31021.1953,   2681.64746 
    432,   30857.0508,   2727.12939 
    433,    30692.916,   2772.64453 
    434,    30528.791,   2818.19287 
    435,   30364.6738,   2863.77466 
    436,   30200.5684,   2909.38989 
    437,   30036.4707,   2955.03833 
    438,   29872.3809,   3000.71997 
    439,   29708.3027,   3046.43506 
    440,   34304.2617,   1717.23694 
    441,   34140.2344,   1767.06714 
    442,   33976.1914,   1816.83789 
    443,   33812.1289,   1866.54932 
    444,   33648.0469,   1916.20142 
    445,   33483.9453,   1965.79419 
    446,    33319.832,   2015.32751 
    447,   33155.6953,   2064.80151 
    448,    32991.543,   2114.21606 
    449,   32827.3711,   2163.57129 
    450,   32663.1836,   2212.86719 
    451,   32498.9766,   2262.10352 
    452,   32334.7539,   2311.28076 
    453,   32170.5117,   2360.39819 
    454,   36765.6992,   916.749207 
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    455,   36601.1758,   969.055298 
    456,   36436.7148,   1021.56293 
    457,   36272.3164,   1074.27209 
    458,   36107.9844,   1127.18262 
    459,   35943.7148,   1180.29443 
    460,   35779.5117,   1233.60754 
    461,    35615.375,   1287.12183 
    462,   35451.3047,   1340.83716 
    463,   35287.3008,   1394.75354 
    464,   35123.3594,   1448.87085 
    465,   34959.4883,   1503.18896 
    466,   34795.6836,   1557.70776 
    467,   34631.9414,   1612.42737 
    468,   39228.4102,   58.3032303 
    469,   39064.4727,   116.512222 
    470,   38900.5039,   174.626968 
    471,   38736.5039,   232.647415 
    472,   38572.4648,   290.573578 
    473,   38408.3984,   348.405426 
    474,   38244.2969,   406.142944 
    475,   38080.1602,   463.786102 
    476,   37915.9922,     521.3349 
    477,    37751.793,   578.789307 
    478,   37587.5586,   636.149292 
    479,   37423.2891,   693.414856 
    480,   37258.9883,   750.585938 
    481,   37094.6563,   807.662598 
*Element, type=B23 
 1,  1, 34 
 2, 34, 35 
 3, 35, 36 
 4, 36, 37 
 5, 37, 38 
 6, 38, 39 
 7, 39, 40 
 8, 40, 41 
 9, 41, 42 
10, 42, 43 
11, 43, 44 
12, 44, 45 
13, 45, 46 
14, 46, 47 
15, 47,  2 
16,  2, 48 
17, 48, 49 
18, 49, 50 
19, 50, 51 
20, 51, 52 
21, 52, 53 
22, 53, 54 
23, 54, 55 
24, 55, 56 
25, 56, 57 
26, 57, 58 
27, 58, 59 
28, 59, 60 
29, 60, 61 
30, 61,  3 
31,  3, 62 
32, 62, 63 
33, 63, 64 
34, 64, 65 
35, 65, 66 
36, 66, 67 
37, 67, 68 
38, 68, 69 
39, 69, 70 
40, 70, 71 
41, 71, 72 
42, 72, 73 
43, 73, 74 
44, 74, 75 
45, 75,  4 
46,  4, 76 
47, 76, 77 
48, 77, 78 
49, 78, 79 
50, 79, 80 
51, 80, 81 
52, 81, 82 
53, 82, 83 
54, 83, 84 
55, 84, 85 
56, 85, 86 
57, 86, 87 
58, 87, 88 
59, 88, 89 
60, 89,  5 
61,   5,  90 
62,  90,  91 
63,  91,  92 
64,  92,  93 
65,  93,  94 
66,  94,  95 
67,  95,  96 
68,  96,  97 
69,  97,  98 
70,  98,  99 
71,  99, 100 
72, 100, 101 
73, 101, 102 
74, 102, 103 
75, 103,   6 
76,   6, 104 
77, 104, 105 
78, 105, 106 
79, 106, 107 
80, 107, 108 
81, 108, 109 
82, 109, 110 
83, 110, 111 
84, 111, 112 
85, 112, 113 
86, 113, 114 
87, 114, 115 
88, 115, 116 
89, 116, 117 
90, 117,   7 
 91,   7, 118 
 92, 118, 119 
 93, 119, 120 
 94, 120, 121 
 95, 121, 122 
 96, 122, 123 
 97, 123, 124 
 98, 124, 125 
 99, 125, 126 
100, 126, 127 
101, 127, 128 
102, 128, 129 
103, 129, 130 
104, 130, 131 
105, 131,   8 
106,   8, 132 
107, 132, 133 
108, 133, 134 
109, 134, 135 
110, 135, 136 
111, 136, 137 
112, 137, 138 
113, 138, 139 
114, 139, 140 
115, 140, 141 
116, 141, 142 
117, 142, 143 
118, 143, 144 
119, 144, 145 
120, 145,   9 
121,   9, 146 
122, 146, 147 
123, 147, 148 
124, 148, 149 
125, 149, 150 
126, 150, 151 
127, 151, 152 
128, 152, 153 
129, 153, 154 
130, 154, 155 
131, 155, 156 
132, 156, 157 
133, 157, 158 
134, 158, 159 
135, 159,  10 
136,  10, 160 
137, 160, 161 
138, 161, 162 
139, 162, 163 
140, 163, 164 
141, 164, 165 
142, 165, 166 
143, 166, 167 
144, 167, 168 
145, 168, 169 
146, 169, 170 
147, 170, 171 
148, 171, 172 
149, 172, 173 
150, 173,  11 
151,  11, 174 
152, 174, 175 
153, 175, 176 
154, 176, 177 
155, 177, 178 
156, 178, 179 
157, 179, 180 
158, 180, 181 
159, 181, 182 
160, 182, 183 
161, 183, 184 
162, 184, 185 
163, 185, 186 
164, 186, 187 
165, 187,  12 
166,  12, 188 
167, 188, 189 
168, 189, 190 
169, 190, 191 
170, 191, 192 
171, 192, 193 
172, 193, 194 
173, 194, 195 
174, 195, 196 
175, 196, 197 
176, 197, 198 
177, 198, 199 
178, 199, 200 
179, 200, 201 
180, 201,  13 
181,  13, 202 
182, 202, 203 
183, 203, 204 
184, 204, 205 
185, 205, 206 
186, 206, 207 
187, 207, 208 
188, 208, 209 
189, 209, 210 
190, 210, 211 
191, 211, 212 
192, 212, 213 
193, 213, 214 
194, 214, 215 
195, 215,  14 
196,  14, 216 
197, 216, 217 
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198, 217, 218 
199, 218, 219 
200, 219, 220 
201, 220, 221 
202, 221, 222 
203, 222, 223 
204, 223, 224 
205, 224, 225 
206, 225, 226 
207, 226, 227 
208, 227, 228 
209, 228, 229 
210, 229,  15 
211,  15, 230 
212, 230, 231 
213, 231, 232 
214, 232, 233 
215, 233, 234 
216, 234, 235 
217, 235, 236 
218, 236, 237 
219, 237, 238 
220, 238, 239 
221, 239, 240 
222, 240, 241 
223, 241, 242 
224, 242, 243 
225, 243,  16 
226,  16, 244 
227, 244, 245 
228, 245, 246 
229, 246, 247 
230, 247, 248 
231, 248, 249 
232, 249, 250 
233, 250, 251 
234, 251, 252 
235, 252, 253 
236, 253, 254 
237, 254, 255 
238, 255, 256 
239, 256, 257 
240, 257,  17 
241,  18, 258 
242, 258, 259 
243, 259, 260 
244, 260, 261 
245, 261, 262 
246, 262, 263 
247, 263, 264 
248, 264, 265 
249, 265, 266 
250, 266, 267 
251, 267, 268 
252, 268, 269 
253, 269, 270 
254, 270, 271 
255, 271,  17 
256,  19, 272 
257, 272, 273 
258, 273, 274 
259, 274, 275 
260, 275, 276 
261, 276, 277 
262, 277, 278 
263, 278, 279 
264, 279, 280 
265, 280, 281 
266, 281, 282 
267, 282, 283 
268, 283, 284 
269, 284, 285 
270, 285,  18 
271,  20, 286 
272, 286, 287 
273, 287, 288 
274, 288, 289 
275, 289, 290 
276, 290, 291 
277, 291, 292 
278, 292, 293 
279, 293, 294 
280, 294, 295 
281, 295, 296 
282, 296, 297 
283, 297, 298 
284, 298, 299 
285, 299,  19 
286,  21, 300 
287, 300, 301 
288, 301, 302 
289, 302, 303 
290, 303, 304 
291, 304, 305 
292, 305, 306 
293, 306, 307 
294, 307, 308 
295, 308, 309 
296, 309, 310 
297, 310, 311 
298, 311, 312 
299, 312, 313 
300, 313,  20 
301,  22, 314 
302, 314, 315 
303, 315, 316 
304, 316, 317 
305, 317, 318 
306, 318, 319 
307, 319, 320 
308, 320, 321 
309, 321, 322 
310, 322, 323 
311, 323, 324 
312, 324, 325 
313, 325, 326 
314, 326, 327 
315, 327,  21 
316,  23, 328 
317, 328, 329 
318, 329, 330 
319, 330, 331 
320, 331, 332 
321, 332, 333 
322, 333, 334 
323, 334, 335 
324, 335, 336 
325, 336, 337 
326, 337, 338 
327, 338, 339 
328, 339, 340 
329, 340, 341 
330, 341,  22 
331,  24, 342 
332, 342, 343 
333, 343, 344 
334, 344, 345 
335, 345, 346 
336, 346, 347 
337, 347, 348 
338, 348, 349 
339, 349, 350 
340, 350, 351 
341, 351, 352 
342, 352, 353 
343, 353, 354 
344, 354, 355 
345, 355,  23 
346,  25, 356 
347, 356, 357 
348, 357, 358 
349, 358, 359 
350, 359, 360 
351, 360, 361 
352, 361, 362 
353, 362, 363 
354, 363, 364 
355, 364, 365 
356, 365, 366 
357, 366, 367 
358, 367, 368 
359, 368, 369 
360, 369,  24 
361,  26, 370 
362, 370, 371 
363, 371, 372 
364, 372, 373 
365, 373, 374 
366, 374, 375 
367, 375, 376 
368, 376, 377 
369, 377, 378 
370, 378, 379 
371, 379, 380 
372, 380, 381 
373, 381, 382 
374, 382, 383 
375, 383,  25 
376,  27, 384 
377, 384, 385 
378, 385, 386 
379, 386, 387 
380, 387, 388 
381, 388, 389 
382, 389, 390 
383, 390, 391 
384, 391, 392 
385, 392, 393 
386, 393, 394 
387, 394, 395 
388, 395, 396 
389, 396, 397 
390, 397,  26 
391,  28, 398 
392, 398, 399 
393, 399, 400 
394, 400, 401 
395, 401, 402 
396, 402, 403 
397, 403, 404 
398, 404, 405 
399, 405, 406 
400, 406, 407 
401, 407, 408 
402, 408, 409 
403, 409, 410 
404, 410, 411 
405, 411,  27 
406,  29, 412 
407, 412, 413 
408, 413, 414 
409, 414, 415 
410, 415, 416 
411, 416, 417 
412, 417, 418 
413, 418, 419 
414, 419, 420 
415, 420, 421 
416, 421, 422 
417, 422, 423 
418, 423, 424 
419, 424, 425 
420, 425,  28 
421,  30, 426 
422, 426, 427 
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423, 427, 428 
424, 428, 429 
425, 429, 430 
426, 430, 431 
427, 431, 432 
428, 432, 433 
429, 433, 434 
430, 434, 435 
431, 435, 436 
432, 436, 437 
433, 437, 438 
434, 438, 439 
435, 439,  29 
436,  31, 440 
437, 440, 441 
438, 441, 442 
439, 442, 443 
440, 443, 444 
441, 444, 445 
442, 445, 446 
443, 446, 447 
444, 447, 448 
445, 448, 449 
446, 449, 450 
447, 450, 451 
448, 451, 452 
449, 452, 453 
450, 453,  30 
451,  32, 454 
452, 454, 455 
453, 455, 456 
454, 456, 457 
455, 457, 458 
456, 458, 459 
457, 459, 460 
458, 460, 461 
459, 461, 462 
460, 462, 463 
461, 463, 464 
462, 464, 465 
463, 465, 466 
464, 466, 467 
465, 467,  31 
466,  33, 468 
467, 468, 469 
468, 469, 470 
469, 470, 471 
470, 471, 472 
471, 472, 473 
472, 473, 474 
473, 474, 475 
474, 475, 476 
475, 476, 477 
476, 477, 478 
477, 478, 479 
478, 479, 480 
479, 480, 481 
480, 481,  32 
*Nset, nset=Top_chord, generate 
   1,  481,    1 
*Elset, elset=Top_chord, generate 
   1,  480,    1 
** Section: TC_tube  Profile: 
TC_Tube 
*Beam Section, elset=Top_chord, 
material=Steel_tube, poisson = 0.3, 
temperature=GRADIENTS, 
section=BOX 
300., 300., 8., 8., 8., 8. 
0.,0.,-1. 
*End Part 
**   
** 
** ASSEMBLY 
** 
*Assembly, name=Assembly 
**   
*Instance, name=Btm_Cable-1, 
part=Btm_Cable 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name=Btm_chord-1, 
part=Btm_chord 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name=Ties-1, part=Ties 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name=Top_chord-1, 
part=Top_chord 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name=R_Diags-1, 
part=R_Diags 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name=L_Diags-1, 
part=L_Diags 
*End Instance 
**   
*Element, type=CONN2D2 
1, Btm_chord-1.33, Top_chord-1.33 
2, Ties-1.48, Btm_chord-1.32 
3, Top_chord-1.32, Ties-1.47 
4, Ties-1.13, Top_chord-1.31 
5, Btm_chord-1.31, Ties-1.14 
6, Ties-1.50, Btm_chord-1.30 
7, Top_chord-1.30, Ties-1.49 
8, Ties-1.11, Top_chord-1.29 
9, Btm_chord-1.29, Ties-1.12 
10, Ties-1.52, Btm_chord-1.28 
11, Top_chord-1.28, Ties-1.51 
12, Ties-1.9, Top_chord-1.27 
13, Btm_chord-1.27, Ties-1.10 
14, Ties-1.54, Btm_chord-1.26 
15, Top_chord-1.26, Ties-1.53 
16, Ties-1.7, Top_chord-1.25 
17, Btm_chord-1.25, Ties-1.8 
18, Ties-1.56, Btm_chord-1.24 
19, Top_chord-1.24, Ties-1.55 
20, Ties-1.5, Top_chord-1.23 
21, Btm_chord-1.23, Ties-1.6 
22, Ties-1.58, Btm_chord-1.22 
23, Top_chord-1.22, Ties-1.57 
24, Ties-1.3, Top_chord-1.21 
25, Btm_chord-1.21, Ties-1.4 
26, Ties-1.60, Btm_chord-1.20 
27, Top_chord-1.20, Ties-1.59 
28, Ties-1.1, Top_chord-1.19 
29, Btm_chord-1.19, Ties-1.2 
30, Ties-1.62, Btm_chord-1.18 
31, Top_chord-1.18, Ties-1.61 
32, Ties-1.15, Top_chord-1.17 
33, Btm_chord-1.17, Ties-1.16 
34, Ties-1.46, Btm_chord-1.16 
35, Top_chord-1.16, Ties-1.45 
36, Ties-1.17, Top_chord-1.15 
37, Btm_chord-1.15, Ties-1.18 
38, Ties-1.44, Btm_chord-1.14 
39, Top_chord-1.14, Ties-1.43 
40, Ties-1.19, Top_chord-1.13 
41, Btm_chord-1.13, Ties-1.20 
42, Ties-1.42, Btm_chord-1.12 
43, Top_chord-1.12, Ties-1.41 
44, Ties-1.21, Top_chord-1.11 
45, Btm_chord-1.11, Ties-1.22 
46, Ties-1.40, Btm_chord-1.10 
47, Top_chord-1.10, Ties-1.39 
48, Ties-1.23, Top_chord-1.9 
49, Btm_chord-1.9, Ties-1.24 
50, Ties-1.38, Btm_chord-1.8 
51, Top_chord-1.8, Ties-1.37 
52, Ties-1.25, Top_chord-1.7 
53, Btm_chord-1.7, Ties-1.26 
54, Ties-1.36, Btm_chord-1.6 
55, Top_chord-1.6, Ties-1.35 
56, Ties-1.27, Top_chord-1.5 
57, Btm_chord-1.5, Ties-1.28 
58, Ties-1.34, Btm_chord-1.4 
59, Top_chord-1.4, Ties-1.33 
60, Ties-1.29, Top_chord-1.3 
61, Btm_chord-1.3, Ties-1.30 
62, Ties-1.32, Btm_chord-1.2 
63, Top_chord-1.2, Ties-1.31 
64, Btm_chord-1.1, Top_chord-1.1 
*Connector Section, elset=Wire-1-Set-
1 
Join, 
*Element, type=CONN2D2 
65, Ties-1.33, L_Diags-1.27 
66, L_Diags-1.28, Ties-1.28 
67, Ties-1.27, L_Diags-1.29 
68, L_Diags-1.30, Ties-1.36 
69, Ties-1.35, L_Diags-1.25 
70, L_Diags-1.26, Ties-1.26 
71, Ties-1.25, L_Diags-1.31 
72, L_Diags-1.32, Ties-1.38 
73, Ties-1.37, L_Diags-1.23 
74, L_Diags-1.24, Ties-1.24 
75, Ties-1.23, L_Diags-1.33 
76, L_Diags-1.34, Ties-1.40 
77, Ties-1.39, L_Diags-1.21 
78, L_Diags-1.22, Ties-1.22 
79, Ties-1.21, L_Diags-1.35 
80, L_Diags-1.36, Ties-1.42 
81, Ties-1.41, L_Diags-1.19 
82, L_Diags-1.20, Ties-1.20 
83, Ties-1.19, L_Diags-1.37 
84, L_Diags-1.38, Ties-1.44 
85, Ties-1.43, L_Diags-1.17 
86, L_Diags-1.18, Ties-1.18 
87, Ties-1.17, L_Diags-1.39 
88, L_Diags-1.40, Ties-1.46 
89, Ties-1.45, L_Diags-1.15 
90, L_Diags-1.16, Ties-1.16 
91, Ties-1.15, L_Diags-1.43 
92, L_Diags-1.44, Ties-1.62 
93, Ties-1.61, L_Diags-1.11 
94, L_Diags-1.12, Ties-1.2 
95, Ties-1.1, L_Diags-1.45 
96, L_Diags-1.46, Ties-1.60 
97, Ties-1.59, L_Diags-1.9 
98, L_Diags-1.10, Ties-1.4 
99, Ties-1.3, L_Diags-1.47 
100, L_Diags-1.48, Ties-1.58 
101, Ties-1.57, L_Diags-1.7 
102, L_Diags-1.8, Ties-1.6 
103, Ties-1.5, L_Diags-1.49 
104, L_Diags-1.50, Ties-1.56 
105, Ties-1.55, L_Diags-1.5 
106, L_Diags-1.6, Ties-1.8 
107, Ties-1.7, L_Diags-1.51 
108, L_Diags-1.52, Ties-1.54 
109, Ties-1.53, L_Diags-1.3 
110, L_Diags-1.4, Ties-1.10 
111, Ties-1.9, L_Diags-1.53 
112, L_Diags-1.54, Ties-1.52 
113, Ties-1.51, L_Diags-1.1 
114, L_Diags-1.2, Ties-1.12 
115, Ties-1.11, L_Diags-1.55 
116, L_Diags-1.56, Ties-1.50 
117, Ties-1.49, L_Diags-1.13 
118, L_Diags-1.14, Ties-1.14 
119, Ties-1.13, L_Diags-1.41 
120, L_Diags-1.42, Ties-1.48 
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*Connector Section, elset=Wire-4-Set-
1 
Join, 
*Element, type=CONN2D2 
121, Ties-1.49, R_Diags-1.43 
122, R_Diags-1.44, Ties-1.12 
123, Ties-1.11, R_Diags-1.11 
124, R_Diags-1.12, Ties-1.52 
125, Ties-1.51, R_Diags-1.45 
126, R_Diags-1.46, Ties-1.10 
127, Ties-1.9, R_Diags-1.9 
128, R_Diags-1.10, Ties-1.54 
129, Ties-1.53, R_Diags-1.47 
130, R_Diags-1.48, Ties-1.8 
131, Ties-1.7, R_Diags-1.7 
132, R_Diags-1.8, Ties-1.56 
133, Ties-1.55, R_Diags-1.49 
134, R_Diags-1.50, Ties-1.6 
135, Ties-1.5, R_Diags-1.5 
136, R_Diags-1.6, Ties-1.58 
137, Ties-1.57, R_Diags-1.51 
138, R_Diags-1.52, Ties-1.4 
139, Ties-1.3, R_Diags-1.3 
140, R_Diags-1.4, Ties-1.60 
141, Ties-1.59, R_Diags-1.53 
142, R_Diags-1.54, Ties-1.2 
143, Ties-1.1, R_Diags-1.1 
144, R_Diags-1.2, Ties-1.62 
145, Ties-1.61, R_Diags-1.55 
146, R_Diags-1.56, Ties-1.16 
147, Ties-1.15, R_Diags-1.36 
148, R_Diags-1.35, Ties-1.46 
149, Ties-1.45, R_Diags-1.14 
150, R_Diags-1.13, Ties-1.18 
151, Ties-1.17, R_Diags-1.22 
152, R_Diags-1.21, Ties-1.44 
153, Ties-1.43, R_Diags-1.42 
154, R_Diags-1.41, Ties-1.20 
155, Ties-1.19, R_Diags-1.34 
156, R_Diags-1.33, Ties-1.42 
157, Ties-1.41, R_Diags-1.16 
158, R_Diags-1.15, Ties-1.22 
159, Ties-1.21, R_Diags-1.24 
160, R_Diags-1.23, Ties-1.40 
161, Ties-1.39, R_Diags-1.40 
162, R_Diags-1.39, Ties-1.24 
163, Ties-1.23, R_Diags-1.32 
164, R_Diags-1.31, Ties-1.38 
165, Ties-1.37, R_Diags-1.18 
166, R_Diags-1.17, Ties-1.26 
167, Ties-1.25, R_Diags-1.26 
168, R_Diags-1.25, Ties-1.36 
169, Ties-1.35, R_Diags-1.38 
170, R_Diags-1.37, Ties-1.28 
171, Ties-1.27, R_Diags-1.30 
172, R_Diags-1.29, Ties-1.34 
173, Ties-1.33, R_Diags-1.20 
174, R_Diags-1.19, Ties-1.30 
175, Ties-1.29, R_Diags-1.28 
176, R_Diags-1.27, Ties-1.32 
*Connector Section, elset=Wire-5-Set-
1 
Join, 
*Nset, nset=Left, instance=Top_chord-
1 
 1, 
*Nset, nset=Mid_top, 
instance=Top_chord-1 
 17, 
*Nset, nset=Mid_btm, instance=Ties-1 
 16, 
*Nset, nset=Right, 
instance=Top_chord-1 
 33, 
*Nset, nset=Wire-1-Set-1, 
instance=Btm_chord-1, generate 
  1,  33,   1 
*Nset, nset=Wire-1-Set-1, 
instance=Top_chord-1, generate 
  1,  33,   1 
*Nset, nset=Wire-1-Set-1, 
instance=Ties-1, generate 
  1,  62,   1 
*Elset, elset=Wire-1-Set-1, generate 
  1,  64,   1 
*Nset, nset=Set-6, 
instance=Top_chord-1, generate 
  2,  32,   1 
*Nset, nset=Set-7, 
instance=Top_chord-1, generate 
  2,  32,   1 
*Nset, nset=Wire-4-Set-1, 
instance=Ties-1 
  1,  2,  3,  4,  5,  6,  7,  8,  9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15, 16 
 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 
27, 28, 33, 35, 36, 37 
 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 48, 
49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54 
 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62 
*Nset, nset=Wire-4-Set-1, 
instance=L_Diags-1, generate 
  1,  56,   1 
*Elset, elset=Wire-4-Set-1, generate 
  65,  120,    1 
*Nset, nset=Wire-5-Set-1, 
instance=Ties-1 
  1,  2,  3,  4,  5,  6,  7,  8,  9, 10, 11, 12, 
15, 16, 17, 18 
 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 
29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35 
 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 
46, 49, 51, 52, 53, 54 
 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62 
*Nset, nset=Wire-5-Set-1, 
instance=R_Diags-1, generate 
  1,  56,   1 
*Elset, elset=Wire-5-Set-1, generate 
 121,  176,    1 
*Surface, type=NODE, 
name=Btm_chord-1_Btm_tube_CNS_, 
internal 
Btm_chord-1.Btm_tube, 1. 
*Surface, type=NODE, 
name=Btm_Cable-
1_Btm_cable_CNS_, internal 
Btm_Cable-1.Btm_cable, 1. 
** Constraint: Btm_Tube-Cable 
*Tie, name=Btm_Tube-Cable, 
adjust=yes 
Btm_Cable-1_Btm_cable_CNS_, 
Btm_chord-1_Btm_tube_CNS_ 
*End Assembly 
**  
** MATERIALS 
**  
*Material, name=Cable 
*Elastic 
125000., 0.3 
*Expansion 
 1.2e-05, 
*Plastic 
1860.,0. 
1860.,5. 
  10.,6. 
*Material, name=Connectors 
*Elastic 
600000., 0.3 
*Material, name=Diag_Cable 
*Elastic 
125000., 0.3 
*No Compression 
*Expansion 
 1.2e-05, 
*Material, name=Steel_tube 
*Elastic 
180000., 0.3 
*Plastic 
355., 0. 
355.,10. 
 10.,11. 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: Left_pinned Type: 
Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
Left, 1, 1 
Left, 2, 2 
** Name: Right_roller Type: 
Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary, fixed 
Right, 2, 2 
** -------------------------------------------
--------------------- 
**  
** STEP: Prestress 
**  
*Step, name=Prestress, nlgeom=YES 
*Static 
0.1, 1., 1e-20, 1. 
**  
** PREDEFINED FIELDS 
**  
** Name: Predefined Field-1   Type: 
Temperature 
*Temperature 
Btm_Cable-1.Btm_cable, -984. 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
LE, PE, PEEQ, PEMAG, S, SF 
*Contact Output 
CDISP, CSTRESS 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history 
*Energy Output 
ALLAE,  
*End Step 
** -------------------------------------------
--------------------- 
**  
** STEP: Loading 
**  
*Step, name=Loading, nlgeom=YES, 
inc=500 
*Static, riks 
0.1, 1., 1e-20, 0.5, ,  
**  
** LOADS 
**  
** Name: Load-1   Type: Concentrated 
force 
*Cload 
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Set-6, 2, -1000. 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
LE, PE, PEEQ, PEMAG, S, SF 
*Contact Output 
CDISP, CSTRESS 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history 
*Energy Output 
ALLAE,  
*End Step 
 
A.5 Appendix A.5: Input file for a typical FE model of trussed
arch of practical geometry under uplift load, as described
in Section 6.3.4.1
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The following input file is for the 
trussed arch on roller support with D1 
diagonal member arrangement and 
prestress level of Popt,t (FE-D1-Popt,t) 
subjected to uplift forces. 
 
*Heading 
** Job name: 
UPLIFT_FE_D1_Poptt_roller Model 
name: Model-1 
** Generated by: Abaqus/CAE 6.12-1 
*Preprint, echo=NO, model=NO, 
history=NO, contact=NO 
** 
** PARTS 
** 
*Part, name=Btm_Cable 
*Node 
      1,  -39392.3086,           0. 
      2,  -36930.2891,   260.484009 
      3,  -34468.2695,   503.992462 
      4,   -32006.252,   730.559692 
      5,  -29544.2324,   940.217529 
      6,  -27082.2129,   1132.99548 
      7,  -24620.1934,   1308.92041 
      8,  -22158.1738,   1468.01685 
      9,  -19696.1543,   1610.30713 
     10,  -17234.1348,   1735.81091 
     11,  -14772.1162,   1844.54578 
     12,  -12310.0967,   1936.52661 
     13,  -9848.07715,   2011.76636 
     14,  -7386.05811,   2070.27539 
     15,  -4924.03857,   2112.06177 
     16,  -2462.01929,   2137.13135 
     17,           0.,    2145.4873 
     18,   2462.01929,   2137.13135 
     19,   4924.03857,   2112.06177 
     20,   7386.05811,   2070.27539 
     21,   9848.07715,   2011.76636 
     22,   12310.0967,   1936.52661 
     23,   14772.1162,   1844.54578 
     24,   17234.1348,   1735.81091 
     25,   19696.1543,   1610.30713 
     26,   22158.1738,   1468.01685 
     27,   24620.1934,   1308.92041 
     28,   27082.2129,   1132.99548 
     29,   29544.2324,   940.217529 
     30,    32006.252,   730.559692 
     31,   34468.2695,   503.992462 
     32,   36930.2891,   260.484009 
     33,   39392.3086,           0. 
     34,   -39293.875,   10.8424234 
     35,  -39195.4336,   21.6496029 
     36,  -39096.9922,   32.4215355 
     37,  -38998.5469,   43.1582184 
     38,  -38900.0938,   53.8596535 
     39,  -38801.6406,   64.5258408 
     40,  -38703.1797,   75.1567764 
     41,  -38604.7188,   85.7524567 
     42,  -38506.2539,   96.3128815 
     43,  -38407.7813,   106.838051 
     44,  -38309.3086,   117.327965 
     45,   -38210.832,   127.782616 
     46,  -38112.3516,   138.202011 
     47,  -38013.8672,   148.586151 
     48,  -37915.3789,   158.935013 
     49,  -37816.8867,   169.248627 
     50,  -37718.3906,   179.526962 
     51,  -37619.8906,   189.770035 
     52,  -37521.3867,   199.977844 
     53,  -37422.8789,   210.150391 
     54,  -37324.3672,   220.287659 
     55,  -37225.8555,   230.389648 
     56,  -37127.3359,   240.456375 
     57,  -37028.8164,   250.487823 
     58,  -36831.7773,   269.880188 
     59,  -36733.2656,   279.305023 
     60,  -36634.7539,   288.758575 
     61,    -36536.25,   298.240814 
     62,  -36437.7461,    307.75174 
     63,  -36339.2461,   317.291321 
     64,  -36240.7461,   326.859619 
     65,  -36142.2539,   336.456573 
     66,  -36043.7617,   346.082214 
     67,  -35945.2695,   355.736542 
     68,  -35846.7852,   365.419556 
     69,  -35748.3008,   375.131226 
     70,  -35649.8203,   384.871582 
     71,  -35551.3398,   394.640625 
     72,  -35452.8672,   404.438354 
     73,  -35354.3945,    414.26474 
     74,  -35255.9258,   424.119781 
     75,   -35157.457,    434.00354 
     76,  -35058.9922,   443.915924 
     77,  -34960.5313,   453.857025 
     78,  -34862.0742,   463.826752 
     79,  -34763.6211,   473.825195 
     80,   -34665.168,   483.852264 
     81,  -34566.7188,    493.90802 
     82,  -34369.8281,   513.473145 
     83,  -34271.3828,   522.919006 
     84,  -34172.9375,   532.330078 
     85,  -34074.4844,   541.706299 
     86,  -33976.0313,   551.047668 
     87,  -33877.5703,   560.354248 
     88,  -33779.1094,   569.625977 
     89,  -33680.6445,   578.862854 
     90,  -33582.1758,    588.06488 
     91,  -33483.7031,   597.232117 
     92,  -33385.2305,   606.364502 
     93,  -33286.7539,   615.462097 
     94,  -33188.2695,    624.52478 
     95,  -33089.7852,   633.552673 
     96,  -32991.3008,   642.545715 
     97,  -32892.8086,   651.503906 
     98,  -32794.3164,   660.427307 
     99,  -32695.8184,   669.315796 
    100,  -32597.3184,   678.169434 
    101,  -32498.8145,   686.988281 
    102,  -32400.3086,   695.772278 
    103,  -32301.7988,   704.521362 
    104,  -32203.2871,   713.235657 
    105,  -32104.7715,     721.9151 
    106,  -31907.7402,   738.578979 
    107,  -31809.2305,   746.628906 
    108,  -31710.7246,   754.709351 
    109,  -31612.2207,   762.820435 
    110,  -31513.7188,   770.962097 
    111,  -31415.2207,   779.134338 
    112,  -31316.7227,   787.337158 
    113,  -31218.2305,   795.570618 
    114,  -31119.7383,   803.834595 
    115,    -31021.25,   812.129211 
    116,  -30922.7637,   820.454346 
    117,  -30824.2793,    828.81012 
    118,  -30725.7988,   837.196472 
    119,  -30627.3203,   845.613403 
    120,  -30528.8438,   854.060852 
    121,  -30430.3711,    862.53894 
    122,  -30331.9004,   871.047607 
    123,  -30233.4336,   879.586853 
    124,  -30134.9668,   888.156616 
    125,  -30036.5059,   896.757019 
    126,  -29938.0449,      905.388 
    127,  -29839.5879,     914.0495 
    128,  -29741.1328,   922.741638 
    129,  -29642.6816,   931.464294 
    130,   -29445.793,   948.448975 
    131,  -29347.3516,   956.637024 
    132,  -29248.9043,   964.781738 
    133,  -29150.4551,   972.883118 
    134,      -29052.,   980.941162 
    135,   -28953.543,   988.955811 
    136,   -28855.084,   996.927124 
    137,  -28756.6191,    1004.8551 
    138,  -28658.1523,   1012.73969 
    139,  -28559.6816,   1020.58093 
    140,   -28461.207,   1028.37878 
    141,  -28362.7285,    1036.1333 
    142,   -28264.248,   1043.84448 
    143,  -28165.7617,   1051.51233 
    144,  -28067.2754,   1059.13672 
    145,  -27968.7832,   1066.71777 
    146,  -27870.2891,   1074.25549 
    147,   -27771.791,   1081.74976 
    148,  -27673.2891,   1089.20068 
    149,  -27574.7852,   1096.60828 
    150,  -27476.2773,   1103.97241 
    151,  -27377.7656,   1111.29321 
    152,   -27279.252,   1118.57068 
    153,  -27180.7344,   1125.80481 
    154,  -26983.7227,   1139.88416 
    155,  -26885.2324,   1146.78516 
    156,  -26786.7422,   1153.69861 
    157,  -26688.2539,   1160.62439 
    158,  -26589.7656,    1167.5625 
    159,  -26491.2793,   1174.51294 
    160,   -26392.793,   1181.47583 
    161,  -26294.3066,   1188.45105 
    162,  -26195.8223,    1195.4386 
    163,  -26097.3398,   1202.43848 
    164,  -25998.8574,   1209.45081 
    165,   -25900.375,   1216.47546 
    166,  -25801.8945,   1223.51245 
    167,  -25703.4141,   1230.56177 
    168,  -25604.9355,   1237.62354 
    169,   -25506.457,   1244.69751 
    170,  -25407.9805,   1251.78394 
    171,  -25309.5039,   1258.88281 
    172,  -25211.0273,    1265.9939 
    173,  -25112.5527,   1273.11743 
    174,  -25014.0801,    1280.2533 
    175,  -24915.6074,   1287.40149 
    176,  -24817.1348,   1294.56213 
    177,  -24718.6641,   1301.73511 
    178,  -24521.7285,   1315.52002 
    179,  -24423.2617,   1322.09998 
    180,   -24324.793,    1328.6604 
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    181,  -24226.3242,   1335.20117 
    182,  -24127.8535,   1341.72217 
    183,  -24029.3828,   1348.22363 
    184,  -23930.9082,   1354.70532 
    185,  -23832.4336,   1361.16748 
    186,   -23733.959,   1367.60999 
    187,  -23635.4824,   1374.03284 
    188,  -23537.0039,   1380.43591 
    189,  -23438.5234,   1386.81946 
    190,   -23340.043,   1393.18335 
    191,  -23241.5605,   1399.52759 
    192,  -23143.0781,   1405.85217 
    193,  -23044.5918,   1412.15698 
    194,  -22946.1074,   1418.44226 
    195,  -22847.6191,   1424.70789 
    196,  -22749.1309,   1430.95386 
    197,  -22650.6406,   1437.18018 
    198,  -22552.1504,   1443.38684 
    199,  -22453.6582,   1449.57373 
    200,  -22355.1641,   1455.74109 
    201,  -22256.6699,   1461.88879 
    202,  -22059.7012,   1473.83545 
    203,  -21961.2266,   1479.64355 
    204,   -21862.752,   1485.44104 
    205,  -21764.2773,   1491.22791 
    206,  -21665.8008,   1497.00415 
    207,  -21567.3242,    1502.7699 
    208,  -21468.8477,   1508.52502 
    209,  -21370.3691,   1514.26953 
    210,  -21271.8926,   1520.00354 
    211,  -21173.4121,   1525.72693 
    212,  -21074.9336,    1531.4397 
    213,  -20976.4531,   1537.14185 
    214,  -20877.9727,    1542.8335 
    215,  -20779.4902,   1548.51453 
    216,  -20681.0078,   1554.18494 
    217,  -20582.5254,   1559.84485 
    218,   -20484.043,   1565.49414 
    219,  -20385.5586,   1571.13281 
    220,  -20287.0742,   1576.76086 
    221,  -20188.5898,   1582.37842 
    222,  -20090.1035,   1587.98523 
    223,  -19991.6172,   1593.58167 
    224,  -19893.1309,   1599.16736 
    225,  -19794.6426,   1604.74255 
    226,  -19597.7324,   1616.39136 
    227,  -19499.3047,   1622.38708 
    228,  -19400.8711,   1628.29407 
    229,  -19302.4316,   1634.11243 
    230,  -19203.9863,   1639.84216 
    231,  -19105.5371,   1645.48315 
    232,   -19007.084,   1651.03552 
    233,   -18908.625,   1656.49927 
    234,  -18810.1602,   1661.87427 
    235,  -18711.6914,   1667.16052 
    236,  -18613.2168,   1672.35828 
    237,  -18514.7402,   1677.46716 
    238,  -18416.2559,   1682.48743 
    239,  -18317.7695,   1687.41895 
    240,  -18219.2773,   1692.26184 
    241,  -18120.7813,   1697.01599 
    242,  -18022.2813,    1701.6814 
    243,  -17923.7773,   1706.25818 
    244,  -17825.2676,   1710.74622 
    245,  -17726.7559,   1715.14551 
    246,  -17628.2383,   1719.45605 
    247,  -17529.7188,   1723.67786 
    248,  -17431.1953,   1727.81091 
    249,   -17332.668,   1731.85535 
    250,  -17135.6543,    1740.1322 
    251,  -17037.1719,   1744.45593 
    252,  -16938.6895,   1748.78186 
    253,   -16840.209,   1753.11023 
    254,  -16741.7266,   1757.44092 
    255,  -16643.2461,   1761.77393 
    256,  -16544.7637,   1766.10925 
    257,  -16446.2832,   1770.44702 
    258,  -16347.8008,   1774.78699 
    259,  -16249.3203,   1779.12939 
    260,  -16150.8389,   1783.47412 
    261,  -16052.3584,   1787.82117 
    262,  -15953.8779,   1792.17053 
    263,  -15855.3965,   1796.52222 
    264,   -15756.916,   1800.87634 
    265,  -15658.4355,   1805.23279 
    266,  -15559.9551,   1809.59155 
    267,  -15461.4756,   1813.95264 
    268,  -15362.9951,   1818.31604 
    269,  -15264.5146,   1822.68176 
    270,  -15166.0352,   1827.04993 
    271,  -15067.5557,   1831.42029 
    272,  -14969.0752,   1835.79309 
    273,  -14870.5957,   1840.16821 
    274,  -14673.6328,   1848.14319 
    275,  -14575.1494,   1851.74756 
    276,   -14476.666,   1855.35876 
    277,  -14378.1826,   1858.97668 
    278,  -14279.7002,   1862.60144 
    279,  -14181.2168,   1866.23303 
    280,  -14082.7354,   1869.87134 
    281,  -13984.2529,    1873.5166 
    282,  -13885.7715,   1877.16858 
    283,  -13787.2891,   1880.82739 
    284,  -13688.8086,   1884.49304 
    285,  -13590.3271,   1888.16541 
    286,  -13491.8467,    1891.8446 
    287,  -13393.3662,   1895.53064 
    288,  -13294.8857,   1899.22351 
    289,  -13196.4053,   1902.92322 
    290,  -13097.9258,   1906.62964 
    291,  -12999.4463,   1910.34302 
    292,  -12900.9668,   1914.06311 
    293,  -12802.4883,   1917.78992 
    294,  -12704.0088,   1921.52368 
    295,  -12605.5313,   1925.26416 
    296,  -12507.0527,    1929.0116 
    297,  -12408.5742,   1932.76563 
    298,  -12211.5977,   1938.89954 
    299,  -12113.1006,   1941.32544 
    300,  -12014.6045,   1943.80444 
    301,  -11916.1094,   1946.33655 
    302,  -11817.6152,   1948.92175 
    303,   -11719.123,   1951.55994 
    304,  -11620.6328,   1954.25122 
    305,  -11522.1436,   1956.99548 
    306,  -11423.6553,   1959.79285 
    307,  -11325.1689,   1962.64331 
    308,  -11226.6846,   1965.54688 
    309,  -11128.2012,   1968.50342 
    310,  -11029.7197,   1971.51306 
    311,  -10931.2402,   1974.57568 
    312,  -10832.7617,   1977.69141 
    313,  -10734.2852,   1980.86023 
    314,  -10635.8105,   1984.08203 
    315,  -10537.3379,   1987.35693 
    316,  -10438.8662,   1990.68481 
    317,  -10340.3965,    1994.0658 
    318,  -10241.9287,   1997.49976 
    319,  -10143.4629,   2000.98694 
    320,   -10044.999,   2004.52698 
    321,  -9946.53711,   2008.12012 
    322,  -9749.59277,    2013.9502 
    323,  -9651.10938,   2016.14709 
    324,    -9552.625,   2018.35706 
    325,   -9454.1416,   2020.58008 
    326,   -9355.6582,   2022.81604 
    327,  -9257.17578,   2025.06519 
    328,  -9158.69238,   2027.32727 
    329,  -9060.20996,   2029.60242 
    330,  -8961.72852,   2031.89063 
    331,  -8863.24707,   2034.19177 
    332,  -8764.76563,    2036.5061 
    333,  -8666.28418,   2038.83337 
    334,  -8567.80371,   2041.17383 
    335,  -8469.32227,   2043.52722 
    336,  -8370.84277,   2045.89368 
    337,   -8272.3623,   2048.27319 
    338,   -8173.8833,   2050.66553 
    339,  -8075.40381,   2053.07129 
    340,   -7976.9248,   2055.48975 
    341,  -7878.44629,   2057.92139 
    342,  -7779.96826,   2060.36621 
    343,  -7681.49023,   2062.82397 
    344,  -7583.01221,   2065.29468 
    345,  -7484.53516,   2067.77856 
    346,  -7287.57422,   2071.76758 
    347,  -7189.09082,   2073.27466 
    348,  -7090.60791,   2074.79663 
    349,  -6992.12451,    2076.3335 
    350,  -6893.64209,    2077.8855 
    351,  -6795.15918,   2079.45239 
    352,  -6696.67725,   2081.03418 
    353,  -6598.19482,   2082.63086 
    354,  -6499.71289,   2084.24243 
    355,  -6401.23145,   2085.86914 
    356,     -6302.75,   2087.51074 
    357,  -6204.26904,   2089.16724 
    358,  -6105.78809,   2090.83862 
    359,  -6007.30762,   2092.52515 
    360,  -5908.82715,   2094.22632 
    361,  -5810.34717,   2095.94263 
    362,  -5711.86768,   2097.67383 
    363,  -5613.38818,   2099.42017 
    364,  -5514.90869,   2101.18115 
    365,  -5416.42969,   2102.95728 
    366,  -5317.95117,   2104.74829 
    367,  -5219.47266,    2106.5542 
    368,  -5120.99414,   2108.37524 
    369,   -5022.5166,   2110.21094 
    370,  -4825.55225,   2112.35864 
    371,  -4727.06641,   2112.71411 
    372,  -4628.58057,   2113.12866 
    373,  -4530.09473,   2113.60181 
    374,  -4431.60938,   2114.13403 
    375,  -4333.12451,   2114.72485 
    376,  -4234.63965,   2115.37476 
    377,  -4136.15527,   2116.08325 
    378,  -4037.67163,   2116.85083 
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    379,  -3939.18823,     2117.677 
    380,  -3840.70557,   2118.56226 
    381,  -3742.22314,    2119.5061 
    382,  -3643.74146,   2120.50903 
    383,   -3545.2605,   2121.57056 
    384,  -3446.78003,   2122.69116 
    385,  -3348.30029,   2123.87036 
    386,  -3249.82129,    2125.1084 
    387,  -3151.34302,   2126.40552 
    388,  -3052.86548,   2127.76123 
    389,  -2954.38892,   2129.17578 
    390,  -2855.91309,   2130.64917 
    391,  -2757.43823,    2132.1814 
    392,  -2658.96436,   2133.77271 
    393,  -2560.49146,   2135.42261 
    394,  -2363.53809,    2137.2644 
    395,  -2265.05664,   2137.41431 
    396,  -2166.57544,   2137.58105 
    397,  -2068.09424,    2137.7644 
    398,  -1969.61304,    2137.9646 
    399,  -1871.13184,    2138.1814 
    400,  -1772.65076,   2138.41528 
    401,  -1674.16956,   2138.66553 
    402,   -1575.6886,   2138.93286 
    403,  -1477.20752,    2139.2168 
    404,  -1378.72656,   2139.51758 
    405,  -1280.24573,   2139.83496 
    406,  -1181.76477,   2140.16919 
    407,  -1083.28406,   2140.52026 
    408,  -984.803284,   2140.88794 
    409,  -886.322632,   2141.27246 
    410,  -787.842041,   2141.67383 
    411,  -689.361511,    2142.0918 
    412,  -590.881042,   2142.52661 
    413,  -492.400665,   2142.97827 
    414,   -393.92038,   2143.44653 
    415,  -295.440155,   2143.93164 
    416,  -196.960007,   2144.43335 
    417,  -98.4799652,   2144.95215 
    418,   2363.53809,    2137.2644 
    419,   2265.05664,   2137.41431 
    420,   2166.57544,   2137.58105 
    421,   2068.09424,    2137.7644 
    422,   1969.61304,    2137.9646 
    423,   1871.13184,    2138.1814 
    424,   1772.65076,   2138.41528 
    425,   1674.16956,   2138.66553 
    426,    1575.6886,   2138.93286 
    427,   1477.20752,    2139.2168 
    428,   1378.72656,   2139.51758 
    429,   1280.24573,   2139.83496 
    430,   1181.76477,   2140.16919 
    431,   1083.28406,   2140.52026 
    432,   984.803284,   2140.88794 
    433,   886.322632,   2141.27246 
    434,   787.842041,   2141.67383 
    435,   689.361511,    2142.0918 
    436,   590.881042,   2142.52661 
    437,   492.400665,   2142.97827 
    438,    393.92038,   2143.44653 
    439,   295.440155,   2143.93164 
    440,   196.960007,   2144.43335 
    441,   98.4799652,   2144.95215 
    442,   4825.55225,   2112.35864 
    443,   4727.06641,   2112.71411 
    444,   4628.58057,   2113.12866 
    445,   4530.09473,   2113.60181 
    446,   4431.60938,   2114.13403 
    447,   4333.12451,   2114.72485 
    448,   4234.63965,   2115.37476 
    449,   4136.15527,   2116.08325 
    450,   4037.67163,   2116.85083 
    451,   3939.18823,     2117.677 
    452,   3840.70557,   2118.56226 
    453,   3742.22314,    2119.5061 
    454,   3643.74146,   2120.50903 
    455,    3545.2605,   2121.57056 
    456,   3446.78003,   2122.69116 
    457,   3348.30029,   2123.87036 
    458,   3249.82129,    2125.1084 
    459,   3151.34302,   2126.40552 
    460,   3052.86548,   2127.76123 
    461,   2954.38892,   2129.17578 
    462,   2855.91309,   2130.64917 
    463,   2757.43823,    2132.1814 
    464,   2658.96436,   2133.77271 
    465,   2560.49146,   2135.42261 
    466,   7287.57422,   2071.76758 
    467,   7189.09082,   2073.27466 
    468,   7090.60791,   2074.79663 
    469,   6992.12451,    2076.3335 
    470,   6893.64209,    2077.8855 
    471,   6795.15918,   2079.45239 
    472,   6696.67725,   2081.03418 
    473,   6598.19482,   2082.63086 
    474,   6499.71289,   2084.24243 
    475,   6401.23145,   2085.86914 
    476,      6302.75,   2087.51074 
    477,   6204.26904,   2089.16724 
    478,   6105.78809,   2090.83862 
    479,   6007.30762,   2092.52515 
    480,   5908.82715,   2094.22632 
    481,   5810.34717,   2095.94263 
    482,   5711.86768,   2097.67383 
    483,   5613.38818,   2099.42017 
    484,   5514.90869,   2101.18115 
    485,   5416.42969,   2102.95728 
    486,   5317.95117,   2104.74829 
    487,   5219.47266,    2106.5542 
    488,   5120.99414,   2108.37524 
    489,    5022.5166,   2110.21094 
    490,   9749.59277,    2013.9502 
    491,   9651.10938,   2016.14709 
    492,     9552.625,   2018.35706 
    493,    9454.1416,   2020.58008 
    494,    9355.6582,   2022.81604 
    495,   9257.17578,   2025.06519 
    496,   9158.69238,   2027.32727 
    497,   9060.20996,   2029.60242 
    498,   8961.72852,   2031.89063 
    499,   8863.24707,   2034.19177 
    500,   8764.76563,    2036.5061 
    501,   8666.28418,   2038.83337 
    502,   8567.80371,   2041.17383 
    503,   8469.32227,   2043.52722 
    504,   8370.84277,   2045.89368 
    505,    8272.3623,   2048.27319 
    506,    8173.8833,   2050.66553 
    507,   8075.40381,   2053.07129 
    508,    7976.9248,   2055.48975 
    509,   7878.44629,   2057.92139 
    510,   7779.96826,   2060.36621 
    511,   7681.49023,   2062.82397 
    512,   7583.01221,   2065.29468 
    513,   7484.53516,   2067.77856 
    514,   12211.5977,   1938.89954 
    515,   12113.1006,   1941.32544 
    516,   12014.6045,   1943.80444 
    517,   11916.1094,   1946.33655 
    518,   11817.6152,   1948.92175 
    519,    11719.123,   1951.55994 
    520,   11620.6328,   1954.25122 
    521,   11522.1436,   1956.99548 
    522,   11423.6553,   1959.79285 
    523,   11325.1689,   1962.64331 
    524,   11226.6846,   1965.54688 
    525,   11128.2012,   1968.50342 
    526,   11029.7197,   1971.51306 
    527,   10931.2402,   1974.57568 
    528,   10832.7617,   1977.69141 
    529,   10734.2852,   1980.86023 
    530,   10635.8105,   1984.08203 
    531,   10537.3379,   1987.35693 
    532,   10438.8662,   1990.68481 
    533,   10340.3965,    1994.0658 
    534,   10241.9287,   1997.49976 
    535,   10143.4629,   2000.98694 
    536,    10044.999,   2004.52698 
    537,   9946.53711,   2008.12012 
    538,   14673.6328,   1848.14319 
    539,   14575.1494,   1851.74756 
    540,    14476.666,   1855.35876 
    541,   14378.1826,   1858.97668 
    542,   14279.7002,   1862.60144 
    543,   14181.2168,   1866.23303 
    544,   14082.7354,   1869.87134 
    545,   13984.2529,    1873.5166 
    546,   13885.7715,   1877.16858 
    547,   13787.2891,   1880.82739 
    548,   13688.8086,   1884.49304 
    549,   13590.3271,   1888.16541 
    550,   13491.8467,    1891.8446 
    551,   13393.3662,   1895.53064 
    552,   13294.8857,   1899.22351 
    553,   13196.4053,   1902.92322 
    554,   13097.9258,   1906.62964 
    555,   12999.4463,   1910.34302 
    556,   12900.9668,   1914.06311 
    557,   12802.4883,   1917.78992 
    558,   12704.0088,   1921.52368 
    559,   12605.5313,   1925.26416 
    560,   12507.0527,    1929.0116 
    561,   12408.5742,   1932.76563 
    562,   17135.6543,    1740.1322 
    563,   17037.1719,   1744.45593 
    564,   16938.6895,   1748.78186 
    565,    16840.209,   1753.11023 
    566,   16741.7266,   1757.44092 
    567,   16643.2461,   1761.77393 
    568,   16544.7637,   1766.10925 
    569,   16446.2832,   1770.44702 
    570,   16347.8008,   1774.78699 
    571,   16249.3203,   1779.12939 
    572,   16150.8389,   1783.47412 
    573,   16052.3584,   1787.82117 
    574,   15953.8779,   1792.17053 
    575,   15855.3965,   1796.52222 
    576,    15756.916,   1800.87634 
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    577,   15658.4355,   1805.23279 
    578,   15559.9551,   1809.59155 
    579,   15461.4756,   1813.95264 
    580,   15362.9951,   1818.31604 
    581,   15264.5146,   1822.68176 
    582,   15166.0352,   1827.04993 
    583,   15067.5557,   1831.42029 
    584,   14969.0752,   1835.79309 
    585,   14870.5957,   1840.16821 
    586,   19597.7324,   1616.39136 
    587,   19499.3047,   1622.38708 
    588,   19400.8711,   1628.29407 
    589,   19302.4316,   1634.11243 
    590,   19203.9863,   1639.84216 
    591,   19105.5371,   1645.48315 
    592,    19007.084,   1651.03552 
    593,    18908.625,   1656.49927 
    594,   18810.1602,   1661.87427 
    595,   18711.6914,   1667.16052 
    596,   18613.2168,   1672.35828 
    597,   18514.7402,   1677.46716 
    598,   18416.2559,   1682.48743 
    599,   18317.7695,   1687.41895 
    600,   18219.2773,   1692.26184 
    601,   18120.7813,   1697.01599 
    602,   18022.2813,    1701.6814 
    603,   17923.7773,   1706.25818 
    604,   17825.2676,   1710.74622 
    605,   17726.7559,   1715.14551 
    606,   17628.2383,   1719.45605 
    607,   17529.7188,   1723.67786 
    608,   17431.1953,   1727.81091 
    609,    17332.668,   1731.85535 
    610,   22059.7012,   1473.83545 
    611,   21961.2266,   1479.64355 
    612,    21862.752,   1485.44104 
    613,   21764.2773,   1491.22791 
    614,   21665.8008,   1497.00415 
    615,   21567.3242,    1502.7699 
    616,   21468.8477,   1508.52502 
    617,   21370.3691,   1514.26953 
    618,   21271.8926,   1520.00354 
    619,   21173.4121,   1525.72693 
    620,   21074.9336,    1531.4397 
    621,   20976.4531,   1537.14185 
    622,   20877.9727,    1542.8335 
    623,   20779.4902,   1548.51453 
    624,   20681.0078,   1554.18494 
    625,   20582.5254,   1559.84485 
    626,    20484.043,   1565.49414 
    627,   20385.5586,   1571.13281 
    628,   20287.0742,   1576.76086 
    629,   20188.5898,   1582.37842 
    630,   20090.1035,   1587.98523 
    631,   19991.6172,   1593.58167 
    632,   19893.1309,   1599.16736 
    633,   19794.6426,   1604.74255 
    634,   24521.7285,   1315.52002 
    635,   24423.2617,   1322.09998 
    636,    24324.793,    1328.6604 
    637,   24226.3242,   1335.20117 
    638,   24127.8535,   1341.72217 
    639,   24029.3828,   1348.22363 
    640,   23930.9082,   1354.70532 
    641,   23832.4336,   1361.16748 
    642,    23733.959,   1367.60999 
    643,   23635.4824,   1374.03284 
    644,   23537.0039,   1380.43591 
    645,   23438.5234,   1386.81946 
    646,    23340.043,   1393.18335 
    647,   23241.5605,   1399.52759 
    648,   23143.0781,   1405.85217 
    649,   23044.5918,   1412.15698 
    650,   22946.1074,   1418.44226 
    651,   22847.6191,   1424.70789 
    652,   22749.1309,   1430.95386 
    653,   22650.6406,   1437.18018 
    654,   22552.1504,   1443.38684 
    655,   22453.6582,   1449.57373 
    656,   22355.1641,   1455.74109 
    657,   22256.6699,   1461.88879 
    658,   26983.7227,   1139.88416 
    659,   26885.2324,   1146.78516 
    660,   26786.7422,   1153.69861 
    661,   26688.2539,   1160.62439 
    662,   26589.7656,    1167.5625 
    663,   26491.2793,   1174.51294 
    664,    26392.793,   1181.47583 
    665,   26294.3066,   1188.45105 
    666,   26195.8223,    1195.4386 
    667,   26097.3398,   1202.43848 
    668,   25998.8574,   1209.45081 
    669,    25900.375,   1216.47546 
    670,   25801.8945,   1223.51245 
    671,   25703.4141,   1230.56177 
    672,   25604.9355,   1237.62354 
    673,    25506.457,   1244.69751 
    674,   25407.9805,   1251.78394 
    675,   25309.5039,   1258.88281 
    676,   25211.0273,    1265.9939 
    677,   25112.5527,   1273.11743 
    678,   25014.0801,    1280.2533 
    679,   24915.6074,   1287.40149 
    680,   24817.1348,   1294.56213 
    681,   24718.6641,   1301.73511 
    682,    29445.793,   948.448975 
    683,   29347.3516,   956.637024 
    684,   29248.9043,   964.781738 
    685,   29150.4551,   972.883118 
    686,       29052.,   980.941162 
    687,    28953.543,   988.955811 
    688,    28855.084,   996.927124 
    689,   28756.6191,    1004.8551 
    690,   28658.1523,   1012.73969 
    691,   28559.6816,   1020.58093 
    692,    28461.207,   1028.37878 
    693,   28362.7285,    1036.1333 
    694,    28264.248,   1043.84448 
    695,   28165.7617,   1051.51233 
    696,   28067.2754,   1059.13672 
    697,   27968.7832,   1066.71777 
    698,   27870.2891,   1074.25549 
    699,    27771.791,   1081.74976 
    700,   27673.2891,   1089.20068 
    701,   27574.7852,   1096.60828 
    702,   27476.2773,   1103.97241 
    703,   27377.7656,   1111.29321 
    704,    27279.252,   1118.57068 
    705,   27180.7344,   1125.80481 
    706,   31907.7402,   738.578979 
    707,   31809.2305,   746.628906 
    708,   31710.7246,   754.709351 
    709,   31612.2207,   762.820435 
    710,   31513.7188,   770.962097 
    711,   31415.2207,   779.134338 
    712,   31316.7227,   787.337158 
    713,   31218.2305,   795.570618 
    714,   31119.7383,   803.834595 
    715,     31021.25,   812.129211 
    716,   30922.7637,   820.454346 
    717,   30824.2793,    828.81012 
    718,   30725.7988,   837.196472 
    719,   30627.3203,   845.613403 
    720,   30528.8438,   854.060852 
    721,   30430.3711,    862.53894 
    722,   30331.9004,   871.047607 
    723,   30233.4336,   879.586853 
    724,   30134.9668,   888.156616 
    725,   30036.5059,   896.757019 
    726,   29938.0449,      905.388 
    727,   29839.5879,     914.0495 
    728,   29741.1328,   922.741638 
    729,   29642.6816,   931.464294 
    730,   34369.8281,   513.473145 
    731,   34271.3828,   522.919006 
    732,   34172.9375,   532.330078 
    733,   34074.4844,   541.706299 
    734,   33976.0313,   551.047668 
    735,   33877.5703,   560.354248 
    736,   33779.1094,   569.625977 
    737,   33680.6445,   578.862854 
    738,   33582.1758,    588.06488 
    739,   33483.7031,   597.232117 
    740,   33385.2305,   606.364502 
    741,   33286.7539,   615.462097 
    742,   33188.2695,    624.52478 
    743,   33089.7852,   633.552673 
    744,   32991.3008,   642.545715 
    745,   32892.8086,   651.503906 
    746,   32794.3164,   660.427307 
    747,   32695.8184,   669.315796 
    748,   32597.3184,   678.169434 
    749,   32498.8145,   686.988281 
    750,   32400.3086,   695.772278 
    751,   32301.7988,   704.521362 
    752,   32203.2871,   713.235657 
    753,   32104.7715,     721.9151 
    754,   36831.7773,   269.880188 
    755,   36733.2656,   279.305023 
    756,   36634.7539,   288.758575 
    757,     36536.25,   298.240814 
    758,   36437.7461,    307.75174 
    759,   36339.2461,   317.291321 
    760,   36240.7461,   326.859619 
    761,   36142.2539,   336.456573 
    762,   36043.7617,   346.082214 
    763,   35945.2695,   355.736542 
    764,   35846.7852,   365.419556 
    765,   35748.3008,   375.131226 
    766,   35649.8203,   384.871582 
    767,   35551.3398,   394.640625 
    768,   35452.8672,   404.438354 
    769,   35354.3945,    414.26474 
    770,   35255.9258,   424.119781 
    771,    35157.457,    434.00354 
    772,   35058.9922,   443.915924 
    773,   34960.5313,   453.857025 
    774,   34862.0742,   463.826752 
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    775,   34763.6211,   473.825195 
    776,    34665.168,   483.852264 
    777,   34566.7188,    493.90802 
    778,    39293.875,   10.8424234 
    779,   39195.4336,   21.6496029 
    780,   39096.9922,   32.4215355 
    781,   38998.5469,   43.1582184 
    782,   38900.0938,   53.8596535 
    783,   38801.6406,   64.5258408 
    784,   38703.1797,   75.1567764 
    785,   38604.7188,   85.7524567 
    786,   38506.2539,   96.3128815 
    787,   38407.7813,   106.838051 
    788,   38309.3086,   117.327965 
    789,    38210.832,   127.782616 
    790,   38112.3516,   138.202011 
    791,   38013.8672,   148.586151 
    792,   37915.3789,   158.935013 
    793,   37816.8867,   169.248627 
    794,   37718.3906,   179.526962 
    795,   37619.8906,   189.770035 
    796,   37521.3867,   199.977844 
    797,   37422.8789,   210.150391 
    798,   37324.3672,   220.287659 
    799,   37225.8555,   230.389648 
    800,   37127.3359,   240.456375 
    801,   37028.8164,   250.487823 
*Element, type=T2D2 
 1,  1, 34 
 2, 34, 35 
 3, 35, 36 
 4, 36, 37 
 5, 37, 38 
 6, 38, 39 
 7, 39, 40 
 8, 40, 41 
 9, 41, 42 
10, 42, 43 
11, 43, 44 
12, 44, 45 
13, 45, 46 
14, 46, 47 
15, 47, 48 
16, 48, 49 
17, 49, 50 
18, 50, 51 
19, 51, 52 
20, 52, 53 
21, 53, 54 
22, 54, 55 
23, 55, 56 
24, 56, 57 
25, 57,  2 
26,  2, 58 
27, 58, 59 
28, 59, 60 
29, 60, 61 
30, 61, 62 
31, 62, 63 
32, 63, 64 
33, 64, 65 
34, 65, 66 
35, 66, 67 
36, 67, 68 
37, 68, 69 
38, 69, 70 
39, 70, 71 
40, 71, 72 
41, 72, 73 
42, 73, 74 
43, 74, 75 
44, 75, 76 
45, 76, 77 
46, 77, 78 
47, 78, 79 
48, 79, 80 
49, 80, 81 
50, 81,  3 
51,   3,  82 
52,  82,  83 
53,  83,  84 
54,  84,  85 
55,  85,  86 
56,  86,  87 
57,  87,  88 
58,  88,  89 
59,  89,  90 
60,  90,  91 
61,  91,  92 
62,  92,  93 
63,  93,  94 
64,  94,  95 
65,  95,  96 
66,  96,  97 
67,  97,  98 
68,  98,  99 
69,  99, 100 
70, 100, 101 
71, 101, 102 
72, 102, 103 
73, 103, 104 
74, 104, 105 
75, 105,   4 
 76,   4, 106 
 77, 106, 107 
 78, 107, 108 
 79, 108, 109 
 80, 109, 110 
 81, 110, 111 
 82, 111, 112 
 83, 112, 113 
 84, 113, 114 
 85, 114, 115 
 86, 115, 116 
 87, 116, 117 
 88, 117, 118 
 89, 118, 119 
 90, 119, 120 
 91, 120, 121 
 92, 121, 122 
 93, 122, 123 
 94, 123, 124 
 95, 124, 125 
 96, 125, 126 
 97, 126, 127 
 98, 127, 128 
 99, 128, 129 
100, 129,   5 
101,   5, 130 
102, 130, 131 
103, 131, 132 
104, 132, 133 
105, 133, 134 
106, 134, 135 
107, 135, 136 
108, 136, 137 
109, 137, 138 
110, 138, 139 
111, 139, 140 
112, 140, 141 
113, 141, 142 
114, 142, 143 
115, 143, 144 
116, 144, 145 
117, 145, 146 
118, 146, 147 
119, 147, 148 
120, 148, 149 
121, 149, 150 
122, 150, 151 
123, 151, 152 
124, 152, 153 
125, 153,   6 
126,   6, 154 
127, 154, 155 
128, 155, 156 
129, 156, 157 
130, 157, 158 
131, 158, 159 
132, 159, 160 
133, 160, 161 
134, 161, 162 
135, 162, 163 
136, 163, 164 
137, 164, 165 
138, 165, 166 
139, 166, 167 
140, 167, 168 
141, 168, 169 
142, 169, 170 
143, 170, 171 
144, 171, 172 
145, 172, 173 
146, 173, 174 
147, 174, 175 
148, 175, 176 
149, 176, 177 
150, 177,   7 
151,   7, 178 
152, 178, 179 
153, 179, 180 
154, 180, 181 
155, 181, 182 
156, 182, 183 
157, 183, 184 
158, 184, 185 
159, 185, 186 
160, 186, 187 
161, 187, 188 
162, 188, 189 
163, 189, 190 
164, 190, 191 
165, 191, 192 
166, 192, 193 
167, 193, 194 
168, 194, 195 
169, 195, 196 
170, 196, 197 
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171, 197, 198 
172, 198, 199 
173, 199, 200 
174, 200, 201 
175, 201,   8 
176,   8, 202 
177, 202, 203 
178, 203, 204 
179, 204, 205 
180, 205, 206 
181, 206, 207 
182, 207, 208 
183, 208, 209 
184, 209, 210 
185, 210, 211 
186, 211, 212 
187, 212, 213 
188, 213, 214 
189, 214, 215 
190, 215, 216 
191, 216, 217 
192, 217, 218 
193, 218, 219 
194, 219, 220 
195, 220, 221 
196, 221, 222 
197, 222, 223 
198, 223, 224 
199, 224, 225 
200, 225,   9 
201,   9, 226 
202, 226, 227 
203, 227, 228 
204, 228, 229 
205, 229, 230 
206, 230, 231 
207, 231, 232 
208, 232, 233 
209, 233, 234 
210, 234, 235 
211, 235, 236 
212, 236, 237 
213, 237, 238 
214, 238, 239 
215, 239, 240 
216, 240, 241 
217, 241, 242 
218, 242, 243 
219, 243, 244 
220, 244, 245 
221, 245, 246 
222, 246, 247 
223, 247, 248 
224, 248, 249 
225, 249,  10 
226,  10, 250 
227, 250, 251 
228, 251, 252 
229, 252, 253 
230, 253, 254 
231, 254, 255 
232, 255, 256 
233, 256, 257 
234, 257, 258 
235, 258, 259 
236, 259, 260 
237, 260, 261 
238, 261, 262 
239, 262, 263 
240, 263, 264 
241, 264, 265 
242, 265, 266 
243, 266, 267 
244, 267, 268 
245, 268, 269 
246, 269, 270 
247, 270, 271 
248, 271, 272 
249, 272, 273 
250, 273,  11 
251,  11, 274 
252, 274, 275 
253, 275, 276 
254, 276, 277 
255, 277, 278 
256, 278, 279 
257, 279, 280 
258, 280, 281 
259, 281, 282 
260, 282, 283 
261, 283, 284 
262, 284, 285 
263, 285, 286 
264, 286, 287 
265, 287, 288 
266, 288, 289 
267, 289, 290 
268, 290, 291 
269, 291, 292 
270, 292, 293 
271, 293, 294 
272, 294, 295 
273, 295, 296 
274, 296, 297 
275, 297,  12 
276,  12, 298 
277, 298, 299 
278, 299, 300 
279, 300, 301 
280, 301, 302 
281, 302, 303 
282, 303, 304 
283, 304, 305 
284, 305, 306 
285, 306, 307 
286, 307, 308 
287, 308, 309 
288, 309, 310 
289, 310, 311 
290, 311, 312 
291, 312, 313 
292, 313, 314 
293, 314, 315 
294, 315, 316 
295, 316, 317 
296, 317, 318 
297, 318, 319 
298, 319, 320 
299, 320, 321 
300, 321,  13 
301,  13, 322 
302, 322, 323 
303, 323, 324 
304, 324, 325 
305, 325, 326 
306, 326, 327 
307, 327, 328 
308, 328, 329 
309, 329, 330 
310, 330, 331 
311, 331, 332 
312, 332, 333 
313, 333, 334 
314, 334, 335 
315, 335, 336 
316, 336, 337 
317, 337, 338 
318, 338, 339 
319, 339, 340 
320, 340, 341 
321, 341, 342 
322, 342, 343 
323, 343, 344 
324, 344, 345 
325, 345,  14 
326,  14, 346 
327, 346, 347 
328, 347, 348 
329, 348, 349 
330, 349, 350 
331, 350, 351 
332, 351, 352 
333, 352, 353 
334, 353, 354 
335, 354, 355 
336, 355, 356 
337, 356, 357 
338, 357, 358 
339, 358, 359 
340, 359, 360 
341, 360, 361 
342, 361, 362 
343, 362, 363 
344, 363, 364 
345, 364, 365 
346, 365, 366 
347, 366, 367 
348, 367, 368 
349, 368, 369 
350, 369,  15 
351,  15, 370 
352, 370, 371 
353, 371, 372 
354, 372, 373 
355, 373, 374 
356, 374, 375 
357, 375, 376 
358, 376, 377 
359, 377, 378 
360, 378, 379 
361, 379, 380 
362, 380, 381 
363, 381, 382 
364, 382, 383 
365, 383, 384 
366, 384, 385 
367, 385, 386 
368, 386, 387 
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369, 387, 388 
370, 388, 389 
371, 389, 390 
372, 390, 391 
373, 391, 392 
374, 392, 393 
375, 393,  16 
376,  16, 394 
377, 394, 395 
378, 395, 396 
379, 396, 397 
380, 397, 398 
381, 398, 399 
382, 399, 400 
383, 400, 401 
384, 401, 402 
385, 402, 403 
386, 403, 404 
387, 404, 405 
388, 405, 406 
389, 406, 407 
390, 407, 408 
391, 408, 409 
392, 409, 410 
393, 410, 411 
394, 411, 412 
395, 412, 413 
396, 413, 414 
397, 414, 415 
398, 415, 416 
399, 416, 417 
400, 417,  17 
401,  18, 418 
402, 418, 419 
403, 419, 420 
404, 420, 421 
405, 421, 422 
406, 422, 423 
407, 423, 424 
408, 424, 425 
409, 425, 426 
410, 426, 427 
411, 427, 428 
412, 428, 429 
413, 429, 430 
414, 430, 431 
415, 431, 432 
416, 432, 433 
417, 433, 434 
418, 434, 435 
419, 435, 436 
420, 436, 437 
421, 437, 438 
422, 438, 439 
423, 439, 440 
424, 440, 441 
425, 441,  17 
426,  19, 442 
427, 442, 443 
428, 443, 444 
429, 444, 445 
430, 445, 446 
431, 446, 447 
432, 447, 448 
433, 448, 449 
434, 449, 450 
435, 450, 451 
436, 451, 452 
437, 452, 453 
438, 453, 454 
439, 454, 455 
440, 455, 456 
441, 456, 457 
442, 457, 458 
443, 458, 459 
444, 459, 460 
445, 460, 461 
446, 461, 462 
447, 462, 463 
448, 463, 464 
449, 464, 465 
450, 465,  18 
451,  20, 466 
452, 466, 467 
453, 467, 468 
454, 468, 469 
455, 469, 470 
456, 470, 471 
457, 471, 472 
458, 472, 473 
459, 473, 474 
460, 474, 475 
461, 475, 476 
462, 476, 477 
463, 477, 478 
464, 478, 479 
465, 479, 480 
466, 480, 481 
467, 481, 482 
468, 482, 483 
469, 483, 484 
470, 484, 485 
471, 485, 486 
472, 486, 487 
473, 487, 488 
474, 488, 489 
475, 489,  19 
476,  21, 490 
477, 490, 491 
478, 491, 492 
479, 492, 493 
480, 493, 494 
481, 494, 495 
482, 495, 496 
483, 496, 497 
484, 497, 498 
485, 498, 499 
486, 499, 500 
487, 500, 501 
488, 501, 502 
489, 502, 503 
490, 503, 504 
491, 504, 505 
492, 505, 506 
493, 506, 507 
494, 507, 508 
495, 508, 509 
496, 509, 510 
497, 510, 511 
498, 511, 512 
499, 512, 513 
500, 513,  20 
501,  22, 514 
502, 514, 515 
503, 515, 516 
504, 516, 517 
505, 517, 518 
506, 518, 519 
507, 519, 520 
508, 520, 521 
509, 521, 522 
510, 522, 523 
511, 523, 524 
512, 524, 525 
513, 525, 526 
514, 526, 527 
515, 527, 528 
516, 528, 529 
517, 529, 530 
518, 530, 531 
519, 531, 532 
520, 532, 533 
521, 533, 534 
522, 534, 535 
523, 535, 536 
524, 536, 537 
525, 537,  21 
526,  23, 538 
527, 538, 539 
528, 539, 540 
529, 540, 541 
530, 541, 542 
531, 542, 543 
532, 543, 544 
533, 544, 545 
534, 545, 546 
535, 546, 547 
536, 547, 548 
537, 548, 549 
538, 549, 550 
539, 550, 551 
540, 551, 552 
541, 552, 553 
542, 553, 554 
543, 554, 555 
544, 555, 556 
545, 556, 557 
546, 557, 558 
547, 558, 559 
548, 559, 560 
549, 560, 561 
550, 561,  22 
551,  24, 562 
552, 562, 563 
553, 563, 564 
554, 564, 565 
555, 565, 566 
556, 566, 567 
557, 567, 568 
558, 568, 569 
559, 569, 570 
560, 570, 571 
561, 571, 572 
562, 572, 573 
563, 573, 574 
564, 574, 575 
565, 575, 576 
566, 576, 577 
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567, 577, 578 
568, 578, 579 
569, 579, 580 
570, 580, 581 
571, 581, 582 
572, 582, 583 
573, 583, 584 
574, 584, 585 
575, 585,  23 
576,  25, 586 
577, 586, 587 
578, 587, 588 
579, 588, 589 
580, 589, 590 
581, 590, 591 
582, 591, 592 
583, 592, 593 
584, 593, 594 
585, 594, 595 
586, 595, 596 
587, 596, 597 
588, 597, 598 
589, 598, 599 
590, 599, 600 
591, 600, 601 
592, 601, 602 
593, 602, 603 
594, 603, 604 
595, 604, 605 
596, 605, 606 
597, 606, 607 
598, 607, 608 
599, 608, 609 
600, 609,  24 
601,  26, 610 
602, 610, 611 
603, 611, 612 
604, 612, 613 
605, 613, 614 
606, 614, 615 
607, 615, 616 
608, 616, 617 
609, 617, 618 
610, 618, 619 
611, 619, 620 
612, 620, 621 
613, 621, 622 
614, 622, 623 
615, 623, 624 
616, 624, 625 
617, 625, 626 
618, 626, 627 
619, 627, 628 
620, 628, 629 
621, 629, 630 
622, 630, 631 
623, 631, 632 
624, 632, 633 
625, 633,  25 
626,  27, 634 
627, 634, 635 
628, 635, 636 
629, 636, 637 
630, 637, 638 
631, 638, 639 
632, 639, 640 
633, 640, 641 
634, 641, 642 
635, 642, 643 
636, 643, 644 
637, 644, 645 
638, 645, 646 
639, 646, 647 
640, 647, 648 
641, 648, 649 
642, 649, 650 
643, 650, 651 
644, 651, 652 
645, 652, 653 
646, 653, 654 
647, 654, 655 
648, 655, 656 
649, 656, 657 
650, 657,  26 
651,  28, 658 
652, 658, 659 
653, 659, 660 
654, 660, 661 
655, 661, 662 
656, 662, 663 
657, 663, 664 
658, 664, 665 
659, 665, 666 
660, 666, 667 
661, 667, 668 
662, 668, 669 
663, 669, 670 
664, 670, 671 
665, 671, 672 
666, 672, 673 
667, 673, 674 
668, 674, 675 
669, 675, 676 
670, 676, 677 
671, 677, 678 
672, 678, 679 
673, 679, 680 
674, 680, 681 
675, 681,  27 
676,  29, 682 
677, 682, 683 
678, 683, 684 
679, 684, 685 
680, 685, 686 
681, 686, 687 
682, 687, 688 
683, 688, 689 
684, 689, 690 
685, 690, 691 
686, 691, 692 
687, 692, 693 
688, 693, 694 
689, 694, 695 
690, 695, 696 
691, 696, 697 
692, 697, 698 
693, 698, 699 
694, 699, 700 
695, 700, 701 
696, 701, 702 
697, 702, 703 
698, 703, 704 
699, 704, 705 
700, 705,  28 
701,  30, 706 
702, 706, 707 
703, 707, 708 
704, 708, 709 
705, 709, 710 
706, 710, 711 
707, 711, 712 
708, 712, 713 
709, 713, 714 
710, 714, 715 
711, 715, 716 
712, 716, 717 
713, 717, 718 
714, 718, 719 
715, 719, 720 
716, 720, 721 
717, 721, 722 
718, 722, 723 
719, 723, 724 
720, 724, 725 
721, 725, 726 
722, 726, 727 
723, 727, 728 
724, 728, 729 
725, 729,  29 
726,  31, 730 
727, 730, 731 
728, 731, 732 
729, 732, 733 
730, 733, 734 
731, 734, 735 
732, 735, 736 
733, 736, 737 
734, 737, 738 
735, 738, 739 
736, 739, 740 
737, 740, 741 
738, 741, 742 
739, 742, 743 
740, 743, 744 
741, 744, 745 
742, 745, 746 
743, 746, 747 
744, 747, 748 
745, 748, 749 
746, 749, 750 
747, 750, 751 
748, 751, 752 
749, 752, 753 
750, 753,  30 
751,  32, 754 
752, 754, 755 
753, 755, 756 
754, 756, 757 
755, 757, 758 
756, 758, 759 
757, 759, 760 
758, 760, 761 
759, 761, 762 
760, 762, 763 
761, 763, 764 
762, 764, 765 
763, 765, 766 
764, 766, 767 
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765, 767, 768 
766, 768, 769 
767, 769, 770 
768, 770, 771 
769, 771, 772 
770, 772, 773 
771, 773, 774 
772, 774, 775 
773, 775, 776 
774, 776, 777 
775, 777,  31 
776,  33, 778 
777, 778, 779 
778, 779, 780 
779, 780, 781 
780, 781, 782 
781, 782, 783 
782, 783, 784 
783, 784, 785 
784, 785, 786 
785, 786, 787 
786, 787, 788 
787, 788, 789 
788, 789, 790 
789, 790, 791 
790, 791, 792 
791, 792, 793 
792, 793, 794 
793, 794, 795 
794, 795, 796 
795, 796, 797 
796, 797, 798 
797, 798, 799 
798, 799, 800 
799, 800, 801 
800, 801,  32 
*Nset, nset=Btm_cable, generate 
   1,  801,    1 
*Elset, elset=Btm_cable, generate 
   1,  800,    1 
** Section: Cable 
*Solid Section, elset=Btm_cable, 
material=Cable 
100., 
*End Part 
**   
*Part, name=Btm_chord 
*Node 
      1,  -39392.3086,           0. 
      2,  -36930.2891,   260.484009 
      3,  -34468.2695,   503.992462 
      4,   -32006.252,   730.559692 
      5,  -29544.2324,   940.217529 
      6,  -27082.2129,   1132.99548 
      7,  -24620.1934,   1308.92041 
      8,  -22158.1738,   1468.01685 
      9,  -19696.1543,   1610.30713 
     10,  -17234.1348,   1735.81091 
     11,  -14772.1162,   1844.54578 
     12,  -12310.0967,   1936.52661 
     13,  -9848.07715,   2011.76636 
     14,  -7386.05811,   2070.27539 
     15,  -4924.03857,   2112.06177 
     16,  -2462.01929,   2137.13135 
     17,           0.,    2145.4873 
     18,   2462.01929,   2137.13135 
     19,   4924.03857,   2112.06177 
     20,   7386.05811,   2070.27539 
     21,   9848.07715,   2011.76636 
     22,   12310.0967,   1936.52661 
     23,   14772.1162,   1844.54578 
     24,   17234.1348,   1735.81091 
     25,   19696.1543,   1610.30713 
     26,   22158.1738,   1468.01685 
     27,   24620.1934,   1308.92041 
     28,   27082.2129,   1132.99548 
     29,   29544.2324,   940.217529 
     30,    32006.252,   730.559692 
     31,   34468.2695,   503.992462 
     32,   36930.2891,   260.484009 
     33,   39392.3086,           0. 
     34,   -39293.875,   10.8424234 
     35,  -39195.4336,   21.6496029 
     36,  -39096.9922,   32.4215355 
     37,  -38998.5469,   43.1582184 
     38,  -38900.0938,   53.8596535 
     39,  -38801.6406,   64.5258408 
     40,  -38703.1797,   75.1567764 
     41,  -38604.7188,   85.7524567 
     42,  -38506.2539,   96.3128815 
     43,  -38407.7813,   106.838051 
     44,  -38309.3086,   117.327965 
     45,   -38210.832,   127.782616 
     46,  -38112.3516,   138.202011 
     47,  -38013.8672,   148.586151 
     48,  -37915.3789,   158.935013 
     49,  -37816.8867,   169.248627 
     50,  -37718.3906,   179.526962 
     51,  -37619.8906,   189.770035 
     52,  -37521.3867,   199.977844 
     53,  -37422.8789,   210.150391 
     54,  -37324.3672,   220.287659 
     55,  -37225.8555,   230.389648 
     56,  -37127.3359,   240.456375 
     57,  -37028.8164,   250.487823 
     58,  -36831.7773,   269.880188 
     59,  -36733.2656,   279.305023 
     60,  -36634.7539,   288.758575 
     61,    -36536.25,   298.240814 
     62,  -36437.7461,    307.75174 
     63,  -36339.2461,   317.291321 
     64,  -36240.7461,   326.859619 
     65,  -36142.2539,   336.456573 
     66,  -36043.7617,   346.082214 
     67,  -35945.2695,   355.736542 
     68,  -35846.7852,   365.419556 
     69,  -35748.3008,   375.131226 
     70,  -35649.8203,   384.871582 
     71,  -35551.3398,   394.640625 
     72,  -35452.8672,   404.438354 
     73,  -35354.3945,    414.26474 
     74,  -35255.9258,   424.119781 
     75,   -35157.457,    434.00354 
     76,  -35058.9922,   443.915924 
     77,  -34960.5313,   453.857025 
     78,  -34862.0742,   463.826752 
     79,  -34763.6211,   473.825195 
     80,   -34665.168,   483.852264 
     81,  -34566.7188,    493.90802 
     82,  -34369.8281,   513.473145 
     83,  -34271.3828,   522.919006 
     84,  -34172.9375,   532.330078 
     85,  -34074.4844,   541.706299 
     86,  -33976.0313,   551.047668 
     87,  -33877.5703,   560.354248 
     88,  -33779.1094,   569.625977 
     89,  -33680.6445,   578.862854 
     90,  -33582.1758,    588.06488 
     91,  -33483.7031,   597.232117 
     92,  -33385.2305,   606.364502 
     93,  -33286.7539,   615.462097 
     94,  -33188.2695,    624.52478 
     95,  -33089.7852,   633.552673 
     96,  -32991.3008,   642.545715 
     97,  -32892.8086,   651.503906 
     98,  -32794.3164,   660.427307 
     99,  -32695.8184,   669.315796 
    100,  -32597.3184,   678.169434 
    101,  -32498.8145,   686.988281 
    102,  -32400.3086,   695.772278 
    103,  -32301.7988,   704.521362 
    104,  -32203.2871,   713.235657 
    105,  -32104.7715,     721.9151 
    106,  -31907.7402,   738.578979 
    107,  -31809.2305,   746.628906 
    108,  -31710.7246,   754.709351 
    109,  -31612.2207,   762.820435 
    110,  -31513.7188,   770.962097 
    111,  -31415.2207,   779.134338 
    112,  -31316.7227,   787.337158 
    113,  -31218.2305,   795.570618 
    114,  -31119.7383,   803.834595 
    115,    -31021.25,   812.129211 
    116,  -30922.7637,   820.454346 
    117,  -30824.2793,    828.81012 
    118,  -30725.7988,   837.196472 
    119,  -30627.3203,   845.613403 
    120,  -30528.8438,   854.060852 
    121,  -30430.3711,    862.53894 
    122,  -30331.9004,   871.047607 
    123,  -30233.4336,   879.586853 
    124,  -30134.9668,   888.156616 
    125,  -30036.5059,   896.757019 
    126,  -29938.0449,      905.388 
    127,  -29839.5879,     914.0495 
    128,  -29741.1328,   922.741638 
    129,  -29642.6816,   931.464294 
    130,   -29445.793,   948.448975 
    131,  -29347.3516,   956.637024 
    132,  -29248.9043,   964.781738 
    133,  -29150.4551,   972.883118 
    134,      -29052.,   980.941162 
    135,   -28953.543,   988.955811 
    136,   -28855.084,   996.927124 
    137,  -28756.6191,    1004.8551 
    138,  -28658.1523,   1012.73969 
    139,  -28559.6816,   1020.58093 
    140,   -28461.207,   1028.37878 
    141,  -28362.7285,    1036.1333 
    142,   -28264.248,   1043.84448 
    143,  -28165.7617,   1051.51233 
    144,  -28067.2754,   1059.13672 
    145,  -27968.7832,   1066.71777 
    146,  -27870.2891,   1074.25549 
    147,   -27771.791,   1081.74976 
    148,  -27673.2891,   1089.20068 
    149,  -27574.7852,   1096.60828 
    150,  -27476.2773,   1103.97241 
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    151,  -27377.7656,   1111.29321 
    152,   -27279.252,   1118.57068 
    153,  -27180.7344,   1125.80481 
    154,  -26983.7227,   1139.88416 
    155,  -26885.2324,   1146.78516 
    156,  -26786.7422,   1153.69861 
    157,  -26688.2539,   1160.62439 
    158,  -26589.7656,    1167.5625 
    159,  -26491.2793,   1174.51294 
    160,   -26392.793,   1181.47583 
    161,  -26294.3066,   1188.45105 
    162,  -26195.8223,    1195.4386 
    163,  -26097.3398,   1202.43848 
    164,  -25998.8574,   1209.45081 
    165,   -25900.375,   1216.47546 
    166,  -25801.8945,   1223.51245 
    167,  -25703.4141,   1230.56177 
    168,  -25604.9355,   1237.62354 
    169,   -25506.457,   1244.69751 
    170,  -25407.9805,   1251.78394 
    171,  -25309.5039,   1258.88281 
    172,  -25211.0273,    1265.9939 
    173,  -25112.5527,   1273.11743 
    174,  -25014.0801,    1280.2533 
    175,  -24915.6074,   1287.40149 
    176,  -24817.1348,   1294.56213 
    177,  -24718.6641,   1301.73511 
    178,  -24521.7285,   1315.52002 
    179,  -24423.2617,   1322.09998 
    180,   -24324.793,    1328.6604 
    181,  -24226.3242,   1335.20117 
    182,  -24127.8535,   1341.72217 
    183,  -24029.3828,   1348.22363 
    184,  -23930.9082,   1354.70532 
    185,  -23832.4336,   1361.16748 
    186,   -23733.959,   1367.60999 
    187,  -23635.4824,   1374.03284 
    188,  -23537.0039,   1380.43591 
    189,  -23438.5234,   1386.81946 
    190,   -23340.043,   1393.18335 
    191,  -23241.5605,   1399.52759 
    192,  -23143.0781,   1405.85217 
    193,  -23044.5918,   1412.15698 
    194,  -22946.1074,   1418.44226 
    195,  -22847.6191,   1424.70789 
    196,  -22749.1309,   1430.95386 
    197,  -22650.6406,   1437.18018 
    198,  -22552.1504,   1443.38684 
    199,  -22453.6582,   1449.57373 
    200,  -22355.1641,   1455.74109 
    201,  -22256.6699,   1461.88879 
    202,  -22059.7012,   1473.83545 
    203,  -21961.2266,   1479.64355 
    204,   -21862.752,   1485.44104 
    205,  -21764.2773,   1491.22791 
    206,  -21665.8008,   1497.00415 
    207,  -21567.3242,    1502.7699 
    208,  -21468.8477,   1508.52502 
    209,  -21370.3691,   1514.26953 
    210,  -21271.8926,   1520.00354 
    211,  -21173.4121,   1525.72693 
    212,  -21074.9336,    1531.4397 
    213,  -20976.4531,   1537.14185 
    214,  -20877.9727,    1542.8335 
    215,  -20779.4902,   1548.51453 
    216,  -20681.0078,   1554.18494 
    217,  -20582.5254,   1559.84485 
    218,   -20484.043,   1565.49414 
    219,  -20385.5586,   1571.13281 
    220,  -20287.0742,   1576.76086 
    221,  -20188.5898,   1582.37842 
    222,  -20090.1035,   1587.98523 
    223,  -19991.6172,   1593.58167 
    224,  -19893.1309,   1599.16736 
    225,  -19794.6426,   1604.74255 
    226,  -19597.7324,   1616.39136 
    227,  -19499.3047,   1622.38708 
    228,  -19400.8711,   1628.29407 
    229,  -19302.4316,   1634.11243 
    230,  -19203.9863,   1639.84216 
    231,  -19105.5371,   1645.48315 
    232,   -19007.084,   1651.03552 
    233,   -18908.625,   1656.49927 
    234,  -18810.1602,   1661.87427 
    235,  -18711.6914,   1667.16052 
    236,  -18613.2168,   1672.35828 
    237,  -18514.7402,   1677.46716 
    238,  -18416.2559,   1682.48743 
    239,  -18317.7695,   1687.41895 
    240,  -18219.2773,   1692.26184 
    241,  -18120.7813,   1697.01599 
    242,  -18022.2813,    1701.6814 
    243,  -17923.7773,   1706.25818 
    244,  -17825.2676,   1710.74622 
    245,  -17726.7559,   1715.14551 
    246,  -17628.2383,   1719.45605 
    247,  -17529.7188,   1723.67786 
    248,  -17431.1953,   1727.81091 
    249,   -17332.668,   1731.85535 
    250,  -17135.6543,    1740.1322 
    251,  -17037.1719,   1744.45593 
    252,  -16938.6895,   1748.78186 
    253,   -16840.209,   1753.11023 
    254,  -16741.7266,   1757.44092 
    255,  -16643.2461,   1761.77393 
    256,  -16544.7637,   1766.10925 
    257,  -16446.2832,   1770.44702 
    258,  -16347.8008,   1774.78699 
    259,  -16249.3203,   1779.12939 
    260,  -16150.8389,   1783.47412 
    261,  -16052.3584,   1787.82117 
    262,  -15953.8779,   1792.17053 
    263,  -15855.3965,   1796.52222 
    264,   -15756.916,   1800.87634 
    265,  -15658.4355,   1805.23279 
    266,  -15559.9551,   1809.59155 
    267,  -15461.4756,   1813.95264 
    268,  -15362.9951,   1818.31604 
    269,  -15264.5146,   1822.68176 
    270,  -15166.0352,   1827.04993 
    271,  -15067.5557,   1831.42029 
    272,  -14969.0752,   1835.79309 
    273,  -14870.5957,   1840.16821 
    274,  -14673.6328,   1848.14319 
    275,  -14575.1494,   1851.74756 
    276,   -14476.666,   1855.35876 
    277,  -14378.1826,   1858.97668 
    278,  -14279.7002,   1862.60144 
    279,  -14181.2168,   1866.23303 
    280,  -14082.7354,   1869.87134 
    281,  -13984.2529,    1873.5166 
    282,  -13885.7715,   1877.16858 
    283,  -13787.2891,   1880.82739 
    284,  -13688.8086,   1884.49304 
    285,  -13590.3271,   1888.16541 
    286,  -13491.8467,    1891.8446 
    287,  -13393.3662,   1895.53064 
    288,  -13294.8857,   1899.22351 
    289,  -13196.4053,   1902.92322 
    290,  -13097.9258,   1906.62964 
    291,  -12999.4463,   1910.34302 
    292,  -12900.9668,   1914.06311 
    293,  -12802.4883,   1917.78992 
    294,  -12704.0088,   1921.52368 
    295,  -12605.5313,   1925.26416 
    296,  -12507.0527,    1929.0116 
    297,  -12408.5742,   1932.76563 
    298,  -12211.5977,   1938.89954 
    299,  -12113.1006,   1941.32544 
    300,  -12014.6045,   1943.80444 
    301,  -11916.1094,   1946.33655 
    302,  -11817.6152,   1948.92175 
    303,   -11719.123,   1951.55994 
    304,  -11620.6328,   1954.25122 
    305,  -11522.1436,   1956.99548 
    306,  -11423.6553,   1959.79285 
    307,  -11325.1689,   1962.64331 
    308,  -11226.6846,   1965.54688 
    309,  -11128.2012,   1968.50342 
    310,  -11029.7197,   1971.51306 
    311,  -10931.2402,   1974.57568 
    312,  -10832.7617,   1977.69141 
    313,  -10734.2852,   1980.86023 
    314,  -10635.8105,   1984.08203 
    315,  -10537.3379,   1987.35693 
    316,  -10438.8662,   1990.68481 
    317,  -10340.3965,    1994.0658 
    318,  -10241.9287,   1997.49976 
    319,  -10143.4629,   2000.98694 
    320,   -10044.999,   2004.52698 
    321,  -9946.53711,   2008.12012 
    322,  -9749.59277,    2013.9502 
    323,  -9651.10938,   2016.14709 
    324,    -9552.625,   2018.35706 
    325,   -9454.1416,   2020.58008 
    326,   -9355.6582,   2022.81604 
    327,  -9257.17578,   2025.06519 
    328,  -9158.69238,   2027.32727 
    329,  -9060.20996,   2029.60242 
    330,  -8961.72852,   2031.89063 
    331,  -8863.24707,   2034.19177 
    332,  -8764.76563,    2036.5061 
    333,  -8666.28418,   2038.83337 
    334,  -8567.80371,   2041.17383 
    335,  -8469.32227,   2043.52722 
    336,  -8370.84277,   2045.89368 
    337,   -8272.3623,   2048.27319 
    338,   -8173.8833,   2050.66553 
    339,  -8075.40381,   2053.07129 
    340,   -7976.9248,   2055.48975 
    341,  -7878.44629,   2057.92139 
    342,  -7779.96826,   2060.36621 
    343,  -7681.49023,   2062.82397 
    344,  -7583.01221,   2065.29468 
    345,  -7484.53516,   2067.77856 
    346,  -7287.57422,   2071.76758 
    347,  -7189.09082,   2073.27466 
    348,  -7090.60791,   2074.79663 
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    349,  -6992.12451,    2076.3335 
    350,  -6893.64209,    2077.8855 
    351,  -6795.15918,   2079.45239 
    352,  -6696.67725,   2081.03418 
    353,  -6598.19482,   2082.63086 
    354,  -6499.71289,   2084.24243 
    355,  -6401.23145,   2085.86914 
    356,     -6302.75,   2087.51074 
    357,  -6204.26904,   2089.16724 
    358,  -6105.78809,   2090.83862 
    359,  -6007.30762,   2092.52515 
    360,  -5908.82715,   2094.22632 
    361,  -5810.34717,   2095.94263 
    362,  -5711.86768,   2097.67383 
    363,  -5613.38818,   2099.42017 
    364,  -5514.90869,   2101.18115 
    365,  -5416.42969,   2102.95728 
    366,  -5317.95117,   2104.74829 
    367,  -5219.47266,    2106.5542 
    368,  -5120.99414,   2108.37524 
    369,   -5022.5166,   2110.21094 
    370,  -4825.55225,   2112.35864 
    371,  -4727.06641,   2112.71411 
    372,  -4628.58057,   2113.12866 
    373,  -4530.09473,   2113.60181 
    374,  -4431.60938,   2114.13403 
    375,  -4333.12451,   2114.72485 
    376,  -4234.63965,   2115.37476 
    377,  -4136.15527,   2116.08325 
    378,  -4037.67163,   2116.85083 
    379,  -3939.18823,     2117.677 
    380,  -3840.70557,   2118.56226 
    381,  -3742.22314,    2119.5061 
    382,  -3643.74146,   2120.50903 
    383,   -3545.2605,   2121.57056 
    384,  -3446.78003,   2122.69116 
    385,  -3348.30029,   2123.87036 
    386,  -3249.82129,    2125.1084 
    387,  -3151.34302,   2126.40552 
    388,  -3052.86548,   2127.76123 
    389,  -2954.38892,   2129.17578 
    390,  -2855.91309,   2130.64917 
    391,  -2757.43823,    2132.1814 
    392,  -2658.96436,   2133.77271 
    393,  -2560.49146,   2135.42261 
    394,  -2363.53809,    2137.2644 
    395,  -2265.05664,   2137.41431 
    396,  -2166.57544,   2137.58105 
    397,  -2068.09424,    2137.7644 
    398,  -1969.61304,    2137.9646 
    399,  -1871.13184,    2138.1814 
    400,  -1772.65076,   2138.41528 
    401,  -1674.16956,   2138.66553 
    402,   -1575.6886,   2138.93286 
    403,  -1477.20752,    2139.2168 
    404,  -1378.72656,   2139.51758 
    405,  -1280.24573,   2139.83496 
    406,  -1181.76477,   2140.16919 
    407,  -1083.28406,   2140.52026 
    408,  -984.803284,   2140.88794 
    409,  -886.322632,   2141.27246 
    410,  -787.842041,   2141.67383 
    411,  -689.361511,    2142.0918 
    412,  -590.881042,   2142.52661 
    413,  -492.400665,   2142.97827 
    414,   -393.92038,   2143.44653 
    415,  -295.440155,   2143.93164 
    416,  -196.960007,   2144.43335 
    417,  -98.4799652,   2144.95215 
    418,   2363.53809,    2137.2644 
    419,   2265.05664,   2137.41431 
    420,   2166.57544,   2137.58105 
    421,   2068.09424,    2137.7644 
    422,   1969.61304,    2137.9646 
    423,   1871.13184,    2138.1814 
    424,   1772.65076,   2138.41528 
    425,   1674.16956,   2138.66553 
    426,    1575.6886,   2138.93286 
    427,   1477.20752,    2139.2168 
    428,   1378.72656,   2139.51758 
    429,   1280.24573,   2139.83496 
    430,   1181.76477,   2140.16919 
    431,   1083.28406,   2140.52026 
    432,   984.803284,   2140.88794 
    433,   886.322632,   2141.27246 
    434,   787.842041,   2141.67383 
    435,   689.361511,    2142.0918 
    436,   590.881042,   2142.52661 
    437,   492.400665,   2142.97827 
    438,    393.92038,   2143.44653 
    439,   295.440155,   2143.93164 
    440,   196.960007,   2144.43335 
    441,   98.4799652,   2144.95215 
    442,   4825.55225,   2112.35864 
    443,   4727.06641,   2112.71411 
    444,   4628.58057,   2113.12866 
    445,   4530.09473,   2113.60181 
    446,   4431.60938,   2114.13403 
    447,   4333.12451,   2114.72485 
    448,   4234.63965,   2115.37476 
    449,   4136.15527,   2116.08325 
    450,   4037.67163,   2116.85083 
    451,   3939.18823,     2117.677 
    452,   3840.70557,   2118.56226 
    453,   3742.22314,    2119.5061 
    454,   3643.74146,   2120.50903 
    455,    3545.2605,   2121.57056 
    456,   3446.78003,   2122.69116 
    457,   3348.30029,   2123.87036 
    458,   3249.82129,    2125.1084 
    459,   3151.34302,   2126.40552 
    460,   3052.86548,   2127.76123 
    461,   2954.38892,   2129.17578 
    462,   2855.91309,   2130.64917 
    463,   2757.43823,    2132.1814 
    464,   2658.96436,   2133.77271 
    465,   2560.49146,   2135.42261 
    466,   7287.57422,   2071.76758 
    467,   7189.09082,   2073.27466 
    468,   7090.60791,   2074.79663 
    469,   6992.12451,    2076.3335 
    470,   6893.64209,    2077.8855 
    471,   6795.15918,   2079.45239 
    472,   6696.67725,   2081.03418 
    473,   6598.19482,   2082.63086 
    474,   6499.71289,   2084.24243 
    475,   6401.23145,   2085.86914 
    476,      6302.75,   2087.51074 
    477,   6204.26904,   2089.16724 
    478,   6105.78809,   2090.83862 
    479,   6007.30762,   2092.52515 
    480,   5908.82715,   2094.22632 
    481,   5810.34717,   2095.94263 
    482,   5711.86768,   2097.67383 
    483,   5613.38818,   2099.42017 
    484,   5514.90869,   2101.18115 
    485,   5416.42969,   2102.95728 
    486,   5317.95117,   2104.74829 
    487,   5219.47266,    2106.5542 
    488,   5120.99414,   2108.37524 
    489,    5022.5166,   2110.21094 
    490,   9749.59277,    2013.9502 
    491,   9651.10938,   2016.14709 
    492,     9552.625,   2018.35706 
    493,    9454.1416,   2020.58008 
    494,    9355.6582,   2022.81604 
    495,   9257.17578,   2025.06519 
    496,   9158.69238,   2027.32727 
    497,   9060.20996,   2029.60242 
    498,   8961.72852,   2031.89063 
    499,   8863.24707,   2034.19177 
    500,   8764.76563,    2036.5061 
    501,   8666.28418,   2038.83337 
    502,   8567.80371,   2041.17383 
    503,   8469.32227,   2043.52722 
    504,   8370.84277,   2045.89368 
    505,    8272.3623,   2048.27319 
    506,    8173.8833,   2050.66553 
    507,   8075.40381,   2053.07129 
    508,    7976.9248,   2055.48975 
    509,   7878.44629,   2057.92139 
    510,   7779.96826,   2060.36621 
    511,   7681.49023,   2062.82397 
    512,   7583.01221,   2065.29468 
    513,   7484.53516,   2067.77856 
    514,   12211.5977,   1938.89954 
    515,   12113.1006,   1941.32544 
    516,   12014.6045,   1943.80444 
    517,   11916.1094,   1946.33655 
    518,   11817.6152,   1948.92175 
    519,    11719.123,   1951.55994 
    520,   11620.6328,   1954.25122 
    521,   11522.1436,   1956.99548 
    522,   11423.6553,   1959.79285 
    523,   11325.1689,   1962.64331 
    524,   11226.6846,   1965.54688 
    525,   11128.2012,   1968.50342 
    526,   11029.7197,   1971.51306 
    527,   10931.2402,   1974.57568 
    528,   10832.7617,   1977.69141 
    529,   10734.2852,   1980.86023 
    530,   10635.8105,   1984.08203 
    531,   10537.3379,   1987.35693 
    532,   10438.8662,   1990.68481 
    533,   10340.3965,    1994.0658 
    534,   10241.9287,   1997.49976 
    535,   10143.4629,   2000.98694 
    536,    10044.999,   2004.52698 
    537,   9946.53711,   2008.12012 
    538,   14673.6328,   1848.14319 
    539,   14575.1494,   1851.74756 
    540,    14476.666,   1855.35876 
    541,   14378.1826,   1858.97668 
    542,   14279.7002,   1862.60144 
    543,   14181.2168,   1866.23303 
    544,   14082.7354,   1869.87134 
    545,   13984.2529,    1873.5166 
    546,   13885.7715,   1877.16858 
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    547,   13787.2891,   1880.82739 
    548,   13688.8086,   1884.49304 
    549,   13590.3271,   1888.16541 
    550,   13491.8467,    1891.8446 
    551,   13393.3662,   1895.53064 
    552,   13294.8857,   1899.22351 
    553,   13196.4053,   1902.92322 
    554,   13097.9258,   1906.62964 
    555,   12999.4463,   1910.34302 
    556,   12900.9668,   1914.06311 
    557,   12802.4883,   1917.78992 
    558,   12704.0088,   1921.52368 
    559,   12605.5313,   1925.26416 
    560,   12507.0527,    1929.0116 
    561,   12408.5742,   1932.76563 
    562,   17135.6543,    1740.1322 
    563,   17037.1719,   1744.45593 
    564,   16938.6895,   1748.78186 
    565,    16840.209,   1753.11023 
    566,   16741.7266,   1757.44092 
    567,   16643.2461,   1761.77393 
    568,   16544.7637,   1766.10925 
    569,   16446.2832,   1770.44702 
    570,   16347.8008,   1774.78699 
    571,   16249.3203,   1779.12939 
    572,   16150.8389,   1783.47412 
    573,   16052.3584,   1787.82117 
    574,   15953.8779,   1792.17053 
    575,   15855.3965,   1796.52222 
    576,    15756.916,   1800.87634 
    577,   15658.4355,   1805.23279 
    578,   15559.9551,   1809.59155 
    579,   15461.4756,   1813.95264 
    580,   15362.9951,   1818.31604 
    581,   15264.5146,   1822.68176 
    582,   15166.0352,   1827.04993 
    583,   15067.5557,   1831.42029 
    584,   14969.0752,   1835.79309 
    585,   14870.5957,   1840.16821 
    586,   19597.7324,   1616.39136 
    587,   19499.3047,   1622.38708 
    588,   19400.8711,   1628.29407 
    589,   19302.4316,   1634.11243 
    590,   19203.9863,   1639.84216 
    591,   19105.5371,   1645.48315 
    592,    19007.084,   1651.03552 
    593,    18908.625,   1656.49927 
    594,   18810.1602,   1661.87427 
    595,   18711.6914,   1667.16052 
    596,   18613.2168,   1672.35828 
    597,   18514.7402,   1677.46716 
    598,   18416.2559,   1682.48743 
    599,   18317.7695,   1687.41895 
    600,   18219.2773,   1692.26184 
    601,   18120.7813,   1697.01599 
    602,   18022.2813,    1701.6814 
    603,   17923.7773,   1706.25818 
    604,   17825.2676,   1710.74622 
    605,   17726.7559,   1715.14551 
    606,   17628.2383,   1719.45605 
    607,   17529.7188,   1723.67786 
    608,   17431.1953,   1727.81091 
    609,    17332.668,   1731.85535 
    610,   22059.7012,   1473.83545 
    611,   21961.2266,   1479.64355 
    612,    21862.752,   1485.44104 
    613,   21764.2773,   1491.22791 
    614,   21665.8008,   1497.00415 
    615,   21567.3242,    1502.7699 
    616,   21468.8477,   1508.52502 
    617,   21370.3691,   1514.26953 
    618,   21271.8926,   1520.00354 
    619,   21173.4121,   1525.72693 
    620,   21074.9336,    1531.4397 
    621,   20976.4531,   1537.14185 
    622,   20877.9727,    1542.8335 
    623,   20779.4902,   1548.51453 
    624,   20681.0078,   1554.18494 
    625,   20582.5254,   1559.84485 
    626,    20484.043,   1565.49414 
    627,   20385.5586,   1571.13281 
    628,   20287.0742,   1576.76086 
    629,   20188.5898,   1582.37842 
    630,   20090.1035,   1587.98523 
    631,   19991.6172,   1593.58167 
    632,   19893.1309,   1599.16736 
    633,   19794.6426,   1604.74255 
    634,   24521.7285,   1315.52002 
    635,   24423.2617,   1322.09998 
    636,    24324.793,    1328.6604 
    637,   24226.3242,   1335.20117 
    638,   24127.8535,   1341.72217 
    639,   24029.3828,   1348.22363 
    640,   23930.9082,   1354.70532 
    641,   23832.4336,   1361.16748 
    642,    23733.959,   1367.60999 
    643,   23635.4824,   1374.03284 
    644,   23537.0039,   1380.43591 
    645,   23438.5234,   1386.81946 
    646,    23340.043,   1393.18335 
    647,   23241.5605,   1399.52759 
    648,   23143.0781,   1405.85217 
    649,   23044.5918,   1412.15698 
    650,   22946.1074,   1418.44226 
    651,   22847.6191,   1424.70789 
    652,   22749.1309,   1430.95386 
    653,   22650.6406,   1437.18018 
    654,   22552.1504,   1443.38684 
    655,   22453.6582,   1449.57373 
    656,   22355.1641,   1455.74109 
    657,   22256.6699,   1461.88879 
    658,   26983.7227,   1139.88416 
    659,   26885.2324,   1146.78516 
    660,   26786.7422,   1153.69861 
    661,   26688.2539,   1160.62439 
    662,   26589.7656,    1167.5625 
    663,   26491.2793,   1174.51294 
    664,    26392.793,   1181.47583 
    665,   26294.3066,   1188.45105 
    666,   26195.8223,    1195.4386 
    667,   26097.3398,   1202.43848 
    668,   25998.8574,   1209.45081 
    669,    25900.375,   1216.47546 
    670,   25801.8945,   1223.51245 
    671,   25703.4141,   1230.56177 
    672,   25604.9355,   1237.62354 
    673,    25506.457,   1244.69751 
    674,   25407.9805,   1251.78394 
    675,   25309.5039,   1258.88281 
    676,   25211.0273,    1265.9939 
    677,   25112.5527,   1273.11743 
    678,   25014.0801,    1280.2533 
    679,   24915.6074,   1287.40149 
    680,   24817.1348,   1294.56213 
    681,   24718.6641,   1301.73511 
    682,    29445.793,   948.448975 
    683,   29347.3516,   956.637024 
    684,   29248.9043,   964.781738 
    685,   29150.4551,   972.883118 
    686,       29052.,   980.941162 
    687,    28953.543,   988.955811 
    688,    28855.084,   996.927124 
    689,   28756.6191,    1004.8551 
    690,   28658.1523,   1012.73969 
    691,   28559.6816,   1020.58093 
    692,    28461.207,   1028.37878 
    693,   28362.7285,    1036.1333 
    694,    28264.248,   1043.84448 
    695,   28165.7617,   1051.51233 
    696,   28067.2754,   1059.13672 
    697,   27968.7832,   1066.71777 
    698,   27870.2891,   1074.25549 
    699,    27771.791,   1081.74976 
    700,   27673.2891,   1089.20068 
    701,   27574.7852,   1096.60828 
    702,   27476.2773,   1103.97241 
    703,   27377.7656,   1111.29321 
    704,    27279.252,   1118.57068 
    705,   27180.7344,   1125.80481 
    706,   31907.7402,   738.578979 
    707,   31809.2305,   746.628906 
    708,   31710.7246,   754.709351 
    709,   31612.2207,   762.820435 
    710,   31513.7188,   770.962097 
    711,   31415.2207,   779.134338 
    712,   31316.7227,   787.337158 
    713,   31218.2305,   795.570618 
    714,   31119.7383,   803.834595 
    715,     31021.25,   812.129211 
    716,   30922.7637,   820.454346 
    717,   30824.2793,    828.81012 
    718,   30725.7988,   837.196472 
    719,   30627.3203,   845.613403 
    720,   30528.8438,   854.060852 
    721,   30430.3711,    862.53894 
    722,   30331.9004,   871.047607 
    723,   30233.4336,   879.586853 
    724,   30134.9668,   888.156616 
    725,   30036.5059,   896.757019 
    726,   29938.0449,      905.388 
    727,   29839.5879,     914.0495 
    728,   29741.1328,   922.741638 
    729,   29642.6816,   931.464294 
    730,   34369.8281,   513.473145 
    731,   34271.3828,   522.919006 
    732,   34172.9375,   532.330078 
    733,   34074.4844,   541.706299 
    734,   33976.0313,   551.047668 
    735,   33877.5703,   560.354248 
    736,   33779.1094,   569.625977 
    737,   33680.6445,   578.862854 
    738,   33582.1758,    588.06488 
    739,   33483.7031,   597.232117 
    740,   33385.2305,   606.364502 
    741,   33286.7539,   615.462097 
    742,   33188.2695,    624.52478 
    743,   33089.7852,   633.552673 
    744,   32991.3008,   642.545715 
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    745,   32892.8086,   651.503906 
    746,   32794.3164,   660.427307 
    747,   32695.8184,   669.315796 
    748,   32597.3184,   678.169434 
    749,   32498.8145,   686.988281 
    750,   32400.3086,   695.772278 
    751,   32301.7988,   704.521362 
    752,   32203.2871,   713.235657 
    753,   32104.7715,     721.9151 
    754,   36831.7773,   269.880188 
    755,   36733.2656,   279.305023 
    756,   36634.7539,   288.758575 
    757,     36536.25,   298.240814 
    758,   36437.7461,    307.75174 
    759,   36339.2461,   317.291321 
    760,   36240.7461,   326.859619 
    761,   36142.2539,   336.456573 
    762,   36043.7617,   346.082214 
    763,   35945.2695,   355.736542 
    764,   35846.7852,   365.419556 
    765,   35748.3008,   375.131226 
    766,   35649.8203,   384.871582 
    767,   35551.3398,   394.640625 
    768,   35452.8672,   404.438354 
    769,   35354.3945,    414.26474 
    770,   35255.9258,   424.119781 
    771,    35157.457,    434.00354 
    772,   35058.9922,   443.915924 
    773,   34960.5313,   453.857025 
    774,   34862.0742,   463.826752 
    775,   34763.6211,   473.825195 
    776,    34665.168,   483.852264 
    777,   34566.7188,    493.90802 
    778,    39293.875,   10.8424234 
    779,   39195.4336,   21.6496029 
    780,   39096.9922,   32.4215355 
    781,   38998.5469,   43.1582184 
    782,   38900.0938,   53.8596535 
    783,   38801.6406,   64.5258408 
    784,   38703.1797,   75.1567764 
    785,   38604.7188,   85.7524567 
    786,   38506.2539,   96.3128815 
    787,   38407.7813,   106.838051 
    788,   38309.3086,   117.327965 
    789,    38210.832,   127.782616 
    790,   38112.3516,   138.202011 
    791,   38013.8672,   148.586151 
    792,   37915.3789,   158.935013 
    793,   37816.8867,   169.248627 
    794,   37718.3906,   179.526962 
    795,   37619.8906,   189.770035 
    796,   37521.3867,   199.977844 
    797,   37422.8789,   210.150391 
    798,   37324.3672,   220.287659 
    799,   37225.8555,   230.389648 
    800,   37127.3359,   240.456375 
    801,   37028.8164,   250.487823 
*Element, type=B23 
 1,  1, 34 
 2, 34, 35 
 3, 35, 36 
 4, 36, 37 
 5, 37, 38 
 6, 38, 39 
 7, 39, 40 
 8, 40, 41 
 9, 41, 42 
10, 42, 43 
11, 43, 44 
12, 44, 45 
13, 45, 46 
14, 46, 47 
15, 47, 48 
16, 48, 49 
17, 49, 50 
18, 50, 51 
19, 51, 52 
20, 52, 53 
21, 53, 54 
22, 54, 55 
23, 55, 56 
24, 56, 57 
25, 57,  2 
26,  2, 58 
27, 58, 59 
28, 59, 60 
29, 60, 61 
30, 61, 62 
31, 62, 63 
32, 63, 64 
33, 64, 65 
34, 65, 66 
35, 66, 67 
36, 67, 68 
37, 68, 69 
38, 69, 70 
39, 70, 71 
40, 71, 72 
41, 72, 73 
42, 73, 74 
43, 74, 75 
44, 75, 76 
45, 76, 77 
46, 77, 78 
47, 78, 79 
48, 79, 80 
49, 80, 81 
50, 81,  3 
51,   3,  82 
52,  82,  83 
53,  83,  84 
54,  84,  85 
55,  85,  86 
56,  86,  87 
57,  87,  88 
58,  88,  89 
59,  89,  90 
60,  90,  91 
61,  91,  92 
62,  92,  93 
63,  93,  94 
64,  94,  95 
65,  95,  96 
66,  96,  97 
67,  97,  98 
68,  98,  99 
69,  99, 100 
70, 100, 101 
71, 101, 102 
72, 102, 103 
73, 103, 104 
74, 104, 105 
75, 105,   4 
 76,   4, 106 
 77, 106, 107 
 78, 107, 108 
 79, 108, 109 
 80, 109, 110 
 81, 110, 111 
 82, 111, 112 
 83, 112, 113 
 84, 113, 114 
 85, 114, 115 
 86, 115, 116 
 87, 116, 117 
 88, 117, 118 
 89, 118, 119 
 90, 119, 120 
 91, 120, 121 
 92, 121, 122 
 93, 122, 123 
 94, 123, 124 
 95, 124, 125 
 96, 125, 126 
 97, 126, 127 
 98, 127, 128 
 99, 128, 129 
100, 129,   5 
101,   5, 130 
102, 130, 131 
103, 131, 132 
104, 132, 133 
105, 133, 134 
106, 134, 135 
107, 135, 136 
108, 136, 137 
109, 137, 138 
110, 138, 139 
111, 139, 140 
112, 140, 141 
113, 141, 142 
114, 142, 143 
115, 143, 144 
116, 144, 145 
117, 145, 146 
118, 146, 147 
119, 147, 148 
120, 148, 149 
121, 149, 150 
122, 150, 151 
123, 151, 152 
124, 152, 153 
125, 153,   6 
126,   6, 154 
127, 154, 155 
128, 155, 156 
129, 156, 157 
130, 157, 158 
131, 158, 159 
132, 159, 160 
133, 160, 161 
134, 161, 162 
135, 162, 163 
136, 163, 164 
137, 164, 165 
138, 165, 166 
139, 166, 167 
140, 167, 168 
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141, 168, 169 
142, 169, 170 
143, 170, 171 
144, 171, 172 
145, 172, 173 
146, 173, 174 
147, 174, 175 
148, 175, 176 
149, 176, 177 
150, 177,   7 
151,   7, 178 
152, 178, 179 
153, 179, 180 
154, 180, 181 
155, 181, 182 
156, 182, 183 
157, 183, 184 
158, 184, 185 
159, 185, 186 
160, 186, 187 
161, 187, 188 
162, 188, 189 
163, 189, 190 
164, 190, 191 
165, 191, 192 
166, 192, 193 
167, 193, 194 
168, 194, 195 
169, 195, 196 
170, 196, 197 
171, 197, 198 
172, 198, 199 
173, 199, 200 
174, 200, 201 
175, 201,   8 
176,   8, 202 
177, 202, 203 
178, 203, 204 
179, 204, 205 
180, 205, 206 
181, 206, 207 
182, 207, 208 
183, 208, 209 
184, 209, 210 
185, 210, 211 
186, 211, 212 
187, 212, 213 
188, 213, 214 
189, 214, 215 
190, 215, 216 
191, 216, 217 
192, 217, 218 
193, 218, 219 
194, 219, 220 
195, 220, 221 
196, 221, 222 
197, 222, 223 
198, 223, 224 
199, 224, 225 
200, 225,   9 
201,   9, 226 
202, 226, 227 
203, 227, 228 
204, 228, 229 
205, 229, 230 
206, 230, 231 
207, 231, 232 
208, 232, 233 
209, 233, 234 
210, 234, 235 
211, 235, 236 
212, 236, 237 
213, 237, 238 
214, 238, 239 
215, 239, 240 
216, 240, 241 
217, 241, 242 
218, 242, 243 
219, 243, 244 
220, 244, 245 
221, 245, 246 
222, 246, 247 
223, 247, 248 
224, 248, 249 
225, 249,  10 
226,  10, 250 
227, 250, 251 
228, 251, 252 
229, 252, 253 
230, 253, 254 
231, 254, 255 
232, 255, 256 
233, 256, 257 
234, 257, 258 
235, 258, 259 
236, 259, 260 
237, 260, 261 
238, 261, 262 
239, 262, 263 
240, 263, 264 
241, 264, 265 
242, 265, 266 
243, 266, 267 
244, 267, 268 
245, 268, 269 
246, 269, 270 
247, 270, 271 
248, 271, 272 
249, 272, 273 
250, 273,  11 
251,  11, 274 
252, 274, 275 
253, 275, 276 
254, 276, 277 
255, 277, 278 
256, 278, 279 
257, 279, 280 
258, 280, 281 
259, 281, 282 
260, 282, 283 
261, 283, 284 
262, 284, 285 
263, 285, 286 
264, 286, 287 
265, 287, 288 
266, 288, 289 
267, 289, 290 
268, 290, 291 
269, 291, 292 
270, 292, 293 
271, 293, 294 
272, 294, 295 
273, 295, 296 
274, 296, 297 
275, 297,  12 
276,  12, 298 
277, 298, 299 
278, 299, 300 
279, 300, 301 
280, 301, 302 
281, 302, 303 
282, 303, 304 
283, 304, 305 
284, 305, 306 
285, 306, 307 
286, 307, 308 
287, 308, 309 
288, 309, 310 
289, 310, 311 
290, 311, 312 
291, 312, 313 
292, 313, 314 
293, 314, 315 
294, 315, 316 
295, 316, 317 
296, 317, 318 
297, 318, 319 
298, 319, 320 
299, 320, 321 
300, 321,  13 
301,  13, 322 
302, 322, 323 
303, 323, 324 
304, 324, 325 
305, 325, 326 
306, 326, 327 
307, 327, 328 
308, 328, 329 
309, 329, 330 
310, 330, 331 
311, 331, 332 
312, 332, 333 
313, 333, 334 
314, 334, 335 
315, 335, 336 
316, 336, 337 
317, 337, 338 
318, 338, 339 
319, 339, 340 
320, 340, 341 
321, 341, 342 
322, 342, 343 
323, 343, 344 
324, 344, 345 
325, 345,  14 
326,  14, 346 
327, 346, 347 
328, 347, 348 
329, 348, 349 
330, 349, 350 
331, 350, 351 
332, 351, 352 
333, 352, 353 
334, 353, 354 
335, 354, 355 
336, 355, 356 
337, 356, 357 
338, 357, 358 
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339, 358, 359 
340, 359, 360 
341, 360, 361 
342, 361, 362 
343, 362, 363 
344, 363, 364 
345, 364, 365 
346, 365, 366 
347, 366, 367 
348, 367, 368 
349, 368, 369 
350, 369,  15 
351,  15, 370 
352, 370, 371 
353, 371, 372 
354, 372, 373 
355, 373, 374 
356, 374, 375 
357, 375, 376 
358, 376, 377 
359, 377, 378 
360, 378, 379 
361, 379, 380 
362, 380, 381 
363, 381, 382 
364, 382, 383 
365, 383, 384 
366, 384, 385 
367, 385, 386 
368, 386, 387 
369, 387, 388 
370, 388, 389 
371, 389, 390 
372, 390, 391 
373, 391, 392 
374, 392, 393 
375, 393,  16 
376,  16, 394 
377, 394, 395 
378, 395, 396 
379, 396, 397 
380, 397, 398 
381, 398, 399 
382, 399, 400 
383, 400, 401 
384, 401, 402 
385, 402, 403 
386, 403, 404 
387, 404, 405 
388, 405, 406 
389, 406, 407 
390, 407, 408 
391, 408, 409 
392, 409, 410 
393, 410, 411 
394, 411, 412 
395, 412, 413 
396, 413, 414 
397, 414, 415 
398, 415, 416 
399, 416, 417 
400, 417,  17 
401,  18, 418 
402, 418, 419 
403, 419, 420 
404, 420, 421 
405, 421, 422 
406, 422, 423 
407, 423, 424 
408, 424, 425 
409, 425, 426 
410, 426, 427 
411, 427, 428 
412, 428, 429 
413, 429, 430 
414, 430, 431 
415, 431, 432 
416, 432, 433 
417, 433, 434 
418, 434, 435 
419, 435, 436 
420, 436, 437 
421, 437, 438 
422, 438, 439 
423, 439, 440 
424, 440, 441 
425, 441,  17 
426,  19, 442 
427, 442, 443 
428, 443, 444 
429, 444, 445 
430, 445, 446 
431, 446, 447 
432, 447, 448 
433, 448, 449 
434, 449, 450 
435, 450, 451 
436, 451, 452 
437, 452, 453 
438, 453, 454 
439, 454, 455 
440, 455, 456 
441, 456, 457 
442, 457, 458 
443, 458, 459 
444, 459, 460 
445, 460, 461 
446, 461, 462 
447, 462, 463 
448, 463, 464 
449, 464, 465 
450, 465,  18 
451,  20, 466 
452, 466, 467 
453, 467, 468 
454, 468, 469 
455, 469, 470 
456, 470, 471 
457, 471, 472 
458, 472, 473 
459, 473, 474 
460, 474, 475 
461, 475, 476 
462, 476, 477 
463, 477, 478 
464, 478, 479 
465, 479, 480 
466, 480, 481 
467, 481, 482 
468, 482, 483 
469, 483, 484 
470, 484, 485 
471, 485, 486 
472, 486, 487 
473, 487, 488 
474, 488, 489 
475, 489,  19 
476,  21, 490 
477, 490, 491 
478, 491, 492 
479, 492, 493 
480, 493, 494 
481, 494, 495 
482, 495, 496 
483, 496, 497 
484, 497, 498 
485, 498, 499 
486, 499, 500 
487, 500, 501 
488, 501, 502 
489, 502, 503 
490, 503, 504 
491, 504, 505 
492, 505, 506 
493, 506, 507 
494, 507, 508 
495, 508, 509 
496, 509, 510 
497, 510, 511 
498, 511, 512 
499, 512, 513 
500, 513,  20 
501,  22, 514 
502, 514, 515 
503, 515, 516 
504, 516, 517 
505, 517, 518 
506, 518, 519 
507, 519, 520 
508, 520, 521 
509, 521, 522 
510, 522, 523 
511, 523, 524 
512, 524, 525 
513, 525, 526 
514, 526, 527 
515, 527, 528 
516, 528, 529 
517, 529, 530 
518, 530, 531 
519, 531, 532 
520, 532, 533 
521, 533, 534 
522, 534, 535 
523, 535, 536 
524, 536, 537 
525, 537,  21 
526,  23, 538 
527, 538, 539 
528, 539, 540 
529, 540, 541 
530, 541, 542 
531, 542, 543 
532, 543, 544 
533, 544, 545 
534, 545, 546 
535, 546, 547 
536, 547, 548 
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537, 548, 549 
538, 549, 550 
539, 550, 551 
540, 551, 552 
541, 552, 553 
542, 553, 554 
543, 554, 555 
544, 555, 556 
545, 556, 557 
546, 557, 558 
547, 558, 559 
548, 559, 560 
549, 560, 561 
550, 561,  22 
551,  24, 562 
552, 562, 563 
553, 563, 564 
554, 564, 565 
555, 565, 566 
556, 566, 567 
557, 567, 568 
558, 568, 569 
559, 569, 570 
560, 570, 571 
561, 571, 572 
562, 572, 573 
563, 573, 574 
564, 574, 575 
565, 575, 576 
566, 576, 577 
567, 577, 578 
568, 578, 579 
569, 579, 580 
570, 580, 581 
571, 581, 582 
572, 582, 583 
573, 583, 584 
574, 584, 585 
575, 585,  23 
576,  25, 586 
577, 586, 587 
578, 587, 588 
579, 588, 589 
580, 589, 590 
581, 590, 591 
582, 591, 592 
583, 592, 593 
584, 593, 594 
585, 594, 595 
586, 595, 596 
587, 596, 597 
588, 597, 598 
589, 598, 599 
590, 599, 600 
591, 600, 601 
592, 601, 602 
593, 602, 603 
594, 603, 604 
595, 604, 605 
596, 605, 606 
597, 606, 607 
598, 607, 608 
599, 608, 609 
600, 609,  24 
601,  26, 610 
602, 610, 611 
603, 611, 612 
604, 612, 613 
605, 613, 614 
606, 614, 615 
607, 615, 616 
608, 616, 617 
609, 617, 618 
610, 618, 619 
611, 619, 620 
612, 620, 621 
613, 621, 622 
614, 622, 623 
615, 623, 624 
616, 624, 625 
617, 625, 626 
618, 626, 627 
619, 627, 628 
620, 628, 629 
621, 629, 630 
622, 630, 631 
623, 631, 632 
624, 632, 633 
625, 633,  25 
626,  27, 634 
627, 634, 635 
628, 635, 636 
629, 636, 637 
630, 637, 638 
631, 638, 639 
632, 639, 640 
633, 640, 641 
634, 641, 642 
635, 642, 643 
636, 643, 644 
637, 644, 645 
638, 645, 646 
639, 646, 647 
640, 647, 648 
641, 648, 649 
642, 649, 650 
643, 650, 651 
644, 651, 652 
645, 652, 653 
646, 653, 654 
647, 654, 655 
648, 655, 656 
649, 656, 657 
650, 657,  26 
651,  28, 658 
652, 658, 659 
653, 659, 660 
654, 660, 661 
655, 661, 662 
656, 662, 663 
657, 663, 664 
658, 664, 665 
659, 665, 666 
660, 666, 667 
661, 667, 668 
662, 668, 669 
663, 669, 670 
664, 670, 671 
665, 671, 672 
666, 672, 673 
667, 673, 674 
668, 674, 675 
669, 675, 676 
670, 676, 677 
671, 677, 678 
672, 678, 679 
673, 679, 680 
674, 680, 681 
675, 681,  27 
676,  29, 682 
677, 682, 683 
678, 683, 684 
679, 684, 685 
680, 685, 686 
681, 686, 687 
682, 687, 688 
683, 688, 689 
684, 689, 690 
685, 690, 691 
686, 691, 692 
687, 692, 693 
688, 693, 694 
689, 694, 695 
690, 695, 696 
691, 696, 697 
692, 697, 698 
693, 698, 699 
694, 699, 700 
695, 700, 701 
696, 701, 702 
697, 702, 703 
698, 703, 704 
699, 704, 705 
700, 705,  28 
701,  30, 706 
702, 706, 707 
703, 707, 708 
704, 708, 709 
705, 709, 710 
706, 710, 711 
707, 711, 712 
708, 712, 713 
709, 713, 714 
710, 714, 715 
711, 715, 716 
712, 716, 717 
713, 717, 718 
714, 718, 719 
715, 719, 720 
716, 720, 721 
717, 721, 722 
718, 722, 723 
719, 723, 724 
720, 724, 725 
721, 725, 726 
722, 726, 727 
723, 727, 728 
724, 728, 729 
725, 729,  29 
726,  31, 730 
727, 730, 731 
728, 731, 732 
729, 732, 733 
730, 733, 734 
731, 734, 735 
732, 735, 736 
733, 736, 737 
734, 737, 738 
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735, 738, 739 
736, 739, 740 
737, 740, 741 
738, 741, 742 
739, 742, 743 
740, 743, 744 
741, 744, 745 
742, 745, 746 
743, 746, 747 
744, 747, 748 
745, 748, 749 
746, 749, 750 
747, 750, 751 
748, 751, 752 
749, 752, 753 
750, 753,  30 
751,  32, 754 
752, 754, 755 
753, 755, 756 
754, 756, 757 
755, 757, 758 
756, 758, 759 
757, 759, 760 
758, 760, 761 
759, 761, 762 
760, 762, 763 
761, 763, 764 
762, 764, 765 
763, 765, 766 
764, 766, 767 
765, 767, 768 
766, 768, 769 
767, 769, 770 
768, 770, 771 
769, 771, 772 
770, 772, 773 
771, 773, 774 
772, 774, 775 
773, 775, 776 
774, 776, 777 
775, 777,  31 
776,  33, 778 
777, 778, 779 
778, 779, 780 
779, 780, 781 
780, 781, 782 
781, 782, 783 
782, 783, 784 
783, 784, 785 
784, 785, 786 
785, 786, 787 
786, 787, 788 
787, 788, 789 
788, 789, 790 
789, 790, 791 
790, 791, 792 
791, 792, 793 
792, 793, 794 
793, 794, 795 
794, 795, 796 
795, 796, 797 
796, 797, 798 
797, 798, 799 
798, 799, 800 
799, 800, 801 
800, 801,  32 
*Nset, nset=Btm_tube, generate 
   1,  801,    1 
*Elset, elset=Btm_tube, generate 
   1,  800,    1 
** Section: BC_tube  Profile: 
BC_Tube 
*Beam Section, elset=Btm_tube, 
material=Steel_tube, poisson = 0.3, 
temperature=GRADIENTS, 
section=BOX 
60., 60., 4., 4., 4., 4. 
0.,0.,-1. 
*End Part 
**   
*Part, name=L_Diags 
*Node 
      1,   27082.2129,   3716.61475 
      2,   29544.2324,   940.217529 
      3,   22158.1738,   4794.36572 
      4,   24620.1934,   1308.92041 
      5,   17234.1348,   5649.22314 
      6,   19696.1543,   1610.30713 
      7,   12310.0967,   6286.17773 
      8,   14772.1162,   1844.54578 
      9,   7386.05811,   6708.85352 
     10,   9848.07715,   2011.76636 
     11,   2462.01929,   6919.60986 
     12,   4924.03857,   2112.06177 
     13,    32006.252,   2409.45654 
     14,   34468.2695,   503.992462 
     15,  -2462.01929,   6919.60986 
     16,           0.,    2145.4873 
     17,  -7386.05811,   6708.85352 
     18,  -4924.03857,   2112.06177 
     19,  -12310.0967,   6286.17773 
     20,  -9848.07715,   2011.76636 
     21,  -17234.1348,   5649.22314 
     22,  -14772.1162,   1844.54578 
     23,  -22158.1738,   4794.36572 
     24,  -19696.1543,   1610.30713 
     25,  -27082.2129,   3716.61475 
     26,  -24620.1934,   1308.92041 
     27,   -32006.252,   2409.45654 
     28,  -29544.2324,   940.217529 
     29,  -29544.2324,   3092.18335 
     30,  -27082.2129,   1132.99548 
     31,  -24620.1934,   4283.72119 
     32,  -22158.1738,   1468.01685 
     33,  -19696.1543,   5249.31055 
     34,  -17234.1348,   1735.81091 
     35,  -14772.1162,   5994.68115 
     36,  -12310.0967,   1936.52661 
     37,  -9848.07715,   6524.12451 
     38,  -7386.05811,   2070.27539 
     39,  -4924.03857,   6840.62158 
     40,  -2462.01929,   2137.13135 
     41,   34468.2695,   1667.34753 
     42,   36930.2891,   260.484009 
     43,           0.,   6945.92725 
     44,   2462.01929,   2137.13135 
     45,   4924.03857,   6840.62158 
     46,   7386.05811,   2070.27539 
     47,   9848.07715,   6524.12451 
     48,   12310.0967,   1936.52661 
     49,   14772.1162,   5994.68115 
     50,   17234.1348,   1735.81091 
     51,   19696.1543,   5249.31055 
     52,   22158.1738,   1468.01685 
     53,   24620.1934,   4283.72119 
     54,   27082.2129,   1132.99548 
     55,   29544.2324,   3092.18335 
     56,    32006.252,   730.559692 
*Element, type=T2D2 
1, 1, 2 
2, 3, 4 
3, 5, 6 
4, 7, 8 
5,  9, 10 
6, 11, 12 
7, 13, 14 
8, 15, 16 
 9, 17, 18 
10, 19, 20 
11, 21, 22 
12, 23, 24 
13, 25, 26 
14, 27, 28 
15, 29, 30 
16, 31, 32 
17, 33, 34 
18, 35, 36 
19, 37, 38 
20, 39, 40 
21, 41, 42 
22, 43, 44 
23, 45, 46 
24, 47, 48 
25, 49, 50 
26, 51, 52 
27, 53, 54 
28, 55, 56 
*Nset, nset=L_Diags, generate 
  1,  56,   1 
*Elset, elset=L_Diags, generate 
  1,  28,   1 
** Section: Diag_Cable 
*Solid Section, elset=L_Diags, 
material=Diag_Cable 
100., 
*End Part 
**   
*Part, name=R_Diags 
*Node 
      1,   4924.03857,   6840.62158 
      2,   2462.01929,   2137.13135 
      3,   9848.07715,   6524.12451 
      4,   7386.05811,   2070.27539 
      5,   14772.1162,   5994.68115 
      6,   12310.0967,   1936.52661 
      7,   19696.1543,   5249.31055 
      8,   17234.1348,   1735.81091 
      9,   24620.1934,   4283.72119 
     10,   22158.1738,   1468.01685 
     11,   29544.2324,   3092.18335 
     12,   27082.2129,   1132.99548 
     13,  -4924.03857,   2112.06177 
     14,  -2462.01929,   6919.60986 
     15,  -14772.1162,   1844.54578 
     16,  -12310.0967,   6286.17773 
     17,  -24620.1934,   1308.92041 
     18,  -22158.1738,   4794.36572 
     19,  -34468.2695,   503.992462 
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     20,   -32006.252,   2409.45654 
     21,  -7386.05811,   2070.27539 
     22,  -4924.03857,   6840.62158 
     23,  -17234.1348,   1735.81091 
     24,  -14772.1162,   5994.68115 
     25,  -27082.2129,   1132.99548 
     26,  -24620.1934,   4283.72119 
     27,  -36930.2891,   260.484009 
     28,  -34468.2695,   1667.34753 
     29,   -32006.252,   730.559692 
     30,  -29544.2324,   3092.18335 
     31,  -22158.1738,   1468.01685 
     32,  -19696.1543,   5249.31055 
     33,  -12310.0967,   1936.52661 
     34,  -9848.07715,   6524.12451 
     35,  -2462.01929,   2137.13135 
     36,           0.,   6945.92725 
     37,  -29544.2324,   940.217529 
     38,  -27082.2129,   3716.61475 
     39,  -19696.1543,   1610.30713 
     40,  -17234.1348,   5649.22314 
     41,  -9848.07715,   2011.76636 
     42,  -7386.05811,   6708.85352 
     43,    32006.252,   2409.45654 
     44,   29544.2324,   940.217529 
     45,   27082.2129,   3716.61475 
     46,   24620.1934,   1308.92041 
     47,   22158.1738,   4794.36572 
     48,   19696.1543,   1610.30713 
     49,   17234.1348,   5649.22314 
     50,   14772.1162,   1844.54578 
     51,   12310.0967,   6286.17773 
     52,   9848.07715,   2011.76636 
     53,   7386.05811,   6708.85352 
     54,   4924.03857,   2112.06177 
     55,   2462.01929,   6919.60986 
     56,           0.,    2145.4873 
*Element, type=T2D2 
1, 1, 2 
2, 3, 4 
3, 5, 6 
4, 7, 8 
5,  9, 10 
6, 11, 12 
7, 13, 14 
8, 15, 16 
 9, 17, 18 
10, 19, 20 
11, 21, 22 
12, 23, 24 
13, 25, 26 
14, 27, 28 
15, 29, 30 
16, 31, 32 
17, 33, 34 
18, 35, 36 
19, 37, 38 
20, 39, 40 
21, 41, 42 
22, 43, 44 
23, 45, 46 
24, 47, 48 
25, 49, 50 
26, 51, 52 
27, 53, 54 
28, 55, 56 
*Nset, nset=R_diag, generate 
  1,  56,   1 
*Elset, elset=R_diag, generate 
  1,  28,   1 
** Section: Diag_Cable 
*Solid Section, elset=R_diag, 
material=Diag_Cable 
100., 
*End Part 
**   
*Part, name=Ties 
*Node 
      1,   4924.03857,   6840.62158 
      2,   4924.03857,   2112.06177 
      3,   9848.07715,   6524.12451 
      4,   9848.07715,   2011.76636 
      5,   14772.1162,   5994.68115 
      6,   14772.1162,   1844.54578 
      7,   19696.1543,   5249.31055 
      8,   19696.1543,   1610.30713 
      9,   24620.1934,   4283.72119 
     10,   24620.1934,   1308.92041 
     11,   29544.2324,   3092.18335 
     12,   29544.2324,   940.217529 
     13,   34468.2695,   1667.34753 
     14,   34468.2695,   503.992462 
     15,           0.,   6945.92725 
     16,           0.,    2145.4873 
     17,  -4924.03857,   6840.62158 
     18,  -4924.03857,   2112.06177 
     19,  -9848.07715,   6524.12451 
     20,  -9848.07715,   2011.76636 
     21,  -14772.1162,   5994.68115 
     22,  -14772.1162,   1844.54578 
     23,  -19696.1543,   5249.31055 
     24,  -19696.1543,   1610.30713 
     25,  -24620.1934,   4283.72119 
     26,  -24620.1934,   1308.92041 
     27,  -29544.2324,   3092.18335 
     28,  -29544.2324,   940.217529 
     29,  -34468.2695,   1667.34753 
     30,  -34468.2695,   503.992462 
     31,  -36930.2891,   864.644775 
     32,  -36930.2891,   260.484009 
     33,   -32006.252,   2409.45654 
     34,   -32006.252,   730.559692 
     35,  -27082.2129,   3716.61475 
     36,  -27082.2129,   1132.99548 
     37,  -22158.1738,   4794.36572 
     38,  -22158.1738,   1468.01685 
     39,  -17234.1348,   5649.22314 
     40,  -17234.1348,   1735.81091 
     41,  -12310.0967,   6286.17773 
     42,  -12310.0967,   1936.52661 
     43,  -7386.05811,   6708.85352 
     44,  -7386.05811,   2070.27539 
     45,  -2462.01929,   6919.60986 
     46,  -2462.01929,   2137.13135 
     47,   36930.2891,   864.644775 
     48,   36930.2891,   260.484009 
     49,    32006.252,   2409.45654 
     50,    32006.252,   730.559692 
     51,   27082.2129,   3716.61475 
     52,   27082.2129,   1132.99548 
     53,   22158.1738,   4794.36572 
     54,   22158.1738,   1468.01685 
     55,   17234.1348,   5649.22314 
     56,   17234.1348,   1735.81091 
     57,   12310.0967,   6286.17773 
     58,   12310.0967,   1936.52661 
     59,   7386.05811,   6708.85352 
     60,   7386.05811,   2070.27539 
     61,   2462.01929,   6919.60986 
     62,   2462.01929,   2137.13135 
*Element, type=B23 
1, 1, 2 
2, 3, 4 
3, 5, 6 
4, 7, 8 
5,  9, 10 
6, 11, 12 
7, 13, 14 
8, 15, 16 
 9, 17, 18 
10, 19, 20 
11, 21, 22 
12, 23, 24 
13, 25, 26 
14, 27, 28 
15, 29, 30 
16, 31, 32 
17, 33, 34 
18, 35, 36 
19, 37, 38 
20, 39, 40 
21, 41, 42 
22, 43, 44 
23, 45, 46 
24, 47, 48 
25, 49, 50 
26, 51, 52 
27, 53, 54 
28, 55, 56 
29, 57, 58 
30, 59, 60 
31, 61, 62 
*Nset, nset=Ties, generate 
  1,  62,   1 
*Elset, elset=Ties, generate 
  1,  31,   1 
** Section: Connectors  Profile: 
BC_Tube 
*Beam Section, elset=Ties, 
material=Connectors, poisson = 0.3, 
temperature=GRADIENTS, 
section=BOX 
60., 60., 4., 4., 4., 4. 
0.,0.,-1. 
*End Part 
**   
*Part, name=Top_chord 
*Node 
      1,  -39392.3086,           0. 
      2,  -36930.2891,   864.644775 
      3,  -34468.2695,   1667.34753 
      4,   -32006.252,   2409.45654 
      5,  -29544.2324,   3092.18335 
      6,  -27082.2129,   3716.61475 
      7,  -24620.1934,   4283.72119 
      8,  -22158.1738,   4794.36572 
      9,  -19696.1543,   5249.31055 
     10,  -17234.1348,   5649.22314 
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     11,  -14772.1162,   5994.68115 
     12,  -12310.0967,   6286.17773 
     13,  -9848.07715,   6524.12451 
     14,  -7386.05811,   6708.85352 
     15,  -4924.03857,   6840.62158 
     16,  -2462.01929,   6919.60986 
     17,           0.,   6945.92725 
     18,   2462.01929,   6919.60986 
     19,   4924.03857,   6840.62158 
     20,   7386.05811,   6708.85352 
     21,   9848.07715,   6524.12451 
     22,   12310.0967,   6286.17773 
     23,   14772.1162,   5994.68115 
     24,   17234.1348,   5649.22314 
     25,   19696.1543,   5249.31055 
     26,   22158.1738,   4794.36572 
     27,   24620.1934,   4283.72119 
     28,   27082.2129,   3716.61475 
     29,   29544.2324,   3092.18335 
     30,    32006.252,   2409.45654 
     31,   34468.2695,   1667.34753 
     32,   36930.2891,   864.644775 
     33,   39392.3086,           0. 
     34,  -39293.9727,    34.993248 
     35,   -39195.625,   69.9525681 
     36,  -39097.2617,   104.877968 
     37,  -38998.8906,   139.769424 
     38,  -38900.5039,   174.626968 
     39,  -38802.1055,   209.450546 
     40,  -38703.6992,   244.240204 
     41,  -38605.2773,   278.995911 
     42,  -38506.8438,   313.717651 
     43,  -38408.3984,   348.405426 
     44,  -38309.9414,   383.059265 
     45,  -38211.4727,   417.679138 
     46,  -38112.9922,   452.265045 
     47,  -38014.4961,   486.816956 
     48,  -37915.9922,     521.3349 
     49,  -37817.4766,   555.818848 
     50,  -37718.9453,    590.26886 
     51,  -37620.4063,   624.684875 
     52,  -37521.8555,   659.066833 
     53,  -37423.2891,   693.414856 
     54,  -37324.7148,   727.728882 
     55,   -37226.125,    762.00885 
     56,  -37127.5273,   796.254822 
     57,  -37028.9141,   830.466797 
     58,  -36831.5273,    895.88324 
     59,  -36732.7891,   927.194275 
     60,  -36634.0742,   958.577942 
     61,  -36535.3828,    990.03418 
     62,  -36436.7148,   1021.56293 
     63,  -36338.0664,   1053.16431 
     64,  -36239.4453,   1084.83813 
     65,  -36140.8438,   1116.58435 
     66,  -36042.2695,    1148.4032 
     67,  -35943.7148,   1180.29443 
     68,  -35845.1875,   1212.25818 
     69,  -35746.6797,   1244.29431 
     70,  -35648.1992,   1276.40295 
     71,  -35549.7383,   1308.58386 
     72,  -35451.3047,   1340.83716 
     73,  -35352.8945,   1373.16284 
     74,  -35254.5078,   1405.56091 
     75,  -35156.1445,   1438.03125 
     76,  -35057.8047,   1470.57397 
     77,  -34959.4883,   1503.18896 
     78,  -34861.1953,   1535.87622 
     79,  -34762.9297,   1568.63562 
     80,  -34664.6875,   1601.46741 
     81,  -34566.4648,   1634.37134 
     82,  -34369.8672,   1697.28833 
     83,   -34271.457,   1727.20776 
     84,   -34173.043,   1757.10583 
     85,  -34074.6211,   1786.98254 
     86,  -33976.1914,   1816.83789 
     87,  -33877.7539,   1846.67188 
     88,  -33779.3125,    1876.4845 
     89,  -33680.8633,   1906.27576 
     90,  -33582.4102,   1936.04565 
     91,  -33483.9453,   1965.79419 
     92,  -33385.4805,   1995.52136 
     93,  -33287.0039,   2025.22705 
     94,  -33188.5234,   2054.91138 
     95,  -33090.0352,   2084.57446 
     96,   -32991.543,   2114.21606 
     97,   -32893.043,   2143.83643 
     98,  -32794.5352,    2173.4353 
     99,  -32696.0234,    2203.0127 
    100,  -32597.5039,   2232.56885 
    101,  -32498.9766,   2262.10352 
    102,  -32400.4453,   2291.61694 
    103,  -32301.9063,   2321.10889 
    104,  -32203.3613,   2350.57959 
    105,  -32104.8105,   2380.02856 
    106,  -31907.7305,   2436.62158 
    107,  -31809.2148,   2463.79858 
    108,  -31710.6992,   2490.98779 
    109,  -31612.1895,   2518.18896 
    110,  -31513.6816,    2545.4021 
    111,  -31415.1777,    2572.6272 
    112,  -31316.6777,   2599.86426 
    113,  -31218.1797,   2627.11328 
    114,  -31119.6855,   2654.37451 
    115,  -31021.1953,   2681.64746 
    116,   -30922.707,   2708.93262 
    117,  -30824.2227,   2736.22974 
    118,  -30725.7422,   2763.53882 
    119,  -30627.2656,   2790.85986 
    120,   -30528.791,   2818.19287 
    121,  -30430.3203,   2845.53809 
    122,  -30331.8516,   2872.89502 
    123,  -30233.3887,   2900.26416 
    124,  -30134.9277,   2927.64526 
    125,  -30036.4707,   2955.03833 
    126,  -29938.0156,   2982.44336 
    127,  -29839.5645,   3009.86035 
    128,  -29741.1172,   3037.28931 
    129,  -29642.6738,   3064.73047 
    130,  -29445.9648,   3117.99121 
    131,  -29347.6797,   3143.72998 
    132,   -29249.375,   3169.39966 
    133,  -29151.0527,        3195. 
    134,  -29052.7129,   3220.53125 
    135,  -28954.3555,   3245.99341 
    136,  -28855.9805,   3271.38623 
    137,  -28757.5859,   3296.71021 
    138,  -28659.1738,    3321.9646 
    139,  -28560.7461,    3347.1499 
    140,  -28462.2988,   3372.26611 
    141,   -28363.834,   3397.31274 
    142,  -28265.3516,   3422.29053 
    143,  -28166.8516,   3447.19873 
    144,  -28068.3359,   3472.03784 
    145,  -27969.8008,   3496.80737 
    146,   -27871.248,   3521.50781 
    147,  -27772.6797,   3546.13892 
    148,  -27674.0938,   3570.70068 
    149,  -27575.4902,   3595.19312 
    150,  -27476.8691,   3619.61621 
    151,  -27378.2305,   3643.96997 
    152,  -27279.5742,   3668.25439 
    153,  -27180.9023,   3692.46924 
    154,  -26983.7227,   3739.25562 
    155,  -26885.2324,    3761.8999 
    156,  -26786.7441,   3784.54785 
    157,  -26688.2559,   3807.19946 
    158,  -26589.7676,   3829.85449 
    159,  -26491.2813,   3852.51343 
    160,  -26392.7949,   3875.17578 
    161,  -26294.3105,   3897.84204 
    162,  -26195.8262,   3920.51172 
    163,  -26097.3418,   3943.18506 
    164,  -25998.8594,   3965.86206 
    165,  -25900.3789,   3988.54272 
    166,  -25801.8984,   4011.22705 
    167,   -25703.418,   4033.91479 
    168,  -25604.9395,   4056.60645 
    169,  -25506.4609,   4079.30151 
    170,  -25407.9824,   4102.00049 
    171,  -25309.5059,   4124.70264 
    172,  -25211.0313,   4147.40869 
    173,  -25112.5566,   4170.11865 
    174,   -25014.082,   4192.83203 
    175,  -24915.6094,   4215.54883 
    176,  -24817.1367,   4238.26953 
    177,  -24718.6641,   4260.99365 
    178,  -24521.7461,   4304.30371 
    179,  -24423.2949,   4324.87256 
    180,  -24324.8418,   4345.42871 
    181,  -24226.3848,   4365.97217 
    182,  -24127.9258,   4386.50195 
    183,  -24029.4629,   4407.01904 
    184,   -23930.998,   4427.52295 
    185,  -23832.5313,   4448.01416 
    186,  -23734.0625,   4468.49219 
    187,  -23635.5898,   4488.95703 
    188,  -23537.1133,   4509.40869 
    189,  -23438.6348,   4529.84766 
    190,  -23340.1543,   4550.27344 
    191,  -23241.6719,   4570.68604 
    192,  -23143.1855,   4591.08594 
    193,  -23044.6953,   4611.47266 
    194,  -22946.2051,   4631.84619 
    195,  -22847.7109,   4652.20654 
    196,  -22749.2129,    4672.5542 
    197,  -22650.7129,   4692.88867 
    198,  -22552.2109,   4713.21045 
    199,  -22453.7051,   4733.51855 
    200,  -22355.1973,   4753.81396 
    201,  -22256.6875,   4774.09668 
    202,  -22059.6406,   4812.27783 
    203,  -21961.1113,   4830.21387 
    204,  -21862.5879,   4848.17383 
    205,  -21764.0664,   4866.15771 
    206,  -21665.5508,   4884.16504 
    207,  -21567.0391,   4902.19629 
    208,  -21468.5332,   4920.25146 
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    209,  -21370.0293,   4938.33008 
    210,  -21271.5313,   4956.43262 
    211,  -21173.0371,   4974.55908 
    212,  -21074.5469,   4992.70947 
    213,  -20976.0625,    5010.8833 
    214,   -20877.582,   5029.08105 
    215,  -20779.1055,   5047.30273 
    216,  -20680.6328,   5065.54834 
    217,  -20582.1641,   5083.81738 
    218,  -20483.7012,   5102.11035 
    219,  -20385.2422,   5120.42725 
    220,  -20286.7891,   5138.76758 
    221,  -20188.3379,   5157.13232 
    222,  -20089.8926,   5175.52002 
    223,  -19991.4512,   5193.93213 
    224,  -19893.0156,   5212.36768 
    225,   -19794.582,   5230.82715 
    226,  -19597.6934,   5265.42627 
    227,  -19499.2305,   5281.53223 
    228,  -19400.7656,   5297.62842 
    229,  -19302.3008,   5313.71436 
    230,   -19203.832,   5329.79053 
    231,  -19105.3633,   5345.85693 
    232,  -19006.8926,   5361.91309 
    233,   -18908.418,   5377.95947 
    234,  -18809.9453,   5393.99561 
    235,  -18711.4688,   5410.02197 
    236,  -18612.9902,   5426.03857 
    237,  -18514.5117,   5442.04492 
    238,  -18416.0313,    5458.0415 
    239,  -18317.5488,   5474.02783 
    240,  -18219.0645,   5490.00439 
    241,  -18120.5781,   5505.97119 
    242,  -18022.0918,   5521.92773 
    243,  -17923.6035,   5537.87451 
    244,  -17825.1133,   5553.81152 
    245,  -17726.6211,   5569.73828 
    246,   -17628.127,   5585.65527 
    247,  -17529.6309,   5601.56201 
    248,  -17431.1348,   5617.45898 
    249,  -17332.6367,    5633.3457 
    250,  -17135.6133,   5662.73975 
    251,  -17037.0938,   5676.28174 
    252,  -16938.5781,   5689.84912 
    253,  -16840.0645,   5703.44141 
    254,  -16741.5566,   5717.05908 
    255,  -16643.0508,   5730.70117 
    256,  -16544.5488,   5744.36914 
    257,  -16446.0508,   5758.06201 
    258,  -16347.5557,   5771.77979 
    259,  -16249.0645,   5785.52295 
    260,  -16150.5762,   5799.29102 
    261,  -16052.0918,   5813.08398 
    262,  -15953.6104,   5826.90234 
    263,  -15855.1328,   5840.74609 
    264,  -15756.6592,   5854.61475 
    265,  -15658.1895,    5868.5083 
    266,  -15559.7227,   5882.42676 
    267,  -15461.2588,   5896.37109 
    268,  -15362.7988,   5910.33984 
    269,  -15264.3428,   5924.33398 
    270,  -15165.8906,   5938.35303 
    271,  -15067.4414,   5952.39746 
    272,  -14968.9961,    5966.4668 
    273,  -14870.5547,   5980.56152 
    274,  -14673.6289,   6006.28125 
    275,  -14575.1416,   6017.88623 
    276,  -14476.6543,   6029.49609 
    277,   -14378.168,   6041.11133 
    278,  -14279.6826,   6052.73096 
    279,  -14181.1982,   6064.35596 
    280,  -14082.7139,   6075.98633 
    281,  -13984.2295,   6087.62109 
    282,  -13885.7471,   6099.26074 
    283,  -13787.2646,   6110.90576 
    284,  -13688.7822,   6122.55566 
    285,  -13590.3008,   6134.21045 
    286,  -13491.8203,   6145.87061 
    287,  -13393.3398,   6157.53516 
    288,  -13294.8604,   6169.20508 
    289,  -13196.3818,   6180.87988 
    290,  -13097.9033,   6192.56006 
    291,  -12999.4248,   6204.24463 
    292,  -12900.9482,   6215.93457 
    293,  -12802.4717,   6227.62939 
    294,  -12703.9951,    6239.3291 
    295,  -12605.5195,   6251.03369 
    296,  -12507.0449,   6262.74365 
    297,  -12408.5703,    6274.4585 
    298,   -12211.542,    6294.9082 
    299,  -12112.9932,    6303.7041 
    300,  -12014.4502,   6312.56592 
    301,  -11915.9131,   6321.49316 
    302,  -11817.3818,   6330.48584 
    303,  -11718.8564,   6339.54443 
    304,  -11620.3369,   6348.66846 
    305,  -11521.8242,    6357.8584 
    306,  -11423.3174,   6367.11377 
    307,  -11324.8164,   6376.43506 
    308,  -11226.3213,   6385.82178 
    309,   -11127.834,   6395.27393 
    310,  -11029.3516,   6404.79199 
    311,   -10930.876,   6414.37549 
    312,  -10832.4072,    6424.0249 
    313,  -10733.9443,   6433.73975 
    314,  -10635.4883,   6443.52002 
    315,  -10537.0381,   6453.36621 
    316,  -10438.5957,   6463.27783 
    317,  -10340.1592,   6473.25488 
    318,  -10241.7295,   6483.29785 
    319,  -10143.3057,   6493.40625 
    320,  -10044.8896,   6503.58008 
    321,  -9946.48047,   6513.81934 
    322,   -9749.6377,   6532.05225 
    323,  -9651.19531,   6539.93457 
    324,  -9552.74805,   6547.77246 
    325,  -9454.29785,   6555.56543 
    326,  -9355.84473,   6563.31348 
    327,   -9257.3877,    6571.0166 
    328,  -9158.92676,    6578.6748 
    329,  -9060.46191,   6586.28857 
    330,  -8961.99512,   6593.85693 
    331,  -8863.52344,   6601.38086 
    332,  -8765.04883,   6608.85986 
    333,  -8666.57129,   6616.29395 
    334,  -8568.08984,   6623.68311 
    335,  -8469.60547,   6631.02734 
    336,  -8371.11719,   6638.32715 
    337,  -8272.62598,   6645.58154 
    338,  -8174.13135,    6652.7915 
    339,   -8075.6333,   6659.95605 
    340,  -7977.13232,   6667.07617 
    341,  -7878.62793,   6674.15137 
    342,  -7780.12012,   6681.18164 
    343,  -7681.60938,   6688.16699 
    344,   -7583.0957,   6695.10742 
    345,  -7484.57861,   6702.00293 
    346,  -7287.62256,   6714.93115 
    347,  -7189.18311,   6720.94189 
    348,  -7090.73926,   6726.88525 
    349,   -6992.2915,   6732.76123 
    350,  -6893.83984,   6738.56982 
    351,  -6795.38428,   6744.31104 
    352,   -6696.9248,   6749.98535 
    353,  -6598.46143,   6755.59277 
    354,  -6499.99414,   6761.13232 
    355,  -6401.52344,   6766.60498 
    356,  -6303.04834,   6772.01025 
    357,  -6204.57031,   6777.34814 
    358,  -6106.08838,   6782.61914 
    359,  -6007.60254,   6787.82227 
    360,  -5909.11377,   6792.95898 
    361,  -5810.62109,   6798.02783 
    362,    -5712.125,    6803.0293 
    363,  -5613.62549,   6807.96387 
    364,  -5515.12305,   6812.83105 
    365,   -5416.6167,   6817.63086 
    366,  -5318.10742,   6822.36377 
    367,  -5219.59521,   6827.02881 
    368,  -5121.07959,   6831.62695 
    369,  -5022.56055,   6836.15771 
    370,  -4825.55762,    6843.7627 
    371,  -4727.07617,   6846.90576 
    372,  -4628.59473,   6850.05029 
    373,  -4530.11377,   6853.19629 
    374,  -4431.63232,   6856.34375 
    375,  -4333.15137,   6859.49268 
    376,  -4234.67041,   6862.64307 
    377,  -4136.18945,   6865.79492 
    378,  -4037.70825,   6868.94824 
    379,  -3939.22729,   6872.10352 
    380,  -3840.74658,   6875.25977 
    381,  -3742.26563,   6878.41797 
    382,  -3643.78491,   6881.57764 
    383,   -3545.3042,   6884.73877 
    384,  -3446.82349,   6887.90137 
    385,  -3348.34277,   6891.06543 
    386,   -3249.8623,   6894.23096 
    387,  -3151.38184,   6897.39795 
    388,  -3052.90137,   6900.56641 
    389,   -2954.4209,   6903.73633 
    390,  -2855.94043,    6906.9082 
    391,  -2757.46021,   6910.08105 
    392,  -2658.97974,   6913.25586 
    393,  -2560.49951,   6916.43213 
    394,  -2363.55444,   6921.77295 
    395,  -2265.08765,   6923.84375 
    396,   -2166.6189,   6925.82227 
    397,  -2068.14819,   6927.70801 
    398,   -1969.6759,   6929.50098 
    399,   -1871.2019,   6931.20166 
    400,  -1772.72632,   6932.80957 
    401,  -1674.24939,    6934.3252 
    402,    -1575.771,   6935.74805 
    403,  -1477.29126,   6937.07861 
    404,  -1378.81042,   6938.31641 
    405,  -1280.32837,   6939.46143 
    406,  -1181.84534,   6940.51416 
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    407,  -1083.36133,   6941.47461 
    408,  -984.876526,    6942.3418 
    409,   -886.39093,   6943.11719 
    410,  -787.904602,   6943.79932 
    411,  -689.417725,   6944.38965 
    412,  -590.930298,   6944.88672 
    413,  -492.442474,    6945.2915 
    414,  -393.954315,     6945.604 
    415,  -295.465881,   6945.82373 
    416,   -196.97731,   6945.95068 
    417,  -98.4886475,   6945.98535 
    418,   2363.55444,   6921.77295 
    419,   2265.08765,   6923.84375 
    420,    2166.6189,   6925.82227 
    421,   2068.14819,   6927.70801 
    422,    1969.6759,   6929.50098 
    423,    1871.2019,   6931.20166 
    424,   1772.72632,   6932.80957 
    425,   1674.24939,    6934.3252 
    426,     1575.771,   6935.74805 
    427,   1477.29126,   6937.07861 
    428,   1378.81042,   6938.31641 
    429,   1280.32837,   6939.46143 
    430,   1181.84534,   6940.51416 
    431,   1083.36133,   6941.47461 
    432,   984.876526,    6942.3418 
    433,    886.39093,   6943.11719 
    434,   787.904602,   6943.79932 
    435,   689.417725,   6944.38965 
    436,   590.930298,   6944.88672 
    437,   492.442474,    6945.2915 
    438,   393.954315,     6945.604 
    439,   295.465881,   6945.82373 
    440,    196.97731,   6945.95068 
    441,   98.4886475,   6945.98535 
    442,   4825.55762,    6843.7627 
    443,   4727.07617,   6846.90576 
    444,   4628.59473,   6850.05029 
    445,   4530.11377,   6853.19629 
    446,   4431.63232,   6856.34375 
    447,   4333.15137,   6859.49268 
    448,   4234.67041,   6862.64307 
    449,   4136.18945,   6865.79492 
    450,   4037.70825,   6868.94824 
    451,   3939.22729,   6872.10352 
    452,   3840.74658,   6875.25977 
    453,   3742.26563,   6878.41797 
    454,   3643.78491,   6881.57764 
    455,    3545.3042,   6884.73877 
    456,   3446.82349,   6887.90137 
    457,   3348.34277,   6891.06543 
    458,    3249.8623,   6894.23096 
    459,   3151.38184,   6897.39795 
    460,   3052.90137,   6900.56641 
    461,    2954.4209,   6903.73633 
    462,   2855.94043,    6906.9082 
    463,   2757.46021,   6910.08105 
    464,   2658.97974,   6913.25586 
    465,   2560.49951,   6916.43213 
    466,   7287.62256,   6714.93115 
    467,   7189.18311,   6720.94189 
    468,   7090.73926,   6726.88525 
    469,    6992.2915,   6732.76123 
    470,   6893.83984,   6738.56982 
    471,   6795.38428,   6744.31104 
    472,    6696.9248,   6749.98535 
    473,   6598.46143,   6755.59277 
    474,   6499.99414,   6761.13232 
    475,   6401.52344,   6766.60498 
    476,   6303.04834,   6772.01025 
    477,   6204.57031,   6777.34814 
    478,   6106.08838,   6782.61914 
    479,   6007.60254,   6787.82227 
    480,   5909.11377,   6792.95898 
    481,   5810.62109,   6798.02783 
    482,     5712.125,    6803.0293 
    483,   5613.62549,   6807.96387 
    484,   5515.12305,   6812.83105 
    485,    5416.6167,   6817.63086 
    486,   5318.10742,   6822.36377 
    487,   5219.59521,   6827.02881 
    488,   5121.07959,   6831.62695 
    489,   5022.56055,   6836.15771 
    490,    9749.6377,   6532.05225 
    491,   9651.19531,   6539.93457 
    492,   9552.74805,   6547.77246 
    493,   9454.29785,   6555.56543 
    494,   9355.84473,   6563.31348 
    495,    9257.3877,    6571.0166 
    496,   9158.92676,    6578.6748 
    497,   9060.46191,   6586.28857 
    498,   8961.99512,   6593.85693 
    499,   8863.52344,   6601.38086 
    500,   8765.04883,   6608.85986 
    501,   8666.57129,   6616.29395 
    502,   8568.08984,   6623.68311 
    503,   8469.60547,   6631.02734 
    504,   8371.11719,   6638.32715 
    505,   8272.62598,   6645.58154 
    506,   8174.13135,    6652.7915 
    507,    8075.6333,   6659.95605 
    508,   7977.13232,   6667.07617 
    509,   7878.62793,   6674.15137 
    510,   7780.12012,   6681.18164 
    511,   7681.60938,   6688.16699 
    512,    7583.0957,   6695.10742 
    513,   7484.57861,   6702.00293 
    514,    12211.542,    6294.9082 
    515,   12112.9932,    6303.7041 
    516,   12014.4502,   6312.56592 
    517,   11915.9131,   6321.49316 
    518,   11817.3818,   6330.48584 
    519,   11718.8564,   6339.54443 
    520,   11620.3369,   6348.66846 
    521,   11521.8242,    6357.8584 
    522,   11423.3174,   6367.11377 
    523,   11324.8164,   6376.43506 
    524,   11226.3213,   6385.82178 
    525,    11127.834,   6395.27393 
    526,   11029.3516,   6404.79199 
    527,    10930.876,   6414.37549 
    528,   10832.4072,    6424.0249 
    529,   10733.9443,   6433.73975 
    530,   10635.4883,   6443.52002 
    531,   10537.0381,   6453.36621 
    532,   10438.5957,   6463.27783 
    533,   10340.1592,   6473.25488 
    534,   10241.7295,   6483.29785 
    535,   10143.3057,   6493.40625 
    536,   10044.8896,   6503.58008 
    537,   9946.48047,   6513.81934 
    538,   14673.6289,   6006.28125 
    539,   14575.1416,   6017.88623 
    540,   14476.6543,   6029.49609 
    541,    14378.168,   6041.11133 
    542,   14279.6826,   6052.73096 
    543,   14181.1982,   6064.35596 
    544,   14082.7139,   6075.98633 
    545,   13984.2295,   6087.62109 
    546,   13885.7471,   6099.26074 
    547,   13787.2646,   6110.90576 
    548,   13688.7822,   6122.55566 
    549,   13590.3008,   6134.21045 
    550,   13491.8203,   6145.87061 
    551,   13393.3398,   6157.53516 
    552,   13294.8604,   6169.20508 
    553,   13196.3818,   6180.87988 
    554,   13097.9033,   6192.56006 
    555,   12999.4248,   6204.24463 
    556,   12900.9482,   6215.93457 
    557,   12802.4717,   6227.62939 
    558,   12703.9951,    6239.3291 
    559,   12605.5195,   6251.03369 
    560,   12507.0449,   6262.74365 
    561,   12408.5703,    6274.4585 
    562,   17135.6133,   5662.73975 
    563,   17037.0938,   5676.28174 
    564,   16938.5781,   5689.84912 
    565,   16840.0645,   5703.44141 
    566,   16741.5566,   5717.05908 
    567,   16643.0508,   5730.70117 
    568,   16544.5488,   5744.36914 
    569,   16446.0508,   5758.06201 
    570,   16347.5557,   5771.77979 
    571,   16249.0645,   5785.52295 
    572,   16150.5762,   5799.29102 
    573,   16052.0918,   5813.08398 
    574,   15953.6104,   5826.90234 
    575,   15855.1328,   5840.74609 
    576,   15756.6592,   5854.61475 
    577,   15658.1895,    5868.5083 
    578,   15559.7227,   5882.42676 
    579,   15461.2588,   5896.37109 
    580,   15362.7988,   5910.33984 
    581,   15264.3428,   5924.33398 
    582,   15165.8906,   5938.35303 
    583,   15067.4414,   5952.39746 
    584,   14968.9961,    5966.4668 
    585,   14870.5547,   5980.56152 
    586,   19597.6934,   5265.42627 
    587,   19499.2305,   5281.53223 
    588,   19400.7656,   5297.62842 
    589,   19302.3008,   5313.71436 
    590,    19203.832,   5329.79053 
    591,   19105.3633,   5345.85693 
    592,   19006.8926,   5361.91309 
    593,    18908.418,   5377.95947 
    594,   18809.9453,   5393.99561 
    595,   18711.4688,   5410.02197 
    596,   18612.9902,   5426.03857 
    597,   18514.5117,   5442.04492 
    598,   18416.0313,    5458.0415 
    599,   18317.5488,   5474.02783 
    600,   18219.0645,   5490.00439 
    601,   18120.5781,   5505.97119 
    602,   18022.0918,   5521.92773 
    603,   17923.6035,   5537.87451 
    604,   17825.1133,   5553.81152 
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    605,   17726.6211,   5569.73828 
    606,    17628.127,   5585.65527 
    607,   17529.6309,   5601.56201 
    608,   17431.1348,   5617.45898 
    609,   17332.6367,    5633.3457 
    610,   22059.6406,   4812.27783 
    611,   21961.1113,   4830.21387 
    612,   21862.5879,   4848.17383 
    613,   21764.0664,   4866.15771 
    614,   21665.5508,   4884.16504 
    615,   21567.0391,   4902.19629 
    616,   21468.5332,   4920.25146 
    617,   21370.0293,   4938.33008 
    618,   21271.5313,   4956.43262 
    619,   21173.0371,   4974.55908 
    620,   21074.5469,   4992.70947 
    621,   20976.0625,    5010.8833 
    622,    20877.582,   5029.08105 
    623,   20779.1055,   5047.30273 
    624,   20680.6328,   5065.54834 
    625,   20582.1641,   5083.81738 
    626,   20483.7012,   5102.11035 
    627,   20385.2422,   5120.42725 
    628,   20286.7891,   5138.76758 
    629,   20188.3379,   5157.13232 
    630,   20089.8926,   5175.52002 
    631,   19991.4512,   5193.93213 
    632,   19893.0156,   5212.36768 
    633,    19794.582,   5230.82715 
    634,   24521.7461,   4304.30371 
    635,   24423.2949,   4324.87256 
    636,   24324.8418,   4345.42871 
    637,   24226.3848,   4365.97217 
    638,   24127.9258,   4386.50195 
    639,   24029.4629,   4407.01904 
    640,    23930.998,   4427.52295 
    641,   23832.5313,   4448.01416 
    642,   23734.0625,   4468.49219 
    643,   23635.5898,   4488.95703 
    644,   23537.1133,   4509.40869 
    645,   23438.6348,   4529.84766 
    646,   23340.1543,   4550.27344 
    647,   23241.6719,   4570.68604 
    648,   23143.1855,   4591.08594 
    649,   23044.6953,   4611.47266 
    650,   22946.2051,   4631.84619 
    651,   22847.7109,   4652.20654 
    652,   22749.2129,    4672.5542 
    653,   22650.7129,   4692.88867 
    654,   22552.2109,   4713.21045 
    655,   22453.7051,   4733.51855 
    656,   22355.1973,   4753.81396 
    657,   22256.6875,   4774.09668 
    658,   26983.7227,   3739.25562 
    659,   26885.2324,    3761.8999 
    660,   26786.7441,   3784.54785 
    661,   26688.2559,   3807.19946 
    662,   26589.7676,   3829.85449 
    663,   26491.2813,   3852.51343 
    664,   26392.7949,   3875.17578 
    665,   26294.3105,   3897.84204 
    666,   26195.8262,   3920.51172 
    667,   26097.3418,   3943.18506 
    668,   25998.8594,   3965.86206 
    669,   25900.3789,   3988.54272 
    670,   25801.8984,   4011.22705 
    671,    25703.418,   4033.91479 
    672,   25604.9395,   4056.60645 
    673,   25506.4609,   4079.30151 
    674,   25407.9824,   4102.00049 
    675,   25309.5059,   4124.70264 
    676,   25211.0313,   4147.40869 
    677,   25112.5566,   4170.11865 
    678,    25014.082,   4192.83203 
    679,   24915.6094,   4215.54883 
    680,   24817.1367,   4238.26953 
    681,   24718.6641,   4260.99365 
    682,   29445.9648,   3117.99121 
    683,   29347.6797,   3143.72998 
    684,    29249.375,   3169.39966 
    685,   29151.0527,        3195. 
    686,   29052.7129,   3220.53125 
    687,   28954.3555,   3245.99341 
    688,   28855.9805,   3271.38623 
    689,   28757.5859,   3296.71021 
    690,   28659.1738,    3321.9646 
    691,   28560.7461,    3347.1499 
    692,   28462.2988,   3372.26611 
    693,    28363.834,   3397.31274 
    694,   28265.3516,   3422.29053 
    695,   28166.8516,   3447.19873 
    696,   28068.3359,   3472.03784 
    697,   27969.8008,   3496.80737 
    698,    27871.248,   3521.50781 
    699,   27772.6797,   3546.13892 
    700,   27674.0938,   3570.70068 
    701,   27575.4902,   3595.19312 
    702,   27476.8691,   3619.61621 
    703,   27378.2305,   3643.96997 
    704,   27279.5742,   3668.25439 
    705,   27180.9023,   3692.46924 
    706,   31907.7305,   2436.62158 
    707,   31809.2148,   2463.79858 
    708,   31710.6992,   2490.98779 
    709,   31612.1895,   2518.18896 
    710,   31513.6816,    2545.4021 
    711,   31415.1777,    2572.6272 
    712,   31316.6777,   2599.86426 
    713,   31218.1797,   2627.11328 
    714,   31119.6855,   2654.37451 
    715,   31021.1953,   2681.64746 
    716,    30922.707,   2708.93262 
    717,   30824.2227,   2736.22974 
    718,   30725.7422,   2763.53882 
    719,   30627.2656,   2790.85986 
    720,    30528.791,   2818.19287 
    721,   30430.3203,   2845.53809 
    722,   30331.8516,   2872.89502 
    723,   30233.3887,   2900.26416 
    724,   30134.9277,   2927.64526 
    725,   30036.4707,   2955.03833 
    726,   29938.0156,   2982.44336 
    727,   29839.5645,   3009.86035 
    728,   29741.1172,   3037.28931 
    729,   29642.6738,   3064.73047 
    730,   34369.8672,   1697.28833 
    731,    34271.457,   1727.20776 
    732,    34173.043,   1757.10583 
    733,   34074.6211,   1786.98254 
    734,   33976.1914,   1816.83789 
    735,   33877.7539,   1846.67188 
    736,   33779.3125,    1876.4845 
    737,   33680.8633,   1906.27576 
    738,   33582.4102,   1936.04565 
    739,   33483.9453,   1965.79419 
    740,   33385.4805,   1995.52136 
    741,   33287.0039,   2025.22705 
    742,   33188.5234,   2054.91138 
    743,   33090.0352,   2084.57446 
    744,    32991.543,   2114.21606 
    745,    32893.043,   2143.83643 
    746,   32794.5352,    2173.4353 
    747,   32696.0234,    2203.0127 
    748,   32597.5039,   2232.56885 
    749,   32498.9766,   2262.10352 
    750,   32400.4453,   2291.61694 
    751,   32301.9063,   2321.10889 
    752,   32203.3613,   2350.57959 
    753,   32104.8105,   2380.02856 
    754,   36831.5273,    895.88324 
    755,   36732.7891,   927.194275 
    756,   36634.0742,   958.577942 
    757,   36535.3828,    990.03418 
    758,   36436.7148,   1021.56293 
    759,   36338.0664,   1053.16431 
    760,   36239.4453,   1084.83813 
    761,   36140.8438,   1116.58435 
    762,   36042.2695,    1148.4032 
    763,   35943.7148,   1180.29443 
    764,   35845.1875,   1212.25818 
    765,   35746.6797,   1244.29431 
    766,   35648.1992,   1276.40295 
    767,   35549.7383,   1308.58386 
    768,   35451.3047,   1340.83716 
    769,   35352.8945,   1373.16284 
    770,   35254.5078,   1405.56091 
    771,   35156.1445,   1438.03125 
    772,   35057.8047,   1470.57397 
    773,   34959.4883,   1503.18896 
    774,   34861.1953,   1535.87622 
    775,   34762.9297,   1568.63562 
    776,   34664.6875,   1601.46741 
    777,   34566.4648,   1634.37134 
    778,   39293.9727,    34.993248 
    779,    39195.625,   69.9525681 
    780,   39097.2617,   104.877968 
    781,   38998.8906,   139.769424 
    782,   38900.5039,   174.626968 
    783,   38802.1055,   209.450546 
    784,   38703.6992,   244.240204 
    785,   38605.2773,   278.995911 
    786,   38506.8438,   313.717651 
    787,   38408.3984,   348.405426 
    788,   38309.9414,   383.059265 
    789,   38211.4727,   417.679138 
    790,   38112.9922,   452.265045 
    791,   38014.4961,   486.816956 
    792,   37915.9922,     521.3349 
    793,   37817.4766,   555.818848 
    794,   37718.9453,    590.26886 
    795,   37620.4063,   624.684875 
    796,   37521.8555,   659.066833 
    797,   37423.2891,   693.414856 
    798,   37324.7148,   727.728882 
    799,    37226.125,    762.00885 
    800,   37127.5273,   796.254822 
    801,   37028.9141,   830.466797 
*Element, type=B23 
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 1,  1, 34 
 2, 34, 35 
 3, 35, 36 
 4, 36, 37 
 5, 37, 38 
 6, 38, 39 
 7, 39, 40 
 8, 40, 41 
 9, 41, 42 
10, 42, 43 
11, 43, 44 
12, 44, 45 
13, 45, 46 
14, 46, 47 
15, 47, 48 
16, 48, 49 
17, 49, 50 
18, 50, 51 
19, 51, 52 
20, 52, 53 
21, 53, 54 
22, 54, 55 
23, 55, 56 
24, 56, 57 
25, 57,  2 
26,  2, 58 
27, 58, 59 
28, 59, 60 
29, 60, 61 
30, 61, 62 
31, 62, 63 
32, 63, 64 
33, 64, 65 
34, 65, 66 
35, 66, 67 
36, 67, 68 
37, 68, 69 
38, 69, 70 
39, 70, 71 
40, 71, 72 
41, 72, 73 
42, 73, 74 
43, 74, 75 
44, 75, 76 
45, 76, 77 
46, 77, 78 
47, 78, 79 
48, 79, 80 
49, 80, 81 
50, 81,  3 
51,   3,  82 
52,  82,  83 
53,  83,  84 
54,  84,  85 
55,  85,  86 
56,  86,  87 
57,  87,  88 
58,  88,  89 
59,  89,  90 
60,  90,  91 
61,  91,  92 
62,  92,  93 
63,  93,  94 
64,  94,  95 
65,  95,  96 
66,  96,  97 
67,  97,  98 
68,  98,  99 
69,  99, 100 
70, 100, 101 
71, 101, 102 
72, 102, 103 
73, 103, 104 
74, 104, 105 
75, 105,   4 
 76,   4, 106 
 77, 106, 107 
 78, 107, 108 
 79, 108, 109 
 80, 109, 110 
 81, 110, 111 
 82, 111, 112 
 83, 112, 113 
 84, 113, 114 
 85, 114, 115 
 86, 115, 116 
 87, 116, 117 
 88, 117, 118 
 89, 118, 119 
 90, 119, 120 
 91, 120, 121 
 92, 121, 122 
 93, 122, 123 
 94, 123, 124 
 95, 124, 125 
 96, 125, 126 
 97, 126, 127 
 98, 127, 128 
 99, 128, 129 
100, 129,   5 
101,   5, 130 
102, 130, 131 
103, 131, 132 
104, 132, 133 
105, 133, 134 
106, 134, 135 
107, 135, 136 
108, 136, 137 
109, 137, 138 
110, 138, 139 
111, 139, 140 
112, 140, 141 
113, 141, 142 
114, 142, 143 
115, 143, 144 
116, 144, 145 
117, 145, 146 
118, 146, 147 
119, 147, 148 
120, 148, 149 
121, 149, 150 
122, 150, 151 
123, 151, 152 
124, 152, 153 
125, 153,   6 
126,   6, 154 
127, 154, 155 
128, 155, 156 
129, 156, 157 
130, 157, 158 
131, 158, 159 
132, 159, 160 
133, 160, 161 
134, 161, 162 
135, 162, 163 
136, 163, 164 
137, 164, 165 
138, 165, 166 
139, 166, 167 
140, 167, 168 
141, 168, 169 
142, 169, 170 
143, 170, 171 
144, 171, 172 
145, 172, 173 
146, 173, 174 
147, 174, 175 
148, 175, 176 
149, 176, 177 
150, 177,   7 
151,   7, 178 
152, 178, 179 
153, 179, 180 
154, 180, 181 
155, 181, 182 
156, 182, 183 
157, 183, 184 
158, 184, 185 
159, 185, 186 
160, 186, 187 
161, 187, 188 
162, 188, 189 
163, 189, 190 
164, 190, 191 
165, 191, 192 
166, 192, 193 
167, 193, 194 
168, 194, 195 
169, 195, 196 
170, 196, 197 
171, 197, 198 
172, 198, 199 
173, 199, 200 
174, 200, 201 
175, 201,   8 
176,   8, 202 
177, 202, 203 
178, 203, 204 
179, 204, 205 
180, 205, 206 
181, 206, 207 
182, 207, 208 
183, 208, 209 
184, 209, 210 
185, 210, 211 
186, 211, 212 
187, 212, 213 
188, 213, 214 
189, 214, 215 
190, 215, 216 
191, 216, 217 
192, 217, 218 
193, 218, 219 
194, 219, 220 
195, 220, 221 
196, 221, 222 
197, 222, 223 
198, 223, 224 
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199, 224, 225 
200, 225,   9 
201,   9, 226 
202, 226, 227 
203, 227, 228 
204, 228, 229 
205, 229, 230 
206, 230, 231 
207, 231, 232 
208, 232, 233 
209, 233, 234 
210, 234, 235 
211, 235, 236 
212, 236, 237 
213, 237, 238 
214, 238, 239 
215, 239, 240 
216, 240, 241 
217, 241, 242 
218, 242, 243 
219, 243, 244 
220, 244, 245 
221, 245, 246 
222, 246, 247 
223, 247, 248 
224, 248, 249 
225, 249,  10 
226,  10, 250 
227, 250, 251 
228, 251, 252 
229, 252, 253 
230, 253, 254 
231, 254, 255 
232, 255, 256 
233, 256, 257 
234, 257, 258 
235, 258, 259 
236, 259, 260 
237, 260, 261 
238, 261, 262 
239, 262, 263 
240, 263, 264 
241, 264, 265 
242, 265, 266 
243, 266, 267 
244, 267, 268 
245, 268, 269 
246, 269, 270 
247, 270, 271 
248, 271, 272 
249, 272, 273 
250, 273,  11 
251,  11, 274 
252, 274, 275 
253, 275, 276 
254, 276, 277 
255, 277, 278 
256, 278, 279 
257, 279, 280 
258, 280, 281 
259, 281, 282 
260, 282, 283 
261, 283, 284 
262, 284, 285 
263, 285, 286 
264, 286, 287 
265, 287, 288 
266, 288, 289 
267, 289, 290 
268, 290, 291 
269, 291, 292 
270, 292, 293 
271, 293, 294 
272, 294, 295 
273, 295, 296 
274, 296, 297 
275, 297,  12 
276,  12, 298 
277, 298, 299 
278, 299, 300 
279, 300, 301 
280, 301, 302 
281, 302, 303 
282, 303, 304 
283, 304, 305 
284, 305, 306 
285, 306, 307 
286, 307, 308 
287, 308, 309 
288, 309, 310 
289, 310, 311 
290, 311, 312 
291, 312, 313 
292, 313, 314 
293, 314, 315 
294, 315, 316 
295, 316, 317 
296, 317, 318 
297, 318, 319 
298, 319, 320 
299, 320, 321 
300, 321,  13 
301,  13, 322 
302, 322, 323 
303, 323, 324 
304, 324, 325 
305, 325, 326 
306, 326, 327 
307, 327, 328 
308, 328, 329 
309, 329, 330 
310, 330, 331 
311, 331, 332 
312, 332, 333 
313, 333, 334 
314, 334, 335 
315, 335, 336 
316, 336, 337 
317, 337, 338 
318, 338, 339 
319, 339, 340 
320, 340, 341 
321, 341, 342 
322, 342, 343 
323, 343, 344 
324, 344, 345 
325, 345,  14 
326,  14, 346 
327, 346, 347 
328, 347, 348 
329, 348, 349 
330, 349, 350 
331, 350, 351 
332, 351, 352 
333, 352, 353 
334, 353, 354 
335, 354, 355 
336, 355, 356 
337, 356, 357 
338, 357, 358 
339, 358, 359 
340, 359, 360 
341, 360, 361 
342, 361, 362 
343, 362, 363 
344, 363, 364 
345, 364, 365 
346, 365, 366 
347, 366, 367 
348, 367, 368 
349, 368, 369 
350, 369,  15 
351,  15, 370 
352, 370, 371 
353, 371, 372 
354, 372, 373 
355, 373, 374 
356, 374, 375 
357, 375, 376 
358, 376, 377 
359, 377, 378 
360, 378, 379 
361, 379, 380 
362, 380, 381 
363, 381, 382 
364, 382, 383 
365, 383, 384 
366, 384, 385 
367, 385, 386 
368, 386, 387 
369, 387, 388 
370, 388, 389 
371, 389, 390 
372, 390, 391 
373, 391, 392 
374, 392, 393 
375, 393,  16 
376,  16, 394 
377, 394, 395 
378, 395, 396 
379, 396, 397 
380, 397, 398 
381, 398, 399 
382, 399, 400 
383, 400, 401 
384, 401, 402 
385, 402, 403 
386, 403, 404 
387, 404, 405 
388, 405, 406 
389, 406, 407 
390, 407, 408 
391, 408, 409 
392, 409, 410 
393, 410, 411 
394, 411, 412 
395, 412, 413 
396, 413, 414 
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397, 414, 415 
398, 415, 416 
399, 416, 417 
400, 417,  17 
401,  18, 418 
402, 418, 419 
403, 419, 420 
404, 420, 421 
405, 421, 422 
406, 422, 423 
407, 423, 424 
408, 424, 425 
409, 425, 426 
410, 426, 427 
411, 427, 428 
412, 428, 429 
413, 429, 430 
414, 430, 431 
415, 431, 432 
416, 432, 433 
417, 433, 434 
418, 434, 435 
419, 435, 436 
420, 436, 437 
421, 437, 438 
422, 438, 439 
423, 439, 440 
424, 440, 441 
425, 441,  17 
426,  19, 442 
427, 442, 443 
428, 443, 444 
429, 444, 445 
430, 445, 446 
431, 446, 447 
432, 447, 448 
433, 448, 449 
434, 449, 450 
435, 450, 451 
436, 451, 452 
437, 452, 453 
438, 453, 454 
439, 454, 455 
440, 455, 456 
441, 456, 457 
442, 457, 458 
443, 458, 459 
444, 459, 460 
445, 460, 461 
446, 461, 462 
447, 462, 463 
448, 463, 464 
449, 464, 465 
450, 465,  18 
451,  20, 466 
452, 466, 467 
453, 467, 468 
454, 468, 469 
455, 469, 470 
456, 470, 471 
457, 471, 472 
458, 472, 473 
459, 473, 474 
460, 474, 475 
461, 475, 476 
462, 476, 477 
463, 477, 478 
464, 478, 479 
465, 479, 480 
466, 480, 481 
467, 481, 482 
468, 482, 483 
469, 483, 484 
470, 484, 485 
471, 485, 486 
472, 486, 487 
473, 487, 488 
474, 488, 489 
475, 489,  19 
476,  21, 490 
477, 490, 491 
478, 491, 492 
479, 492, 493 
480, 493, 494 
481, 494, 495 
482, 495, 496 
483, 496, 497 
484, 497, 498 
485, 498, 499 
486, 499, 500 
487, 500, 501 
488, 501, 502 
489, 502, 503 
490, 503, 504 
491, 504, 505 
492, 505, 506 
493, 506, 507 
494, 507, 508 
495, 508, 509 
496, 509, 510 
497, 510, 511 
498, 511, 512 
499, 512, 513 
500, 513,  20 
501,  22, 514 
502, 514, 515 
503, 515, 516 
504, 516, 517 
505, 517, 518 
506, 518, 519 
507, 519, 520 
508, 520, 521 
509, 521, 522 
510, 522, 523 
511, 523, 524 
512, 524, 525 
513, 525, 526 
514, 526, 527 
515, 527, 528 
516, 528, 529 
517, 529, 530 
518, 530, 531 
519, 531, 532 
520, 532, 533 
521, 533, 534 
522, 534, 535 
523, 535, 536 
524, 536, 537 
525, 537,  21 
526,  23, 538 
527, 538, 539 
528, 539, 540 
529, 540, 541 
530, 541, 542 
531, 542, 543 
532, 543, 544 
533, 544, 545 
534, 545, 546 
535, 546, 547 
536, 547, 548 
537, 548, 549 
538, 549, 550 
539, 550, 551 
540, 551, 552 
541, 552, 553 
542, 553, 554 
543, 554, 555 
544, 555, 556 
545, 556, 557 
546, 557, 558 
547, 558, 559 
548, 559, 560 
549, 560, 561 
550, 561,  22 
551,  24, 562 
552, 562, 563 
553, 563, 564 
554, 564, 565 
555, 565, 566 
556, 566, 567 
557, 567, 568 
558, 568, 569 
559, 569, 570 
560, 570, 571 
561, 571, 572 
562, 572, 573 
563, 573, 574 
564, 574, 575 
565, 575, 576 
566, 576, 577 
567, 577, 578 
568, 578, 579 
569, 579, 580 
570, 580, 581 
571, 581, 582 
572, 582, 583 
573, 583, 584 
574, 584, 585 
575, 585,  23 
576,  25, 586 
577, 586, 587 
578, 587, 588 
579, 588, 589 
580, 589, 590 
581, 590, 591 
582, 591, 592 
583, 592, 593 
584, 593, 594 
585, 594, 595 
586, 595, 596 
587, 596, 597 
588, 597, 598 
589, 598, 599 
590, 599, 600 
591, 600, 601 
592, 601, 602 
593, 602, 603 
594, 603, 604 
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595, 604, 605 
596, 605, 606 
597, 606, 607 
598, 607, 608 
599, 608, 609 
600, 609,  24 
601,  26, 610 
602, 610, 611 
603, 611, 612 
604, 612, 613 
605, 613, 614 
606, 614, 615 
607, 615, 616 
608, 616, 617 
609, 617, 618 
610, 618, 619 
611, 619, 620 
612, 620, 621 
613, 621, 622 
614, 622, 623 
615, 623, 624 
616, 624, 625 
617, 625, 626 
618, 626, 627 
619, 627, 628 
620, 628, 629 
621, 629, 630 
622, 630, 631 
623, 631, 632 
624, 632, 633 
625, 633,  25 
626,  27, 634 
627, 634, 635 
628, 635, 636 
629, 636, 637 
630, 637, 638 
631, 638, 639 
632, 639, 640 
633, 640, 641 
634, 641, 642 
635, 642, 643 
636, 643, 644 
637, 644, 645 
638, 645, 646 
639, 646, 647 
640, 647, 648 
641, 648, 649 
642, 649, 650 
643, 650, 651 
644, 651, 652 
645, 652, 653 
646, 653, 654 
647, 654, 655 
648, 655, 656 
649, 656, 657 
650, 657,  26 
651,  28, 658 
652, 658, 659 
653, 659, 660 
654, 660, 661 
655, 661, 662 
656, 662, 663 
657, 663, 664 
658, 664, 665 
659, 665, 666 
660, 666, 667 
661, 667, 668 
662, 668, 669 
663, 669, 670 
664, 670, 671 
665, 671, 672 
666, 672, 673 
667, 673, 674 
668, 674, 675 
669, 675, 676 
670, 676, 677 
671, 677, 678 
672, 678, 679 
673, 679, 680 
674, 680, 681 
675, 681,  27 
676,  29, 682 
677, 682, 683 
678, 683, 684 
679, 684, 685 
680, 685, 686 
681, 686, 687 
682, 687, 688 
683, 688, 689 
684, 689, 690 
685, 690, 691 
686, 691, 692 
687, 692, 693 
688, 693, 694 
689, 694, 695 
690, 695, 696 
691, 696, 697 
692, 697, 698 
693, 698, 699 
694, 699, 700 
695, 700, 701 
696, 701, 702 
697, 702, 703 
698, 703, 704 
699, 704, 705 
700, 705,  28 
701,  30, 706 
702, 706, 707 
703, 707, 708 
704, 708, 709 
705, 709, 710 
706, 710, 711 
707, 711, 712 
708, 712, 713 
709, 713, 714 
710, 714, 715 
711, 715, 716 
712, 716, 717 
713, 717, 718 
714, 718, 719 
715, 719, 720 
716, 720, 721 
717, 721, 722 
718, 722, 723 
719, 723, 724 
720, 724, 725 
721, 725, 726 
722, 726, 727 
723, 727, 728 
724, 728, 729 
725, 729,  29 
726,  31, 730 
727, 730, 731 
728, 731, 732 
729, 732, 733 
730, 733, 734 
731, 734, 735 
732, 735, 736 
733, 736, 737 
734, 737, 738 
735, 738, 739 
736, 739, 740 
737, 740, 741 
738, 741, 742 
739, 742, 743 
740, 743, 744 
741, 744, 745 
742, 745, 746 
743, 746, 747 
744, 747, 748 
745, 748, 749 
746, 749, 750 
747, 750, 751 
748, 751, 752 
749, 752, 753 
750, 753,  30 
751,  32, 754 
752, 754, 755 
753, 755, 756 
754, 756, 757 
755, 757, 758 
756, 758, 759 
757, 759, 760 
758, 760, 761 
759, 761, 762 
760, 762, 763 
761, 763, 764 
762, 764, 765 
763, 765, 766 
764, 766, 767 
765, 767, 768 
766, 768, 769 
767, 769, 770 
768, 770, 771 
769, 771, 772 
770, 772, 773 
771, 773, 774 
772, 774, 775 
773, 775, 776 
774, 776, 777 
775, 777,  31 
776,  33, 778 
777, 778, 779 
778, 779, 780 
779, 780, 781 
780, 781, 782 
781, 782, 783 
782, 783, 784 
783, 784, 785 
784, 785, 786 
785, 786, 787 
786, 787, 788 
787, 788, 789 
788, 789, 790 
789, 790, 791 
790, 791, 792 
791, 792, 793 
792, 793, 794 
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793, 794, 795 
794, 795, 796 
795, 796, 797 
796, 797, 798 
797, 798, 799 
798, 799, 800 
799, 800, 801 
800, 801,  32 
*Nset, nset=Top_chord, generate 
   1,  801,    1 
*Elset, elset=Top_chord, generate 
   1,  800,    1 
** Section: TC_tube  Profile: 
TC_Tube 
*Beam Section, elset=Top_chord, 
material=Steel_tube, poisson = 0.3, 
temperature=GRADIENTS, 
section=BOX 
140., 140., 12.5, 12.5, 12.5, 12.5 
0.,0.,-1. 
*End Part 
**   
** 
** ASSEMBLY 
** 
*Assembly, name=Assembly 
**   
*Instance, name=Btm_Cable-1, 
part=Btm_Cable 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name=Btm_chord-1, 
part=Btm_chord 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name=Ties-1, part=Ties 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name=Top_chord-1, 
part=Top_chord 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name=R_Diags-1, 
part=R_Diags 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name=L_Diags-1, 
part=L_Diags 
*End Instance 
**   
*Element, type=CONN2D2 
1, Btm_chord-1.33, Top_chord-1.33 
2, Ties-1.48, Btm_chord-1.32 
3, Top_chord-1.32, Ties-1.47 
4, Ties-1.13, Top_chord-1.31 
5, Btm_chord-1.31, Ties-1.14 
6, Ties-1.50, Btm_chord-1.30 
7, Top_chord-1.30, Ties-1.49 
8, Ties-1.11, Top_chord-1.29 
9, Btm_chord-1.29, Ties-1.12 
10, Ties-1.52, Btm_chord-1.28 
11, Top_chord-1.28, Ties-1.51 
12, Ties-1.9, Top_chord-1.27 
13, Btm_chord-1.27, Ties-1.10 
14, Ties-1.54, Btm_chord-1.26 
15, Top_chord-1.26, Ties-1.53 
16, Ties-1.7, Top_chord-1.25 
17, Btm_chord-1.25, Ties-1.8 
18, Ties-1.56, Btm_chord-1.24 
19, Top_chord-1.24, Ties-1.55 
20, Ties-1.5, Top_chord-1.23 
21, Btm_chord-1.23, Ties-1.6 
22, Ties-1.58, Btm_chord-1.22 
23, Top_chord-1.22, Ties-1.57 
24, Ties-1.3, Top_chord-1.21 
25, Btm_chord-1.21, Ties-1.4 
26, Ties-1.60, Btm_chord-1.20 
27, Top_chord-1.20, Ties-1.59 
28, Ties-1.1, Top_chord-1.19 
29, Btm_chord-1.19, Ties-1.2 
30, Ties-1.62, Btm_chord-1.18 
31, Top_chord-1.18, Ties-1.61 
32, Ties-1.15, Top_chord-1.17 
33, Btm_chord-1.17, Ties-1.16 
34, Ties-1.46, Btm_chord-1.16 
35, Top_chord-1.16, Ties-1.45 
36, Ties-1.17, Top_chord-1.15 
37, Btm_chord-1.15, Ties-1.18 
38, Ties-1.44, Btm_chord-1.14 
39, Top_chord-1.14, Ties-1.43 
40, Ties-1.19, Top_chord-1.13 
41, Btm_chord-1.13, Ties-1.20 
42, Ties-1.42, Btm_chord-1.12 
43, Top_chord-1.12, Ties-1.41 
44, Ties-1.21, Top_chord-1.11 
45, Btm_chord-1.11, Ties-1.22 
46, Ties-1.40, Btm_chord-1.10 
47, Top_chord-1.10, Ties-1.39 
48, Ties-1.23, Top_chord-1.9 
49, Btm_chord-1.9, Ties-1.24 
50, Ties-1.38, Btm_chord-1.8 
51, Top_chord-1.8, Ties-1.37 
52, Ties-1.25, Top_chord-1.7 
53, Btm_chord-1.7, Ties-1.26 
54, Ties-1.36, Btm_chord-1.6 
55, Top_chord-1.6, Ties-1.35 
56, Ties-1.27, Top_chord-1.5 
57, Btm_chord-1.5, Ties-1.28 
58, Ties-1.34, Btm_chord-1.4 
59, Top_chord-1.4, Ties-1.33 
60, Ties-1.29, Top_chord-1.3 
61, Btm_chord-1.3, Ties-1.30 
62, Ties-1.32, Btm_chord-1.2 
63, Top_chord-1.2, Ties-1.31 
64, Btm_chord-1.1, Top_chord-1.1 
*Connector Section, elset=Wire-1-Set-
1 
Join, 
*Element, type=CONN2D2 
65, Ties-1.33, L_Diags-1.27 
66, L_Diags-1.28, Ties-1.28 
67, Ties-1.27, L_Diags-1.29 
68, L_Diags-1.30, Ties-1.36 
69, Ties-1.35, L_Diags-1.25 
70, L_Diags-1.26, Ties-1.26 
71, Ties-1.25, L_Diags-1.31 
72, L_Diags-1.32, Ties-1.38 
73, Ties-1.37, L_Diags-1.23 
74, L_Diags-1.24, Ties-1.24 
75, Ties-1.23, L_Diags-1.33 
76, L_Diags-1.34, Ties-1.40 
77, Ties-1.39, L_Diags-1.21 
78, L_Diags-1.22, Ties-1.22 
79, Ties-1.21, L_Diags-1.35 
80, L_Diags-1.36, Ties-1.42 
81, Ties-1.41, L_Diags-1.19 
82, L_Diags-1.20, Ties-1.20 
83, Ties-1.19, L_Diags-1.37 
84, L_Diags-1.38, Ties-1.44 
85, Ties-1.43, L_Diags-1.17 
86, L_Diags-1.18, Ties-1.18 
87, Ties-1.17, L_Diags-1.39 
88, L_Diags-1.40, Ties-1.46 
89, Ties-1.45, L_Diags-1.15 
90, L_Diags-1.16, Ties-1.16 
91, Ties-1.15, L_Diags-1.43 
92, L_Diags-1.44, Ties-1.62 
93, Ties-1.61, L_Diags-1.11 
94, L_Diags-1.12, Ties-1.2 
95, Ties-1.1, L_Diags-1.45 
96, L_Diags-1.46, Ties-1.60 
97, Ties-1.59, L_Diags-1.9 
98, L_Diags-1.10, Ties-1.4 
99, Ties-1.3, L_Diags-1.47 
100, L_Diags-1.48, Ties-1.58 
101, Ties-1.57, L_Diags-1.7 
102, L_Diags-1.8, Ties-1.6 
103, Ties-1.5, L_Diags-1.49 
104, L_Diags-1.50, Ties-1.56 
105, Ties-1.55, L_Diags-1.5 
106, L_Diags-1.6, Ties-1.8 
107, Ties-1.7, L_Diags-1.51 
108, L_Diags-1.52, Ties-1.54 
109, Ties-1.53, L_Diags-1.3 
110, L_Diags-1.4, Ties-1.10 
111, Ties-1.9, L_Diags-1.53 
112, L_Diags-1.54, Ties-1.52 
113, Ties-1.51, L_Diags-1.1 
114, L_Diags-1.2, Ties-1.12 
115, Ties-1.11, L_Diags-1.55 
116, L_Diags-1.56, Ties-1.50 
117, Ties-1.49, L_Diags-1.13 
118, L_Diags-1.14, Ties-1.14 
119, Ties-1.13, L_Diags-1.41 
120, L_Diags-1.42, Ties-1.48 
*Connector Section, elset=Wire-4-Set-
1 
Join, 
*Element, type=CONN2D2 
121, Ties-1.49, R_Diags-1.43 
122, R_Diags-1.44, Ties-1.12 
123, Ties-1.11, R_Diags-1.11 
124, R_Diags-1.12, Ties-1.52 
125, Ties-1.51, R_Diags-1.45 
126, R_Diags-1.46, Ties-1.10 
127, Ties-1.9, R_Diags-1.9 
128, R_Diags-1.10, Ties-1.54 
129, Ties-1.53, R_Diags-1.47 
130, R_Diags-1.48, Ties-1.8 
131, Ties-1.7, R_Diags-1.7 
132, R_Diags-1.8, Ties-1.56 
133, Ties-1.55, R_Diags-1.49 
134, R_Diags-1.50, Ties-1.6 
135, Ties-1.5, R_Diags-1.5 
136, R_Diags-1.6, Ties-1.58 
137, Ties-1.57, R_Diags-1.51 
138, R_Diags-1.52, Ties-1.4 
139, Ties-1.3, R_Diags-1.3 
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140, R_Diags-1.4, Ties-1.60 
141, Ties-1.59, R_Diags-1.53 
142, R_Diags-1.54, Ties-1.2 
143, Ties-1.1, R_Diags-1.1 
144, R_Diags-1.2, Ties-1.62 
145, Ties-1.61, R_Diags-1.55 
146, R_Diags-1.56, Ties-1.16 
147, Ties-1.15, R_Diags-1.36 
148, R_Diags-1.35, Ties-1.46 
149, Ties-1.45, R_Diags-1.14 
150, R_Diags-1.13, Ties-1.18 
151, Ties-1.17, R_Diags-1.22 
152, R_Diags-1.21, Ties-1.44 
153, Ties-1.43, R_Diags-1.42 
154, R_Diags-1.41, Ties-1.20 
155, Ties-1.19, R_Diags-1.34 
156, R_Diags-1.33, Ties-1.42 
157, Ties-1.41, R_Diags-1.16 
158, R_Diags-1.15, Ties-1.22 
159, Ties-1.21, R_Diags-1.24 
160, R_Diags-1.23, Ties-1.40 
161, Ties-1.39, R_Diags-1.40 
162, R_Diags-1.39, Ties-1.24 
163, Ties-1.23, R_Diags-1.32 
164, R_Diags-1.31, Ties-1.38 
165, Ties-1.37, R_Diags-1.18 
166, R_Diags-1.17, Ties-1.26 
167, Ties-1.25, R_Diags-1.26 
168, R_Diags-1.25, Ties-1.36 
169, Ties-1.35, R_Diags-1.38 
170, R_Diags-1.37, Ties-1.28 
171, Ties-1.27, R_Diags-1.30 
172, R_Diags-1.29, Ties-1.34 
173, Ties-1.33, R_Diags-1.20 
174, R_Diags-1.19, Ties-1.30 
175, Ties-1.29, R_Diags-1.28 
176, R_Diags-1.27, Ties-1.32 
*Connector Section, elset=Wire-5-Set-
1 
Join, 
*Nset, nset=Left, instance=Top_chord-
1 
 1, 
*Nset, nset=Mid_top, 
instance=Top_chord-1 
 17, 
*Nset, nset=Mid_btm, instance=Ties-1 
 16, 
*Nset, nset=Right, 
instance=Top_chord-1 
 33, 
*Nset, nset=Wire-1-Set-1, 
instance=Btm_chord-1, generate 
  1,  33,   1 
*Nset, nset=Wire-1-Set-1, 
instance=Top_chord-1, generate 
  1,  33,   1 
*Nset, nset=Wire-1-Set-1, 
instance=Ties-1, generate 
  1,  62,   1 
*Elset, elset=Wire-1-Set-1, generate 
  1,  64,   1 
*Nset, nset=Set-6, 
instance=Top_chord-1, generate 
  2,  32,   1 
*Nset, nset=Set-7, 
instance=Top_chord-1, generate 
  2,  32,   1 
*Nset, nset=Wire-4-Set-1, 
instance=Ties-1 
  1,  2,  3,  4,  5,  6,  7,  8,  9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15, 16 
 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 
27, 28, 33, 35, 36, 37 
 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 48, 
49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54 
 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62 
*Nset, nset=Wire-4-Set-1, 
instance=L_Diags-1, generate 
  1,  56,   1 
*Elset, elset=Wire-4-Set-1, generate 
  65,  120,    1 
*Nset, nset=Wire-5-Set-1, 
instance=Ties-1 
  1,  2,  3,  4,  5,  6,  7,  8,  9, 10, 11, 12, 
15, 16, 17, 18 
 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 
29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35 
 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 
46, 49, 51, 52, 53, 54 
 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62 
*Nset, nset=Wire-5-Set-1, 
instance=R_Diags-1, generate 
  1,  56,   1 
*Elset, elset=Wire-5-Set-1, generate 
 121,  176,    1 
*Nset, nset=N2, instance=Top_chord-1 
 2, 
*Nset, nset=N3, instance=R_Diags-1 
 28, 
*Nset, nset=N4, instance=L_Diags-1 
 27, 
*Nset, nset=N5, instance=L_Diags-1 
 29, 
*Nset, nset=N6, instance=L_Diags-1 
 25, 
*Nset, nset=N7, instance=L_Diags-1 
 31, 
*Nset, nset=N8, instance=L_Diags-1 
 23, 
*Nset, nset=N9, instance=L_Diags-1 
 33, 
*Nset, nset=N10, instance=L_Diags-1 
 21, 
*Nset, nset=N11, instance=L_Diags-1 
 35, 
*Nset, nset=N12, instance=L_Diags-1 
 19, 
*Nset, nset=N13, instance=L_Diags-1 
 37, 
*Nset, nset=N16, instance=L_Diags-1 
 15, 
*Nset, nset=N17, instance=L_Diags-1 
 43, 
*Nset, nset=N14, instance=L_Diags-1 
 17, 
*Nset, nset=N15, instance=L_Diags-1 
 39, 
*Nset, nset=N18, instance=L_Diags-1 
 11, 
*Nset, nset=N19, instance=L_Diags-1 
 45, 
*Nset, nset=N20, instance=L_Diags-1 
 9, 
*Nset, nset=N21, instance=L_Diags-1 
 47, 
*Nset, nset=N22, instance=L_Diags-1 
 7, 
*Nset, nset=N23, instance=L_Diags-1 
 49, 
*Nset, nset=N24, instance=L_Diags-1 
 5, 
*Nset, nset=N25, instance=L_Diags-1 
 51, 
*Nset, nset=N26, instance=L_Diags-1 
 3, 
*Nset, nset=N27, instance=L_Diags-1 
 53, 
*Nset, nset=N28, instance=L_Diags-1 
 1, 
*Nset, nset=N29, instance=L_Diags-1 
 55, 
*Nset, nset=N31, instance=L_Diags-1 
 41, 
*Nset, nset=N32, instance=Top_chord-
1 
 32, 
*Nset, nset=N30, instance=L_Diags-1 
 13, 
*Surface, type=NODE, 
name=Btm_chord-1_Btm_tube_CNS_, 
internal 
Btm_chord-1.Btm_tube, 1. 
*Surface, type=NODE, 
name=Btm_Cable-
1_Btm_cable_CNS_, internal 
Btm_Cable-1.Btm_cable, 1. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-2", 
internal 
N2,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-2" 
-0.943506760489581, -
0.331353275086357,           0., 
0.331353275086357, -
0.943506760489581,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-3", 
internal 
N3,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-3" 
-0.950744596040434, -
0.309975342728922,           0., 
0.309975342728922, -
0.950744596040434,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-4", 
internal 
N4,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-4" 
-0.957450518575958, -
0.288597478295688,           0., 
0.288597478295688, -
0.957450518575958,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-6", 
internal 
N6,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-6" 
-0.969309934194112, -
0.245841923748994,           0., 
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0.245841923748994, -
0.969309934194112,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-8", 
internal 
N8,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-8" 
-0.979160788328205, -
0.203086559379215,           0., 
0.203086559379215, -
0.979160788328205,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-10", 
internal 
N10,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-10" 
-0.987063250660975, -
0.160331341897298,           0., 
0.160331341897298, -
0.987063250660975,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-12", 
internal 
N12,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-12" 
-0.993063859537879, -
0.117576234332167,           0., 
0.117576234332167, -
0.993063859537879,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-14", 
internal 
N14,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-14" 
-0.9971969652007, -
0.0748212041771113,           0., 
0.0748212041771113, -
0.9971969652007,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-16", 
internal 
N16,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-16" 
-0.999485746477075, -
0.0320662219346903,           0., 
0.0320662219346903, -
0.999485746477075,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-28", 
internal 
N28,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-28" 
-0.974482331106439, 
0.224464220670823,           0., -
0.224464220670823, -
0.974482331106439,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-30", 
internal 
N30,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-30" 
-0.963635639493022, 
0.267219674236152,           0., -
0.267219674236152, -
0.963635639493022,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-32", 
internal 
N32,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-32" 
-0.950744596040433, 
0.309975342728924,           0., -
0.309975342728924, -
0.950744596040433,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-18", 
internal 
N18,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-18" 
-0.999942873785983, 
0.0106887400861847,           0., -
0.0106887400861847, -
0.999942873785983,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-20", 
internal 
N20,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-20" 
-0.998570863778238, 
0.0534437088269944,           0., -
0.0534437088269944, -
0.998570863778238,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-22", 
internal 
N22,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-22" 
-0.995362149124669, 
0.096198711477437,           0., -
0.096198711477437, -
0.995362149124669,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-24", 
internal 
N24,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-24" 
-0.990298868018327, 
0.138953776492835,           0., -
0.138953776492835, -
0.990298868018327,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-26", 
internal 
N26,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-26" 
-0.983352359556755, 
0.181708934711977,           0., -
0.181708934711977, -
0.983352359556755,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-5", 
internal 
N5,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-5" 
-0.963635639493022, -
0.267219674236152,           0., 
0.267219674236152, -
0.963635639493022,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-7", 
internal 
N7,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-7" 
-0.974482331106439, -
0.224464220670823,           0., 
0.224464220670823, -
0.974482331106439,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-9", 
internal 
N9,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-9" 
-0.983352359556755, -
0.181708934711977,           0., 
0.181708934711977, -
0.983352359556755,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-11", 
internal 
N11,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-11" 
-0.990298868018327, -
0.138953776492835,           0., 
0.138953776492835, -
0.990298868018327,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-13", 
internal 
N13,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-13" 
-0.995362149124669, -
0.096198711477437,           0., 
0.096198711477437, -
0.995362149124669,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-15", 
internal 
N15,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-15" 
-0.998570863778238, -
0.0534437088269944,           0., 
0.0534437088269944, -
0.998570863778238,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-17", 
internal 
N17,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-17" 
-0.999942873785983, -
0.0106887400861847,           0., 
0.0106887400861847, -
0.999942873785983,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-29", 
internal 
N29,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-29" 
-0.969309934194112, 
0.245841923748994,           0., -
0.245841923748994, -
0.969309934194112,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-31", 
internal 
N31,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-31" 
-0.957450518575958, 
0.288597478295688,           0., -
0.288597478295688, -
0.957450518575958,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-19", 
internal 
N19,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-19" 
-0.999485746477075, 
0.0320662219346903,           0., -
0.0320662219346903, -
0.999485746477075,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-21", 
internal 
N21,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-21" 
-0.9971969652007, 
0.0748212041771113,           0., -
0.0748212041771113, -
0.9971969652007,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-23", 
internal 
N23,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-23" 
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-0.993063859537879, 
0.117576234332167,           0., -
0.117576234332167, -
0.993063859537879,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-25", 
internal 
N25,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-25" 
-0.987063250660975, 
0.160331341897298,           0., -
0.160331341897298, -
0.987063250660975,           0. 
*Nset, nset="_T-Datum csys-27", 
internal 
N27,  
*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-27" 
-0.979160788328205, 
0.203086559379215,           0., -
0.203086559379215, -
0.979160788328205,           0. 
** Constraint: Btm_Tube-Cable 
*Tie, name=Btm_Tube-Cable, 
adjust=yes 
Btm_Cable-1_Btm_cable_CNS_, 
Btm_chord-1_Btm_tube_CNS_ 
*End Assembly 
**  
** MATERIALS 
**  
*Material, name=Cable 
*Elastic 
125000., 0.3 
*Expansion 
 1.2e-05, 
*Plastic 
1860.,0. 
1860.,5. 
  10.,6. 
*Material, name=Connectors 
*Elastic 
600000., 0.3 
*Material, name=Diag_Cable 
*Elastic 
125000., 0.3 
*No Compression 
*Expansion 
 1.2e-05, 
*Material, name=Steel_tube 
*Elastic 
180000., 0.3 
*Plastic 
355., 0. 
355.,10. 
 10.,11. 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: Left_pinned Type: 
Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
Left, 1, 1 
Left, 2, 2 
** Name: Right_roller Type: 
Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary, fixed 
Right, 2, 2 
** -------------------------------------------
--------------------- 
**  
** STEP: Prestress 
**  
*Step, name=Prestress, nlgeom=YES 
*Static 
0.1, 1., 1e-20, 0.1 
**  
** PREDEFINED FIELDS 
**  
** Name: Predefined Field-1   Type: 
Temperature 
*Temperature 
Btm_Cable-1.Btm_cable, -984. 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
LE, PE, PEEQ, PEMAG, S, SF 
*Contact Output 
CDISP, CSTRESS 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history 
*Energy Output 
ALLAE,  
*End Step 
** -------------------------------------------
--------------------- 
**  
** STEP: Loading 
**  
*Step, name=Loading, nlgeom=YES, 
inc=1000 
*Static, riks 
0.001, 1., 1e-20, 0.01, ,  
**  
** LOADS 
**  
** Name: Load-1   Type: Concentrated 
force 
*Cload 
N2, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-2   Type: Concentrated 
force 
*Cload 
N3, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-3   Type: Concentrated 
force 
*Cload 
N4, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-4   Type: Concentrated 
force 
*Cload 
N5, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-5   Type: Concentrated 
force 
*Cload 
N6, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-6   Type: Concentrated 
force 
*Cload 
N7, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-7   Type: Concentrated 
force 
*Cload 
N8, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-8   Type: Concentrated 
force 
*Cload 
N9, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-9   Type: Concentrated 
force 
*Cload 
N10, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-10   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N11, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-11   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N12, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-12   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N13, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-13   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N14, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-14   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N15, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-15   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N16, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-16   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N17, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-17   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N18, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-18   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N19, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-19   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N20, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-20   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N21, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-21   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N22, 2, -1000. 
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** Name: Load-22   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N23, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-23   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N24, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-24   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N25, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-25   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N26, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-26   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N27, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-27   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N28, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-28   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N29, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-29   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N30, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-30   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N31, 2, -1000. 
** Name: Load-31   Type: 
Concentrated force 
*Cload 
N32, 2, -1000. 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=0 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
LE, PE, PEEQ, PEMAG, S, SF 
*Contact Output 
CDISP, CSTRESS 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history 
*Energy Output 
ALLAE,  
*End Step 
